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PREFACE.

The origin of this book must be traced to a request,
from my late dear and revered brother, Rev. J. P. Ellwood,
to write for publication a short list of those Hindustani

idioms, in which most Europeans who use Hindustani

go astray, and in which, therefore, those new to the

country specially need to be on their guard. That list,

which was published in 1894, was found useful in many
quarters ; but this fact only showed the need of

another publication of the same kind, but very much

larger and fuller, and also free from some defects which
had meanwhile become manifest. Accordingly, when I

had the necessary leisure during a furlough in New
Zealand in 1900, I wrote a book of 116 pages, entitled
"
Helps to Hindustani Idiom." That book, too, I am

thankful to say, has been widely useful
;
but further

experience has shown the want of something else on
the same lines, but still larger and fuller, and at the

same time free from some mistakes, which crept also into

that second book. Hence the present work, which is

more than double the size of the second
;
and which will,

I hope,be accepted by my countrymen and countrywomen
in India, and specially by my young brother and sister

missionaries in this land, as my last effort in this direc-

tion ; and will, I trust and pray, be accepted by my and
their Master, to help forward the extension of His king-
dom in India. For there can be no doubt that, as the

carelessness, so sadly prevalent among Europeans, about
a correct use of the vernacular is a great stumbling-block
and hindrance to that unity of feeling between them
and Indians which is so desirable, so on the other hand,
there are few things which more tend to do away with
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IV PREFACE.

the barrier between them, than an evident desire on the

part of the foreigner to speak to the natives of India

as they speak to one another.

The first two chapters of this book are new. The
first chapter, indeed, does embody some things which

found their place in the Introduction to the second

book above mentioned
;
but the reader will now find

them, and much besides, treated in a much more

comprehensive and systematic way in the body of the

book itself. The second chapter is entirely new. It is

only since writing the second book that I have been

convinced of the necessity of giving young foreign
students of the language all possible help in acquiring
the sounds which are used in it. Of course, no printed

exposition of this subject can take the place of a com-

petent living teacher; nor can this second chapter*

dispense with the need of learning, from a native of the

country, and by watching by eye and by ear how he

pronounces the letters, the equivalents in sound to the

printed letters in that chapter. Still, I am sure that

if the student will carefully study this chapter, at the

same time that he learns from his teachers, he will

find it very helpful indeed. More than this cannot be

done by print.
As I said in the Introduction to the second book,

this work is neither' Grammar nor Dictionary. The
Elements of Hindustani Grammar are presupposed in it :

and yet in the present work much more is said on this

subject than before, mainly in order to impart a

completeness to the whole, which it would otherwise

lack. Still less is this work a Dictionary; Platts'

Hindustani Dictionary will always be wanted by the

foreign student, however proficient he may become;
and yet a great deal will bo found in the present work

which is found also in that indispensable work, only
more connectedly than is possible in , dictionary.

For, though the word " Idiom
"
disappears from the
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title of this work, it could not do otherwise, after the

addition of the first two chapters, yet the main aim
and object of the work remains the same as at first,, viz.

to help new comers to the country to acquire the right
Idiom, with which Indians, who are uncorrupted by
contact with foreigners, speak and write Hindustani.

This aim has been kept in view throughout ;
and there-

fore I have not been content with stating what is

correct, but have also very frequently sought to guard
against what is wrong.

I have now shown ho\v experience and thought have

caused the present work to grow from a small begin-

ning ;
and I suppose that, if I were to write another

edition three years hence, it would be a good deal

larger still. For continually, while I was engaged in

writing this work, new examples of rules, new and
better ways of stating the same facts, and new modifica-

tions of statements, would occur to me
;
and of these,

so far as possible, I kept a record, and embodied them
in the work just before sending it to the press. But

naturally, a great many more have occurred to me
since. Of these, what seemed the most important have

been inserted, by the kind indulgence of the printer,
in the proofs ;

but of course there was a clear limit to

the extent to which I could presume on that indulgence.
And other facts, some of them quite important (e.yr.

that " dubna
"

forms its causal more commonly by'

inserting o than <l), have occurred to me too late to

insert in that part of the book to which they apply.
Hence I beg that no reader shall assume that this book
is complete, or even nearly so, in fulfilling its object.
Omissions some of them, no doubt, strangely glaring
will occur to every reader from time to time. Many of

these I have collected, along with misprints, in a list of
" Addenda et Corrigenda

"
at the end of this book : but

many others will certainly not be included even then .

Nor is it only of. "sins of omission" that I have
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to plead guilty. It is probable that some readers will

find what appear to them mis-statements in this work ;

or, if not actual mis-statements, yet over-statements,
facts stated too generally. Of course I am not aware
of any such, or I would not have written them; but
there are such differences, even of idiom, among differ-

ent classes of Indians and in different parts of the

country, that I shall not be at all surprised if many
of my statements are questioned and some flatly con-

tradicted. After all, however, one person can only state

what his experience has led him to believe
;
and all I

ask my reader to concede is, that I have said nothing
in this book which a tolerably long experience, and a

good deal of thought over that experience, have not Jed

me to believe true.

Two things remain to be said. One is that, while
I hope many of my countrymen and women, who are

not missionaries, will find this book useful, yet I have
had my fellow-missionaries chiefly in mind, and there-

fore a very large part of the examples which I have

produced an- taken from those Scriptures which
missionaries must make their

" vade mecum "
in doing

their work. And my quotations have invariably been
from the last revision of the Old Testament in Hindi,
.-UK! of the New Testament in Urdu

;
save that, very

rarely indeed, I have ventured to differ from those

translations, and have given my own, and my reason
for it.

The other is that, of the three scripts in which
Hindustani is written, viz. Nagari, Persian, and Roman,
if I had in this work adopted either the first or second,
the book would have been unintelligible by nearly half

of those for whom it was intended. Therefore, this

work being designed forforeigners, and as all foreign
-

<:ome to India with a kno vtledge of the Roman
character, i have throughout employed this script.
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA

Page 7, line 16. For t:
way

"
read '

may.
"

Page 8, line 12. ^o/-
" \\atrr" read -'water."

Page 9, line 1.1. For "
it," re.ail

"
is.

"

Page 21, line 30. for "lip of the tongue" read "tip of the

tongue.
"

Page 21, line 33. Omit " three. "

Page 21, footnote. For ' called Ain,
"
read "

failed in Arabic and
Urdu Ain."

Page 22, line 4. For '' Sh '' read " 8h.
"

Page 31, line 30. For the second " Sibholeth
"
read " Shibboleth.

'

Page 32, line ti. For " dental
"
reatf ' dentals.

"

Page 33, line 10. Add ''different" before "consonants.
''

Page 37, line 3d. Fur "
i-fih

''

read "
rfih.

"

Page 39, line 29. Omit bracket before elephant."

Page 46. Before the first line add : We say
"

it is some time to,

or before, ten o'clock'
1

: but they say
' das bajne mtij der

hai."

Page 48, line 2b". For "
they

''

read^" he."

Page 50, line 16. For " xiv
"

rc.ad
"

xiii.
''

Page 50, line 17. For the firnt
" xiii

"
read "

xiv.
''

Page 54. Add to para 23, after "past tenses," this sentence :

In the Panjab a construction is still in vogue which comes straight
from the Sanskrit use of the agentive case, and is really more correct
than the idiom which obtains in Hindustan. JS.gr.

" Xp w.

aj tin kam karne haiij," "you have to do three things
to-day

''

(lit.
"
by you to-day three works are to be done ;

" where
a Hindustani would say.

"
Ap ko aj tin kam karne hain," lit.

'

for you three works are to be done.''

Page 59, line 5. After "
illiterate

" add : and oven "
.jasti,"

a corruption of "
ziyadatT," an abstract nonn derived from

"
ziyada."

Page 64. Add another paragraph at the bottom, wr... UX Hindi
has a substitute for "

wSla," but wily uith infinitives. It is
"

ui "bar." This may be used for any of the four reasons



XII. ADDENDA ET CORBI.GENDA.

*; of this <-ha|iiei ) for attaching
<L

svala
"

to .-in inlininvc.

In Mie form "1 ,-hie^ly met with in the word "honhar,
''t.lie future." \\hie!-, means the hom-wala," lit. ''what is

ilioul to take plaee." 1'r, ,li,-vlly these ail erived from the

Sanskrit "
dhar," in the sense'of "

holding." Thus, ".Tanelj
meant,, originally, "one ".ho holds a i/onii: in his mind, or in his

destiny."

68, line 1-1. Fur "

7'l, line -_M. /''"/ "d

1'age 70. After para 1<I. add another paragraph, viz., 11. It i*4

difficult for foreigners a,t first to get into the way of saying
' derh

"
for "

li." and ".dhai
''

(in the Kast
"

ayhfii
;

") for
'

Hut though an Indian will understand " surha ek
"

and "sai/he

do," his mind will dwell on the fact that (he >peaker is a

foreitj

N.*),
line I--:, /'<,,-

' :

sitting in
"
n.ud "

settling into."

S7, line 9. For '
is come

"
raid In- is eome."

e ')!. After the last para, of Chapter XII, add this new para-

graph : li. Hindustani is in the happy position of having rery feu-

irregul rregidar only in (1) the past

partici])lf: and the !tenses deriv<d therefrom ; C2] the Imperative
Form '2 ; and (.'!) the causal formations. They an-

' hua
"

and
"
hujiye

"
.from

" honii ;" "kiya" and "
kijiye

"
from " karna

(tUough ''kari'i" /'.- nlxd used);
"
diya and dijiye

"
from " (h

"
liya

"
and "

lijiye
"
from "

len a
"
from "

jana
"

(see page
]44); "iiifia,"

1

as alternative with "
mara," from " marna." For

irregular Causa! 17. and also the note next following this.

Page 97. After the last para, of Chapter XIII, arid this new para-
b: '

pfdinfi,"
" to sin elf,in a liqnid), and

"
T.hingna,"

dam])," make their <ausals "<jiihona" preferably
to '

diihuna," and '

lihigon.-i

"

alternatively with "
lihigan-i

[e \n-2. line ~2(l For "
suiierlative

"
read ''

Imperative.
'

. je 111, omit line ya."

ill, Inn- :<. /

e 111, lin<' !'. For '

/
"

>. 5."

e 112, after the end of the first para. add. . In all suoh oa

a -if it were in the .-im]i].- past: hut really it, is in

' ier-t.

114. lim bion
'' add " or condition."

\'2-2, line I',. For " 12" r> u<1
'< 2."

\-2'\, line- !i to IS. Omit from '

Thfcre
"

to "
hiijij'e."

Page 124. After the end of the first para, add .this new para-
h : 4. Tin i plural fomi of tliis kind of Imperathe,
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ending in "
iyo," <;.///. ,

<%

';iiyo,'
: "come. 1

It is u

affectionate tenderness.

I 'age 131, line 7. For "
aparadhi

"
/-did

''

ai>ara<Uii."

Page 131, line 14. For 'ashish
'

Page 133, line 21. For conjuctive" read, "conjunctive."'

Page 144, line 19. For ''and simple past" rea>/
'' and t!ie (

derived therefrom."

Page 145, line, 2. For " XI\ \I1, 3. 3."

Page 152, line 16. /'V ' "
eanscd,''

Page 158, line (i. For " 11 (2)

"
mid " 14."

Page 160, line 29.' For "
/

' sense."

Page 163. After the secund para, add this new paragraph :

\Vlicn " chahiKi
"

takes the other verb in the Iniinitive t'urin I

'

hapter XV, 12), it often a. -quires the meaning, not of wishing,
but of being nhon.t !> do, or suffer,- something ; e.gr.

' \vah mar;i

<:hahta liai,"
"

lie is about t:o die ;

r "
fith liaja ehuhte hain,"

"
it IS

just going to strike eight."

Page 163, line 29. for "
1 1 (2)

''

read " U."

Page 168 line 30. For ft,."

Page 169, line 27. Fm- " means " read " moan."

Page 175, line 14. For "
">

"
read "

5. .">."

Page 17S, line 13, For "
fishish

"
r<:.u<!

if
as:

Page 191, line 13. For *

to send !>y SOHUS one,' r<.n<f
'

(.<

Iti/ some one.

I'a-c 191, line 28. For "
siklia;

" n >id
"

samjliai."

Page 1112. After para. 13, >vld these twonewji, 1!.
"
Khulna," and its causal '

kho]n;i," ai-e used hoik in these.
*'

ii](.'ning

"
(intransitive and i. ^nd a/d" in that of "being

loosed
" and "

loosing." Hence '

Kphphatha
"

(Mark 7: 34, 3"<).

which means both ' i" and ''be looked," can be exat-tly
rendered in Hindustani by

li khul ja," re.ferrin- '>'. li !:> t.he opening
of the ears and to the lousing of the tongue; whereas in Hnglish,
as in (Ireek, only one of these meanings is possible at oni

15. "Pahinna" and " orhna
"

(with 'lieir ean^als
"

paliinan;"i

"

and "orhana) both mean ' to
j. nt). but the diU'rrenee

between them whii .1 in speaking Hindu-
stani- -is that the former uieans to*pu nenv. which is n:

Ht the body, or apart of it : \\ hereas the I v\'ord fur i>\itting
mi a shawl, a blanket, or .HIV ol her garment which i-

Page 20S, line 27- Fov '

par.'

Page "210, line 15. For " liim bestow a
bestow a 'W<</ un them."
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Page 224. second line of footnote. For "II, 3, (4) (a),'"
II, 7 (4) fa).".

Page 228, line 2. For "
you

"
re,ad

" thee."

Page 229. line 26. For ' tho ''
rea<l " the."

Page 232. in the sixth column. Below '
titna

" add " tai :

"
below

"kitna
"
add ''kai ;" below '

jitna,
" add ''

jai.

"

Page 241, line 2. For "
question

"
nad '

questions."

Page 252. line 9. For '

belong of
"

reail
'

belong to."

Page 269, line 20. After the end of para. 4, add (in the game
paragraph): A good instance is Ps. 137: 3 and 4. The request
ot the eaptivators, Sing us one of the songs of /ion, would in

Hindustani lie met by an '' are
"
before llie rejoinder.

" How shall
we sing Jehovah's song in the foreigner's land V

"

Page 27i, line 19. Delete "the" between "taken" and
'

literally."

Page 277- After the end of the first para, ad'l this new para-
graph : (5) We call the rays of the sun " the sun,'' e.i/r.

" the sun
will come out soon," "I will go and sit in the sun.' etc. I Jut in

all such cases, where the actual sun itself is not meant. '

dhup
"

(sunshine) must be used. Similarly, wherever "
the moon

"
means

only
''

moonlight,"
" chandni

"
must be used.

I "age 284, at the bottom, add this new paragraph : 4. In this

chapter we have dealt with emphasis on "vW* in a sentenct. not on
tyllabkg in a, word. But with regard to the latter, it may be as
well to say that (1) there is not nearly the difference in Hindustani,
between emphatic and non-emphatic syllables, that there is in

English and (Jerman : (2) yet they are mistaken who assert that,

Hindustani makes no sucli difference : and (3) while there is no
general rule as-- to which syllables should be accented and which
not, yet it may be stated here that, in a great number of cases.

words of Persian origin are accented on the Last syllable, e.</r.

"bimar," "
afsos," "durust," etc ; whereas words of Indian origin

generally have the accent on some other syllable. <.<jr..
"

agya.'"
dowata,"

'

aushadli."

Yet of course, there are numbers of exceptions on both sides.

And often' different forms of the same \ erb are distinguished onl\

by the diH'etvncc <( f accent
; .;/r.

"
b;'ma," is the past participle of

"
baniiii," but "ban 'a

"
is the imperative of

" banana."

J 'age 292. At the end of the tirst pai'a. IK/I/ tlicsc \\ords : Strictly

.-jieaking, when the reduplication of an adjective conveys the

plurality of the noun to which it is attached, neither the adjective
nor the noun should be put in the plural number, because this is

unnecessary. Vet idiom requires that they lit- put in the plural :

f-.'jr.
" aelichhe aehchhe glioie." "good horses;" "bare bare

parthar,"
"
big stones :

"
- : diho'i chhoti cliitf Liyan,''

" small lei '

I'agw -!9}. line Jn. /-"-,, son " m nl " sun."



CHAPTER I.

OF LANGUAGE IN GENERAL, AND HINDUSTANI

IN PARTICULAR.

1. LANGUAGE consists of four things, viz. :

(1) Sounds uttered by the human voice.

N.B. Not "
letters

"
in the sense of written charac-

ters, for (a) many languages are unwritten, and yet are

as truly languages as written ones are
;
and (6) any

language can be written in any set of characters, though
some are more suitable to some languages, and others

to others.

(2) Vocabulary, i.e., sounds, or combinations of

sounds, called
"
words," which convey

Language some definite idea to the speaker and
hearer.

(3) Etymology, i.e., modifications of words because

of either (a) their derivation from other words, or (6)

the relation in which they stand to other words.

(4) Syntax, i.e., formation of sentences by putting
words together in certain ways.

2. IDIOM is the peculiarity of any language in

respect of (a) the use of words, i.e., the meaning attached

to them; (6) the meaning attached to modi-

Idiom fications of words
; (c) above all, syntax.

But Idiom appeals only to foreigners, i.e.,

those who learn a language other than their mother-

tongue, after their childhood. To no one does any idiom
of his mother-tongue seem peculiar, because he has
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always been accustomed to it. It is for this reason that,

e.gr. as a rule, foreigners who have studied Hindustani are

more alive to its idioms than natives of Hindustan are.

3. Of so-called PAKTS OF SPEECH

(1) Interjections are the least human, being
simply expressions of feeling, like the various noises

Parts of made by different kinds of animals

Speech (neighing, lowing, purring, barking,

etc.).

(2) Proper Nouns are the next least human, because

they require no mental abstraction, being names of

individual persons or things, like chalk marks affixed to

things ;
and this is why they are often difficult to

remember.

(3) Common Nouns, and Adjectives, are very
human, because they express the product of abstraction,

i.e., the mental extraction of one quality from a number
of objects which have that quality in common, and the

leaving out of sight their other qualities, egr. box, white.

(4) Verbs are the most human of all, being most

dependent on abstraction. Verbs are words par
excellence ;

" verb
"
comes from the Latin "

verbum," a

word. Certainly most of the
"
roots

"
of languages, and

perhaps all of them, are verbs. Most verbal roots

are of unknown origin ;
but some are

"
onomato-poetic,'

i.e. imitations of sounds, egr. "hiss," "spit."

(5) Adverbs bear the same relation to verbs as

adjectives do to nouns, i.e., they express certain

qualities of the action denoted by the verb, as adjectives
do to those of the object denoted by the noun. Hence
in some languages (e.gr. in German) there is no differ-

ence in form between adjectives and adverbs : which is

the case in some instances in English, e.gr., to
" walk

fast," not "
fastly."

(6) Conjunctions indicate t/h.e relation of

clauses, or sentences, to others.
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(7) Prepositions and postpositions show the relation

of some words to other words. They are all originally

nouns, which in a more or less modified form have been
attached to other nouns to express certain relations.

Often the same word is, in different connections, an

adverb, a conjunction, or a preposition. E.gr., in
"
go on before,"

"
before

"
is an adverb, qualifying the

verb ''

go on ;" in
"
before they call," it is a conjunction,

showing the relation of this clause to another
;
and in

" stand before me," it is a preposition, indicating the

relation of " stand
"

to
" me."

(8) Pronouns are generally treated as a separate

part of speech ;
but they are all either nouns or

adjectives.

4. Living languages i.e. those which are spoken
as vernaculars, not only by learned persons always

exhibit two TENDENCIES. One of

Tendencies these is the tendency to develop,
of Language i-e., to alter, in any. or all of the four

constituent parts of language men-
tioned in the first paragraph. This development is

often spoken of as "corruption;" egr., people call

the Hindi for "tiger," "bagh," a corruption of the

Sanskrit "
vyaghra." But it is not corruption ;

it is

neither advance nor retrogression; it is merely alter-

ation according to the changing genius, or environment,
of the people speaking the language in question. The
other tendency is to divide and subdivide. That

is, people originally speaking the same language

develop it differently; those living in one part, and

having constant intercourse with one another, develop
it in one way; and those living in another part, and

only rarely meeting the former, develop it in another

way. Hence arise (1) different languages from the same

stock, and (2) different dialects of the same language.
There is no hard and fast division between a language
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and a dialect ; but in a general way it may be said that

ordinary people, speaking one dialect of a language,
understand another dialect of the same language, but
not a different language.

5. Both the above tendencies are retarded, or

even arrested, by two things, viz.,

(1) Education; for the children

Checks to of a nation are not educated each in

Tendencies his own dialect, but in the same
dialect.

(2) Literature; for while most languages have
some dialectic literature, most of their literature is

perforce in some one dialect of each language.
And the same cause that arrests the tendency to divi-

sion, equally and for the same reason arrests the tendency
to development ;

or at least very largely retards it.

6. It is often quite accidental, which dialect of a

language gains the mastery over the others, and becomes
the "standard" dialeci of literature and

Dialects education. That is, this is not decided by
the intrinsic superiority of one dialect over

the others, but by historical causes. E.gr. Standard

English, the English of literature and of educated people,
was originally the dialect of the East Midlands, and

prevailed because London, and the two ancient univer-

sities, were in that region. Before the Norman conquest,

however, the Wessex dialect of Anglo-Saxon was the

standard, owing to the fact that Wessex was, politically,

the premier division of England. Similarly, as we shall

see later, the literary and polite form of Hindustani

ia the dialect of the part where the Muhammadan con-

querors established their capital.

7. DEVELOPMENT of language takes place in two

ways.
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(1) By incorporating foreign words into its

vocabulary. This takes place in two stages, (a) First, the

foreign word is the property

Development of only of the more or less learned,

Vocaoulary who write it, and try (more or

less successfully) to pronounce
it, as it is written and pronounced by the foreigners
whose native word it is. In English, words in this stage
are printed in italics. (6> When the foreign word is

accepted by the mass of the people into whose language
it has come, so that it has become a word of that language,
it is almost invariably altered, both in spelling and in

pronunciation, according to the genius of that language.
This law is very conspicuous in English, which has incor-

porated into itself thousands of French words; and in

Hindustani, whose vocabulary consists very largely of

Arabic and Persian, and now ever-increasingly of English,
words. But be it always remembered, that no amount
of incorporation of foreign vocabulary alters the essence

of a language ;
which consists of t-he Etymology, the

Pronouns,, and the Numerals. As long as a language
does not largely adopt any of these three elements from

foreigners, it remains the same language, however many
other words it receives from them.

(2) By changes in the method of expressing the rela-

tion of words to one another. These changes produce
new languages, rather than new

Stages of phases ot the same language. As

Language far as can be ascertained, language
passes through four stages ; but

not all languages have yet passed through all four; on

the contrary, some are still in the first stage.

(a) Juxtapositional, i.e., where monosyllabic words
are put, unmodified, side by side

;
the position being

the only thing to show either the kind of connexion

between the words, or the
"
part of speech

"
to which

belongs. Such is the Chinese 'language.
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(b) Agglutinative, where some words, which by
themselves have no meaning, or have lost the meaning
they once had, are

"
glued on

"
to other words, to

indicate what relation these latter words bear to yet
others

;
both these latter words having meanings of

their own. Such a language is Turkish.

(c) Synthetical, where the meaningless words just
referred to are absorbed into the words to which they
were once glued, and remain in them as terminations,
or other modifications, of those words and so produce
"Etymology." Such are all the ancient languages
which we call classical, e.fjr. Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin.

Such also, to a great 'extent, are many modern langua-

ges, e.gr., German and Persian. Such are, again, to

some small exti-nt, languages which on the whole are

analytical. Egr. in English, the terminations sof the

plural, nnd 's of the genitive, are relics of Anglo-Saxon,
which was a synthetical language.

(d) Analytical, where the terminations, and other

modifications, are dropped, and their place supplied by
other wcrds; not now meaningless as in agglutinative

languages, but each having a meaning of its own. Most
modern languages are mostly of this kind. In them,
cases are superseded by prepositions or (as in Hindu-

stani) postpositions; tenses by "auxiliary
"
verbs, and

so on. Yet, as has just been observed in the case of

English, few, if any, modern languages are altogether

analytical. E.gr., in English, it is only habit which
makes us say

"
I
"

before
"
am," seeing that

" am "

occurs only in the first person singular. And in Hindu-

stani, the pronoun is never used, except tor special

emphasis, with the second person plural imperative;

seeing that"jao" c in only mean ".go you" and ordi-

narily requires no "
turn."

8, Languages are divided into FAMILIES. The
families of languages which concern Hindustani are
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(1) Aryan, essentially, (2) Shemitic, accidentally,
i.e., because of the conquest of Hindustan by tribes

Families of wni n na<^ already, by reason of their

Language conversion to Islam, incorporated many
Arabic words into their own languages.

9.
"

Arya
"

is a Sanskrit word, meaning
"
noble."

It was applied by the ancestors of those now called

Hindus to themselves, as distinguished

Aryan from the aborigines whom they found in

India, and conquered. But many learned

etymologists think that the word is connected with the

Latin for
"
to plow

"
(whence our "

arable "), and was

adopted because they were specially addicted to the

cultivation of the soil, whereas the aborigines got their

living by less civilised methods, such as hunting.
However this way be, modern scholars have extended

the word to all those languages, of which Sanskrit is

the premier specimen.
The Aryan family consists of several groups, of which

the principal are Celtic, Scandinavian, Teutonic,

Slavonian, and the so-called "South-

Influence of ern," which includes Sanskrit, Persian,

Persian Greek, and Latin. Ancient Persian

is but little known, but that little

shows it to have been a twin-sister of Sanskrit. Modern
Persian (apart from the Arabic vocabulary which it has

incorporated) is very much simpler than ancient
;
and

this is the probable reason why many of its words have

ousted, in Hindustani and cognate Indian languages, the

native words derived from Sanskrit. E.gr.,
'

tez
"

(" sharp ") has taken the place of "
tikshna," with which

it is cognate ;

"
garm

"
(" warm ") has superseded

" ushna ;" in both cases because the Persian word is

easier to pronounce than the native one. In many
cases, the old Sanskrit word, having been displaced in

India by a quite different word, has returned to India
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in its Persian, simplified, form. E.gr., the Sanskrit

for "white" is "shweta;"the native modern word is
"
ujla;" but the old word has come back in the form of

the Persian "
safed." So, one Sanskrit word for

"
ass

"

is
" khar ;" but the word, having been lost in India,

has returned to it in the form of the Persian "
khar," in

such compounds as
"
khargosh

"
(" a hare," lit.

"
ass-

eared ") and "kharbuz" (" a musk-melon"). Again,
-.one of the almost innumerable Sanskrit words for
" water

"
is

"
ap." This has long been quite lost in

India, but it has returned in the form of the Persian

"ab," as in the phrase
" ab o hawa,"

" water
"
and air,"

i.e., "climate," and in the compounds "Panjab,"
"
Doab,"

etc, Once more, the Sanskrit "
antar,"

"
inside,

"
has

disappeared from the common language (though
retained among the learned), but has reappeared as the

Persian "
andar,"

"
within." In some cases, an idea of

decency has (as in all languages) led to the adoption of

the foreign rather than the native word
; e.gr., the

Sanskrit for
"

tail
"

is
"
puchchha," from which is

derived the Hindustani "punchh;" yet the Persian

"dum" is more commonly used. Lastly, in many cases

the Sanskrit and the Persian words are identical; egr.
"dur," "far." Those who know Persian but not

Sanskrit think that such words have come into Hindu-
stani from Persian

;
but they are mistaken.

1O. Sanskrit represents, generally speaking, the

oldest known form of that Aryan^ speech which was in

the remote, pre-historic past the common
Sanskrit tongue of the whole Aryan family. There

are, indeed, some clear exceptions to this
;

e.gr. the word for "star" has an a before the t in most

of the other groups, including the other members of the
" Southern

"

group (Persian, Greek, and Latin), but in

the Sanskrit word (tara) it ha^ no "s"; and it is

incredible that all the other languages should have added
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an "s," rather than that Sanskrit has lost it. Still, on the

whole, in Sanskrit we come much hearer to the original

Aryan speech than in any other language.
It is, indeed, uncertain how far Sanskrit, as we

know it in ancient Indian literature, was ever really the

vernacular of a people. The extreme

Indian complexity of its etymology, which

Vernaculars far exceeds that of Greek and Latin,
inclines one to think that, at least

in the form in which we know it, it was the speech of the

learned rather than of the simple. And this opinion is

confirmed by the literal meaning of the word; for
" Sanskrit

" means "
perfected," which seems to imply

artificial manipulation rather than natural development.
Yet Sanskrit it the parent, *br ancestor, of all North
Indian languages except some aboriginal tongues spoken
in the Yindhya range ; als.o of Mahrathi on the west of

India and of Singhala ( called by English people
"
Sin-

ghalese
"

) in Ceylon. In the Peninsula of India, the

languages, other than Mahrathi, are non-Aryan, and are

called
" Dravidian." The principal of them are four, viz.,

Telugu, Tamil, Kanarese, and Malayalim. These langu-

ages, when those who spoke them embraced Hinduism,
received an immense number of Sanskrit words, which

they have preserved in purer form than the Aryan
vernaculars have; but essentially (i.e., in grammar,
pronouns, and numerals) they belong to an entirely
different family.

11. In process of time, Sanskrit branched out into

several different languages, as Latin did into Italian,

Spanish, French, etc. These are called

Prakrit "
Prakrit," which literally means

"
natural."

Some of the Prakrits are preserved in

literature, where they appear as the speech of women
folk, and of the unlearned generally. One Prakrit,

named Magadhi, being at one time the vernacular oi
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Bihar, where Gautama became Buddha, was taken to

Ceylon, under the name of Pali, and there became as

truly the sacred language of Buddhism as Sanskrit is of

Hinduism.

Historically, the Prakrits came between Sanskrit and
the modern Aryan languages of India. Yet it would be

only partly true to say that these

Evolution of languages were evolved out of the

Vernaculars Prakrits. In many respects they are

so
;
but in others they show clearly an

evolution of their own, 'independent of any Prakrit (at

least) which we know. (E.gr. "e" and " o
"
are recognized

only as long vowels, in the vernaculars as in Sanskrit
;
but

in the Prakrits they are short as well as long. , And
Prakrit delights in elidin^consonants between two vowels

in Sanskrit *words, thus leaving the two vowels with

nothing between them ;a thing which the vernaculars, in

almost all cases, consistently avoid.) But of the formation

of these modern languages we know next to nothing. In

Europe, we can trace the gradual development more or

less continuously of the modern languages (egr. English
and the Romance languages); but in India there is an
entire absence of data from the 1st to the 9th century
A.D. Then the modern Aryan languages appear, here

and there, like chickens coming out of eggs.

12. There is a convenient division, made by Pandits,
of the words in these languages into three classes, viz.

Tatbama, Tadbhava, and Deshaja.
Three kinds The third class consists of wcrds

of Words which are not derived from Sanskrit,
but have come in from the tongue of

the aborigines whom the Aryans conquered. But the

existence of this class is very doubtful indeed. Most of

the words, once supposed to be aboriginal, have been

proved to be remotely derived f^om Sanskrit. Still,

it would bo rash altogether to deny the existence
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of such words. Of the other two classes, Tataama words

are those which are pure Sanskrit, unchanged in any
way ;

and Tadbhava are those which are derived from

Sanskrit, but (as explained above) are more or less

altered from the Sanskrit words. Tatsama words owe
their existence in the modern languages to two causes.

Some of them have been resuscitated by scholars; and of

these, some have, from extrinsic causes, become quite
common, e.gr.

" swadesh
"

(" own country "), which was
at first only a Pandits' term, has become the battle cry
of all Indians who wish India to be self-governing.
Other Tatsama words have been preserved in the

vernacular because of their simplicity; e.gr. "din"

(" day "),
" dur

"
(" far ").

13. These modern Aryan languages appear, so far as

we can trace their origin*, to have formed themselves

round certain nuclei i n different parts
Formation of of the country. Where any parti-
Vernaculars cular nucleus should be, and how

far around the nucleus the people's

language should adhere to that nucleus rather than to

another, seems to have been determined partly by
geographical, partly by political, causes. (As examples
of geographical causes may be mentioned (a) the land of

the Five Rivers
; (6) the land of the Indus alone

; (c) the

land of the Ganges where it receives tributaries, but
does not branch out, (d) the land of the Delta
of the Ganges.) This process of individualisation

of the different languages must have been very
gradual; as we see in the cases of Panjabi and

Hindustani, the very names of which being originally
Persian, cannot have existed before the Muhammadan
conquest.

14. Coming now to the classification of the modem
Aryan languages of India, and dismissing Siughala as
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too remote to be taken into consideration for our present
purpose, we find that the principal of such languages

are nine. Of these, one is northern,

Nine Aryan viz., Kashmiri; one southern, viz.,

Vernaculars Mahraihl, three western, viz., Pan-

jabl, Sindhl, and Gujardti, three

eastern, viz., Assamese, Bengali, and Uriya (the tongue
of Orissa); and one central, viz., Hindustani. This

seems, on the whole, to be the most normal one of the

nine, i.e., il}. retains most of the elements of their ancestor,
Sanskrit. Apparently it is the oldest of the nine

;
and

certainly it is the most widely spoken of them, so that it

may, far more than any other vernacular, claim to be
the "

lingua franca
"

of India. Also it contains more
Tadbhava words than do any of the others.

15. Hindustani is the language of " Hindustan."
This term is generally used by Euro-

Hindustan peans as synonymous with "Jndia,"
but the natives of the country mean

by it only the region mentioned above, the basin of the

Ganges and its tributaries above where it branches out.

The limitation of the term to this region is a curious

historical fact, for
" Hindu

"
is, originally, the Persian

form of
"
Sindhu/' the river of Sindh, which we learned

from the Greeks to call the Indus. Now Sindh is the

part of India which was first invaded by the Muham-
madans

;
and they seem to have extended the name

" Hindu "
to all the peoples on the east side of that river.

Why then, did " Hindustan" (i.e. the land of Hindus)
come to be the name of the particular region above
described ? Because, though the Vedas were probably

composed in the Panjab, yet for ages prior to the

Muhammadan invasion this region had been the hearth

of the nation which now calls itself by the name
"Hindu," which it learnt from its conquerors. The scenes

of the two great Indian epics, the Mahabharata and the
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Ramayana, are laid in this region ;
and here the religion,

now called Hinduism, has always flourished as its princi-

pal seat. No wonder/then, that the name " Hindustan
"

became attached to it
;
and that the language spoken

in it became known as " Hindustani."

16. Considering the length of time in which Greek
influence prevailed in North India after

Not Greek Alexander's invasion of the Panjab, it

but Persian is remarkable that no influence of the

Greek language over the vernaculars of

India can be found. Far different, however, is the effect on

them produced by the Muhammadan conquerors ; who,
because they came from the same quarter as the Greeks
had come from centuries before, were at first supposed
by the natives of India to be Greeks ;

and hence they
are to this day called in Sanskrit Yavanas ;

whence the

name "
Javvanpur

"
or

"
Jaunpur" of a place where the

Mnharnmadans established themselves strongly. Now
these conquerors spoke Persian

;
but Persian had already,

when the Persian people were almost wholly converted
to Islam, been flooded with an Arabic vocabulary, while

maintaining all the essential elements of an Aryan
language. Similarly, when they introduced this Arabized
Persian into India, the languages of India remained

essentially what they had been before, i.,e. Aryan; but
their vocabularies were greatly enriched by a number
of both Arabic and Persian wo^rds.

17. Confining our attention, now, to Hindustani;
the fact that the conquerors established themselves as

distinct from raiding in and about
Formation Delhi, which is ethnologically and
of Urdu

linguistically (though not now politi-

cally) in Hindustan, brought it

about, that Hindustani has been more modified by this

Persian influence than have the ther vernaculars. For
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two centuries, indeed, the conquerors spoke Persian;

just as Norman-French was the court language for two
centuries after the Norman conquest. And as, after

those two centuries, the English language, on again

becoming the language of the country, emerged with
its vocabulary vastly enriched by Norman -French
words, so did Hindustani emerge with a multitude of

Arabic and Persian words embedded in it. Indeed,
this process began early in those two centuries.

First, the camp-followers, in order to make themselves

understood by the Muhammad^n soldiers, learnt a
number of Arabic and Persian words, and incorporated
them into their own speech. The dialect or form
of Hindustani, thus produced, came to be known

by the name "
Urdu," which is the Turkish for

"
army,"

or "
camp."

18. As above observed, all languages tend to

branch out into a number of dialects ;
and this pro-

cess continues until it is checked by
TVnixN,, ~* literature and education. And the
Dialects 01 ,, , , ,

Hindustani 'ar er ^ne area m which a language
is spoken, the greater, naturally, are

the number of its dialects. Hence,
if even in a small country like England there are still a

great number of local dialects, it is not surprising
that in the vastly larger area called Hindustan the

dialects are much more numerous. Indeed, the village
dialects change every few miles from East to West,
and from North to South

; though, as we shall

see, education and literature are now exercising a

powerful counter-tendency to this. But apart from,
and over-ruling, these numberless dialects, there is one
much more radical division, viz. between the North-
west and the South-east, or simply, as the natives

express it, between the West and the East. The dialectic

differences we are now speaking ofaffect very slightly,
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if at all, the vocabulary used
; they are differences

in Etymology, in the conjugation of verbs, and the

declension of nouns and pronouns, and so on. In these

respects, there is a very marked distinction between
the Western and the Eastern Hindustani. The former

approximates more to Panjabi, the latter to Bengali.
The line of demarcation passes through the regions of

Lucknow and Cawnpore ; though of course it is not

meant that it is anywhere quite hard and fast. The
line would be everywhere at least a few miles wide.

19- Now, when Urdu was formed, as above ex-

plained, it was of course not all .the dialects of Hindu-

TTT-U,, stani that took into themselves theWnat is f , ,

Urdu ? foreign vocabulary, but only one, viz.

the dialect which was spoken in and
around Delhi. Hence Urdu differs in two* ways from

other forms of Hindustani
;

it is one particular dialect

of it, and it has also flooded that dialect with Arabic

and Persian words. But, having establised itself in

and near the conquerors' capital, it spread with their

conquests ;
and so, being the form of Hindustani alone

used by them, it became the fashionable form in

the whole of Hindustan. This includes two things,
viz. that it was the form of Hindustani used by the

rulers themselves, and their subordinates, in the

government of the country ;
and that it was taken

up largely by their subjects as the vehicle of

literature and public utterance.

Yet there is a great difference between Urdu, and
the form which English acquired as the result of the

Norman conquest. In the latter,

Only Nouns M parts of speech (except pro-
and Adjectives nouns and numerals) were

equally influenced by the foreign
element introduced ; we have, e.gr. quite as many verbs

which have come to us through French from Latin, as
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we have nouns and adjectives. But in Urdu, the

reverse is the case. There are only four verbal

roots in Urdu, which come from Arabic or Persian
;

all others are native Indian, i.e. they are derived

from Sanskrit. The vocabulary, Avith which Urdu
is enriched from Arabic and Persian sources, is

almost wholly confined to nouns and adjectives

(conjunctions and prepositions are originally nouns,
as we shall see later). Hence, Urdu is more true

to its Indian source than English is to its Teutonic

source.

What, now, are the nouns and adjectives which
Urdu has borrowed from Arabic and Persian ? They

QJ> four may ^e divided into f ur classes ;

Kinds though (a) some words of each of the

classes are not foreign but native, and

(6) some words outside these classes are of foreign origin.
The four are : (1) legal words

; yet such an important
word for legal purposes as that of a court ofjustice is not

foreign but native, viz. Kachahri. (2) military and

police words
; yet such a necessary military weapon as a

sword is called by a native Indian name, viz., talwdr. (3)

equestrian words
; yet the native Indian "

ghora
"

for
" horse

"
and "

bag
"

for
"
rein

"
have always kept their

place rather than the Persian words for the same. (4)
most of all, religious and theological terms. Religion is,

after all, what stirs, and maintains its hold on, man's

heart more than anything else
;
and if the conquerors of

India had had the same religion as the conquered (as the

Normans' religion was the same as the Saxons'), or one

less violently opposed to it than Islam is to Hinduism,
no doubt the three other differences of Urdu from other

Hindustani would long ago have vanished. If the

Normans and Saxons had continued to this day to hold

different religions, there would be two forms of English,
the Normanic and the Saxonic. The language would
be the same, viz. English : but the two communities
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would be using two forms of it. This will help us to

understand why there are still two forms of Hindustani,
the Urdu and the non-Urdu.

Yet the influence of Arabic and Persian upon
Hindustani is by no means confined to religous terms, as

we have seen. Indeed, there are some

Absorption Arabic or Persian words which have
of Foreign actually displaced the corresponding
Words native words

;
and these, of course, are

non-religious. E.gr.
"
muqaddama

"

(a lawsuit), "hakim" (a ruler, in general), and "sanduq
"

(a box) are the only words in use, in their several

meanings, among ordinary people. But all such words,
when spoken by ordinary people, are modified according
to the genius of native Hindustani. Thus "muqaddama"
is pronounced "mukaddama ;

" "
hakim,"

" hakim ;" and
"
sanduq,"

" sanduk." And there are other words which

present the curious phenomenon of the foreign word

having been adopted by the common people in place of

the native word; which native word is preferred in

Urdu ! E.gr., all ordinary Hindustanis use, for
"
fever,"

the Arabic word "
bukhar," which properly means

"
mist;" whereas the Urdu for

" fever" is
"
tap," which

is the Sanskrit word hardly altered. Again, for
"
for

"

in the sense of "for the sake of" or
" with the object

of," while Urdu prefers the native word "
liye," the

mass of the people only say
"
waste," which is the

Arabic for
"
medium," viz.

"
wasta," with the Hindu-

stani change of the final "a" into
"
e." And now, as

already mentioned, English words are being daily more
and more incorporated into Hindustani

;
some unmodi-

fied, as
"
jaj

"
for "judge"; others modified, as

" Gendail
"

for "General";
" Kanshans

"
for "con-

science," etc.

20. This is the best place to mention that there

are two principal Persian idioms which are considered
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good Urdu, but the tendency is now to minimize their

use. One is the use of "i" (or "e" as it is often

written), which is called the
"
izafat,"Two an(j jn Persian (a) connects a noun with

.Persian another noun which ^uould be in the

genitive case in a language which had

cases
; e.gr.

" mard i Khuda,"
" man of God,"

"
ta dam i

raarg,"
" even to breath of death," i.e.

"
dying breath

"
;

and (6) connects a noun with its qualifying adjective.
But this second use has not come into Urdu. The
second Persian idiom is the use of

" o
"

(

" and
"

)

between couples, but only (in Urdu), between couples
which naturally form pairs; e.gr.

" nek o bad," "good
and evil

" " asman o zamln,"
" heaven and earth."

21. We have now explained what i^ tnoant by
"
Hindustani," and by

" Urdu." But what is
" Hindi

'

f
.

"

By its derivation, the word ought to mean

What is the same as "Hindustani." For when the

Hindi Muhammadan conquerors, who had

applied the term'" Hindu
"
to all dwellers

ion the east of the Indus, confined the word "Hindustan"

(i.e. Hindu land) specially to the basin of the Ganges
above the Delta, they formed the word "Hind

1 *

also, and

gave it the special meaning of "
Hindustan," as well as

the general one of what we call
" India." And, a,s

matter of fact, Bengalis, in their own country, use the

term " Hindi" in exactly the same sense as Hindustanis

use the word
" Hindustani."

Yet, in Hindustan, the word " Hindi
"
has conic t,

mean a form of Hindustani different from Urdu. And
in this souse it has two quite different

Difference meanings. Sometimes it is used to de-

from Urdu note all the different dialects of Hindu-

stani, other than the one adopted by
Urdu, ami which, as we have s^on. differ from -

Etymology. In this sense, it would be impossible for
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any one person, whether native or foreign, to acquire
Hindi so as to 1 use it freely in conversation; the utmost

that a foreigner can attempt is th'e dialect of the

district in which he lives and works, in addition to that

which Urdu has made the standard one.

But the more common use of the term
"
Hindi," in

these days, is to denote an artificial form of Hindustani

which was composed by Pandits about

Artificial a century ago, and which (with few

Hindi exceptions) preserves the dialect which

Urdu has spread throughout Hindustan,

but substitutes words of Sanskrit origin (for the most

part, Tatsamas) for words originally Arabic or Persian.

In other words, the Grammar of the Hindi found in

prose literature, and used in public utterances, is the

same (with few exceptions) as that of Urdu ;
but its

Vocabulary is largely different. 'And this difference, as

already hinted, is mainly one of religious terminology .1

22. The " few exceptions
"

above alluded to are

really due rather to geographical difference than to any
distinction between Urdu and Hindi.

Local We have already spoken of north -

Differences western and south-eastern Hindustani

as very different from each other. That

difference, however, refers only to the spoken dialects of

the illiterate
;
but apart from this, even in the literary-

form which is called Urdu or (in the second sense) Hindi,

there are some differences which, owing to the fact that

Urdu is more widely spread in the north-west than in the

south-east, seem to be differences between Urdu and

Hindi, whereas they are really differences between the

north-west and the south-east. Such are (1) the use of

"
yih

"
and " wuh" in the north-west for

"
proximate

"
and

"remote" pronouns, while in the south-east "yah" and
" wah

"
are used

; (2) the fact that these pronouns form, in

the plural, respectively
"
ye

" and" we
"
in the south-east,
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whereas in the north-west the plural is the same as the

singular ; (3) the use of
" han

"
in the north-west in the

sense of the French "chez," while in the south-east
"
yahan

"
is wrongly used in the same sense [see chap. 20,

6 and 24, 3 (2)]. (4) the fact that the first-person pronoun
singular is "main

"
in the north-west, whereas the south-

easterner calls himself "
ham," which is only plural

in the north-west. (5) the fact that many nouns have

opposite genders in these two parts of Hindustan

[see chap. 3, 1]; (6) several other. differences, some
of which will appear in the sequel.

CHAPTER II.

OF SOUNDS IN HINDUSTANI.

The different sounds, of which the human voice is

capable, are practically innumerable
;
but those which'

are used in Hindustani, though nume-
Limited in rous, can all be acquired with some
Number effort. Indeed, only a few of them are

unfamiliar to speakers of English.

1. Hindustani sounds may be classified in three

different ways. Of these, one is ghoah and aghosh.
These are Sanskrit words, used by

Ghosh and native Sanskrit grammarians. Ghosh

Aghosh is the name of an indistinct rumbling
sound which accompanies the enun-

ciation of most of the letters of the alphabet, in fact all

except p, f, s, sh, t, t, k, kh, h, and q. Hence the first

seven of these (the three last do not occur in Sanskrit)
are called by the grammarians agfyosh, i.e. non-ghosh ;

and all the others ghosh.
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2. Another mode of classification regards the parti-
cular organ of speech which is mostly employed in

the utterance of the sound. (We say

Organs of "mostly," because the throat must par-

Speech ticipate in all kinds of sounds ;
and the

tongue in most, if not all, of them)*
These classes are (1) labial (2) semttabial (3) dental

(4) sibilant (5) lingual (6) palatal (7) guttural (8)

superguttural (9) aspirate (IQ) nasal. (1) The Labials

are p, b, m, w, u, u, and o. (2) Semilabials are f and v.

(3) Dentals, t and d. (4) Sibilants, s, z, sh, zh and sh.

(5) Linguals, n, 1, r, y, i, I, and e. (6) Palatals, t, d, n, and r.

(7) Gutturals, k, g (hard), kh, gh, and ng. (8) Super-
gutturals, q

* * and h. (9) Aspirates, h, a, and a. (10)
There is but one pure nasal, n. The others, viz., m, n,

n and ng are nasal in addition to belonging to other

classes
;
in which classes they are enumerated above.

3. We now explain how these ten kinds of sounds
are formed. (1) Labials are produced by bringing the

lips into either immediate, or very
_ near, contact, and then emitting the
u ormation breath ThuS) to produce PJ b and m

thecontact must be immediate between
the front part of the lips; in w also

the contact is immediate, but further back, and u,

u, and o are formed by keeping the lips farther

apart. (2) Semilabials are produced by bringing
the lower lip into close contact with the tips of the

upper front teeth. (3) Dentals are formed by bringing
the lip of the tongue into close contact with the lip of

the upper front teeth. (4) Sibilants come by pressing the

tongue against the back of the gams of the middle of

the upper jaw. Of the three sibilants, s and z are formed

by pressing the tongue low down, near (but not against)

*^By this sign we indicate the sound in . the throat, which is

called Ain.
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the teeth ; sh and zh by pressing it higher up : and sh by
pressing it still higher up, very near the palate (thus

involving a slight curling round of the tip of the tongue). -

Sh is the favourite sibilant in Bengali, and is very common
in Sanskrit; but in Urdu it does not exist, and in Hindi
^10 illiterate person can pronounce it, but says either
" kh

"
or

" chh
"

instead of it. Zh is the sound which
the French give to the letter J, e.gr. "je" (I),

"jamais" -(never),
"
jardin

"
(garden). (5) What we

call linguals, we call so for want of a more distinctive

name; for, as aforesaid, the tongue is employed in most,
if not to some extent in all, classes of sounds. Still, the

sounds we call lingual are produced by bringing the

tongue into contact with the back of the gums of the

middle of the upper jaw, only in a different way from
that which produces sibilants : and in each lingual, too,

the mode of contact is different from that in the other

linguals. Moreover, in n, 1 and r the contact is immediate ;

in y, i, I, and e, it is not so. (6) Palatals are formed by
curling the tongue back against the palate, or roof of the

mouth. (7) Gutturals are wrongly so called, for they
do not proceed from the throat, but from the back of

the mouth above the throat
;
and are produced by contact

of the back part of the tongue, near its root, with the

parts of the mouth between the palate and the throat.

(8) What we call supergutturals ought, from one point
of view, to be called subgutturals ;

for they come from
the throat itself, which is below, and not above, the part
whence come the sounds commonly called gutturals.
Yet this nomenclature would be confusing ;

for
" sub

"
is

generally understood to mean that the thing, to whose
name it is attached, deserves that name in a Less d(

than it would if "sub" was not prefixed; wru:n:;iH the

sounds now in question are the only ones which really
deserve the name "guttural." They are formed by
partially contracting the throat, in various ways. (9)

Aspirates come only from the 'throat, with as little
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intervention as possible from the other organs of

speech. To form h, a slight effort is needed, besides

the emission of air through the throat. To form a and a,

the throat shapes itself in different ways, but does not

'contract itself as in supergutturals. (10) Nasals are

formed by passing the breath, more or less, through the

nose. The pure nasal, n, is the same as occurs in so

many French words (as
"
an," a year, "on," people in

general,
"
wn," one), and is quite as common in Hindu-

stani as in French. The other nasals are formed by
breathing through the nose as well as through the organ
by which the particular sound is formed

; thus, m is

labial as well as nasal; n liquid, n palatal, and ng
guttural, besides being nasal.

4. There is yet a third way to divide Hindustani

sounds, viz. according to the degree in which the air is

passed between the two organs of

Transmission speech employed in the production
of Breath of any particular sound. From

this point of view, the sounds
consists of four classes, viz. consonants, semi-conso-

nants, semi-vowels and vov.'p.L*.

(1) -Consonants- are the sounds which are produced
by complete contact between two organs of speech.

While complete contact is maintained,

Consonants of course no sound is produced. But
it is produced by snapping the two

asunder. (Obviously, such sounds are momentary ; they
cannot be prolonged ;

if one wishes to reproduce them,
one must bring the two organs again into contact,

and thus form two sounds). Such are p, b, w, t, d, r, y,

t, d, k, g (hard), q, ', and h. These are rightly called

"consonants," because they cannot be produced without

being accompanied by vowels; for when the two organs
of speech are snapped asunder, a vowel comes out

with the other sound, whatever it may be.
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5. (2) Semiconsonants are those sounds that are

formed by bringing the two organs of speech very near

together, but leaving a space between

/
Semi- them through which the breath can

Consonants pass. The consequence of this is,

that these sounds can be prolonged,
as long as there is breath in the body to produce them.
Such are f and v, m, the five sibilants, n and 1, r, kh
and gh, and ng. Of these, as r, kh, and gh seem to

offer special difficulty to English people,~Tt may be
well to explain how to form them. II is the semicon-

sonantal form of d. That is, any one who can form
d by curling his tongue back, putting it close against
his palate, and then snapping it away from the

palate, can equally well form r by putting his tongue
in exactly the same position, only not quite close

against the palate, and then breathing between the

tongue and the palate. Kh is not difficult to all

English people, for many have already acquired it in

speaking some other European languages. It is

the semiconsonantal form of the consonant k, i.e.

instead of bringing the root of the tongue into close

contact with the back of the mouth, leave a little space
for the air to pass between. But many, who can easily

pronounce kh, find a great difficulty with gh; and

'yet it is pronounced by both Northumbrians and
Prussians. It is the semiconsonantal form of g
(hard), exactly as kh is of k

;
that is, whereas in g the

two organs are in close contact, in gh there is left room
between them for the breath to escape. And therefore

these sounds can be prolonged. Lastly, besides all

the above semiconsonantal sounds which occur in

Hindustani, we should mention th (as in "thing") and
th (as in

" thou "), which are Arabic sounds, but are

not used in Hindustani; the th (as in "thing") being

pronounced like
,
and the th (HS in

" thou ") being
sounded like z.
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6. (3) The semi-vowels are w and y. They may
be called consonantal forms, respectively, of u and i. W

is formed by putting the lips

Semi-Vowels together in the same way as in

forming u
; only, whereas in form-

ing the latter, the lips are kept wide apart, to form w
they are made to touch one another completely for a

moment, and then snapped asunder. Similarly, y comes

by putting the tongue near the back of the gum of

the front of the upper jaw, in tlte same way as in pro-

ducing i
;
but bringing it into complete contact with

that part, and then snapping it asunder. Hence, these

two are really whole consonants, for they cannot be

prolonged, because no air passes between the organs in

forming them. But they are called semi-vowels, owing
to their near affinity with the vowels u and i.

7. (4) The vowels are formed by leaving a wide

space between two organs of speech, and letting the

breath pass freely between them. The
Vowels labial vowels are u, u, and o

;
the linguals,

i, I, and e
;
the gutturals, a and a. On some

of these, some remarks are necessary, (a) O is a modi-
fication of u

;
i.e. the lips are put in a somewhat diffe-

rent way to form it, before the breath is emitted through
them. But English people have

The Vowel to be very careful not to pro-
nounce o in Hindustani as long o

is pronounced in English. The English o is really a

diphthong, i.e. is composed of the real o, and short u
;

but this diphthong is never used in Hindustani. The
real o is pronounced in French and German

;
and was in

English too, till somewhat more than a century ago.
Another thing to notice is, that the sound of o in the

English
"
hot

"
is alien to Hindustani. This is really the

short form of the sound which we write au, aw
(''.(jr.

"author," "fawn"); see below. The short form of o,
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while common in French (e.gr. "botte"), and really

pronounced in some unaccented syllables in Hindustani

(e.gr. the second syllable of
"
logon," and the particle"

to
"
when it has a concessive meaning ; see Chapter 23)

is not recognized in Hindustani. (6) Similarly, e is a

modification of I
; and is recognized only as a long

vowel, though in some unaccented syllables (e.gr.
"
men,"

" chalen ") it is really pronounced
The Vowel B short. Care must be taken by

English people not to pronounce
it like the English a (e.gr.

"
pane "), which is a diph-

thong composed of the real e (as in the French "
et,"

"and") and short i. (e) As in English, so also in

Hindustani, the short i is not really the short

form of I, but a different, though similar, sound.

The really short form of i occurs in

Short I French and in Bengali ;
but not in Eng-

lish, Italian, or Hindustani, (d) Even
more wide apart are the sounds which are written a

and a in Hindustani. The long form of
" a

"
would be as

in the English "slur," "burden": which

A and A does not occur in Hindustani. And the

short form of a does not occur in English or

in Hindustani : but is common in Continental languages.

(e) A expresses perhaps the simplest of all sounds of

which the human voice is capable : it is formed by

simply emitting breath from the throat, without the

effort needed for h. It is written
"
u

"
in English when

followed by a consonant in the same syllable, e.yr. "bun,"

"pup"; but may be written by any vowel in an open

syllable, as long as it is not accented. E.gr. the first

and last letters of
"
America," as commonly pronounced,

are instances of the sound here referred to. (/) A is JMT-

haps the next simplest; it is formed by opening the

throat wider than in a. But this is not a favourite

sound with English people; the$ like to substitute for

it the sound above mentioned, which we write au.
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Hence they pronounce "Kanhpur" "Cawnporc;"
"
Nairn Tal

" " Naini Taul." And in some cases they go
further, and turn the long a into the short form of au,
which we write o

; e.gr.
"
doll

"
for

"
dal,"

"
molly

"
for

"
mall." But both the long (as in "jaw "), and the short

(as in
" not ") are foreign to Hindustani.

8. We have now mentioned all the simple sounds
which occur in Hindustani. But besides these, there

are many compound sounds, i.e. com-

Compouud binations of simple sounds. Among
Sounds these, we do not reckon those combi-

nations which in Nagari (the script in

which Sanskrit and Hindi are commonly written) are

written as two or more characters combined in one ;
for

we are not now dealing with language as written, but
sounds

;
and these combined characters do not express

combined sounds, but only two consonants in close

juxtaposition, without a vowel between them. The

compound sounds we are treating of are of three kinds,
viz. (1) aspirated consonants, (2) combinations oft with

sh, and
f of d with zh, (3) combinations of vowels,

commonly called diphthongs.

9. (1) The consonants which are aspirated are

p, b, t, d, t, d, k, and g (hard) ;
also ch and j (see below).

These aspirated consonants are in

Aspirate the Persian and the Roman charac-
Gonsonants ter written separately (e.gr. ph, bh,

etc.) ;
and from this one might

suppose that aspirated consonants also should be exclu-

ded from our present consideration, as being only two
consonants in close juxtaposition. Yet, as matter of fact,

they do not consist of two sounds in simple juxtaposition ;

for the h enters much more closely into the enunciation

of the other sound than (say) the second sound in nt,

gn, etc., does with the first. This is the case with
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Hindustani; and in Panjabi the blending of the two
sounds is more intimate still, Mnd therefore very difficult

for foreigners to acquire. And the fact that, in the

Sanskrit alphabet, these aspirated consonants are

represented by characters all to themselves, i.e. which
bear no resemblance to the unaspirated consonants to

which they belong, seems to prove that in ancient times

the blending was considered very intimate, perhaps quite-
as intimate as it is now in Panjabi.

10. (2) The combination of t with sh, and that

of d with zh, produce the compound sounds which the

English, alone of important European
OH and J nations except the Russian, recognize ;

and the English write them as ch and

j. While these sounds are as foreign to Western Asia as

they are to the continent of Europe outside Russia, it is

remarkable that from Persia eastwards they are common
in all important languages. But a still more remarkable

thing is, that in these languages they are not reckoned

as compound sounds, but have characters all to them-
selves. Yet a moment's thought suffices to show that

they are compounds. Let any one, for instance, try to

pronounce the reduplicated ch in
" sachcha

"
(true), or

the reduplicated j in
"
lajja" (shame), and he will find

that the ch and the j are not reduplicated in utterance,

but in "sachcha" t is doubled, and sh is pronounced
single, and in

"
lajja

"
d is doubled, and zh is pronounced

single. But now it must be observed, and stress laid

on the fact, that the t and d, which enter into the

composition respectively of ch and j, are neither the

dentals nor the palatals of Hindustani, but the English
t and d, which are formed by putting the tongue neither

against the teeth nor against the palate, but between

the two, i.e. against the back of the upper gum. Hence

they are really linguals ; though when Hindustanis

have to write English words which contain them in.
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their own characters, they write the palatals, viz. t and

d, because to their ear they sound nearer to these than

to the dentals.

(N.B. In most grammars, ch and j
are called

palatals, and what we have called palatals are called

cerebrals; but as the latter have nothing to do

with the brain, but are pronounced with the palate, it

seems only right to call them palatals, and to reckon ch

and
j
as compound linguals}.

11. (3) Diphthongs are combinations of vowels.

They are in Hindustani only two, viz. ai and an. The
former is a combination of short a

Diphthongs and short i
;
the latter is formed by

combining short a and short u. Care

must be taken by those familiar with Continental

languages to avoid thinking that ai is composed with

the short form of a, which, as we have seen, is as foreign
to Hindustani as it is to English ;

or that the first mem-
ber of the compound sound au is the same. The sound

of ai is exactly the same as is written in English i (e.gr.
" twice ") ;

and that of au is precisely the same as is in

English written ou or ow (e.gr.
"
cloud,"

" now "). It

must also be observed that in a considerable part, of

Hindustan, of which perhaps Agra is the centre, un-

educated people do not pronounce diphthongs at all, but

say e instead of ai, and o in place of au.

12. Of all the Hindustani sounds now enumerat-

ed, some have come into it from one source, and some
from another

;
and consequently, to

Origins of a great extent, the presence of a

Sounds particular sound in a word indicates

the origin of that word. (1) The

supergutturals are all Arabic
; any Hindustani word

which contains any of them must have come from

Arabic. (2) Zh is a Persian sound; any Hindustani
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word (like
"
muzhda," good news), which contains it

must have come from Persian. (3) All aspirated
consonants and all palatals are of Indian origin ;

all

Hindustani words which contain any of them must be
derived from Sanskrit. (4) Kh, z, f and gh are found

both in Arabic and in Persian
;
therefore their presence

in Hindustani words, while it stamps those words as of

foreign origin, does not decide whether they come from

Arabic or Persian. (5) P and ch are common to

Persian and Sanskrit
;

therefore their presence in

Hindustani words, while it shows those words to be of

Aryan, and not Shemitic, origin, leaves it an open ques-
tion whether they come from Sanskrit or from Persian.

13. Besides all these Hindustani sounds there are

others, of which some belong to Arabic and others to

Sanskrit, which are written

Sounds Rejected but not pronounced in Hindu-

in Hindustani stani, and therefore do not,

properly speaking, belong to

Hindustani at all. However, it will be well just to

mention them here, and then they need not be referred

to again.

(1) Of those which belong to Arabic, we have

already mentioned th as in
"
thing," which is in

Hindustani pronounced s, and th as in
"
thou,

"
which

is in this language pronounced z. Others are those

called zal and zoe, both of which are likewise pro-
nounced z in Hindustani ; and the sound called toe,

which is pronounced t (dental).

(2) Of those which belong to Sanskrit, (a) rj is

written with a special character in Nagari, but is pro-
nounced in Hindustani like a syllable composed of

r and i. In Sanskrit, however, it is a vowel
;
but how

that vowel was pronounced in ancient times, no one

knows. In Mahrathi it is pronounqed more like ru than

ri
; but that is no more a vowel than ri is.
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(6) The character called Visarga is pronounced in

Hindustani as a slight h. (c) In Sanskrit there is

a nasal which seems to have been pronounced much
like gn in Italian (e.gr.

"
Signer "). It often occurs in

juxtaposition with, and after, j ;
and this combination

is represented in Nagari by a special character. In

Mahrathi it is pronounced "dn";but in Hindustani

no attempt seems to be made to express either the j or

the peculiar nasal
;

it is pronounced simply like gy ;

e.gr.
"
gyan

"
(wisdom).

14. Apart from the above sounds, which do riot

really occur in Hindustani at all, the/e are others which

do belong to this language, and yetSounds are rejected (1) by all but pedants,

R
m

-

m0
t / (2) b^ the illiterate - Q) All but

x eJ e
pedants, in speaking Hindustani,

say n for n, kh or chh (according to the part of the

country) for sh, z for zh. The three supergutturals

occupy three degrees in this matter. The pronuncia-
tion of none of them can be called actually pedantic ;

yet h most nearly approaches pedantry,
*

is further

from it, and q is so far from it that all educated persons
aim at pronouncing it. (2) When we come to the

real vernacular Hindustani, i.e. the language as pro-
nounced by illiterates, we find many more sounds

rejected ; though even here, as is natural, there are

differences betWeen East and West, and also between
citizens and rustics But, allowing for these differences,

we may say in general that popular Hindustani says a for

sh (" Sibboleth
"
for

"
Sibboleth "), kh for kh, j for z, k for

q, g (hard) for gh ; ph for f, kh or chh for the

compound ksh (e.gr. the Sanskrit
"
Kshatriya," the

name of the warrior caste, becomes in some part
of the country

"
Khatrl." in another ;<

Chhatri ") ;

drops altogether ;
and generally turns w, when

immediately followed by a vowel, into b. (To this
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last, however, there are some notable exceptions, esjr.
" wah "

or
"
wuh,"

"
wahan," etc.).

15. In pronouncing Hindustani there are three

things which foreign learners should be specially careful

about. (1) Distinguishing between
Inree dental and palatals. The fact that

Essential
of the Englishi French and German

languages none uses either dentals or

palatals, but something between, offers a strong tempta-
tion to natives of those three countries to be content
with their own t's and d's, giving these sounds to both the

Hindustani dentals and the palatals, and thus pronounc-
ing these alike. But this is never done by Indians.

(2) Pronouncing the aspirate in aspirated conson-
ants. The neglect of this also is a fault into which
a foreigner easily slips, because we have no aspirated
consonants in our own languages ;

at least, we have none

recognized ; for we, specially the Irish, often do aspirate
the initial consonant of a word, specially when we wish
to be ve.ry emphatic. But the neglect of the aspirate
in Hindustani is a fault into which Hindustanis them-
selves never fall. (3) Pronouncing reduplicated
consonants double, i.e. dwelling on such consonants for

twice the time that it takes to utter a single consonant.

This, too, is absent from English, French and German
;

but it is present in Italian, as also is the pronunciation
of dentals. And no Hindusiani. uncorrupted by Euro-

peans, neglects the doubling of such consonants. There
are many words which involve both the second and the

third rule, and which being therefore 'specially difficult,

should be specially an object of the learner's effort and

care,* e.gr.
"
rnakkhan,"

" butter :

' "
achchha,

" "
good :"

'

chitthi,"
i:

a letter;" "Buddha," "awakened." The
observance of these three rules is of far more importance
for a foreign learner than the coriect pronunciation of

Arabic and Persian sounds. These, for the most part
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at least, do not affect the meaning of words,
whereas the confusion of dentals and palatals, the

pronunciation of aspirated consonants without the

aspirate, and of doubled consonants as if they were

single, cause great confusion as to the meaning
of what is said.

16, We will conclude this chapter with some
remarks about certain of the Hindustani sounds. (1)

Popular Hindustani tends to

Consonants not avoid juxtaposition of conso-

juxtaposed nants. This is curious, seeing
that probably there is no lan-

guage which delights in juxtaposition of two, three, or

even four consonants as Sanskrit does. But the

illiterate insert vowels, or prefix them, to avoid

this juxtaposition, or to ease it, e.gr.
"
strj," a

woman, becomes "
istarl

"
in the speech of the

simple.

(2) S is in Hindustani never pronounced as z, as it

is in Western European languages. E.gr. most foreign
_ missionaries pronounce

"
baptisma,"

"
bap-never

tizma,
"

because in English the s in
"
baptism

"
is pronounced like z. But

Hindustanis are quite free from this weakness
;
and

foreigners should imitate them.

(3) In the derivation of Hindustani from Sanskrit,
and also in the popular speech of to-day, there is a

Q strong tendency to turn s and sh into h.
b: Hants E "nahan" comes from "snan;"lecomen chaudah from chaturdash ;

"
and

while 70 is "sattar," 71 is
"
ekhattar." These are

regular, literary Hindustani words ; but villagers

turn, e.gr.
"
nishchay

"
into

"
nihachay ;"

"
pushpa

"

into
"
puhap," a flower

;
and so on.

(4) The linguals r, 1, and n are often interchanged
in popular speech ;

but also in the derivation of literary
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Hindustani from Sanskrit
; e.gr.

R, L, N "nikalna" (to go out) is from "
nish-

Interchanged kraman," and " nun
"

or
" non

"

(salt) from " lawan."

(5; The fault of the English Midlands, to drop h

where it should be pronounced, and to pronounce
it where it has no right to be, is

Omission found in Hindustani in only a few
of h words.

"
Isi" for

"
is-hi,"is one of

them. And in the PanjabI
"
hor,"

for
"
aur," the h is incorrect, Another instance is

" honth
"

(a lip), which comes from the Sanskrit
"
oshtha." But such instances are very rare.

(6) In the derivation of Hindustani from Sanskrit,

as in that of the Romance languages from Latin, there is

a strong tendency to substitute the gho-sli,
Giiosl

for the aghosh, E.gr.
"
log

"
is from the

^If Sanskrit "
loka:

"

"magar" (an alligator)
*= from " makara ;"

"
ghora

"
(a horse) from

"
ghotaka."

(7) The pure nasal called in Sanskrit and Hindi
" anuswar

"
is much more frequent in Hindustani than

in Sanskrit. Not only do other nasals

M P^
re become the pure nasal, e.gr.

" nam "

becomes "
nanw," and "

gram
"

(village),
"
ganvv

"
(in these two cases the ra does riot altogether

become the pure nasal, but is resolved into it and the

w); but other letters also, viz. "kupa"(a well) becomes
"
kuafi," and "

madhya
"
(middle) becomes " men." And

the pure nasal is often inserted between- a vowel and a

following consonant, without any apparent reason

except the fondness of Hindustani for it. E.gr.
"
puchchha

"

(tail) becomes "
purichh."

(8) Ng occurs in Hindustani only immediately
before k, kh, g (hard), and gh. It never occurs at the

end of a word, as in the English
"
bring,"N rare

"strong," "lung."
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(9) We have said that the illiterate turn f into ph.
in pronouncing Arabic and Persian words which

contain f. But it is also true that, by a
P for ph curious perversity of human nature, they

often pronounce ph as f, in Hindi words

(Sanskrit has no f); such as
"

fal
"

for
"
phal

"
(fruit),

"
fir

"
for

"
phir

"
(again).

(10) The Sanskrit y, at the beginning of a word,
is invariably turned into j in Hindustani. E.gr. all

the relatives, which in Hindustani
Y becomes J begin with j, are derived from

Sanskrit relatives beginning with

y. Also "
Yavana,"

" a Greek." becomes " Jawan
"

or
" Jaun

"
(hence "Jaunpur,"

"
Greek-town," because the

Muhammadan invaders were supposed to be Greeks

returned) ;

"
yashas,"

"
fame," becomes "

jas ;

" "
yantra

"

becomes "
jantar," etc.

(11) There is a curious connexion, the cause of

which is not obvious to our ears, between k and ch.

There are very many instances of it in

K and ch English, e.gr. that
" kirk

"
and "

church,"
" Michael

"
and " Mitchell

"
are only

different forms of the same word. In Sanskrit Grammar
the two are constantly interchanged ;

much less often in

Hindustani. A good instance of it, however, is the

connection between
"
pakna,"

"
to be cooked

"
or

"
ripened," and "

pachna,"
"
to be digested," i.e. cooked

by animal heat.
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CHAPTER III.

GENDERS OF NOUNS.

1. There is nothing in Hindustani which more

distinguishes a person who speaks it correctly from one

who speaks it incorrectly, than the

Neglect of observance or neglect of gender.
Gender Nearly all Europeans, and that nu-

merous class of Indians (such as

domestic servants) who live in constant association with

Europeans, also Indians whose vernacular is another

(such as hill-men), but whom their employments compel
to use Hindustani, all these neglect gender ;

i.e. they
treat all nouns as masculine. This is partly due to the

indolence and indifference of most Europeans with

regard to native languages, a feeling which is strength-
ened by the contempt which is (however reprehensible)
natural to rulers towards their inferiors

; they do not

think it worth their while to trouble themselves with

the niceties of the subjects' language ;
and all that they

think they need acquire of it is what is just sufficient

for the supply of their own wants. But a concurrent

cause is the fact, that the real vernacular, i.e. the village

speech, of the Eastern part of Hindustan, has no

gender ; in this it resembles Bengali, in which both the

literary and the common speech are genderless. And

Europeans first settled, in North India, in Bengal, and
from there gradually spread into Hindustan, bringing
with them, more or less unconsciously, a tradition

opposed to distinction of genders.. On the other hand,

the vemoGular of the Western part of Hindustan, and
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not only its literary language, observes these'distinctions ;

and more and more carefully, the nearer it approaches
Panjabi, a language which does observe them.

Another general fact which has' to be remembered
with regard to gender is that in many cases the same

word bears a different gender in diff-

Local erent parts of the country; e.gr. "git"
Difference (a song) is in one part masculine, and

in another feminine. Also there are

words, about the gender of which even the best native

authorities are undetermined
; e.gr.

"
ghaur

"
(consi-

deration). And " charcha
"

is feminine in Hindi,
because it is a .Tatsama word, and in Sanskrit it is

feminine
;
but in Urdu it is masculine, because it ends

in
"
a."

2. On the whole, the gender of Hindustani nouns
derived from Sanskrit follows that of the nouns from

~ which they are derived-; words neuter

Hindif
S
ta

in Sanskrit becoming, for the most

n _ j!L, Part >
masculine in Hindustani. Hence

Grander ~ , . .
,.

a knowledge of Sanskrit is ot as great

help to remembering the gender of Hindustani nouns
as a knowledge of Latin is to remembering the gender
of French nouns. Yet there are several exceptions,
due to various causes, which must be learnt by sheer

memory. The gender of Hindustani nouns derived

from Arabic, similarly, follows generally the gender of

the Arabic originals; but this rule is not nearly as

reliable as the corresponding rule for the gender of

Tadbhava words derived from Sanskrit. E.gr.
" ruh

"

("spirit") is masculine in Arabic, but feminine in Hindu-
stani. Yet nouns of Arabic origin, which begin or end
with t, are in nearly every case feminine. The Persian

language has no gender ;
hence Hindustani nouns

derived therefrom acquire their gender from some cause

indigenous to India.
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3. One of the most potent of these causes is the

fact that the ending I, which in Sanskrit indicates the

feminine only in some few classes

The of nouns (the usual feminine end-

Feminine ing in Sanskrit being a), has in

ending
1

I Hindustani become the regular

ending indicative of the feminine, in

all those nouns and adjectives in which the masculine
ends in a. Hence the Persian abstract nouns which
end in I are in Hindustani feminine (e,gr.

" mihrban!

(" kindness "),
" badl

"
(" badness "). (Those Persian

adjectives which end in h when written in the Persian

characters even though the h is not pronounced, and
therefore not written in the Roman character, form
their abstract nouns by turning this h into g ; e.gr.

from "asuda," "satisfied," comes "asudagi," satisfaction ;"

from "pukhta," "ripe" or "perfect," comes "pukhtagi,"

"ripeness" or "perfection;" from "banda," "a slave,"

comes "bandagi," "servitude"). And not only are ab-

stract nouns formed in Hindustani, by the addition of I,

from Hindi as well as Persian adjectives (e.gr. "baral,"

greatness,
"
lambal," length), but this ending is also

appended, in the vernacular, to the Sanskrit abstract

feminine affix ta,which therefore really needs no addition.

E.gr. "pawitra" means "holy" ; "pawitrata" is sufficient

to express "holiness ;" but the ordinary Hindustani feels

that "ta" does not sufficiently express either the abstract

or the feminine gender, and therefore says "pawitratal."
In some other cases also the vernacular adds an I to a

word already feminine, e.gr,
" der

"
(" lateness ") and

" dawa "
(medicine) are both feminine

; yet because they
do not end in I the illiterate do not feel that they are

so, and therefore say "derl" and "dawai."

4. The masculine termination a in Hindustani is

formed by the coalescing of two a's, The great majority
of masculine and neuter nouns' and adjectives in
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Sanskrit end in a (to which are appended various

terminations, according to case and number). But

later Sanskrit developed a tendency
The to add the syllable ka to this a.

Masculine Then, in Prakrit, the k was elided,

ending
1 A leaving the two a's side by side

;

which in time coalesced into one

long a. Hence (e.gr.) the late Sanskrit "ghotaka" has

become "ghora," a horse.

5. In some cases the gender of nouns of Indian

origin has been determined by that of words, of the

same meaning, of foreign origin.

Effect o Thus though "pustak" (a book) is

false neuter in Sanskrit, it is feminine in

Analogy Hindi, because "kitab," an Arabic

word with the same meaning, is so ;

>arid many treat even " atma" (soul) as feminine, though
masculine in Sanskrit, because " ruh

"
is feminine. On

the other hand, by what looks like sheer perversity,
"mahima" (greatness) is feminine in Hindustani, though
masculine in Sanskrit, and though the great majority of

Hindustani words in a are masculine.

6. Masculine nouns ending in I, besides such isolat-

ed instances as "pan!" (water), "ghi" (clarified butter)
and "moti" (a pearl), are either nouns

Masculines denoting possession or action (egr.
in I

"
mall," one who makes malas, i.e.

garlands, hence "
gardener" ;

"
hathi,"

an animal with a hand ("hath"), i.e. an elephant), or else

pioperly adjectives derived from Sanskrit adjectives in

lya, e.gr. "deshi," belonging to a country ("desh"), hence

"native/' both as adjective and as noun.
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CHAPTER IV.

CASES AND POSTPOSITIONS.

1. Most Hindustani grammarians confuse these;

saying, e.gr. that "admi ka" is the genitive of "admi,"
"Banaras ko" the accusative or dative of

Commonly "Banaras," "raja ne" the agentive case

Confused of "raja," "ghar se" the ablative of

"ghar," and "shahr men," or "par," or

"tak" the locative case of "shahr!" But "ko" and "ne"

and "se" and "men" and "par" and "tak" (we reserve the

consideration of "ka" till later) are separate words, called

"postpositions" because they always follow the noun to

which they are attached, but otherwise exactly like

prepositions. One might as well call
" with a sword

"

the ablative case of." sword," or "in the city" the locative

of "city," as call the corresponding phrases above men-
tioned the "cases" of their several nouns.

2. Yet there are cases to Hindustani nouns, i.e.

modifications of the noun, whether by addition of a

syllable, or by change of a vowel in

The Cases the noun. Some of these "cases"

apply to all nouns, viz. (1) the

vocative plural which is formed by the addition of "o"
;

e.gr. "he admlo," "O men !

"
"ai janwaro," "O animals !

"

(2) all plural* wJien followed by a postposition, and
then add the syllable "on" as

" admiori ko,"
"
for men,"

"janwaron men,"
"
among animals." In forming these

cases of nouns ending in I, care should be taken to ascer-

tain whether the noun is originally Indian, or borrowed
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from Persian or Arabic. In the latter case, the I

undergoes no change before the addition of o or on ;

hence " he admio" as above,
"
garmloii men,"

"
in the

hot season" (lit.
"
in heats"). But nouns originally

Indian turn the final I into iy before o or on; e.gr.
" he striyo !

" "0 women !" "ghoriyon par," "on mares."

fi/.B. Masculines ending in a lose it before o and
on

; e.gr.
" he andho,"

"
blind men !

"

"langroii
ko,"

"
for lame people."

Besides these, there are two other cases, which

apply only to certain nouns. (1) Masculines ending in

a change this into e (a) in the vocative singular, (6)
when followed by postpositions ;* e.gr. "he andhe !

" "

blind man !

" '

ghore par,"
" on a horse." (c) in the

plural not followed by a postposition, e.gr. "ghore,"
horses. (2) Feminine nouns, when not followed by a

postposition, add, to form the plural number, (a)
" en

"

when they (in the singular) end in a consonant or a,

but (6) "aii" when they end in i, I, u, or u. Arid before
" an

"
i and I become iy in words originally Indian,

E.gr.
"
baten," "words

;

" "
awashyakataen,"

"
neces-

sities ;

" "
striyan,"

" women
;

"
"bahuaii,"

"
daughters-

in-law."

3- Postpositions are of two kinds, viz. those which
are attached to the noun immediately, and those which

have ke or kl between themselves
Kinds of and the noun ; or, what comes to

Postpositions the same thing in the case of
"

personal pronouns, the use of the

possessive pronoun instead of the personal, in this case

* Also before the adjectival affixes "k;i" and "wala," and the
affix "

pan
"
denoting an abstract noun when followed by a postposi-

tion ; e.yr. ghore ka,'' "ghorewala
"

(a groom) ;

"
andhepau ka il;ij,"" a remedy for blindness."
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ending in e or i. Instances of the former kind have
been given above

;
instances of the latter kind are

"
raja

ke sath,"
" with the king,"

" asman ki taraf,"
" towards

the sky,"
" mere pas/'

" near me,"
" tumhari babat,"

"concerning you." This "ke" and "ki" are them-
selves cases, i.e. modifications, of the adjectival affix

ka ; which will not be treated in this chapter, but
in a subsequent one, for a reason which will then be

apparent. Now, most postpositions, and perhaps all of

them, are either still used also as nouns, or else
'

are

derived from ancient nouns
;
and therefore we infer that,

in most instances at least, the ke or ki was originally
used with all postpositions ;

in other words, all post-

positions were once of the second kind above mentioned.

Accordingly, there are some postpositions in which the

usage is doubtful, i.e. whether to attach them directly
to the noun, or not. E.yr. in what is considered good
Hindustani "

pas
"
takes a " ke

"
between the noun or

pronoun and itself, as
" us ke pas,"

" near him,"
" Sahib

ke pas," "near the gentleman." But in the south-east

the ke is omitted by those who do not aspire to quite
correct Hindustani

; they say
" us pas,"

" Sahib pas."

4. But in process of time those postpositions which
are in most constant use seem to have dropped the

intermediate " ke
"

or
"
ki," to

Origin of save time. E.gr. "men" originally

Postpositions meant "middle/' being derived

from the Sanskrit
"
madhya."

Hence the former use must have been " ke men,"
"
in the middle of." But this suggests another thought.

" Ke men "
contains no word for

"
in ;" it only means

" middle of." The fact is, that there must have been

originally another "mefi" (or some other wortl, or

perhaps case-ending, of the same meaning) after the

"men" which has survived. ^Take two other in-

stances. "Pas" originally meant the "side" <>1 ;<
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person, or animal
;
hence " near him" was probably first

expressed by
"
us ke pas par,"

"
at his side;" but gradually

the "
par," or whatever the word was, was dropped.

Again,
"
taraf

" means "
direction

;

"
so that "towards him"

was first expressed by
"
us ki taraf ko," "town's direction

;

"

but in time the " ko
"
was dropped. This is the only

way of accounting for the fact, that when the postposi-
tion is masculine, the word inserted between it and the

noun is not "
ka," but "ke," the modification which "

kit
"

always assumes before a postposition ; so that, e.gr.
" near him "

is not "
us ka pas," because "

pas
"
was first

followed by another postposition. It also accounts for the

fact, that when the postposition, which is joined to the

noun by
"
ke," was originally a noun ending in a, it

invariably assumes the modified form which a following

postposition requires ; e.gr.
"
samhna," the front,

" ke

samhne,"
"
in front of;"

"
pichha,"

"
the hinderpart,"

" ke

plchhe,"
" behind

"
or

"
after."

5. Another confirmation of this theory is, that

many nouns, which are not reckoned as postpositions at

all, may be used, and indeed are

Omission of preferably used, with the follow-

Postpositions ing postpositions understood, not

expressed. E.gr. "rat ke waqt,"
"
at night time," is better than "

rat ke waqt men ;"
" talwar ki jagah," in the sense of " instead of a sword,

'

is preferable to "talwarki jagah men;"
" naukar ke

hath bhejna,"
"
to send by the hand of a servant," is

better than " naukar ke hath se bhejna ;"
"
sir ke bal

girna,"
"
to fall head-long," is obligatory instead of

"
sir ke bal se girna

"
;

" salamat chale jao
"

is used

rather than " salamat se chale jao,"
"
go in peace ,"

and "to send a letter to so-and-so's address" is
" fulan

ke nam khatt bhejna," without a postposition after
" nam." And " kam ana

"
is quite as good as

" kam
men ana," in the sense of

"
to be used

"
(lit.

"
to come
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into work"). Similarly the postposition "ko" is

omitted after names of places, when they occur

in a subordinate part of the sentence. E.gr. "Main
Banaras ko jaunga" is better than "Main Banaras

jaunga" ;
but " main ne Banaras jane ka bandobast

kiya hai
"

is. better than the same with " ko
"

inserted.

"Ko" may also be omitted, and should be when

tjie sentence needs to be lightened, after the in-

finitive of purpose. E.gr.
"
Maifi chakku lene gaya

tha,"
"
I went to fetch a pen-knife," is better than with

" ko
"
after

"
lene."

6. There is no need to repeat the same postposition
after every one of a string of nouns, when the postposi-

tions would be used in the same

Same sense. Indeed, it is not idiomatic to

Postposition use it more than once, viz. after the

not repeated last noun in the series. In English,
also, it

"

is not idiomatic to repeat
the preposition after the first noun : yet our English
Bible has followed a Hebrew idiom, and has everywhere
repeated the preposition (e.gr. Is. 29 : 13,

" with

their mouth and with their lips do honour me ;" Deut.

29 : 28,
"
rooted them out of their land in anger, and

in wrath, and in great indignation"); but this prac-
tice should not be followed in Hindustani, even in

translation.

Postpositions are combined in Hindustani much
more than in English. E.gr. in "some of them" we

employ only one preposition ;
but

Postpositions the Hindustani says
" un men w

Combined kitne," lit.
" some from among

them ;

" " Yahowa mere sahayakon
men ka hai," "Jehovah is among my helpers," i.e.

"one of them;" "Get out of the boat" is
"
na\v par

HP, utaro (lit. "from on the boat"), not simply
utaro."
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7. There is a peculiar idiom in Hindustani, by
which the amount of a thing is put in apposition

with the thing itself, instead of being
Apposition combined with it by

"
ka,"

* as it

is combined by "of" in English. E.gr.
we say "two pair of horses," "ten yards of -cloth,"
" a whole seer of milk

;

"
but Hindustanis say

" do jorl

ghore,"
" das gaz kapra,"

"
ser bhar dudh."

8.
" Ke "

(or the modified masculine form of

possessive pronouns) is often used with nothing

apparently following it, but really
Peculiar use "

pas,"
" badan men," or some

of " ke "
similar word or phrase is under-

stood
; e.gr.

" Mere panch betiyan
hain,"

"
I have five daughters," lit.

"
five daughters

are [near] me
;

"
us ke bahut kore lagaye gaye,"

" he was scourged much," lit. many scourges were

applied in his [body]."

9. One of the greatest difficulties which a

foreigner finds in learning any new language is in the

use of prepositions or postpositions;
Different for different peoples, to express
uses of the same thing, in very many cases

Postpositions do not use the corresponding one

in each other's languages. And this

applies fully in the case of English and Hindustani.

E.gr. we ask " what time is it by your watch ?
"
but

Hindustanis ask,
"
Ap ki gharl men kai baje hain?;"

we speak of buying or selling a thing for so much,
but they say "itne men mol liya," or " bech diya ;

"

*We have said that "ka," being not really a postposition but
an adjectival affix, will be treated in a following chapter
(chap. VII). Yet in many ways it does the same work as postposi-
tions ; and therefore it is convenient to treat it, in some
connexions, in this and the following two sections of this chapter.
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we ask " Which is the road to the city," but they,
" shahar kd rastJi kaun hai ?

;

" we speak of swearing
by God, whereas Hindustanis say

" Khuda kl qasam
khana ;" we say or speak to a person, but they

"
us se

"

(i.e. "with") "kahte" or
"
bolte hain

;

" we say
" Solomon built a house for the name of Jehovah," but

they say he built it
" Yahowa ke nam kd ;" we say

" he

formed his servants in different companies," but the

Hindi is
"
us ne apne dason ke alag alag dal bandhe."

But though the material, of which a thing is made, has
" ka "

added to its name if that material is mentioned

simply e.gr,
"
us ne apna ghar patthar kd banwaya,"

"he had his house built of stone," yet, if the material

be particularized, i,e. treated as individual, not as a

class, the postposition used is se. E.gr.
" us ne apna

ghar un pattharoii se banwaya, jo Labanon men khode

gaye the,"
" he had his house made of those stones, which

had been dug out in Lebanon." Again, we say
" on

Sunday
"
and "

by day ;

"
but Hindustanis say

" Itwar

ko
"

and " din ko ;
"

though
" din men "

is also used.
" Ko "

is also used with the days of the month, as well

as those of the week
;
but not of months or years, which

take " men."

10. We will now make some observations on each

of those postpositions (except "men," and also
" ka

"

which will be treated later), which are imme-
Ko diately attached to their nouns. And first, the

postposition "ko." As is well known, this (a)

corresponds to what we call both the dative and the

accusative cases, in other words is used both with the

direct and the indirect object; and (6) is sometimes

use/i, and sometimes not used, with the direct object.
Both these facts make the use of "ko" very perplexing
to a foreigner ;

for it seems strange that the dative and
the accusative should be expressed by the same word

;

and also, in the case of the latter, the foreigner is
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puzzled to know when to use it* and when to omit it.

To some extent, this surprise and perplexity may be

lessened by considering that the original meaning of
" ko

"
is

"
to

"
or

"
for,

"
i.e. to express the indirect

object of an action. When a Hindustani uses " ko
"

where we should say it was the direct object, it is not to

him the direct object, but the indirect. E.gr. in
"
us ne

mujh ko mara,"
" he struck me," we think of

" me "
as the

direct object of the striking ;
but the Hindustani thinks

of the blow as delivered to me. We do riot mean that

he consciously goes through this process of thought ; but

something like this must have been in the minds of the

people when the idiom was first formed. But this does

not go far in guiding the foreigner to decide when to

use
"
ko," and when not ; for he cannot know, by him-

self, where the .Hindustani thinks of what he (the

foreigner) regards as the direct object, as an indirect

one
;
and therefore this question as to the use or disuse of

" ko
"

is pre-eminently one in which the foreigner must
be ever learning the native idiom by contact with Hindu-

stanis, both in speaking and in reading. Only, it is safe

to say that foreigners are in the habit of using
" ko

"
for

the direct object much more than natives do. Still,

there are certain cases in which the above consideration

is a real help, when it is applied to them.

(1)
" Ko "

is always used with the proper name of a

person. So much is, this the case, that this rule over-

rides the cacophony of ,two
"
ko's

"

With Name coming near together, e.gr.
" Laban

of Person ne apni beti Lea ko apnl laundl

Jilpa ko diya," Laban gave his

rnaid Zilpah to his daughter Leah." But where a per-
son is spoken of without his name being given,

" ko
"

need not be used
; e.gr.

" he took a wife
"

is not "
us ne

stii ko kiya," but "
us ne strl kil."

(2) Generally, in sentences where the same verb has

both a direct and an indirect object,
" ko "is used with
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the former, and not with the latter. E.yr.
"
us ne apne

ghore ko Raja kaha,"
" he called his horse Raja ;

"

" Parameshwar ne ujiyale ko din

With Direct kaha," "God called the light day."

Object If we turn these sentences thus,
" he gave the name Raja to his

horse," and " God gave the name Day to the light," we
can see at once why

" ko
"

is used with ''

apne ghore
"

and "
ujiyale." Yet this rule is far from absolute

; e.gr.
" main tera nam bara karunga

"
is better than " main

tere nam ko bara karunga
"

for
"
I will make thy name

great," though the latter is not wrong.

(3) The fact, that the use of " ko
"
does not give to

a Hindustani, as it does to us, the feeling of a direct

object, accounts for this also, that

Two uses whereas we have to use a pronoun as

combined well as a noun when two verbs have
the same object, the Hindustani feels

no need for this, and does not do it. E.gr. in
"
having

gathered the assembly together, they gave them the

letter," we insert
" them

"
because we feel that whereas

" the assembly
"

is the direct object of
"
having

gathered together," it is only the indirect object of "
they

gave ;

"
but to a Hindustani's mind " the assembly

"
is

the indirect object of both verbs equally ;
and therefore

they would say
" unhofi ne jama'at ko jama* karke khatt

de diya." So, in the prayer
"
mujhe barakat de aur

mahfuz rakh,"
"
give me a blessing and keep me safe,"

we feel that the first
" me "

is dative and the second

accusative
;
but to a Hindustani they are so entirely

alike that one "
mujhe

"
suffices for both.

11. There is a difference of usage between the

east and west of Hindustan as to the gender and

number of an adjective which expresses the remote

object, when the immediate objec^has a " ko
"
attached

;

viz. in the west this adjective is always masculine
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singular, whereas in the East its number and gender
vary with that of the immediate object. E.gr.

" he

gathered together the women "
would

Gender of be, in the east, "us ne *auraton ko

Adjective ekatthi kiya," but in the west "us
ne 'auraton ko ekattha kiya ;

"
and

" he gathered the men "
would be in the east

"
us

ne inardon ko ekatthe kiya," but in the west '

us ne
mardon ko ekattha kiya."

12. Lastly, if the remote object be a participle

usage varies as to whether, in the masculine gender,
the participle be put in the modified

Form of or the unmodified form ; but the

Participle modified form is generally preferred.

E.gr. "Yeshu* ne MatI nam ek

shakhs ko mahsul ki chauki par baithe dekha,"
" Jesus

saw a man named Matthew seated at the customs-office;
"

" Yeshu* ne Natan'el ko apm taraf ate dekha," "Jesus
saw Nathanael coming to him,"

13. Care should be taken by learners not to

suppose that
"
to

"
may always be rendered by

"
ko."

Egr. one such has been heard to say
"To "not "Sahib ko lejao," in the sense of

always
" ko " " Take it to the gentleman ;

"
where-

as this can mean only
" Take away

the gentleman." In the sense intended, the Hindustani
is

"
Sahib ke pas le jao," lit.

" Take (it) to the side of

the gentleman."

14. " Se
"
has two distinct meanings ; probably it

is derived from two distinct Sanskrit words. The
derivation of

"
se," meaning

"
from," is uri-

Se certain
;
the other

"
se," meaning

"
with," is

certainly connected with
"
sath,"

"
sang," and

many other words which eventually spring from the
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Sanskrit "
sa

"
(e.gr.

"
saputra,"

" with his son,"
"
his son

included "): for as
" with

"
first denoted accompaniment,

and afterwards was used also for the instrument, and
even for the manner, of an action, so

"
se

"
is derived

from words denoting accompaniment, though itself is

generally used only for the instrument and the manner
of an action. An exception to this last statement, how-

ever, is its use with " kahna
"
and " bolna

"
and " baten

karna."
" To say, or speak, to

"
a person must never

be rendered in Hindustani " us ko kahna," etc., which

has quite a different meaning (see Chap. XVI., 8), but
"
us se kahna," etc, : the only possible explanation of

which is that Hindustanis regard speech as something
done with a person, rather than as directed to him.

The " with
"

meaning of i(

se
"

is also the cause of

its use with causal verbs (see Chap. XIV), with passives

(see Chap. XIII), and neuter verbs (see Chap. XIII).
But the

"
from

"

meaning is the origin of its use

with comparatives, in the sense of "than" (see Chap. VI);
for the more is regarded as at a distance from the less.

15. The result of "se" being used in such a

variety of meanings is, that it is often ambiguous, and

this ambiguity has to be guarded
Ambiguous against by various devices. E.gr. one

would naturally translate
' become

not unclean thereby" by "us se ashuddh na hona"; but

this would, to an Indian, more naturally mean "become
not more unclean than he, or she, is."

16. The following are some of the devices alluded

to : not only to avoid ambiguity, but also to prevent
two "

se's
"
coming too close together,

Remedies which is cacophonous to a Hindu-
therefor stani. (1) "ke wasile" (Urdu) or

"
l-<-

dwdrd" (Hindi,): e.yr. the above sen-

u-ur.e should be rendered "us k'e dwara ashuddh n;i
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hona." (2) "ke bal," lit. "by force of;" e.gr. "jis ko
main ne Emoriyofi ke hath se apni talwar aur dhanush
ke bal le liya hai," "which I have taken out of the hand
of the Amorites by my sword and bow." (3) "kl qud-
rat se" (Urdu) or

"
kl shakti se" (Hindi), litj. "by the

power of;" e.gr. "wuh Ruhu'lquds kl qudrat se pet men
para," "He was conceived by the Holy Ghost." (4) "ki

taraf se" (Urdu) or "kl or se" (Hindi), lit. "from the

direction of" (compare the French "de la partde"); e.gr.
" Parameshwar ki or se bhalai hi bhalai hot! hai,"

"nothing but good conies from God." (5) "kl hidayat
se" or "ke sikhane se" lit. "by the teaching of." E.gr.
"un men se ek ne Ruh'ki hidayat se zahir kiya," "one

of them declared by the Spirit;
"

"jo main kah raha

hun, so usi ke sikhane se kahta hurl," "what I am

saying, I am saying from Him."

17. "Se" is used redundantly in speaking of the

beginning of a definite portion of time
; e.gr. "jab se

main yahan aya, tab se mujhe dukh
With "jab" hi dukh bhogna para," "ever since I

came here, I have had to experience

nothing but trouble." Here, logically speaking, the

"se" is useless, because my coming is considered as at a

point of time, not as the commencement of a state.

Yet idiom requires "jab se" in a case like this; possibly
because it seems to balance "tab se."

18. "Par," besides its radical meaning of "on"

(it is an abbreviation of "upar") in a local sense, is

often translateable rather by
"
at," e.gr. "dar-

Par waze par,"
"
at the door." Also, like

"
on," it

often has a temporal meaning, e.gr. "is par,"
"
hereupon," i.e.

"
after this." Also it often has a

cumulative force (as if heaping one thing on another)

e.gr. "Yakub ke putron ne ghat kar dalne par bhl

charhkar nagar ko iut liya,"
" the sons of Jacob, even
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after they had murdered [the inhabitants]" as if it

were, "not content with murdering them
"

"attacked
and sacked the city." Hence arises a frequent use of

"par" when preceded by an infinitive, and followed by
"
bhl," in the sense of

"
though," e.gr.

"
bare bal se

dabaye jane par bhi wuh tumhen jane na dega,"
" even

though he be constrained by great force, he will not let

you go ;

" "
yih bat hazar bar sunne par bhi turn ne ab

tak nahlft mam." "
though you have heard this thing a

thousand times, yet you have not yet believed it."

19. "Tak;" also "talak;" and in Hindi "Ion"
and "

le." All these words are synonymous with each

other, and denote either ( 1 ) duration or

Tak, etc. extent of a space or of a time, or (2) tho

end of a space or of a period of time.

E.gr.
" main ghanton tak baitha raha,"

"
I sat for hours,'

and " main do baje tak baitha raha,"
"
I sat till two

o'clock," are equally idiomatic; and in each case the

context determines whether " tak
"

denotes the dura-

tion, or the termination, of the time of sitting.

Similarly, "jal kosoft tak phail gaya," "the water

spread for miles," and "jal rajbhawari loft phail gaya,"
"
the water spread as far as the palace,"" are equally

good, though in the one case
"
tak

"
or

"
loft

"
denotes

, the extent of space, and in the other its limit.

20. These words express the extent, or the limit

of the extent, not only literally of space or time, but of

a class or classes into which the mind
Also mental divides things ; e.gr.

" baran pashuoft
tak ke sab pahiiauthon ko bhi mar

dala,"
"
killed the firstlings even of beasts ;" where the

mind as it were looks at men and beasts as two

separate territories spread out before its eye, and sees

that the killing extended as fan^as the latter And
from this use of these words has sprung another

;
in
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which they are not used as postpositions at all (else

they would modify the preceding noun, which they
do not), but simply in the sense of

"
bhi." E.gr.

" un
ka ek khur loii "rah na jaega,"

" not even a hoof of

them shall stay behind
"

(where
" ka

"
is not a

mistake for
"
ke," else the verb would be without a

subject).

21. When these words are joined with "jab," they

always denote duration of time, not the end of it. In

other words, "jab tak
"
.never denotes

With "jab"
"
until," but always "while," This is

the reason why, whenwe wish toexpress
"until" as a conjunction, we must add "na" to "jab
tak." "Sit here, while I pray yonder" is "jab tak

main udhar du'a mangta rahun, turn yahaft baithe

raho;" but "Sit here till I have done praying" is

"jab tak main du*a ko khatm na karufi, turn yahan
baithe raho;" for "till" means " as long as the event

or action does not take place."

22. Lastly, it should be observed that we often

say
"

till
"
not in the above sense, but in the sense of

" and at last
;

"
and in such cases it

" At last
"

should be rendered not by any of the

words here treated of, but so as to

convey its real meaning. E.gr.
"
they mocked the

messengers of God .until there was no remedy"
does not mean that they went on doing so as long as

there was a remedy, and after that they ceased
;
but

that they went on doing so, and eventually they had
sinned past repentance and remedy,

" aur ant men
bachne ka koi upay na raha." So, in the Confirmation

Service, the prayer that' the confirmee may "daily
increase in Thy Holy Spirit until he come to Thine

everlasting kingdom
"

does not mean to put a limit of

time to his daily increase
;
and therefore' should be
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rendered " wuh tere Ruhu'lquds ko roz ba roz ziyada
basil karta jae. aur akhir i kar ten abadi badshahat
men pahunche.

23. " Ne." We reserve what has to be said about
the construction of this postposition with verbs, till we

come to deal with the "
tenses

"
of verbs.

" Ne "
At present all that we need to say is, that this

rather extraordinary construction (" by me
the deed was done

"
instead of

"
I did the deed "),

which obtains in the vernacular only of the West of

Hindustan, but from it has spread into the literary
and polite language of the whole area, is derived

from a usage which came into Sanskrit in com-

paratively late times, a sort of shy, roundabout way
of saying things. Only, in Sanskrit it is used with all

parts of the verb (" by him it is said
"

for
" he says," as

well as
"
by him it was said

"
for

" he said,") but in

Hindustani its use is limited to the past tenses.

CHAPTER V.

COMPOUND NOUNS,

By these we mean nouns which, while composed of

a noun and some other word, are really in each case a

single noun, and as such stand as subject or object in a

sentence; the latter part of the compound noun alone

undergoing any modification wtych its place in the

sentence may require.
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1. It is curious that, while Sanskrit possesses an
unlimited power and liberty to form compound nouns

a power and liberty exceeding
Power almost even those possessed by Greek

lost and German Hindustani has al-

most entirely lost it. Not, in-

deed, entirely ; e.yr. it has the words "
bher-shala,"

sheepfold;
'

lakhpati," an owner of lakhs (i.e. a very
rich man) ;

"
lakarphor," woodpecker ;

"
panhara," water-

carrier ;" dukhbhara," filled with sorrow; "bhuindol,"

earthquake; "relgaii," rail-carriage, i.e. train; "jeb-

ghari," pocket-clock, i.e. watch. Some of these exam-

ples illustrate the fact, that the first part of a compound
noun is often shortened ; e.gr.

" lakh
"

in
"
lakhpati,"

is shortened from " lakh ;

" "
pan

"
in

"
panhara

"
is

for
"
panl."

2. Yet such words are, comparatively, very few,

and may be compared with the French "
colporteur,"

"
bienfait," etc. On the whole the Hindustani, like the

French, prefers the use of a postposition (preposition).
As the French say "chemin de fer," "journal de

travail," where we say
"
railroad,"

" Labour journal,"
so the Hindustanis say

" sone ki ghaii
"

where we say
"
gold watch,"

" un ka kapra
"

where we say
" woollen

cloth,"
"
pahinne ka kapra

"
for

"
wearing apparel,"

etc.

3. But though Hindustani has retained but little

power to form new compound nouns, it borrows
immense numbers of such compounds

Borrowed from the chief languages from which

compounds its vocabulary is derived, viz. Sans-

krit and Persian. Of the former class,

there are but. few in common use in Hindustani; they
are mostly used by Pandits. Some of them, however,
have come into common use through political or other
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special causes
; c.gr.

"
swadesh," one's

" own country."
On the other hand, very many of the Persian com-

pounds have been thoroughly appropriated by ordinary
Hindustanis

;
and this is, indeed, perhaps the greatest

benefit which Persian has bestowed on Hindustani
;

for

these compound words are for the most part, unlike

the Sanskrit ones, easy for illiterate people to

pronounce. And many of them have the further

advantage of including Arabic words
;

for though
Arabic is not a compound-forming language, its words

may be, in Persian, compounded without limit with
Persian words

; and these have found a home in

Hindustani.

4. It is to be observed that when a Persian com-

pound is formed by combining an adjective or noun or

particle (i.e. indeclinable word) with a

Special noun, the resultant is not a noun but an
rules adjective (or, what com'es to the same

thing see below a concrete noun); and if

one wants to form an abstract noun from it, one must
add 1. E.gr.

"
dil

"
means "

heart
;

"
but "

buzdil
"
does

not mean " a faint heart
"

(or, a "
faint-heart," used

as a noun) ;

" buz
"

literally means " a sheep
"

,
but

"
faint-hearted;

"
and " a faint heart," or

"
faint-hearted-

ness," is
"
buzdili." So " bad

"
is

"
bad," and " kar

"
is

" work
;

"
but " badkar

"
does not mean " a bad work,"

but " an evil-doer
;

"
and "

evil-doing
"

is
"
badkari."

So " khud
"

is
"

self," and " kush
"

is
"
killing ;

"
but

1 khudkush" is not " the act of killing oneself," but

"a suicide," i.e. "one who kills himself ;" and the act

of suicide is
" khudkushl." And if the second member

of the compound is concrete, it must be turned into its

corresponding abstract. E.gr.
" ham "

means "
together,"

like
"
co

"
and "

con," and " khadim
"
means " a minis-

ter;" but " a fellow-minister" is not
"
ham-khadim,"

but
"
ham-khidmat," literally

" a fellow (in the) minis-
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try." So "
waris

"
is an "heir;" but a "joint-heir"

is not "
hamwaris," but "

ham-miras,"
" miras

"

being
the word for

"
inheritance." Sanskrit compounds, on

the other hand, do not follow this rule
; e.gr.

" swa
"

is
"
own," and " desh

"
is

"
country," and " own country

"

is
" swadesh

;

" " saha
"
means "

together," and "
vas

"

is
"
dwelling

"
(an abstract noun), and the act of

"dwelling together" is
"
sahavas." And the addition

of i to such words turns them into adjectives or

concrete nouns, which is just the opposite of the above-

mentioned rule for Persian compounds ; e.gr.
" swa-

deshl
"
means one's

" own country-man ;

" "
sahavasi

"

means " a person who dwells with one."

CHAPTER VI.

ADJECTIVES.

1. Readers of the last chapter will have noticed

that adjectives and concrete nouns are often classed

together. There is, in fact, more

Adjectives difference observed in form in Hindu-
used as stani between concrete and abstract
Nouns nouns, than between nouns and

adjectives. In other words, most

adjectives can be used as concrete nouns, some nouns

(e.gr.
" admi ") being understood

; e.gr.
" badkar

"
(see

the last chapter) means properly
"
having bad works,"

but is used for
"
a person having bad works," i.e.

" an
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evil-doer." So " bara
"

is
"
great ;

"
but in

"
apne baron

ka hukm manna,"
"
to obey one's superiors," it is used

as a concrete noun (compare the English
"
one's

betters "). On the other hand, no nouns, whether
abstract or concrete, can be used as adjectives, i.e. made
to qualify other nouns.

2. Hindustani is a very poor language in the

matter of comparison of Adjectives ;
which is remark-

able, seeing that both Sanskrit

Comparison of and Persian express itasclearly as

Adjectives Greek, Latin or German. There

are, indeed, some words, superla-
tive in Sanskrit, and some others, comparative in

Persian, which have come into Hindustani, but in it

have entirely lost the superlative and comparative
meanings. E.gr.

" uttam
"

in Sanskrit means "
best

"

(literally "outmost"), but in Hindi means simply
"
good." So "

bihtar
"

in Persian means "
better," but

in Urdu only means "
good." (Many Europeans,

indeed, and Indians who imitate them, led by the similar

sound of
"
better/

1

use
"
bihtar

"
in a comparative sense ;

but this is not Hindustani idiom. Also missionaries

have introduced the Persian superlative
"
paktarin,'

"
holiest," into Christian Hindustani language ;

but
this word will never take hold of the people in a

superlative sense). This dropping of signs for the

comparative and superlative arises perhaps from the

same habit of mind as has led English people to use

the superlative form where no comparison is intended,
but only the fact that the quality is found in a pre-
eminent degree ; e.gr.

" he was most kind to me "

does not mean "kinder than all other people," but only
"
very kind,"

"
extremely kind." In Hindustani, the

comparative is commonly expressed by the positive form

of the adjective, with a "se" Attached to the word

which expresses the thing with 'which comparison is
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made
;
as

" us se achchha,"
"
better than that." But

when stress is desired to be laid on the comparison,
and also when "

se
"

is liable to be misinterpreted (see

Chapter IV, section 11), "ziyada" is added in Urdu

corrupted to "jada" by the illiterate
,
and " adhik

"

in literary Hindi. And, when there is still a chance
of ambiguity, in the place of "

se
" "

ki banisbat
"

is

used in Urdu, and "
ki apeksha

"
in Hindi. But these

words, specially the latter, should be avoided whenever

possible.

3. Some English adjectives have no exact equiva-
lent in Hindustani. E.gr. "steep," if uphill, is "us

men ban charhal hai," lit.
" there is great

Varia mounting in it ;" if downhill, us men bara

utar hai," lit.
" there is a great descent in

it." Again, there is no special word for
"
short," as

opposed to
"
long."

" Chhota
"

is the word used
;
but

only the context can decide whether this means " short"

or " narrow." A " chhota rasta
"
may mean either !

CHAPTER VII.

THE ADJECTIVAL AFFIXES " KA
" AND " WALA."

That these affixes are adjectival, is sufficiently

proved by the fact that, like all adjectives which end
in a, they agree in gender and num-

Really ber with a following noun; e.gr.

Adjectival "hisab ki kitab," "account book,"
" daurnewale bail,"

"
running oxen."
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This alone ought to be enough to check the use, so

common among Europeans, and those Indians who asso-

ciate much with them, of affixing "wala" i<> an

adjective; seeing that affixing an adjectival affix U> an

adjective is meaningless.

1.
" Ka" is not a case-ending, as is often assumed ;

and though it does the work of a postposition, yet it

differs from postpositions in

Like Possessive being declined like an adjective.
Pronouns In fact, a noun with "ka" added

to it stands in the same relation

to the noun without the "
ka," as possessive pro-

nouns stand in to personal pronouns. A possessive

pronoun means the same as the corresponding personal

pronoun, only treated as an adjective (i.e. with the

additional thought of" belonging to,"
" connected with ''),

and therefore declinable in all languages which admit
of its declension. Thus, if there was such a combina-
tion as

"
mujh ka," it would mean the same as

" mera :

"

if Hindustani allowed "
turn ka," it would not differ

in meaning from "tumhara." And just the same may
be said of" wala,"

2. The relation indicated by both these affix i-s

is a very general one. Our " of" is sufficiently compre-
hensive ;

bat " ka
"

and "
wala,"

Meaning very specially the former, are mop
General E.gr. we say the Epistles of St.

Paul," meaning that he wrote

them, but "
the Epistle to Timothy," meaning that

it was addressed to him
;

but,
"
muq. Paulus ke

khatt and "Timuthiyus ka khatt" are equally good
Hindustani ; and the latter idiom is specially useful

when one has to add other words, egr.
' Rom Ion ke

khatt ke panchwefl bab ki dusri ayat,"
"
the second

verse of the fifth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans."
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This comprehensiveness of reference in
" ka

"
probably

arises from its origin. It comes from the Sanskrit
"
kar,"

" a work,
"
or

"
effect

;

"
hence any sort of way

in which one thing is affected by another. The deriva-

tion of
'' wala

"
is less certain. Some derive it from

the Sanskrit adjectival affix
"
vala

;

"
others, with more

reason, from "
pala,"

" a keeper."
* It is exceedingly

common in the Panjab, as the ending of the names of

places, either as
" wala

"
(f,gr. Gujranwala), or as

" wal
"

e.gr. Narowal) : the affix in every case signifying that

the place was settled by the person or persons indi-

cated by the first part of the name
;
as is done, in

newly-settled English-speaking countries, by adding
"

's
"
to the name of the first settler.

3. There is no real difference in meaning between
these two affixes

; only the use of the one is idiomatic

in some cases, and that of the other in

Meaning other cases. For instance, they are

Identical interchanged to avoid tautology ; e.gr.
"
his stone house

"

might be "
us ka

patthar ka ghar," but " us ka pattharwala ghar
"

is more

idiomatic, because it sounds better. Again,
" hone-

wala
"
and " hone ka

"
mean radically the same, viz.

that something is going to happen ;
but " main Musal-

man hone ka nahm" means "
I could not think of

becoming a Musalman." whereas " honewala
"

simply
refers to the future. So " uddhar usi mrjtyu ke dwara
hone ka hai,"

"
salvation can take place only by means

of that death," expresses the meaning better than it

would with " honewala."

4. We have already said (Chapter VI) that (1)

adjectives may be used as concrete nouns in Hindu-

* A very familiar example of the p in "
pala

"
being turned into

w is "Gwala," ft cowherd, from "Gopala," a cow-keeper.
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stani, some other noun being understood ;
but (2)

nouns cannot be used as adjectives. The former of

these rules applies in full force, to

How used " ka
"
and "

wala," specially the latter
;

e.pr. the familiar nouns "
rotiwala,"

"the bread-man," "janewala," "the goer;" "admi," or

its equivalent, being understood. As regards the latter

rule, we can say, with the same meaning,
" a gold

chain
"

(where
"
gold," though a noun, is treated as an

adjective), and " a golden image," where "
golden

"
is an

adjective formed by adding the affix
" en

"
to

"
gold."

But in Hindustani the former usage is impossible ;
we

cannot say
" sona tauq

"
any more than " sona murat

;

"

but must say
"
sone ka," or " sonewala tauq," and

"
sone ki," or

" sonewali murat."

5. Both these affixes but chiefly
" wala

"
are

attached (1) to nouns which are easily recognized as

nouns, e.gr.
" asman ki badshahat,"

To what " the kingdom of heaven,"
"
rupaiye-

attached wala," "a man with rupees," i.e. a

rich man. This last example illus-

trates the rule, that as before postpositions nouns in a

change this vowel to e, so do they before " ka
"
and

"
wala." (2) to particles used as nouns, e.gr.

"
uparwala,"

or "
upar ka shahr,"

"
the upper city," lit.

" the city of

the above
;

" "
pahilewala Itwar," the Sunday that

comes first,"
"
pahilesvala admi," the man that

occupies the first place." (" Pahilawala admi
"

would
be impossible, as

"
pahila

"
is an adjective ;

" the first

man "
is

"
pahila admi

;

"
but "

pahile
"

is an adverb,
used here as a noun). (3) t'> infinitives of verbs; for

the infinitive is a noun, i.e. the nominal part of the

verb, and therefore used as subject or predicate in a

sentence. These infinitives, which end in
"
na," must

change this to
" ne

"
before the addition of

" ka
"

or
"
wala," &gr.

"
jane ka,"

"
karnewala."
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6. The addition of
" wala

"
to an infinitive takes

place for j'oar reasons. (I) to denote habit or practice,

e.gr. "jagat badalnewala hai,"

Meanings of "
the world is changeable," or

"
is

wala with (always) changing;"
"
tez daurrie-

Inflnitive wala unt,"
"
fast-running camel."

(2) to indicate action at a certain

time, e.gr.
" he janewalo, hato !

" " Get out of the way,
you that are going along there!"

"
taki haikal men

janewalori se bhlkh mange,"
"
that he might ask alms

of those who were going into the temple." (3) to

indicate action before that time
;
as Christ calls His

Father His "
bhejnewala," His "sender," i.e. He who

had sent him. And in Matt. 15: 38, those who had
eaten are rightly called

" khanewale." In all these

three cases, the infinitive with " wala" very often takes

the place of a relative clause (as in the above examples),
and thus simplifies the sentence, which is a very im-

portant object in Hindustani. But in (2) and (3), this

form must not be used when stress is laid upon either

the contemporaneity or the precedence of the action

referred to, for fear of ambiguity. (4) to express action

in a future time, whether near, as
"
suraj ugnewala

hai,"
"
the sun is just going to rise

;

"
or more distant,

as
" wuh 'adalat ko anewala hai,"

"
;
He is coming to

judge." But this form cannot be used when stress is

laid on the distance of the future action
;

or ^,t least

not without the addition of words signifying that

distance.

7. There is a use of the word " of" in English, in

which it must not be rendered by
"
ka." We

speak of
"
the book of Exodus,"

" Of " not "
the city of Calcutta," etc. But

always " ka." "
Khuruj

"
ki kitab" and " Kalkatte

ka shahr
"

are not Hindustani.

They rather suggest the idea, that
"
Khuruj was the
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author, or is the possessor, of the hook, and
" Kalkatta"

the king whose the city is. What is meant should be

expressed by
"
Khuruj ndm kitab,"

" Kalkatta ndm
shahr."

8. We shall deal in Chapter XXI with " ka
"
when

it comes between two similar words reduplicated (e.gr.
"
qaum ki qaum ") ;

but now we
" Ka " between must mention that it also comes
Relative and 'between two words of the same
3rd Person class, but of which the first is

relative, and the other of th<>

simple third person. E.gr.
"
us ka hath jaise ka taisa

achchha ho gaya,
"
his hand became well, just as it

was before
;

" " we us ke plchhe jyon ke tyon pare rahe,"
"
they kept on persecuting him as they had done

before."

9- When a noun is qualified both by another noun
followed by "ka" and also by an adjective, as a rule

the former comes before the latter
; e.gr.

" a high
wooden house

"
is

"
lakri ka uncha ghar," not " uncha

lakri kaghar ;

" "
mitti ke do bartan,"

" two earthenware
vessels." The same is the case with a possessive

pronoun ; e.gr.
" mera uncha ghar,"

"
my high house

;

"

" hamarl yih du'a," "this our prayer." But where the

noun, and the other noun with
"
ka," are regarded as

one thing, the reverse is the rule
; e.gr.

" donon crm ke

chamchc," "both tea-spoons." And so, when "waia"
is used instead of

"
ka," it comes next to the noun

which it qualifies ; e.gr.
" do mittiwale bartan," not

" mittiwale do bartan."
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CHAPTER VIII,

NUMERALS.

1,
" Ek "

does duty both for the numeral "
one,"

and for the indefinite article
" a

"
or

" an
"
(words which

themselves originally meant " one ") ;
but

Use of Europeans are apt to use it in the latter

Ek sense much more than Hindustanis do.

E.gr. we say "another,'* but Hindustanis
never say

" ek dusra," but simply
" dusra

;

"
only the

context determining whether this means "another" or
"
the other." It is impossible to give rules which would

cover all cases, showing when to use " ek
"

for
" a

"
or

"
an," and when not

; noticing how natives speak and
write is the only sure way of learning in this, as in

many other matters
;
but bearing in mind the above

caution will be a help, by keeping one on one's guard
against an unidiomatic use of

"
ek." There is, however,

an idiomatic use of "ek," which has no parallel in

English. When a person proposes to another to take

some specified means for accomplishing a known

object as when the elders of the Jerusalem Church

proposed to St. Paul to take under his wing four men
who had a vow on them, so as to allay the prejudices of

the Jews
, they say in Hindustani,

" ek kam kar," and
then proceed to say what they propose.

2. There is a use of
" one

"
in English, which has

no parallel in Hindustani. We do not like leaving an

adjective without a noun following; therefore, when
it would be awkward to express the noun, we put
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in "one" (though this is not a noun), to "fill

up
"
the sentence, as we feel it. E.yr. when speaking

of several things, we say
"
this one

"

A reprehen- or
"
that one," and not "

this book
"

Sible use or
"
that shoe," when the person we

are addressing knows that we are

speaking of books or shoes. So, of two horses, we

speak of
"
the buy one

"
or

" the old one
;

"
of several

possible servants, we say we want '' a clever one
"

or " an honest one." Now, in all such cases, Hindu-
stanis insert neither " ek

"
nor any other word. If

there is any doubt as to what is meant, they express
the noun

; otherwise, they leave the adjective unpro-
tected, so to speak. E.gr.

"
this one

"
and "

that

one" would be, commonly, simply "yih" and " wuh
;

"

if we want the bay horse and do not want the

old one, we say
"
lal ghora chahiye, purana nahlii

chahiye ;

"
if we have certain servants before us, or in

our mind's eye, we speak of one as
"
diyanatdar

"
and

another as
"
hoshyar," simply. It is the more necessary

to warn foreigners against supposing that "one" in

such connexions must be represented by some Hindu-
stani word, because they have already, by an unaccount-
able but inveterate error, adopted the adjectival affix
"
wala," spoken of in the last chapter, for the purpose ;

and thus, by putting it. after an adjective, violate the

fundamental rule there stated, that, being an adjectival

affix, it can never be attached to an adjective. And
this extraordinary error has been learnt from English

people by domestic servants, tradesmen, and others who
come much into contact with English ;

which fact

makes it all the more necessary for new-comers to be on

their guard against acquiring this bad habit through
imitation.

3.
" Ek "

after other numerals, and also after
"
kal

"

.'" several "), modifies the meaning of the other word.
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Ejjr.
" do ek

"
means " some two

;

"

Addition "bis ek," "about 20;" "kal ek,"
of "ek" "several," but with the connotation

of
" not very many."

4. Where we insert "or" between two numerals

(e.gr.
" two or three,"

"
ten or twelve,"

"
twenty or

thirty," etc.), there Hindustanis in-
" Or " between sert nothing. Thus,

" four or five
"

numerals is "charpanch;" "ten or twelve"
is

" das barah," etc. But " unis

bis
"

is used in the sense of " two things in which there

is no practical difference," rather than " nineteen or

twenty." And, while now the objection to say
" do tin

"

for
" two or three

"
is very much less than it was, the

influence of English having had great sway in this as in

countless other matters, yet it is well to know that the

uncorrupted (?) native passes over "three," and say
" do char

"
instead. This is due to a strange feature of

the human mind, according to which what is first

regarded as sacred comes to be looked upon as unlucky.
The sacredness of the number "

three
"

pervades all

departments of thought in the Vedas, and so this

feeling has survived among Hindus to this day, in the

form of a fancy of ill-luck attaching to the utterance

of that number.

5. All the numerals from 11 to 99, inclusive,

present great difficulty to a foreigner, for he has to

acquire them by a sheer effort of

Numerals memory. This is because they are

from 11 to 99 the result of what may be called a
"
squashing

"
of the Sanskrit nume-

.rals; which are as simple and natural as the English,
i.e. are formed by combining the unit and the decade,

e.gr. "twenty-one,"
"
sixty-four," etc, only that in Sans-

krit the unit comes first, something like the obsoles-
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cent " one and twenty,"
"
four and sixty." But by the

"
squashing

"
process, in the formation of the vernacu-

lars from Sanskrit, certain elements of the original were

retained, others were lost, and others again were
altered. E.gr. 55 is in Sanskrit '

panchapanchashat,""
pancha

"

being the* word for
"
five," and "

panchashat
"

for 50
; but the Hindustani is

"
pachpan,"

"
pach

"
being

all that remains of
"
pancha," and "

pan
"
of "

pancha-
shut." Again, 88 is in Sanskrit

"
ashtashlti," where

"
ashta

"
signifies

"
eight," and "

ashiti
" "

eighty ;

"
but

it has become in Hindustani "
athasl." The " un

"

which forms the first part of the ninth numeral in every
decade except 89 and 99, is derived from the Sanskrit
"
una," which means "

less
;

"
or that

"
unis

"

originally
meant "twenty, less" (by one),

"
untalis," "forty, less"

( by one ).* In Sanskrit, this way of forming the
ninth numeral is an optional alternative, in every
decade, with the regular method which combines the

unit-with the decade; and it is unknown why Hindu-
stani has adoptee] the one method in every decade from
19 to 79, but the other in 89 and 99.

6. At first sight it seems strange that the second
numeral in each decade begins, not with d (like "do"),
but with b. But, really, both are derived from the

Sanskrit for
"
two," viz.

"
dvvi." Of this word, the unit

"do" has retained the "d," and "
bais,"

"
battis,"

"
bayalis/' etc., have retained only the w, which has been

hardened to b after the removal of the protecting d.

Similarly, the Latin for "two" is "duo;" but for
"
twice

"
it is not

"
dis

"
as in Greek, but "

bis."

7- To every numeral after
" ek

"
may be appended

the syllable
"
on." (In the case of

"
do," an n is

inserted between the numeral and the affix
;
and in

*
Compare

"
forty stripes save one."
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some parts of Hindustan the affix appended to this

numeral is not "
on," but "

o "). When added to any
numeral short of 1,000, this syllable

The numeral adds the idea of iriclusiveness to

affix "on" that of the numeral. In English
we- reach the same result by pre-

fixing
" the

"
(" the four men,"

"
the hundred gates,"

etc.); and, if we wish to emphasize it, we say
"
all the."

Only in the case of the second numeral we more

commonly employ a word devised for the purpose, viz.
"
both." Yet it is not enough to say, e.gr. that

" the

three
"

is
"
tinon,"

"
all the 24

"
is

"
chaubison," etc.

For " on
"

is appended in many places, where we do
not add "the," but "inclusiveness" is intended

nevertheless. E.gr.
"
his three sons were killed in

battle
"

is not "
us ke tin bete laral men mare," which

would mean "
three of his sons were killed in battle,"

and would imply that he had others who were not

killed
;
but " us ke tlnon bete larai men mare." So,

"
my five houses are in ruins

"
is

" mere panchon ghar
ujar gaye hain

;

" " mere punch ghar
"
would only mean

"
five of my houses." But when added to

"
hazar," a

thousand,
"
lakh," a hundred thousand, ,and

"
karor,"

ten million, "on" gives no inclusive meaning, but

simply that of plurality ; e.gr.
"
hazaron," thousands ;

"
lakhon," hundreds of thousands

;

"
karoron,"

"
tens of

millions." And this "on," though probably connected

with the same syllable as affixed to the plurals of

nouns when followed by postpositions, yet is added

equally when followed, and when not followed, by
postpositions.

8. These inclusive numerals, specially
"
donon,"

are idiomatically inserted where a foreigner sees no
need of the insertion of any word

Idiomatic use E.gr.
"
the Father and the Son

have but one substance,"
"
Pita aur
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Putra donori ka ek hi tattwa hai
;

" "
in happiness and

in misery, be stedfast," "dukh sukh donon men sthir

raho." Specially useful is this idiom to express what
we express by "both and." E.gr. "both Hin-
duism and Christianity acknowledge incarnations
" Hindu aur Masihi donori dharmofi men awatar mane
jate hain

;

" "
praise God both morning and evening,"

" subh aur sham donon waqton men Khuda kl hamd
karna."

9. There is a difference' of idiom between the east

and the west of Hindustan, in reference to the use or

non-use of the plural number in adjec-A local tives and verbs, when joined with
difference numerals. In the east they say "tin

bat ka varnan," "an account of three

things ;

"
but in the west they say

"
tin baton ka

varnan." However, even in the east this usage is by
no means applied to all cases; and therefore the

foreigner is safer, even there, if he begins by always

using the plural with numerals, and then gradually
learns by experience where the people do not use it.

10.
" One another

"
is in Hindustani " ek diisre,"

with the appropriate postposition following. In other

words, "dusre" is modified, but

One another " ek
"

is, usually, left unmodified.

E.gr.
" unhon ne ek diisre kl ta'rif

kil,"
"
they praised one another ;

" ham ek dusre se

prem rakkheii,"
"
let us love one another."
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CHAPTER IX.

THE ADJECTIVAL AI-FIX "SA."

1. This affiix signifies Likeness, and seems to be
abbreviated from the Sanskrit "

sama," which is our

"same;" the notion of identity easily

Signifies passing into that of similarity, which is

Likeness
identity in one or more particulars,

though not in all. It enables Hindu-
stani to express likeness in a very conveniently succinct

way. Not that it will always do instead of
" ke sa-

man "
in Hindi, or

"
ki manind

"
in Urdu; bub very

often it will be not only a shorter, but also a more

idiomatic, way of saying the same thing. And gene-
rally, where we say

"
as it were,"

"
so to speak," etc.,

this affix will be found to answer. E.gr. "yih mez
meri si hai,"

"
this table is like mine;" "ap ka chihra

ap ke bap ka sa hai," "your face is like that of your
father." Here, if we used ' samau

"
or

"
manind," we

should have to repeat the words " mez
"
and "chihra;"

for Hindustani has no device corresponding to the use
of

"
that

"
in the second of these examples. (See Chap.

X, 8). When joined with words denoting colour, "sa"
answers to the Bnglish affix

"
ish ;" e.gr.

"
ujli si sujan,"

" a whitish swelling."

2. Hindustanis, being much more
t
matter-of-fact

than Europeans (see Chap. XXXIV), cannot state their

meaning as boldly (or baldly) as the

latter do, without fear of misunderstand-

ing; but the affix "sa" comes in very
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conveniently to save the situation. E.gr. we might in

English say of Napoleon Buonaparte, that he " was
God's sword," but we cannot say in Hindustani,
"wuh Khuda ki talwar tha." If, however, we insert
" sa

"
after

"
talwar," we say what is quite intelli-

gible and idiomatic. So again, we say that a king
ought to be a shepherd of his people, but because this

is not literally true, a Hindustani would say,
"
Raja ko

apnl praja ka charwaha sa hona chahiye."
x

3. The affix
"
sa

"
is affixed to nouns without any

postposition intervening; and nouns are not modified

before it
; e.gr. in the last example, it is

How not "charwahe sa" (as it would be
connected before

" ka
"
and " wala "), but "

char-

waha sa." Personal pronouns, however,
before

"
sa

"
take the form which they take before

postpositions; e.gr.
"
rnujh sa papl,"

" a sinner such as

I am
;

" "
tujh sa koi samarthl nahin,"

" there is no one

mighty like Thee." Those who read old translations

made by foreigners should be on their guard against
a strange idiorn of theirs, viz. inserting

" ka
"

before
" sa

"
without any of the meaning of

"
ka." E.gr.

" wuh
badshah ka sa hai," in the sense of

" he is like a
king,''

is wrong ;
but "wuh badshah ka sa kam karta hai,"

"he acts like a king" (lit. "he does work like that

of a king "), is right.

4. Here it may be observed, that this affix is

specially useful when one wishes to speak of "imitat-

ing
'

another,
"
following his example,"

Imitation etc. For there is no Hindustani word
in common use, which means "

to imi-

tate
;

"
and " namuna

"
is wrongly used by Christians of

an "
example

"
set by any one

;
it means " a sample

"

rather than an "example." But " Maslh ki si chal

chalria" exactly, and neatly, expresses what we mean
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by
"
following the example of Christ." Literally, it is

"
walking a walk like that of Christ."

5. Besides all this, there are certain adjectives, to

which "
sa

"
is appended without in any degree altering

the meaning of the adjective;
Real meaning only "sa" makes them run more

lost smoothly and elegantly. They
are "

bara,"
"
chhota,"

"
bahut,"

"
thora," and "

kaun." There is no difference in mean-

ing between " ek bail hawell
"
and " ek bar! si hawell,"

" a big mansion ;

"
between " bahut log

"
and " bahut

se log,"
"
many people ;

"
or between "

in men se kaun
admi mazbut hain

"
and "

in men se kaun se adml
mazbut hain,"

" which of these men are strong ?
"

;
but

the latter in each case is generally more elegant. But
in all these cases,

"
sa

"
originally had the meaning of

likeness, but has lost it. Similarly, the English
" which

"

is formed from "
what-like

;

"
but has now lost all idea

of likeness
;

it merely identifies a particular person or

thing. So, in the ordinary village speech of many parts
of England,

"
like

"
is added to words without any

thought of the proper meaning of this adjective, simply
from a feeling that they do not wish to be too

positive. And, no doubt, it was this modesty (or

politeness) which originated, in Hindustani also, this

use of
"
sa."
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CHAPTER X.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

1. In the literary and polite language,
" main

"
is

the first person singular pronoun used throughout
Hindustan

;
but in the common

First Person language of the people, it is so only
in the western half of it. In the

eastern,
" ham "

is used for the singular as well as the

plural; and when a person uses it for himself alone,

it connotes neither pride nor any other unseemly

feeling, as the foreigner is apt to think.

2.
"
Tu," and the second person singular of verbs

also, are used by Hindustanis in general in two ways,
viz, (1) in contempt; e.gr. in

Second Person addressing an animal, or a man
whom one wishes to treat con-

temptuously ;
and (2) in endearment

; e.gr. in address-

ing children, or an adult if extremely near to and
familiar with the speaker. But besides these two uses,

Muhammadans, and Christians after them, employ
it in addressing God, whereas Hindus use the plural
"
turn

"
in addressing the objects of their worship. The

reason which weighs with Muhammadans and Christ-

ians is the transcendence of God, i.e. the fact that He
is above and beyond all our devices for honouring Him,
and expressing His greatness, and therefore it is best

to use the simplest language possible in addressing, or

speaking of, Him. In Hinduism, on the other hand,
there is no essential difference Between the divine and
the human

;
it is only a difference

1

of degree.
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3.
" Main

"
becomes "

mujh," and " tu
"
becomes

"
tujh," before every postposition except

" ne
;

"
before

it, with one exception, they
Changes of remain unchanged. That ex-

" Main and "Tu" ception is that when another

word, or other words, come
between fche pronoun and the postposition,

" main
"

becomes "
mujh," and " tu

" "
tujh." E.gr.

"
mujh

Paulus ne aisa hi likha hai,"
"
I Paul have written thus ;

"

"
Tujh mere Khuda ne yih wa'da kiya hai,"

"
Thou,

who art my God, hast promised this."

Personal pronouns of the first and second persons,
in both numbers, have special forms as substitutes for

the addition of
" ko

"
to themselves,

Substitutes with no difference of meaning.
for"ko" Thus "mujhe" means the same

as "mujh ko;"
"
tujhe," as "tujh

ko ;

" " hamen "
as

" ham ko
;

"
and " tumheft

"
as

"
turn

ko." And these extra forms are specially useful to

avoid tautology in a sentence.

4. It is remarkable that, in parts of the world as

far apart as Europe and Indja, while in the ancient

languages the second person
Use of Plural singular pronoun was always

used in addressing a single per-

son, yet the modern languages have adopted the second

plural in most cases. Perhaps Arabic is the only very

widely spoken language that still keeps to the singular ;

which well accords with the roughness of the Arabic

character. Why the plural should be felt ,to be more
honorific than the singular, it would not be so easy
to say ;

but it is evident that politeness was the motive
for the change.

5. Many modern languages, however, including
Hindustani, are not satisfied with the politeness
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expressed by the plural of the second person. In

addressing those whom they regard as equal, or supe-
rior, to themselves, they use a noun

Honorific with a third person verb, some in the
terms singular and some in the plural. In

English this custom is only occasionally

observed, e.gr.
"
your majesty,"

"
your "lordship," "your

honour,"
"
your reverence," and so on. In French it

is the same. But in German, an equal or superior

person is always addressed as
"
they

"
with the verb

in the third person plural. In Italian, because all the

words like
"
majesty

"
etc., are feminine singular, an

equal or superior person is addressed as
"
she,"

"
her."

In later Sanskrit, a word which seems to have been

originally a present participle meaning
"
becoming

"

came to be used, often in the plural but generally
in the singular, for this purpose. The Hindustani
"
ap

"
is not derived from this word, but from " atman ;"

which, though in Hindi it is used only for
"
soul," yet

originally meant "self;" and at some period in the

evolution of the language it must have been felt more

polite to address another as
"
(your) self

"
than simply

as
"
you." Anyhow, those who aspire to speak Hindu-

stani correctly never address any but servants, and
others in a position of distinct inferiority and sub-

ordination to themselves e.gr. pupils in a school by
the word "turn," but always by "ap,".with a plural

adjective, and plural third person verb, attached. This

custom, however, has but slightly made its way among
the village population ;

and a foreigner should never

think a villager disrespectful because he addresses him
with "

turn
"

instead of
"
ap," unless he knows that he

is familiar with polite language. There are other

expressions which go beyond "ap" in politeness, such

as
"
janab" (an Arabic word literally meaning

"
side ")

and " huzur
"

(an Arabic word literally meaning
"
pre-

sence"). These are, naturally,' more used in Urdu
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than in Hindi; though the latter, modified according
to the genius of the language into "hajur," is very

commonly used by servants, beggars, etc.

6. Personal pronouns undergo no change of form

to express gender in Hindustani ; and that not only, as

in other Aryan languages, in the

No Gender first and second persons, but even in

the third. In this, Hindustani is the

opposite of English; which while having no distinction

of gender in adjectives and in only a few nouns
either

, yet clearly distinguishes between "
he,"

"
she,"

and "
it." But Hindustani knows no distinction of

this kind. However, it is only seldom that this causes

any ambiguity ; generally, the adjective or verb shows

clearly enough whether a masculine or feminine person
or thing is intendejL

7. There is no simple third person pronoun uni-

versally recognized in Hindustani ;
-i.e. there is none

which simply expresses the

Absence of simple third person (as
"
he,"

"
she,"

Third Person and "
it

"
do) without the addi-

Pronoun tional thought of nearness or

remoteness. Hindi, indeed, has

the word "
so

;

"
but even in Hindi this word is,

unhappily, 'obsolescent, and its use is mainly confined

to correlatives, i.e. as corresponding to the relative

"jo." And if "so" is obsolescent, the form "
tis

"

which it assumes before postpositions (" tis par," etc.)

is. obsolete, even in Hindi. Urdu will have none of it,

either
"
so

"
or

"
tis." Instead of these words, Urdu

always, and Hindi increasingly, use the demonstrative

pronouns
"
yih

"
(or

"
yah ") and " wuh "

(or
" wah ") ;

the former of which indicates nearness to the speaker,
and corresponds to

"
this

;

"
and the latter denotes

remoteness, and answers to
"
that." Both of them are
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used both as adjectives and as nouns. See further in

Chapter XXIV.

8. But if
"
yih

"
and " wuh "

have taken the place
of the simple third person pronoun, the question occurs,

which of them should be used in that

Substitutes sense ? Foreigners generally assume,
for " it

"
that the Hindustani word correspond-

ing to
"
he,"

"
she," or

"
it

"
is

"
wuh,"

not "
yih." But this is a mistake. Probably it would

be correct to say that Hindustanis, in saying
"
yih "-or

"
wuh," have in every case a more or less conscious

feeling that the person or thing spoken of is either

near or remote
;
and use the one or the other accord-

ingly. But anyhow, the following rules will help the

foreign student :

(1)
" Yih

"
should be used when the object is near

the speaker even in thought. E.gr. when Christ

commanded His disciples not to tell

Proximity any one that He was the Christ, He
in thought would have said in Hindustani,

"
kisi

ko na bacana ki yih Masih hai," be-

cause those who might be talking or thinking of Him
would have Him present in their minds. So again,
when the disciples asked Him why they could not

expel the demon, they would have said,
" ham is ko

kyuii na nikal sake?" Here, though in English we
should say:

" him
"
or

"
it," yet the demon is assumed to

be the subject of conversation ;
and therefore

"
is," not

"
us," is used.

(2) When "
he,"

"
she," or

"
it

"
refers to an object

already referred to as
"
yib," all subsequent references

to the same object, in the same sentence,
Same must contain

"
yih," not " wuh." This

repeated is the chief 4>oint in which foreigners are

liable to err in t^eir use of these words ;

for in all such cases we use the simple third person
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pronoun. E.gr. we say
"
this land lies before you, so

settle and traffic in it, and get possessions in it ;

"
but

the Hindustani is
"
yih desh tumhare samhne para

hai, so is men bas karke len den karo, aur is mefi kl

bhumi nij kar lo." Again,
"
let this man and his wife

and children, and all that he has, be sold" is the

English ;
but the Hindustani is

"
yih, aur is ki joru

bachche, aur jo kuchh is ka hai, sab becha jae."

(3) As often in English,
"
yih

"
is used for

"
the

latter," when two things are mentioned, and it is

important to distinguish the two.
" The latter "

E.gr.
" ek sau hath lambe parde

hofi, aur un ke bis khambhe, aur
in ki bis chuliyan hon,"

"
let there be hangings a

hundred cubits long, and their twenty pillars, and

twenty sockets for these
;

"
where, if

" un
"
had been

repeated, and not superseded by
"
in," it would have

been doubtful whether the sockets tvere for the hang-
ings, or for the pillars. But this use of

"
yih

"
is not

nearly so frequent as that of
" the latter

"
in English ;

it occurs only to prevent ambiguity ;
and very often it

is better to repeat the noun meant.

9. There is an idiomatic English use of
"
that,"

where the pronoun stands for a noun which has already
occurred

; e.gr.
"
If the father's life was a

English sad one, that of the son was much sadder ;

"

" that " "
Mr. Jones' sermons are long, but those of

Mr. Smith are far longer." But in all such
cases Hindustani cannot use a pronoun, but must
repeat the noun.

*

10. In Hindustani which is now entirely obsolete,
" on

"
or

"
hofi

"
was added to personal pronouns, in the

Addition of plural number, before all post-

"on" or "hon" positions;e.0r. "hamonse,"''tuln-

ko,"
" inhon mefi,"

" unhon
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ne." Now, this appendage occurs only in the case of
"
yih

"
and "

wuh," and that only before
" ne

;

"
e.gr.

" unhon ne
"

above.

11. In European languages, when one speaks of

oneself along with others, it is considered polite to

mention oneself last ; and specially,
First Person to use the second person before the

first first. But this is not the rule in

Hindustani. E.gr. "mera beta, and

ap ke bete, wahan ekatthe gaye the,"
"
your sons, and

my son, went there together." There is no want of

politeness in such a sentence. On the contrary, it is

the idiom.

CHAPTER XI.

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

1. In the third person, "ka" is added, as it is to

nouns, to express
"
possession ;

"
e.gr.

" us ka,"
"
ap ka."

But in the first and second persons,
Of the Third the same word " kar

"
was added as

Persons was, in the case of nouns, abbrevi-

ated o
" ka" (see Chap. VII. para.

2) ; only, whereas in the case of nouns the beginning of
" kar

"
was retained, in pronouns of the first and second

person the end alone remained, viz.
;<

ar;" which in

literary Hindustani has had an d added, which is

declined like any adjective in a ; and besides this, in

the singular number the a of " ar
"

is modified to e.

Thus we get the forms "
mem,"

"
tera,"

"
hamara,"

"
tuinhara."
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2. Besidese these possessive pronouns, Hindustani
has another, a reflexive one, not limited in use, like the

Latin "suus," to the third person, but

Apna belonging equally to all three persons, and
both numbers. This is "apna," which is

derived from "ap," "self;" and its use is, as a general
rule, obligatory when the noun which it qualifies

refers to the subject of the sentence or clause. In

English, we often add "own" in this reflexive sense,

whether for emphasis (e.gr.
"
every man magnifies his

own merits "), or to avoid ambiguity (e.gr.
"
after

teaching them, they went to their own homes ") ;
but

"
apna

"
must be used in Hindustani when the above

rule applies, whether " own "
be added in English, or

not. E.gr.
" main apne ghar men rahta him,"

"
I live

in my house
;

" " ham apnl apni kitab dekh rahe hain,"
" we are reading our books

;

" "
apne apne ma bap ka

hukm mana karo,"
"
obey your parents." If, in these

sentences, emphasis is meant to attach to the possessive

pronoun,
"
hi

"
is added to

"
apna ;

"
e.gr.

" main apne hi

ghar men rahta him,"
"
I live in my own house," i.e.

not in another.

3. Yet there are several kinds of exception to

this rule
;
and in some cases it is very difficult, if not

impossible, for a foreigner to decide

Exceptions certainly whether to use
"
apna," or

another possessive pronoun.

(1) Though the subject of the sentence, and the

possessive pronoun, be of the same person, yet if they
are not in the same number,

"
apna

"

Difference cannot be used, but the sense must
of Number be given in some other way. E.gr.

"
I believe in Jesus Christ our Lord

"

cannot be rendered " main apne Kjmdawand Yeshu*

Maslh par iman rakhta him," else it would mean "
I

believe in my Lord Jesus Christ ;

"
but must be
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translated
" main Yeshu* Maslh par, jo hamara KJiuda-

wand hai, iman rakhta hun."

(2) In "
us ne Hananyah nam ek admi ko andar

ate and apne upar hath rakhte dekha hai,"
" he has

seen a man named Hananiah corn-

Reference ing in and putting his hands on
to Object him," the rule is observed, because

the person on whom hands were
laid is the subject of the sentence

;
and also because no

reader would be likely t< think it meant that Hananiah
laid his hands on his own head ! But in

" us ne aur do

bhaiyon ko ap'ne bap Zabdl ke sath kashti par apne
jaluft kl marammat karte dekha,"

" he saw two other

brothers mending their nets in the boat with their

father Zebedee," the "
apne

"
does not refer to the

subject of the sentence, but to its object, viz. the two
brothers. Yet there is no ambiguity here

;
and there-

fore "apne" is not only allowable, but idiomatic;
"nn'ke" would here be quite unidiomatic. Probably
the reason for this is, that if the sentence was turned

in this way,
"
us ne aur do bhaiyon ko dekha, jo apne

bap Zabdi ke sath kashti par apne jalon ki marammat
kar rahe the," the meaning would be the same, and the

sentence quite regular. A similar sentence is
" Murdon

ko apne murde dafn karne de,"
"
let the dead bury

their dead." Here, again, there is no ambiguity ;
for

no <>ne could think the meaning to be "do you let the

dead bury your dead." In the above examples,
"
apna

"

is used according to the sense, though not strictly

According to rule. Another good example of this is
"
mujhe aj ke din apne aparadh chet ate hain,"

"
my

faults come to my mind this day." Here "
apne

"

refers, not to the subject, "aparadh," but to the object,
"
mujhe." Yet the meaning is the same a's if it was

" main apne aparadh smaran karta him,"
"
I remember

my faults
;

"
in which case

"
apne

''

would be according to

rule. In the current Urdu version of Psalm 146 :
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41,
"
jis ka tawakkul Khudawand us ke Khuda par hai,"

the " us ke," instead of
"
apne," is technically right, but

idiomatically wrong; for that clause means the same as

"jo Khudawand apne Khuda par tawakkul rakhta hai."

(3) When the noun to which "
apna

"
is attached

is in the plural, and the possessive pronoun is therefore

repeated, the danger of am-
When repeated biguity is greatly lessened, and

therefore
"
apna

"
can be used

without scruple. E.yr.
" unhefi apne apne nagar men

paithne na do,"
" do not let them enter into their cities."

(4)
"
Apna

"
can be added to another possessive

pronoun (or, what is the same thing, the third person

pronoun with "ka" added), like our

Added to "own," to emphasize the person re-

another ferred to. E.gr.
" us ke apnoft ne use

qubul na kiya,"
"
his own people

received him not;"
" hamara apna apna chola aur

bhumi chhorke aur kuchh nahm raha,"
" we have

nothing left except our own bodies and lands." And
in conversation (where the look and tone preclude am-

biguity much more than is possible in writing), the

other possessive pronoun may be omitted; e.gr. "yih
apna ghar hai,"

"
this is my own house,"

" mera
"

being understood.

4. The Hindustani use of "
apna

"
is by no means

an unmixed blessing. Certainly, it often enables a

sentence bo be put very neatly ;
but

Ambiguity on the other hand, it often causes

great perplexity. E.qr. in the old

version of a clause in the Litany,
" Deliver us from

hardness of heart and contempt of Thy word
"

was

rendered " Dil ki sakhti aur apne kalam ke haqir

janne se hamen bacha
;

"
but this might j'ist as well, if

not rather, mean "
deliver us from despising mir own

word." Hence, many preferred to read
"
tere

"
for
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"
apne ;

"
but this, again, was felt to be doubtful idiom.

In making the last version, it was perceived that the

cause of the trouble was the use of a verb (" haqlr

janna,"
"
to despise ") ;

and so a noun (as in English)
took its place ;

and it now stands "apne kalam ki tahqlr
se hamen bacha."

CHAPTER Xlt.

VERBS GENERAL REMARKS.

1. Many intransitive verbs in English denote both
a momentary act, and also the state initiated by that

act
; e.gr.

"
to sit

"
means both

Act and State "
to take one's seat

"
and also

"
to

continue in a sitting posture ;

"

"to stand" means both "to assume a standing posi-
tion

"
and also

"
to remain in that position." But, with

few exceptions, this is not so in Hindustani. " Baithna
"

means only the act of sitting down,
" khara hona

"

only the act of standing up.
" He sat for three hours

"

is not " wuh tin ghanton tak baitha," but " baitha raha."
" The servant stands before his master" is not " Naukar

apne malik ke satnhne khara hota hai," but " khara
rahta hai." In an old version of Psalm 123: 1, "O
Thou that sittest in the heavens

"
was rendered "

A.i

asman par baithnewale ! ", which can only niean
" O

Thou who art in the habit of
'

taking Thy seat in
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heaven!" It should be "baithe hue," "seated."

So in Psalm 110: 1,
"
Sit Thou at my right hand"

should be, not " merl dahini taraf baith," but "baitha

rah," because the following clause shows that the

writer thought of a period during which the sitting

posture should continue. So again,
"
to ride in a

chariot" is either "rath par charhna" (or "sawar
hona "), or

"
rath par charha rahna

"
(or

" sawar

rahna "), according as the meaning is the act of getting
into the chariot (as we say), or the state of remaining
in it.

There are some few exceptions to the above rule.

E.gr. the verb "
sona."

"
to sleep." It is equally good

to say
"
so jao

"
for

"
go to sleep,"

Exceptions and " wuh sota hai
"

for
" he is

asleep." Similarly "jagna" means
both "

to wake up
"
and "

to be awake." " Basna
"

properly denotes the act of sitting in a place, and "
to

remain settled
"

should be " basa rahna
;

"
but the

simple form is often used to convey the latter meaning
also.

2. Many English verbs, which properly have an
active meaning, are used also in a passive or neuter

sense
; e.gr.

"
to look" corn-

Active not used monly denotes an act, but in

as Neuter "
you look well

"
it means "

to

appear, on being looked at."

So,
"
to sell

"
is commonly an act

;
but in

"
this ought

to sell well
"
we mean "

to fetch a price when sold."

Similarly, we say
"
to smell a rose

"
and also

"
the rose

smells sweet." But this double use of the same verb

is not permissible in Hindustani.
" You look well

"
is

"Turn tandurust dekh parte ho;"
"
this ought to sell

well
"

is
"
chahiye ki yih achchhi tarah se bike," not

" beche
;

" " the rose smells sweet
"

is
"
gulab khushbu-

dar hai." .
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3. (1) By
"
compound verbs

" we mean those combi-

nations of verbs, in which the first is a bare root, and

only the second is inflected. E.gr.

Compound in
" rah jana,"

"
to remain behind,"

Verbs " rah
"

remains uninflected, while

"jana" alters its form according to

tense, number, person, etc. (" chala jana," on the

contrary, is not a compound verb, because "chala"
is inflected according to gender, number, etc). Many
of these "

compound verbs
"
show clearly, by their use,

that the first part of the compound was originally
a conjunctive participle ; e.gr.

" dab marna,"
"
to be

crushed to death," lit.
"
having been crushed, to die

;

"

"jal marna," "to be burnt to death," lit.
"
having been

burnt, to die." Yet, originally, there were no com-

pound verbs in this sense ;
for it is only in the polite

and literary form of Hindustani that the first verb

appears in its bare root form. In the real vernacular of

the greater part of Hindustan, the first verb has a

short i attached to it, e.gr.
"
apna kam kari ao,"

" do

your work and come,"
" main ghar hoy aunga,"

"
I will

just go home and come." This i is the affix of the

so-called conjunctive participle, of which more hereafter.

And it is used, in the vernacular of most parts of

Hindustan, and also in Bengali, even where it is

difficult for us to see any idea of sequence of action.

E.gr. in the above sentences it is plain that there is a

sequence ;
the coming is regarded as subsequent to the

doing one's work, or going home
;
but in

" rah jana,"
also given above, it does not seem to us that going
(iana) is subsequent to remaining (rahna). However,
this must have been the idea in the minds of those

who first started, and adopted, this idiom.

In this section we are not treating of compound
verbs whose second member is

"
uthna," "baithna,"

"
sakna,"

"
pana," or

" rahna
;

"
which will be dealt with

in Chapter XVI, Sections 11, 14, 18, 19.
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(2) In many cases the second verb has apparently
lost its proper meaning, or at least has retained it so

slightly as to be hardly percep-
Second Verb's tible. (A striking example of

meaning this is a compound verb " a jana,"
obscure where the literal meanings of the

two parts are mutually contradic-

tory. Yet it is constantly used with no sense of

incongruity ; e.gr.
" wah a gaya,"

"
is come," i.e.

"
arrived.") The verbs to which this remark applies

more than to others are "jana,"
"
parna,'

"
dena,"

"
lena," and " dalna

;

"
of these, "jana" follows only

intransitive verbs (see below, however) ;

"
parna

"

follows both, transitive and intransitive verbs; "dena"
and " lena" follow both, but transitives much more than

intransitives : and "dalna" only follows transitives.

(3) When the proper meaning of "jana," viz.
"
to

go," or
"
to go away," is evident, then it can follow

transitive verbs equally well as in-

Jana as transitives
; e.gr.

"
yih kar jao,"

" do
Second Verb this and go," where " kar

"
is plain-

ly the conjunctive participle, "i"

having fallen off front its end (see above). But when

"jana" only intensifies the action denoted by the first

verb, this first verb can only be an intransitive one.

E.gr.
" rahna

"
means "

to remain," but " rah jana
" "

to

remain behind."
' Hona "

means "
to become

"
(see

Chap. XVI, section 1) ;
but because in many cases this

meaning is weakened down to
"
to be," therefore

" ho

jana
"

is used to emphasize the idea of "
becoming."

"Mama" means "to die;" but "mar jana" is more

commonly used, to convey the meaning of "
to be dead

and gone." In all these cases, one can see why "jana"
was originally added; for "to go away after doing"
anything implies that one has done it thoroughly. But
this idea is not now present to those who use "jana"
in this way.
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(4) "Dena" and "
leua

"
also intensity the mean-

ing of the first verb ; but their own special meanings
are more apparent than is that

Dena and lena of "jana." When "dena" is

as Second Verbs added to another verb, it shows
that the action, denoted by

that verb, is viewed as passing over to its object ; when
" lena" is added, it connotes a return of that action, or

of its consequences, to the agent. E.gr.
" Tu ne khud

kah diya,"
" thou thyself hast said [so]." Here the

"diya" intensifies the fact of "saying;" but besides

this, it shows that the saying was directed to our Lord

(Luke 23 : 3). Again,
"
Badli ne use un ki nazarofi se

chhipa liya," "a cloud hid Him from their sight."
Here the "liya" expresses the idea, that the cloud hid

Him by receiving Him into itself. Similarly when the

first verb is intransitive; e.gr.
'

jo koi sune so mere
karan hans dega,"

" whoever hears it will laugh out-

right because of me." Thus "dega" intensifies
" hafisna

;

"
but it also conveys the idea, that the

laughing will in some way affect those who hear it.

Again,
" wuh chal diya,"

" he went right away," is

stronger than " wuh chala," and even than " wuh chala

gaya." So,
" un ki ye batefi sunkar Yusuph ro diya,"

"
hearing these words of theirs, Joseph burst into tears,"

which is more than "
roya,"

" he wept." Thus,
" baith

lijiye," which exactly corresponds with our "
take a

seat," is both more polite than "
baithiye," and also

conveys the idea of taking the seat for oneself. And
"ja lena" and "a lena" mean "

to overtake;" the

former when the overtaker is going farther from the

speaker, the latter when he is coming nearer to him
;

literally,
"
to go and take,"

"
to come and take." Once

more,
<: ho lena" means "

to start on a road ;

"
the " hona

"

conveying the notion of
"
coming to be

"
on the road,

and " lena
"

adding to this notion that of a mental

determination to pursue that rdad.
"
Lena," in many
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cases, adds to the idea of the first verb that of success.

E.gr.
" surma

"
means "

to hear
;

"
but " sun lena

"
goes

beyond mere hearing, and means to receive a petition

favorably, i.e. to grant it. Again,
" Shaitan ne tumhen

mang liya
"
means that Satan had not only asked for

the Apostles, but his request was successful, i.e. they
were, to a certain extent, made over to him. There are

some verbs which are either transitive or intransitive,

according to the context
;
but the addition of " dena

"

makes them transitive, and that of "
jana

"
shows them

to be intransitive. E.gr.
"
ghabrana

"
may mean either

to worry oneself, or to worry another person ;
but

"
ghabra jana

"
can only mean the former, and "

ghabra
deua

"
can mean only the latter. Lastly, there is a

curious phrase
" dikhai dena,"

"
to appear," lit.

"
to

present an appearance ;

"
which is treated as a com-

pound verb, and intransitive. 'E.gr.
" Moses and Elijah

appeared to them "
is not " Miisa aur Eliyyah ne un-

hen dikhai rfif ," but " Musa aur Eliyyah unhcn
dikhai diye."

(5)
" Dalna

"
means to

" throw ;

"
and as we throw

away a thing only when we have done with it, so
the^

addition of
"
clalna

"
intensifies the"

Dalna as meaning of the first verb. E.gr.
Second Verb " khana

"
means "

to eat
;

"
but "

to

eat up
"

is
" kha dalna." Again,

;< marna "
is

"
to die," and therefore

" marna "
should

only mean "
to kill

;

"
but it has come to mean "

to

strike," and therefore, to express the meaning of killing,
" mar dalna

"
is used.

" Parna
"
means "

to fall
;

"
but

as this radical meaning branches out into a great num-
ber of uses when "

parna
"

is the second member of a

compound verb, we reserve the discussion of it for a

section to itself (see Chap. XVI, section 5).

4. (1) In very many cases, Urdu and literary
Hindi (see Chap. I.) tend to avoid simple verbs, and
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employ instead a noun, with " karna
"

if a transitive

verb is meant, and " hona
"

if an intransitive. Urdu

was, in a way, compelled to do this,

Resolution if it did not transplant Persian verbs
of Verbs bodily into Hindustani ; and literary

Hindi does it, because it affects

Sanskrit (i.e. Tatsama) words. JE.gr.
"
to rise," said of

the sun or other heavenly body, is
"
ugna ;

"
but Urdu

prefers
"
tulu' hona," and literary Hindi prefers

"
uday

hona."
" To tell

"
a person a thing is

"
bataiia ;

"

but Urdu says
"
bayan karna," and Hindi " varnan

karna," in preference.
" To be born," or "

to spring up
"

(e.gr. in the mind), is
"
upajna ;

"
but Urdu uses

"
paida

hona," and Hindi "
utpann hona," rather than "

upajna."
The simple Hindustani for

"
to become acquainted

with
"

a thing,
"
to come to know "

it, is
"
[use] jan

lena
;

"
but Urdu prefers to say

"
[us se] waqif ho jana."

This usage saves foreigners a great deal of trouble in

learning Hindustani
;
but it keeps them in comparative

ignorance of the almost boundless wealth, which Hindu-
stani possesses, in simple verbs.

(2) In these collocations of nouns with " karna
"
to

express a simple thought, the noun is in some cases

connected with the verb as its direct object (with or

without "ko") and in other cases the adjectival affix
" ka

"
,is interposed. E.gr.

"
to exhort a person

"
is

"
kisi ko naslhat karna

;

"
but "

to praise a person
"

is
"
kisi ki ta'rif karna

;

"
while

"
to expound a subject

"
is

either
"
kisi bat ka, bayan karna

"
or

"
kisi bat ko

bayan karna."

5. As regards the questions, what number a

verb should take when it has more than' one subject,
and what person or gender it should take when those

subjects are of divers persons or genders ;
no hard

and fast rule can be laid down, for native authorities

differ. In general, however, ib may be said that
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(1) when the subjects of the verb are regarded as^

quite different, the verb should be in the plural, e.gr.^" Paulus aur Bar-Naba bayan karne lage"
" Paul and

*

Barnabas began to discourse
;

"
but (2) when they are :

closely related to each other, either as different words'^
for the same thing, or of nearly the same meaning, or

'

as parts of the same, whole, or members of the samel!
series, or in any way are regarded as a unit, then^
the verb is in the singular, e.gr.

" zulm aur zabardastl*
Masihlon ke nalaiq hai,"

"
oppression and high-handed-

ness are (lit.
"

is ") unworthy of Christians ;

"
(3)

generally the verb takes the gender and number
of the last subject, e.gr.

"
purush aur striyan a rahi

bain,"
" men and women are coming ;

" "
turn aur tum-

hara bhai kya dhundhte haiii ?
" " what are you and

your brother seeking ?
"
but (4) often the "

predomi-
nant sex

"
usurps the influence on the verb, which

would otherwise be given to the last subject. (5) When
" donon

"
or " sab

"
are inserted between the subject

and the verb, there is no question but that the verb

should be in the plural.

CHAPTER XIII.

NEUTER AND CAUSAL VERBS.

1. In most languages, quite as many verbal roots

have a transitive meaning as an intransitive. This is

the case in Sanskrit also
;
but in

Hindustani '

the modern languages derived

treats Neuter from it, while there are a num-
as Original ber of transitive verbal roots,

yet the tendency is to have the
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roots intransitive, and to form from them causal verbs

with a transitive meaning. E.gr. in English
" make

"

is a verbal root, with a transitive meaning ; but in

Hindustani the root
" ban

"
is intransitive, and means

"
to come into a made state

;

"
and the idea of

"
making

"
must be expressed by a causal formed from

it, viz.
"
banana." One cannot be sure of the cause of

this reversal of ideas, which seems to us so strange,
and which has only sprung up in comparatively
modern times

; but it is probably connected with the

Pantheism which is ingrained in the minds of Hindus,

according to which voluntary agency, while not gene-

rally denied, is relegated to an inferior place in their

thought, and the events, which we call actions, are,

along with those which do not depend on human

agency, regarded as coming to be, practically,
of

themselves. Allied with this pantheistic tendency is

what is only too common in Western people also, viz.

a desire to shift one's responsibility off oneself. Hence
a Hindustani subordinate, when convicted of a fault,

says
"
Han, mujh se qusur hua,"

"
yes, a fault came

into existence from me," rather than " main ne qusur
*

kiya," "I have committed a fault." Indeed, we also

say
"
forgive all that is past ;

"
of which the Hindustani

is "jo kuchh ham se hua hai, use mu'af kar." So,
" I

cannot do this" is more idiomatically expressed by
"
mujh se yih nahm ho sakta

"
than by

" main yih
nahin kar sakta."

2. But whatever the cause may be, there can be

no doubt that the Indian mind prefers, as a rule, to

regard the intransitive as the ori-

Neuter Roots ginal, and the transitive as derived

coined therefrom. Indeed, so much is

this the case, that Hindustanis

have in many cases coined a ropt to express the neuter,

intransitive aspect of a transitive verb already existing ;
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which thus appears as a causal derived therefrom,

though really the apparent causal was the original.

Egr.
"
silna,"

"
to be sewn," derived from the causal

"
silana,"

"
to cause to sew

;

" "
dhulna,"

"
to be washed,"

from "
dhulana,"

"
to cause to wash," the causal of

"
dhona,"

"
to wash

;

" "
pukarna,"

"
to be called out,"

formed from "
pukarna,"

"
to call out ;

" "
dikhna,"

"
to

be seen,"
"
to appear," formed from "

dekhna,"
"
to see

;

"

"
palna,"

"
to be educated," formed from "

palna,"
"
to

educate."

3. Hence it comes to pass, that very often what
we express by a passive is expressed in Hindustani by

a neuter verb. E.gr. we should
Neuter rather say to a carpenter,

" when
than Passive will this table be made ?" but

no Hindustani would say
"
yih

mez kab banal jaegl ?
"

,
but "

yih inez kab banegl ?
"

lit.
" when will this table come into a made state ?

"

So, we should say
" these words have been blotted out,"

but the Hindustani is
"
yih alfaz mit gaye hain," not

"
mitaye gaye hain." See more of this in the next

chapter.

4. Another consequence of the same principle is,

that when one wants to say that an action, which is

expressed by a causal formed from

Secondary an intransitive root, is done through
Causals another person, a secondary causal

(i.e. a causal of a causal) has to be

formed. E.gr.
" banna

"
means "

to come into a made
state ;"

" banana
"
means "

to bring into such a state,"

i.e,
"
to make

;

"
and " banwana

"
to get some one else to

make." Evidently, however, when the root is transitive,

there is no need of a secondary causal
;
and therefore,

though common, it should be avoided. E.gr. "kar,"

"do," is a transitive root
; therefore, to express

"
to get
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some one else to do,"
" karana

"
is quite sufficient.

"
Karwana," which many people say, cannot express

anything different from "
karana," and therefore should

be avoided.

5. The almost unlimited power of forming causals,

which Hindustani possesses, is very convenient, because

on many occasions it enables

Causals make one to be more accurate, and to

for clearness make one's meaning more clear,

than would be otherwise possible.

E.gr. we say
" Solomon built the temple in Jerusalem,"

though we know that he did not build it with his own
hands, but through others. But no Hindustani would

say
" Sulaiman ne Yariishalem ka mandir banaya," but

"
banwaya." Again, we say

" Saul offered sacrifices,"

though we know that only the priests could actually
offer them, and a king could only get them to offer.

Therefore, to say in Hindi " Shaul ne balidan charhaye
"

would imply that Saul broke that law
;
but " Shaul ne

balidan charhwaye
"

implies that he kept it. However,
this distinction is not absolutely observed, even in

Hindustani
;
where there is no fear of misunderstanding,

Hindustanis also act on the principle that
" what one

does by another one does by oneself." Yet a foreigner,
at least until he has a good grip of the language, is

safer to observe it than to neglect it.

6. There are two causal verbs, whose causality is

not generally noticed by foreigners. One of them is
"
bulana,"

"
to call," i.e. to cause to

Bulana^ and come to oneself. This is the causal

Kahlaua of
"
bolna,"

"
to speak ;

"
and pro-

perly means to cause a person to

say Yes, or Here I am, or something else to show that

he hears and attends. If foreigners understood this,

they would not give such ridiculo'us orders as "gari
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bulao," for
"

call for the carriage." The other verb is

"
kahlana,"

"
to be called," i.e.

"
to be named "

so and so.

This properly means "
to cause some one to say

"
so and

so. E.gr.
" wuh Pandit kahlata hai,"

" he is called a

Pandit," properly means " he is the cause of other

people saying
' Pandit '." If this had been everywhere

understood, we should not meet, in some translations,

with the impossible form "
kahlaya jana."

7. Neuter and causal verbs both take
"
se

;

"
the

former, with the person or thing from which the state,

or change of state, springs ;
the latter,

Use of Se with the person who is caused to

bring about the state, or change of

state. E.gr.
"
yih mujh se nahin banta," or

" nahin ho

sakta,"
"
I cannot do this," properly means "

this does

not come into a made state," or
"
this cannot* come

to be,"
" from me." The rule, that causal verbs take

:

se
"

with the person through whom an action is

done, is so absolute, that it over-rides other rules

about "
se," where the proximity of two "

se
"
s would

be bad. E.gr.
" 'Abdullah ke pas

"
Alibakhsh se kahla

bhejo,"
" send word to Abdullah by Alibakhsh." Here,

if
" "Alibakhsh se

"
did not intervene,

" send to Ab-
dullah

"
would be "

''Abdullah se kahla bhejo ;

"

but if this construction were kept in this sentence,
it would be doubtful, of Abdullah and Alibakhsh,
which was the one to whom word should be sent,

and which was the messenger ;
therefore one of them

must be changed ;
and the one changed is not the

"
se

"

which belongs to the causal.

8. Reflexive verbs are abhorrent to the genius of

Hindustani, Sometimes, it is true, they cannot be

avoided
; e.gr. in the temptation

Reflexive Verbs "
cast thyself down" from the

pinnacle of the temple, "gir ja
"
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would not sufficiently convey the voluntariness of the

suggested act, and therefore
"
apne ap ko gira de

"

is necessary. But, except in such cases, the place of

reflexive verbs is taken by neuter verbs. E.gr.
" when

I bow myself in the house of Rimraon
"

is not (in good
Hindustani) "jab main Rimmon ke mandir men apne
ap ko jhukaiuV-' but simply "jab jhukun." (In
the current Urdu version of the second commandment,
the translator had not even the poor excuse of follow-

ing the English, when he rendered " thou shall not

bow down to them "
by

"
tii unke age apne tain mat

jhuka," instead of" un ke age na jhukna").

9. Primary causals are formed in two ways from

roots. Many verbs form them by lengthening the

vowel of the root, e.gr. from
Formation of "

bantna,"
"
to be distributed,"

Causals comes "
bantna,"

"
to distribute."

But when the vowel is i, it is

(as a rule) lengthened, not to I, but to e, e.gr. from
"
phirna,"

"
to turn," viz. oneself, comes "

pherna,"
"
to

turn
"

something else. And when the vowel is u,
it is lengthened not to u, but to o, e.gr. from " khul-

na,"
"
to be opened," comes "

kholna,"
"
to open."

But the great majority of verbs form their causals

by inserting a between the root and the termina-

tion, e.gr. from "
girna,"

"
to fall

"
comes "

girana,"
"
to throw down

;

"
from "

uthna," "to rise," comes
"
uthana,"

"
to take up

"
or

"
lift up ;

"
from "

chalna,"
"
to move," comes "

chalana,"
"
to cause to move."

If the root vowel is long, it becomes short when
this a is added ; e.gr. from "

bhagna,"
"
to flee,"

comes "
bhagana,"

"
to cause to flee,"

"
to drive away ;

"

from "
bhfilna,"

"
to err," comes "

bhulana,"
"
to cause

to err." In some verbs, both modes of forming the

causal, are in use ; e.gr.
"
metnji

"
aur " mitana

"
are

equally good causals of
"
mitua,''

"
to be blotted out."
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In some few of these verbs, the two causals have differ-

ent meanings ; e.gr. from "
phirna,"

"
to turn," come

"
pherna

"
in the sense of turning some person or thing

right-about-face, or causing him or it to return ; and
also

"
phirana

"
in the sense of causing a person or thing

to turn round, as a horse when it is being broken in.

10. Many verbs insert a I before the a of the

causal; and these are of two kind?. Verbs whose root

ends in a vowel must insert the"?;
Insertion e.gr. "jina," "to live," "jilana," "to

of L quicken ;

" "
pina,"

"
to drink,"

"
pila-

na,"
"
to give to drink

;

" "
khana,"

"
to eat,"

"
khilana,"

"
to give to eat

;

" "
sona,"

"
to sleep,""

sulana,"
"
to put to sleep." Besides these, many verbs

optionally insert the I : e.gr.
" batana

"
and "

batlana,"
"
to tell

;

" "
baithq,na aur "

bithlanft,"
"
to give a seat

to" any one. But in all the latter cases the I is

unnecessary, and therefore it is condemned by the best

authorities on the language.

11. There are a few verbs which admit no causal,

viz. "ana," "jana,"
"
rahna,"

"
hona,"

"
parna," "janna."

Practically, "to cause to come" is

Verbs without "
to bring,"

"
le ana

;

" "
to cause

Causals to go
"

is either "
le jana,"

"
to

take away
"

or
"
pahunchana,"

"
to cause to arrive

;

" "
to cause to remain

"
is

" rakh-

na," to
"
keep ;

" "
to cause to become

"
or

"
to cause to

come into being
"

is
"
karna,"

"
to do

"
or

"
to make."

And "
girana

"
answers well as a causal for

"
parna."

The reason why
"
janna

"
has no causal is that "janana

"

is the causal of "janna," and means "
to help to bring

forth."
" Batana" is the practical causal of "janna."

In some cases, the neuter and the causal forms of

the past participle are used together ; e.gr.
"
paka

pakaya khana,"
" food already cooked

;

" " sum sunal

bat,"
" mere hearsay." .
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CHAPTER XIV.

PASSIVE VERBS.

1. On the whole, Hindustani is not fond of pas-
sive verbs, and generally avoids them in some way or

other. Mostly, this is done by the

Substitutes use of the neuter form instead (as
for the has already been mentioned), e.gr.
Passive "the clothes have been washed,"

when no emphasis is intended on
the person by whom they have been washed, is in Hin-
dustani "

kapre dhul gaye," not "
kapre dhoe gaye."

So,
"
that your sins may be forgiven

"
is not "

ki tumhfire

gunah rnu'af kiye jaen," but rather " mu'af lion." The
reason for this is doubtless the one given above, that

Hindustanis do not think, as we do, in terms' of person-

ality; and the passive voice implies a voluntary agent,
whether the latter be expressed or not. Yet often the

passive is exchanged for the active, which expresses

personality ; e.gr.
"
because the ark of God was taken

"

is idiomatically rendered by
" Parameshwar ke sanduk

ke le lene ke karan," rather than "
le liyc jarie ke

karan." Again
" Jesus was led up by the Spirit

"

is, in good Urdu, not " Yeshu' Ruh se pahun-
chaya gaya," but " Ruh Yeshu* ko le gai ;

" "
she, being

instructed by her mother, said
"

is
" wnh apnl ma ke

tilchdne se boll," not "
se sikhae jane se." And the

common phrase "it is said," in French " on dit," is in

Hindusiani "
knhte haiii,"

"
they say."

2. On the other hand, ih certain connexions
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Hindustani even prefers the passive form. If we
wish to say of a certain opinion,

Use of the that it
"

is found
"

in a certain

Passive book, we must not use the neuter

verb " milna
"

(see Chapter XVI,
section 2), but translate literally,

"
paya jata hai."

And " we shall see," said of a future event surmised,
but not ascertained, is

" dekha jaega,"
"

it will be

seen." This is specially the case in negative sentences,

where the passive includes the notion of impossibility,

along with that of mere passivity ; e.gr. "yih mujh se

khaya nahm jata," "I cannot eat this;" "aisa dukh
saha nahm jata,"

" such pain is intolerable." And,

strangely enough, this form of speech is used even with

intransitive verbs, which properly speaking do not

admit a passive; e.gr. "mujhse utha nahm jata,"
"
I

cannot get up ;

"
"mujh se raha nahm jata,"

"
I cannot

wait." This curious form perhaps arose from a confu-

sion between the neuter and the passive verb.

3 The meaning of the passive is often expressed

by the verb "
khana,"

"
to eat," along with an appropri-

ate noun. E.gr.
" mar khana,"

Use of Khana "
to be beaten

;

"
(lit.

"
to eat

strokes ")
" thokar khana,"

"
to be

tripped up ;

" " dhokha khana,"
"
to be deceived."

4. In some cases, the English incorrectly uses the

passive, and the Hindustani correctly uses the neuter.

E.gr. we speak of a person
"
being

English killed
"

by falling down a precipice,
incorrect though there is no murderous agent

present to our minds
; but Hindu-

stanis, in all such cases, correctly say
" marna."

5. The postposition used with the passive, as with

the neuter and causal, to denote the agent, is se ; as in
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the example above,
"
yih mujh se khaya nahm jata ;

"

also
"
kya yih ap hi se likha gaya ?

" " was this written

by you?" Sometimes, however,

Postposition it is better, for the sake of

Accompanying" clearness (seeing that "se" is

used in a great variety of senses),

to add "
ki taraf

"
or

"
ki or

"
before "

se
;

"
e.gr.

" wuh
nabi Khuda ki taraf se bheja gaya" is better than
" Khuda se bheja gaya

" '

for
"
that prophet was sent

by God
;

" " wuh Raja ki or se thahraya gaya tha,"
" he had been appointed by the King." Perhaps, how-

ever, in all such cases, in the minds of Hindustanis, the

idea expressed by
" from

"
is combined with that of

the agent.

6. The old sign of the passive voice was the addi-

tion of "
iya

"
or

"
iye

"
to the root. This termination

has survived in two tenses, the

The termina- present and the imperative. In
tion "

Iye
"

the former it has survived in only
two verbs, viz.

" cbahna
"

and

"janna." "Chahiye" means, properly, "is desired."

And it is constantly used in this sense.
" Turn ko

kya chahiye ?
"

,

" what do you want ? ", is literally
" what is desired by you ?

"
(only, the original passive

meaning being forgotten,
" ko

"
has taken the place of

"se"). Hence arises a secondary meaning, viz. "is

desirable ;

"
and from this comes the partly or wholly

moral meaning of
"

is proper,"
"

is right." Indeed,
there is no word in Hindustani which so well expresses
the sense of

"
duty

"
as

"
chahiye :

"
and yet the fo-

reigner must always remember that it ie also used in a

far weaker sense. For the imperative ending
"
iye," see

Chap. XV, section 9.

7. The form "janiye" occurs only in the phrase
"
kya janiye ?

"
which literally means

" what is known ? ",
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but is used either in the sense of
"
I don't know,'

or (more commonly) in that of
"
perhaps." But in

both these senses "
kya jane ?

"
is much

Janiye more common now
;
which is literally

" what should one know ?
"

CHAPTER XV.

TENSES OF VERBS.

Section I. General Remarks.

1. In this chapter we use the word tense"
incorrectly,* for want of any other word to express the

meaning. And the incorrectness is in

General two directions. On the one hand,
Remarks "tense" properly refers to time; bfct

what we here call tenses have only in

some cases any connotation of time. On the other, we
use the word so as to include " mood." The fact is, we
want a word to express those verbal forms which differ

among themselvss only in number, person, and gender,
but not otherwise in meaning. (Three of them, the in-

finitive, the present participle, and the conjunctive

participle, have not even all these differences the

infinitive distinguishes genders, but not numbers or

persons; the conjunctive participle makes no distinc-

tion
;
the present participle distinguishes number and
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gender, but not person but they are included among
"
tenses," because the different forms which each of

them assumes have all the same meaning, which is

different from that of the other "
tenses "). The old

Sanskrit grammarians coined a word for this, viz.
"
lakar," lit.

" the letter 1
;

"
because they called each of

these aggregations of verbal forms by a word beginning
with I, which they coined for it; e.gr. "lit," "lang,"
"
ling," etc. But English grammar contains no corres-

ponding word : therefore we are fain to fall back on
"
tense."

2. To name these "
tenses," foreign grammarians of

Hindustani have coined long and strange combinations
of words, which are apt to puzzle and dishearten the

beginner. Therefore we will, as far as possible, use

only those terms which are already well known to

most English speakers in connexion with their own

mother-tongue.

3. Leaving aside for the present the infinitive Form
2, the superlative Form 3, and conjunctive participle,

which show no distinction of per-
Classification son or n umber, the remaining tenses

may be divided into two classes;

viz. those which affix the terminations, which indicate

person, number, and gender, directly to the root
;
and

those which insert a t between the root and the termin-

ations. The t is certainly derived from the termination

of the present participle in Sanskrit ;
and the tenses

without a t are probably derived from the Sanskrit past

participle. Those with the t. are (1) the present, (2)*

the imperfect, (3) the conditional, (4) the present par-

ticiple. Those without it are (1) the simple past, (2)
the perfect, (3) the pluperfect, (4) the imperative Form 1,

(5) the imperative Form 2, (8) tjie subjunctive, (7; the

future, (8) the past participle.
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Section 2. The Present Participle.

1. This is declined just; like an adjective ending
in a; i.e. the unmodified singular masculine ends

in a; the modified singular mas-
Present culine, and the plural masculine,

Participle end in e ; and the feminine of both
numbers ends in I. Four things

are to be noted in the use of this participle.

2. Where there is any danger of its being mistaken

for the present tense (see below), and often where
there is no such apparent

"Hua" added danger, the past participle of

the verb " hona
"

is added to

it, in the same form (i.e. number, gender, and whether
modified or unmodified). E.gr.

" wuh kampta hua aya,"
"he came trembling;" "sipahl chillate hue lapke,"
"the soldiers rushed forward shouting;" "'aurateri roti

hul chali gam," "the women went away crying."

3- With the object of a verb expressed by
"
ko,"

the present participle may end in either a, or e, but the

latter is more usual. E.gr.
" main

Modified or ne us ko kudte phandte dekha,"
unmodified "I saw him leaping and jumping,"

but " kudta phandta
"
would not

be wrong. So,
:!

us ne unhen. sote pay a,"
" he found

them sleeping," is more usual than "
us ne unhen

sotou paya."

4. The modified masculine form of the present

participle is often followed by
"
men,"

"
se," or a noun.

E.gr.
" Pahar se utarte men

With Yeshu" ne unhen hukm diya,"

Postpositions " As ihcy were coming down
from the mountain, Jesus com-
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manded them
"

(compare with this construction the

French " en passant ") ;

" Pah phatte waqt Maryam ai,"
" when dawn was breaking, Mary came."

-5. When the participle refers not to the subject
of the sentence, but to something else, ke is often in-

serted (or, in the case of personal
Insertion pronouns, the genitive is used). E.gr.
of " Ke " " un ke dekhte dekhte wuh upar uthfi

liya gaya,"
" as they were looking,

He was taken up,"
" Yakub ko chalte chalte suraj

uga,"
" the sun rose to Jacob as he was going ;

"

" hamare yahafi rahte hue us ne yih fasad uthaya,"
"he stirred up this commotion while we were living
here."- Clauses of this kind are commonly called

in European languages, specially in Latin and Greek,
"
absolute clauses

;

"
e.gr.

" me presente,"
"
I being

present." In the vernacular of the East of Hindustan,
there is an interesting relic of this absolute present

participle of the substantive verb, viz.
" achhat ;

"
e.gr.

" Dasharatha achhat Rama vanavas ko gaya,"
" Ram

went to live in the forest while Dasharath was (alive)."

6. There are some curious uses of the present

participle followed by a verb, where one would expect
the conjunctive participle ; e.gr. "jata rahna,"

"
to go

right away," specially used for
"
to die

;

" "
lete ao,"

"bring it along;" where one would rather expect
"
jakar rahna,"

"
lekar ao," or

"
le ao."

Section 3. The Present and Imperfect.

1. The present is formed of the present participle

(in the appropriate number and gender), together with

the present tense of the substantive verb (called in
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English "to be") to form the present, and with its

imperfect tense to form the imperfect. Thus, e.gr.
" main likhta hun "

means, liter-

Present and ally, "I am writing," "striyan
Imperfect hansti thin,"

" the women were

laughing." This is what may be
called the "actual present and imperfect," which
indicate either that the action referred to is happening
at the same moment that the speaker is speaking

about it, or that it was happening
Actual and at a certainpast time, defined in the
Habitual context. But the Hindustani pre-

sent is used also for the habitual

present and imperfect, which express either that an
action is in the habit of happening, or that it was in

such a habit in a defined past time
; e.gr.

" main likhta

hun "
means "

I am in the habit of writing
"

as well as
"
I am now writing ;

"
arid

"
striyan hansti thin

"
means

"
the women were in the habit of laughing

"
as much

as that they were laughing at a certain moment.
Indeed, where there is nothing in the context to decide

which of these meanings the Hindustani present and

imperfect bear, it is generally safe to assume that they
have the habitual meaning. In older English, as in

Hindustani, these two meanings were expressed by the

same form
; e.gr,

" he goes to war
"

meant equally
" he

is going to war at this particular time," and " he is in

the habit of going to war." But in modern English,
"he goes" commonly means "he is in the habit of

going ;

"
for the other meaning we would rather say

" he is going."

2. When it is important to distinguish these two

meanings, Hindustani has another device for the pur-

pose. If the
"
actual

"

present or im-

Actual perfect is intended, the past participle
of

" rahna
"

is added to the root of thu
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verb, and is followed by the present or imperfect of the

substantive verb, in the appropriate form. Thus, for

"I am writing," while "main likhta hun" will express
it, yet it is ambiguous unless something in the context

shows clearly that this is the meaning ;
and therefore

"main likh raha hun "
is better, because liable to no

ambiguity. Similarly,
"
I was writing

"
is better, as a

rule, expressed by
" main likh raha tha

"
than by

" main likhta tha."

3. On the other hand, if the
"
habitual

"
present or

imperfect be intended, then a is added to the root

(see section 12 of this chapter), and
Habitual the verb

" karna
"

is appended in

the appropriate form of the present
or imperfect, as may be desired. Thus,

"
I write," in

the sense of "
I am in the habit of writing

"
(as when

we say
"
I write an essay every day "), may well be

" main likhta hun
;

"
but if one wants to guard against

being misunderstood, one should say
" main likha

karta hun." Similarly,
"
I wrote," in the sense of

" I

was in the habit of writing," may well be '' main likhta

tha," but " main likha karta tha
"

is clearer.

4. To recapitulate, using the verb "
parhna :"

" He
reads," meaning "he is reading," is "wuh parhta hai

"

or
" wuh parh raha hai."

" He read," meaning
" he was

reading," is
" wuh parhta tha" or

" wuh parh raha tha."
" He reads," meaning

" he is in the habit of reading,"
is

" wuh parhta hai
"
or

" wuh parha karta hai."
" He

read," meaning
" he was in - the habit of reading," is

"wuh parhta tha" or "wuh parha karta tha." The
latter phrase will be explained in section 12

;
for the

former we have no explanation to offer, i.e. (specially)
it is not clear why the past tense of " rahna

"
should be

employed to indicate a present^ meaning. One can

only say, this is the idiom.
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5. The so-called "historic present," i.e. where

past events are described in the present tense, in order

to present them as a picture before the

Historic mind's eye, is not in use in Hindu-
Present stani. Very many instances of it occur

in the Gospels ;
but in Hindustani

they should not be translated literally, but by the

simple past tense. But there are two other non-literal

uses of the present tense in Hindustani, in one of which
the English agrees with it, but in the other it does not.

^ The former is the use of the present to denote what

actually happened in the past, but still exists in a book.

As we say
"
St. Paul says

"
so-and-so

"
in one of his

Epistles," so can Hindustanis say in their own language;
and this usage is not derived from English Christians,
for Hindus and Muhammadans follow it in respect of

the Shastras and the Qur'an.

6. Th other non-literal use of the present in

Hindustani is in the sense of a person being just going
to do something. "Main jata him"

Proximate does not only mean either
"
I am

Action in the act of going
"

or " I am in

the habit of going," but also
" I am

just about to go." And where a public speaker, in

English, says at the beginning of his discourse
"
I will

speak of three things on this occasion," or
"
I will treat

the subject under three heads," in Hindustani he says
" Main is waqt tin baton ka bayan Tcartd hun" or
" main is niazmun ko tin hisson men taqsim Jcarta hun."

So, a servant, on receiving an order to open a bottle,

jar, etc,, may reply
" AbhT khol deta hun,"

"
I am just

going to open it."

7. We may as well say here, what applies to all

tenses in which there is a distinction of number, that

whenever a person is addressed by the pronoun
"
ap,"
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the verb, to which "
ap

"
is the subject, must be put in

the plural number of the third person ;
and similarly,

whenever a person is spoken
Construction of, who, if addressed, would be
with " Ap "

addressed as
"
ap," the verb,

of which that person is the

subject, must be put in the plural number of the

third person,

8. Where, in English, the "actual" imperfect is

followed by "when," this must be rendered in Hindu-
stani by

"
ki," not by "jab.".

Construction E.gr.
"
I was reading the news-

with " ki "

paper, when he came in,"
" Main akhbar parh raha tha,

ki wuh andar aya."

9. When two or more verbs, in the present or

imperfect tense, have the same subject, and are joined

together by a conjunction,
Omission of the "substantive verb" is

Substantive Verb not repeated, i.e. it is ex-

pressed only with the last

verb. E.gr.
" we thartharate aur bhagte hain," "they

tremble and dee away ;

" " ham matam karte aur yih
kahte the,"

" we mourned, and said as follows." But
the substantive verb must never be omitted at the end ;

except in negative sentences (see below). This rule

applies also to the perfect and pluperfect, and for the

same reason, viz. to avoid tautology where there is no
. ear of misunderstanding.

10. When the present (not the imperfect) is

preceded by the negative "nahin," the substantive

verb is omitted. E.gr.
"
I cannot go

Negative there
"

is not 'i
%
Main wahan nahift ja

sakta hun," but only
" Main wahan
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nahm ja sakta." The reason for this will be explained
in the chapter on negative particles [see Chapter
XXVIII. section 1 (1)].

Section 4 The Conditional.

1. This is in form just like the present participle,

except that the feminine plural ends, not in I, but in

In ; e.gr.
" wuh 'auraten sol

Conditional rahtm,
" "

those women would

have remained asleep."

2. There are two kinds of conditional sentences,
viz. those in which the condition is regarded as realis-

able, and those in which it is

Two Kinds believed to be unrealisable. Let it

be clearly understood that the tense

which we call the "conditional" has nothing to do
with the former kind of sentences, which will be dis-

cussed later; but only with the latter. And a condi-

tion may be unrealisable for two reasons
;
either because

it refers to past time, which because it is past cannot
be now realised

;
or because there is some insuperable

cause preventing its realisation in the present or the

future. But the conditional is used, in Hindustani, in

both these kinds of sentences ;
and it is used in both

parts of such sentences, the protasis and the apodosis,
i.e. (here) the clause containing the condition, and that

containing the verb which expresses what woi&ld take

place, or would have taken place, had the condition

been realisable. E.gr.
"
agar turn mujh se yih bat kal

kahte, to main aisa na karta,"
"
if you had told me this

yesterday, I would not have acted thus;" "yadi mere

pankh hote, to main abhi Wilayat ko ur jata,"
"

if I

had wings, I would at this instant fly to Europe." In
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the first of these examples, the meaning may also be

expressed by the past participle, and the conditional of

the verb "
hona;" thus, "agar turn ne mujh se yih bat

kal kohl hoti," etc.

3. When the verb in the apodosis is
"
hona," the

imperfect of the substantive verb may take the place
of the conditional of

" hona
;

"

Substitution e.gr. "agar zulm ki bat hoti,
of " Tha "

to wajib thd ki main tumharl
bardasht karun,"

"
if it were a

matter of assault
"

(which it is not),
"

it would be

reasonable that I should bear with you."

4. Some sentences imply a condition, though not

expressed in a conditional form
;
and in such cases the

conditional tense is used. E.gr. in

Condition "
It was not possible that He should

Implied remain in its grasp
"

really implies
"
If it had been possible, He would

have remained in its grasp ;

"
and therefore the Urdu

is
" mumkin na tha ki wuh us ke qabze men rahta,"

not "rahe." So, "tujhe lazim tha ki mera rupaiya
siihukaron ko deta, to main akar apna mal sud samet
le leta,"

" thou oughtest to have given my money to the

bankers, then I should have received my property with

interest;" where the implied meaning is,
"
if thou

hadst given," etc.,
" then I would have received," etc.

Section 5. The Past Participle.

1. This is formed by adding to the root of the

verb a in the unmodified masculine singular, e in the

modified masculine singular
Past Participle and in,the masculine plural,

and I in the feminine in both
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numbers. There are very few irregularities in the

formation of this participle ; that of
" hona

"
is

"
hua,"

that of
" karna

"
is

"
kiya," those of " dena

"
and " lena

"

are "diva" and "
Hya," and that of "jana" is "gaya."

What has been said, in section 2 of this chapter,
of the present participle applies equally to this partici-

ple ; e.gr.
" meri kahl hui baten,"

" the things which I

have said."

2. Like the present participle (see section 2, 4 of

this chapter), the past participle is often used "
abso-

lutely," i.e. referring to some
Used absolutely person or thing not the subject

of the sentence. E.gr. "char

baje aunga." "I will come at 4 o'clock" (lit. "four

having struck, I will come ") ;

"
ap ko yahan ae hue

kitne din hue?" "How long is it since you came
here ?

"
(lit.

"
to you, having come here, how many days

have elapsed?") "Karma ka likha kisi ke mete nahm
mitta,"

" what is written by fate is not erased by any
one's erasing," i.e.

"
trying to erase it." And, similarly,

" mare
"

(lit.
"
struck ") is used ( with

" ke ") practically
as a noun meaning

" cause
;

"
e.gr.

" wuh bhiikh ke mare
bahut dakhit hai,"

" he is very distressed by reason of

hunger," lit.
"
by hunger striking (him) ." Verbs in

the past participle are also atte,ched to other verbs in

a way which it is difficult to explain ; e.gr.
"
Apni najat

ka kam kiye jao,"
" work out your own salvation

"

(lit. "go on, with the work of your salvation done");
"main kahe deta hun," "I positively affirm ;" "wuh
chala gaya,"

" he went away ;

" " chale ao,"
" come

along ;

" " we daure ae,"
"
they came running ;

" " hamari
mash'alefi bujhl jati hain," "our torches are going
out." For a special use of the past participle, see sec-

tion 13, 11 of this chapter.
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Section 6. The Simple Past.

1. The simple *paat tense (which corresponds
in meaning with the English

"
went,"

"
did,"

"
said,"

etc.,) stands in the same relation

Simple Past to the past participle, that the

conditional stands in to the present
participle ; i.e. it is identical with it in form, except
that the plural feminine ends in In, not in I. Besides
what has been mentioned above, viz. that the substan-

tive verb is omitted in the case of all but the last of

a series of perfect tenses which are connected by
"
aur,"

and have the same subject, it is also to be noted that it

is very often omitted where no such reason for omission

exists, bht where there is no room for ambiguity ;

e.gr.
" Main a gaya," for

"
I am arrived," is better than

" main a gaja hurl," because shorter
; though the latter

is not wrong. So,
" wuh to abhl chala gaya,"

"
why, he is

just gone away ;

"
where the full form would add "

hai
"

at the end
;
but it is not necessary in such a sentence.

2. The construction of this tense differs according
to whether the verb is transitive or intransitive. In

the latter case, it agrees with its

Construction subject in gender and number;
with Ne

e.gr. "rsiad aya," "the (male)
teacher came,"

" ustani al,"
" the

(female) teacher came,"
"
tin admi aye,"

" three men
came;" "tin 'auraten am," "three women came.''

But in the former case, it agrees with its object, unless

that object is protected from its influence by the

postposition "ko"; in which case the simple past is put
in the singular, unmodified masculine, form : and in any
case the subject of the verb must have the postposition
" ne

"
attached to it. E.gr. main ne ek ghora kharida,"

" I bought a horse
;

" " main ne jio ghore kharide,"
"
I

bought two horses
;

" " main ne ek ghori kharidi,"
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"
I have bought a mare

"
;

" main ne do ghoriyan
kharidin,"

"
I have bought two mares." But in

"
I

have bought that horse," or
"
mare," or

"
those horses,"

or
"
mares," i.e. where " ko

"
is added to the object, and

(e.gr.) "us" precedes the object, the form "kharida"
is preserved throughout, with every change of number
and gender in the object. Literally,

" main ne ek

ghora kharida
" means "

by me a horse [was] bought ;

"

and " main ne us ghore ko kharida
"
means "

by me
bought [a buying was transacted] to that horse."

3. There is a curious idiomatic use of the simple

past, where the meaning is that of a future perfect.
"
If God will

"
is often expressed

Future sense by
"
agar Khuda ne chaha," lit.

"
if

God willed" i.e.
"
if God shall have

willed" at the future time spoken of.

4. We say of a road, that it
"
goes

"
to such a place.

In Hindustani the present is not wrong in such cases
;

but a more idiomatic use is that of the simple past ;

e.gr.
"
yih rasta kahan gaya ? ",

" where does this road

go ?
"

The fact is that, while we think only of the road
as existing at present, Hindustanis preferably think of

the time when it was made.

Section 7."The Perfect and Pluperfect.

5. These are formed by adding the present and

imperfect, respectively, of the substantive verb to the

simple past ; e.gr.
" wuh gaya,"

Perfect and "he went;" "wuh gaya hai,"

Pluperfect "he is, or has, gone;" "us ne

mujhe mara," "he struck me;"
"
us ne mujhe mara tha,"

" he had struck me."
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2. Learners must beware of thinking that the use

of these tenses in Hindustani exactly, or even very

nearly, corresponds with that of

Use differs from the corresponding tenses in

English English. For instance, we use

the perfect of an event which

is quite past, and even its effects have passed away ;

e.gr.
"
I have been ill, but now am well." But in H indu-

stani the perfect denotes an act or event which still

exists, at least in its effects, at the time of speaking.
Hence the above sentence must be rendered " Main
blmar to tha

"
(or

" hua to tha "), par ab achchha him,"
lit.

"
I was "

(or
" had become ")

" indeed ill, but now
am well." So "

this has been a great city," said of

ruins, e.gr. of Babylon, by some one looking at them,
will not be "

yih bara shahr hua hai," but "
yih bara

shahr tha." Again
" Have you ever gone to Kashmir?"

said to some one not now in Kashmir, will be not "
Ap

kabhi Kashmir gaye hain ?" but "
Ap kabhi Kashmir

gaye the ?
"

(see below, in this section). Yet in the

West of Hindustan the verb " rahna
"

is put in the per-
fect in such cases ; e.gr.

" Unhon ne unhen pahchana, ki

yih Yeshu" ke sath rahe hain,"
"
they recognized them,

[thinking] these have been staying with Jesus ;

"
but in

the East this would have to be "
rahe," or

" rahe the."

3. A similar difference between East and West is

found in cases where the English perfect denotes a past
action which is continued to

Bast and West the time of speaking. E.gr.
" ever since I came here, I have

been ill
"

would in the West be "jab se main yahaii

aya, blmar rafid huti" but in the East it would be

"jab se main yahan aya, tab se blmar him," literally

"/ am ill." So "how many days have you been doing
this ?

"
is

"
turn kitne din se yih kam karte ho," lit.

" are you doing ?
"
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4. When stress is meant to be laid on the con-

tinuity of a series of similar acts down to the present,
the verb "ana," or

"
chala ana," is

Continuity inserted in its appropriate form.

in past E.gr.
" Musa ki tauret ki manadi

karnewale hote chale ae ham,"
"the law of Moses has been continuously preached,"
lit.

"
there have continuously been preachers of the law

of Moses."
" Saikaron baras se main tumhare pas nabi

bhejta aya hurl," "I have been sending prophets to you
continuously for the last hundreds of years." When
the speaker wishes to lay stress on the fact, that the

series has lasted to the very moment of speaking,
the present tense may be used instead of the perfect ;

as in the above example,
"
ata hjifi

"
rather than

"
aya hurl."

5. The pluperfect, too, besides denoting (as in

English) an act or event which took place before another

act or event just spoken of,

Special use of has other uses which the Eng-
Fluperfeot lish pluperfect does not share.

For one thing, it is used in

speaking of an event long past, without any reference

to another event before or after it. E.gr. "Bar!

muddat hui, ki Angrez log Jarmani se ae the,"
"
very

long ago the English came from Germany." "Paulus

Masihl Damishq men ho gaya tha,"
" Paul became a

Christian in Damascus." This usage may be partly due
to the fact mentioned in the last section, that the

simple past is often used in the sense of the perfect,
and to the consequent feeling that if the simple past
was used in sentences like the above, the meaning of

the perfect tense might be read into them. At any
rate, this usage is not observed in a narrative of past
events, where one past tense succeeds another

;
in such

cases the simple past is used.
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6. The pluperfect occurs in Hindustani, also when
it is important to show that the action does not extend

to the present time; egr. "Han,
Extends not to ek chek mere pas aya to tha,

present par main ne use wapas kar

diva," "Yes. I received a cheque,
but returned it ;"

" tumhara rupaiya mujhe mil gaya
tha,"

"
I received your money

"
(said by Joseph's stew-

ard to his brethren, when he had restored the money
into their sacks); ("mil gaya" without "tha" would

naturally be taken in the sen-e of " mil gaya hai,"
"
I

have received it," which would not have been tru*1 );
" Y-shu

%

jo masluh hua tha,"
" Jesus who was crucified

"

(the omission of "tha" would at least cast doubt on
the fact that He had risen again);

" wuh mere ghar par
ava tha," "he came to my house" (the omission of

"tha" would suggest thnt he was still in my house).
But th'-re is a foolish way that some Indians have,

arising from -m unreal modesty, of saying "main ap ke

pas is liye aya tha. ki "when they are not referr-

ing to a former visit, as their words imply, but to the

present one so that they ought to say
" main ap ke pas

is liye aya him, ki
"

7, On the other hand, we use the pluperfect of

the former of two or more successive acts, where the

Hindustani employs the sim-

Not in succession plepast. E.gr." when they had
of Acts come to him, he said" is not

"jab wuh us ke pas ae the,"

but pimply
"
ae,"

" us ne kaha." So " when three years
had gone by, he went forth to war" is not "jab tin

baras bit gave the," but simply
"
bit gfaye,"

" tab wuh
larne ko nikla." The reason of this is that Hindustanis,
in such cases, do not. think of the one event as preced-

ing the other, but simply as 90 event in the same
series as the other.
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Section 8 Subjunctive and Future.

1. The subjunctive is called by many grammarians
the "

aorist
;

"
though it is difficult to see any reason for

this, seeing that it bears no

Subjunctive resemblance in meaning to the
and Future Greek tense so called. It is

formed by affixing to the root

of the verb "
ufi

"
for the first person singular,

"
e

:>

for

the second and third persons singular,
" en

"
for the first

and third persons plural, and " o" for the second person

plural. There is no distinction of gender in this tense.

The future is formed by adding to the subjunctive, in

each person and number,
"
ga

"
for the masculine, and

"
gl

"
for the feminine, of all three persons in the singu-

lar, and "ge" for the masculine, and "gl" (not "gin")
for the feminine, of all three persons in the plural.
These terminations of the future are relics of an old

verb meaning
"
to go ;

" *
hence, e.gr.

" main likhunga
"

means literally "I am going to write." Indeed, the

sense of this meaning of the future terminations has not

yet been wholly lost; and this is why, alone of all

verbal terminations, the particle
"
hi

"
may be inserted

before them, i.e. between the subjunctive terminations

and them; e.gr.
" Yahowa yih karehiga," "Jehovah

will indeed do this
;

" " dusht apni dushtata ka phal

bhogenhige,"
" the wicked will certainly reap the reward

of their wickedness."

2. The subjunctive had not always a subjunctive
sense

;
in old Hindi it was employed, and in Eastern

Old Meaning
Hin

f
and

.

Be"Sali ifc

VJJ
11

Of Subjunctive employed, in the sense of the
"
habitual present ;

"
so that,

*Viz. the Sanskrit verb from which the form "
gaya

"
is derived,

and which is akin to our "
go."
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e.gr.
"
kari

" meant "
I am," or

" we are, in the habit of

doing," and " kare
"
meant " he

"
or " she is in the habit

of doing," like the literarary Hindustani " main kiya
karta hun" and "wuh kiya karta," or "karti hai."

But in literary and polite Hindustani it never occurs

in this sense, but always of an event or action dependent
on another. Besides this general statement, we can

particularize only some of its uses.

(a) It is the tense to use after particles signifying

purpose, like
"
ki,"

"
taki,"

"
jis se." E.gr.

" Main is

liye aya ki wuh zindagl paen,"
" I came

Purpose in order that they might have life
;

"

"
Mujhe sambhal, jis se main jita

rahun/' "uphold me, so that I may live on." Here it

should be observed that, whereas we use
"
may

"
and

"might" respectively when (as in the above examples)
the verb, on which the subjunctive depends, is in the

past, or in the present or future, tense, this distinction

does not affect Hindustani. In the first of the above

examples the principal verb,
"
aya," is in the past tense

;

in the second,
" sambhal

"
refers to the present, and its

purpose to the future ; yet in both cases equally Hindu-
stani employs the subjunctive.

(6) In sentences which have a protasis and an apo-
dosis e.gr. clauses beginning with "if" and "then," or

"when" and "then", Western
Protasis and Hindustani insists on both contain-

Apodosis ing the same tense, whether sub-

junctive or future. E.gr.
" If you

come to me to-morrow, I will tell you something" will

be "
Agar ap kal mere pas aenge, to main ap ko kuchh

bataufiga ;

"
"jab turn apna sabaq parhoge, main turn ko

in'am dunga,"
" when you learn your lesson, I will

give you a prize." In these sentences the latter verb

must be in the future, and therefore the former is put
in the future too. But in the East this rule is not

observed. There, in a clause with
1
* "if" always, and in
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one with " when
"

often, the verb is put in the sub-

junctive, though the other verb is in the future.

(c) When the dependent clause expresses some-

thing indeterminate, or something which may or may
not occur, its verb must be put in

Indeterminate the subjunctive. E.gr. in the sen-

tence " un bheron ki rnanind jin
ka charwaha na ho,"

"
like sheep which have no shep-

herd," the allusion is not to some particular sheep, but
to any sheep which may come under the description of

having no shepherd. The English ignores this distinc-

tion, and uses the present tense (" have ") ;
but the

Hindustani expresses it clearly. Another example is
" Un logon se larna, jo turn se laren,"

"
Fight with

those people who fight with you." Here "
larte hain

"

would imply that some particular people were referred

to, who were actually fighting ; therefore, as the precept
is a general one, applicable to all similar conditions,
the subjective is necessary.

(d)
" Wish" and "intention" require the subjunc-

tive, but "
hope

"

requires the future. E.gr,
" merl

ichchha hai ki turn yah kam
Wish, Intention, karo,"

"
I wish you to do this

and Hope work
;

" " mera irada hai ki

kal shahr ko jaun,"
"
I intend

to go to the city to-morrow
;

"
but "

mujhe ummed hai

ki kal pan! parega;"
"
I hope it will rain to-morrow."

The necessity of using the future in speaking of hope
extends even to the case where the occurrence thought
of is in the present, in which case the hope can really

only refer to the person discovering the fact in the

future. E.gr. when we say
"
I hope your son is doing

well," we mean "
I hope you will be able to tell me that

he is doing well
;

"
and the Hindi of this is

"
Mujhe asha

hai ki ap ke putra ka kam bhall bhauti chalta," not
"
hai," but "

hoga,."

(e) A question which is really a request for permis-
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sion employs the subjunctive, e.gr.
"
maift auft ?

"

"
shall I come ?

"
in the sense of

Request and "
may I come ?

"
So also, in per-

Perplexity plexity,
" what shall I do ? ", in the

sense of
" what can I do ? ",

" what
remains that I can do ?

"
is

"
kya karen ? ", rather than

kya karenge ?
"
though the latter is sometimes heard

in this sense.
" Kaun hamen mans dega ?

"
means " we

wish some one would kindly do it
;

"
but " kaun hamen

mans de ?
"

would mean " whose business is it to give
us flesh ?

"

(/) The future tense of the verb "hona," when
attached to the predicate of a sentence or clause, imports

to it the sense of probability ; in other

Hoga words, takes away from it the certainty
which would otherwise belong to it. E.gr.

to the question
"
kya wilayati dak aj aegi ?

" "
will the

mail from Europe come to-day ?
"
the answer might well

be "
Han, ati bogi,"

"
yes, probably it is coming," or

"
yes,

I suppose it is coming."
" Us larai men kya Turq har

gaye ?
" "

Han, har gaye honge,"
" were the Turks

beaten in that battle ? ",
"
yes, 1 have no doubt they

were beaten." This last sentence illustrates the fact

that often we use words expressing certainty (e.gr.
" no

doubt ") while yet the certainty is far from complete,

being merely subjective, i.e. in our own minds. In all

such cases the future of
" hona

"
is used in Hindustani.

E.gr. "ap jo nahm ae, is se mujhe nishchay hua tha ki

ap bimar honge,"
"
your not coming made me feel

certain that you were ill." Here the speaker's cer-

tainty must have been far from absolute, for it arose

from a fact which was well capable of other explana-
tions

; and therefore '\honge
"
must, in Hindustani, be

added. Similarly, on seeing the ground outside one's

house wet, one may say
"
Yaqm hai ki pan! para hoga ;

"

when only having seen or heard the rain falling would

justify one's saying
''

Yaqm hai ki pan! para hai."
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(g) In English, the present is often used for a

future fact, because it is present to the mind of the

speakers; but in Hindustani the

Present not future must always be used in

used for such cases. Examples of this are

future very frequent in the Law of Moses.

E.gr. in Exodus 25 : 22, before the

Tabernacle or any of its furniture existed, God says to

Moses, "I will commune with thee from between
the two cherubs which are upon the ark of the

Testimony ;

"
but the Hindi is, and must be,

" Main
un karubon ke bich men se jo sakshipatra ke

sariduk par honge tujh se varta kiya karunga." Simi-

larly in Exodus 29 : 23, speaking of the details of a

command given for the future, mention is made of
"
the basket of unleavened bread which is before the

LORD
;

"
where the Hindi is

" akhmiri roti ki tokrl jo
Yahowah ke age dhaii hogl" So, we say

" the day
after to-morrow is Sunday ;

"
but in Hindustani we

cannot say
" Parson Itwar hai," but "

hoga." In the

Bible we read " when that which is perfect is come
;

"

but in Urdu it is
"
jab kamil aegd."

(ft) The Hindustani future is often used in the

sense of a mere wish, without any necessary belief that

one's wish will in the future be grati-

Only wish fied. When a servant says
" Main ek

ghante ke liye apne ghar jaunga," it

is not necessary for his master or mistress to suppose
that he means that he is determined to go, whether
with or without leave; probably he only means "

I wish
to go home for an hour." It will help the foreigner to

remember, in such a case, that "
will

"
did not originally,

in English, signify the fu ture, but simply
" wish

;

"
as

to this day, in German,
"
ich will

"
means only

"
I wish,"

not the future tense.
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Section 9. The Imperative, Form, /,

1. This is exactly the same as the subjunctive,
with the single exception of the second person singular,

which is identical with the root of

Imperative the verb, i.e. it has no termination.

Form I As was explained in Chap. X : 12,

this second person singular is used

in addressing God on the one hand, an animal on the

other, and a little'child by way of endearment
;
and the

second person plural is used in addressing all interiors,

i.e. those who are distinctly in a subordinate relation

to oneself, such as servants and pupils. (E.yr. as long
as an Indian Christian remains a foreign missionary's

pupil, he should address him in the second person

plural ; but as soon as he obtains an independent posi-
tion as teacher or preacher, he should address him in

the third person plural. But these distinctions depend,
to some extent, on personal feelings; e.gr. most Indian

ministers feel that they ought to show their respect for

their congregations by addressing them, in preaching,
in the third person ; but others feel that they are

speaking in God's name and with His authority, and
therefore address them in the second person.)

2. It should also be noted that the second person
of this first form of the imperative implies a command

that a thing be done here and now.
Here and Of course there are verbs, such as

"
rah-

Now na," which do not admit this meaning ;

but even the command " raho
"

implies
that the person commanded must begin to stay at once.

And the " habitual
"

form (see above, section 3, 3)
must also be excepted ;

"aisa hi kiya karo,"
"
act in this

way," necessarily implies that the action is to be

repeated, and therefore cannot be finished at this

moment. But even so the course of^action must begin
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in the present time. On the other hand, "yih karo
"

means that it is to be done at once ;
and "

yih na karo
"

implies either that it is now being done, or that there is,

now, a danger of its being done.

Section 10, The Imperative, Form II.

1. In addressing a superior or an equal, Form I

of the imperative is not used, but the form which con-

sists of the root with "
iye

"
affixed

Imperative, to it. There are a few verbs which
Form II affix this irregularly :

" karna
"

makes "
kariye

"
indeed, bub

"kijiye" is considered much more correct
;
dena" maKes

"
dljiye,"

" lena
" "

lijiye," and
" hona

" "
hujiye."

2. This form of the imperative was originally the

pas-live imperative, (see above, Chap. XIV, section 6).

Ir. later Sanskrit it became customary, in

Origin addressing a person with special polite-

ness and deference, to use the passive

imperative instead of the active. It was felt that an

indirect expression of a wish was more polished than a

direct one. Thus people came to say
" Let this be done

by you
"

instead of
" do this

;

"
and this was extended

even to intransitive verbs, e.gr.
"
let it be stood by you

"

instead of "please stand." In process of time the
"
by you

"
was dropped/the passive being understood to

refer to the person addressed. Afld in this way came

the Hindustani imperative in
"
iye."

3. Like Form I of the imperative, this form

also with similar exceptions to those noted in the last

secti<m can be used only

Here ajicl Now when the wish or command

is intended to be fulfilled
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at once. When the idea is that it be fulfilled at

some specified future time, a rather ugly extension of

Form II is used, viz. the addition of "ga" to "iye;"
e.gr. "jab yih chitthi ap ko railegl, to mera salam

apne bhal se kahiyega,"
" when you receive this

letter, be so good as to give my greetings to your
brother." This form is the same in both genders
and numbers.

Section 11 The Imperative, Form III.

1. This is produced by adding "na" to the root.

Because " na
"

is also the sign of the Infinitive, it is

generally said that this is the

Imperative, Infinitive, only used in an impera-
Porm III tive sense. But this is a mistake.

There are in Sanskrit three forms
of what in Latin is called the

"
gerund," and ends in

"ndus," and signifies fitness, worthiness, ability, or even

simple futurity; e.gr. "amandus," "loveable;" "agendus,"
" intended to be done

"
(hence

"
agenda,"

" matters to

be transacted "). One of these Sanskrit forms adds
"
aniya

"
to the root, e.gr.

"
darshamya,"

" worth seeing
"

(hence the Hindi "
darshani," which means the same).

This "aniya" becomes in Hindustani "
na," the initial

" a
"

being unpronounced, and the "
niya

"
becoming

"na" in the masculine singular, "ne" in the masculine

plural, and "ni" in the feminine of both numbers.

E.gr.
"
yahan ek ghar banana hai,"

" a house must be
built here;" "aur bahut se dushman jltne baqi haifi,"
"
there remain many more enemies to be conquered ;

"

"
mujhe chit-thl likhnl hai," "I have to write a letter"

(lit.
"
to me there is a letter to be written ") ;

" use

bahut si kitabeii parhnl thin,"
" he had to read

many books."
*
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2. From this use of the affix
" na

"
came this third

form of the Imperative. Take the sentence " ek ghar
banana hai," drop off the verb

"
hai," and

Origin the remaining words assume an imperative
.& force. In other words, from " a house

must be built
"
comes the direction, addressed to some-

body,
"
build a house." But with this slight change of

meaning, the chapge of form according to gender and
number ceased. That is, this third form of the Imper-
ative always ends in

" na
;

"
never in " ne

"
or

"
nl."

3. It is this form of the Imperative which must

always be used (1) when the action intended belongs to

some definite future time
;
and (2)

When uSed when it belongs to a custom, i.e. to a

kind of action to be repeated, in simi-

lar circumstances, an indefinite number of times. A
little thought will show that this rule springs naturally
from the derivation of the

" na
;

"
for when we say of a

thing that it
"
is to be done

"
or " has to be done," we

do
. not. usually mean that ifc must be done on the spot,

but either at some specified future time, or else as ,1

custom or rale. This latter usage is well exemplified
in the injunctions in the Law of Moses ;

for these injunc-

tions, for the most part, did not order anything to be
done at the moment in which they were given, but as

rules to be followed in all similar circumstances. E.or.

in the Ten Commandments the verbs conveying the

commands should all be in this third form. To say to

a congregation
"
chorl mat karo," or

" chorl na karo,"

suggests that the speaker thinks that the congregation
is either actually, at the time, engaged in stealing, or

just about to steal. It should be
"
e.horl na kanifi."

4. In using this third form, one need \\>,\ consider

whether the person addressed is superior, equal, or

inferior to oneself
;
it is applicable to all alike.
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12. The Infinitive, Form I.

This comes by adding
" a

"
to the root. In Bengali

this is the regular form of the Infinitive, e.cjr.
"
dekha,"

"
to see." But in Hindustani it sur-

Infinitive, vives only in three connexions. (1)
Form I in the "

habitual
"

present and im-

perfect (see section 3, 3 of. this

chapter).
" Dekha karna," which is translated

"
to be

in the habit of seeing," literally means
"
to do a seeing."

It is usual to call this
" dekha

"
a past participle ;

but
for one thing, in that case it would be impossible to

account for such a phrase ;
and for another,

"
to be in

the habit of going
"
would be "

gaya karna," and not,
as it is, jdya karna." (2) with the verb " chahna

"
(see

below, Chap XVI, section 10) ; e.gr.
" wuh mara chahta

hai,"
" he is about to die." Here again, it is easy to

account for the phrase if "mara" is an infinitive, but

very difficult if it be a participle. (3) In all pro-

bability, in the usual passive form. The only cause of

doubt in this case is that the verb, which adds "a" to

the root before "
jana," declines that termination accord-

ing to gender and number. But this might easily

happen, by *a false analogy (a cause of very many
corruptions in language), when once the origin of the

phrase was forgotten. Anyhow, it is much easier to

believe that " dekha jana," which now .means "to b<-

seen," originally meant "
to go to a seeing

"
than to

think that
" dekha

"
is here a past participle. A some-

what analogous case in the Latin future passive

infinitive,
" amatuni iri," which literally means "

to be

gone to loving," or
"
to be gone to being loved."
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Section 13 The Infinitive, Forin II,

1. This adds "nil" to the root, but differs from the

third form of the Imperative by being declined in

gender and number, and from the

Infinitive, gerundial construction (e.yr. "mujhc
Form II chitthi likhnl hai") by being de-

clined in case, as well as gender and

number. It is doubtful whether the "na" of this form

of the Infinitive is derived, like form III of the

Imperative, from the Sanskrit gerund affix
"
anlya," or

from the affix "ana," which indicates an abstract noun
formed from the root; e.gr. "gamana," "a going," from

the root "gam," "to go;" "dana,"
" a gift," from the

root "
da,"

"
to give ;

" "
palayana,"

"
flight," from

"
palay,"

"
to flee

;

"
etc. Probably both origins were

unconsciously confused together in the Indian mind;
but the fact that the Hindustani Infinitive is declined,
like an adjective or participle, in gender and number
(see above, section 11,1) seems to point to the Sanskrit

gerund as its origin ;
while the fact that the Infinitive

is, as such, a noun, standing like every other noun as

subject or object to a verb, and that it is, in Hindustani,
declined in case, seems to point to the Sanskrit abstract

noun in
" ana

"
as its origin.

2. This infinitive is used, idiomatically, in eases

where we do not use the infinitive. E.gr. we might
say to a stranger, on meeting

Idiomatic Use him the first time in a place,

"ap yahan kab ae?" but
an Indian would more naturally say, "ap ka yahan
ana kab hua ?

"
lit.

" when did your coming
here take place ?

"
So,

"
kya ap ka Kashi jana kabhi

hua ?
"

for
" Have you ever been to Kashl ?

"
;

" ab
tumhara yahan rahna zarur nahiii/' "now you need
not stay here."
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3. Where this infiiriitive, modified because of a

postposition following, is preceded by a noun or pronoun
denoting the object of the infinitive,

Ke better it is more idiomatic to connect the
than Ko

,
two by

" ke
"
than by

"
ko." E.gr.

" Yahudion ne us ke mar dalnr ki

salah kii," "the Jews took counsel to slay him," lit.
"
the Jews made a counsel of the slaying of him ;

"
thus

mnking "him'" the indirect, rather than the direct,

object of "slaying." Here "us ko
"

would not be

wrong ; but
"
us ke

"
is better.

4. The declension of this infinitive in gender and
number is observed throughout Hindustan

;
but it i.s

the rule only in the West. In the

Decliued East it is as good to say
"
Mujhe

chitthl likhna hai
"

as to say
"
Mujhe chitthl likhni hai."

Section 14 The Conjunctive Participle.

1. This, alone of all the forms of the verb, is nut.

modified in any way by its relation to other words in

the sentence. It has three forms :

Conjunctive that produced by adding "ke" to

Participle the root, thai produced by adding
"kar" to the root, and the form

which i.s identical with the root itself.
" Ke "

and
" kar are both, like the adjectival affix

" ka
"

(see

Chap. VII, section 2), derived from the Sanskrit root
"

k;.ir,"
"
to do;" so that

"
jake" and "jakar

"
originally

meant "
having done a going." Of the two,

" kar
"
has

lately come to be considered the more elegant ; perhaps
because " ke

"
is apt, in some connexions, to be mistaken

for the modification of "ka." But "karke" remains
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the rule
;
because

" karkar
"
sounds cacophonous. As

to the form which is identical with the bare root, we
have said in Chap. XII, section 3, 1 that it has only
come to be so by the elision of

"
i," which was the old

sign of the conjunctive participle ;
thus: "yih chitthi

sahib ko de ao,"
"
give this letter to the gentleman

and come," was formerly
"
dei ao," or

"
dey ao." It is

now used, apart from colloquial phrases like
" de ao,"

mainly (1) to prevent tautology when several conjunct-
ive participles come in one sentence ; e.gr.

" Itna sun
us ne ghar jake apne sab parosiyofi ko bulakar kaha,"
"
having heard this he went home

;
and having called

all his neighbours, said." (2) in a reduplication of the

conjunctive participle ;
when the former word must be

put in this form. E.gr.
"
having often done

"
cannot

be " karke karke," but " kar karke
;

" "
having taught

many
"
cannot be " bahuton ko sikhakar sikhakar," but

" sikha sikhakar."

2. The above is one way of avoiding tautology in

the repetition of conjunctive participles. A more
common one now is to break the

Turned into sentence, as is done in the above
FID ite Verb English sentence, by turning one

of the conjunctive participles into

a finite verb. E.gr.
" Yeshu' ne rotl Hi, aur barakat

chahkar tori, aur shagirdofi ko dekar kaha,"
" Jesus took

the bread, and having asked a blessing brake [it], and

having given [it] to the disciples said." Here it would
be possible to put every one of the verbs, except the

last, in the conjunctive participle ;
and in old Hindi

books one still finds long strings of such participles, in

the root form, in sentences
;
but the tendency now is

to break it up, as in the sentence just given. (Where,
however, conjunctive participles are connected together

by
"
aur," no tautology is felt, and therefore no expe-

dient is necessary to avoid it.)
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3- Yet it still remains true, that foreigners are,

generally speaking, much more sparing of the use of

the conjunctive participle than

Insufficiently used natives are ;
that is, they con-

by Foreigners nect two finite verbs with
"
aur," instead of putting the

former in tho participle. E.qr. most Europeans, saying
to a servant what would be in English

" shut the door,

and come to me," say
" Darwaza band karo aur mere

pas ao
;

"
whereas an Indian would say

" Darwaza band
karke mere pas ao." But while imitating Indiana in

the much freer use of the conjunctive participle,- it

would be a mistake to go to the opposite extreme, and
use it everywhere. E.gr. for

"
I washed, and now can

see
"

one cannot say
" main dhokar ab dekh sakta

him," for the two acts are regarded as co-ordinate, i.e.

the former is not simply the antecedent of the

latter ; but " us ne lash ki taraf mutwajjih hokar

kaha," "he turned to the corpse and said,'
1

is right,
because he turned simply as preliminary to speaking to

the corpse.

4 The conjunctive participle always indicates,
of course, some relation as existing between the action

denoted by its verb, and that
Indicates some denoted by some other verb,

Relation with which it is connected.

And, as a rule, the sub-

ject of both verbs is the same. Now, there are

five relations between the two verbs, of which
one or other is indicated by the conjunctive

participle.

(1) Sequence in time; this is the commonest of

all the five. E.gr.
" Darwaza band karke mere pas ao,"

" shut the door and come to me," i.e.

Sequence
"
first shut the door and then come to

me."
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(2) Means whereby the second action is performed.

E.gr.
" us ne pukarke kaha,"

" he said in a loud

. voice," lit.
" he said by crying out

;

"

Means " unhon ne anjir ke patte jor jorke

langot bana liye,"
"
they made themselves

aprons by joining fig-leaves together ;

" " main aisi

dushtata karke Parameshwar ka aparadhi kyoft banufi? ",
"
Why should I become a transgressor against God by

doing such wickedness ?
"

Specially is this meaning of

the conjunctive participle found in that of the verb
"
kahna," and verbs of similar meaning ;

i.e. the speak-

ing is not antecedent to the other action, but the means
where by the other action is performed. E.gr.

" Para-

meshwar nc yah kahke unhefi dshish dil" " God blessed

them in these words
;

" " us ne aur bahut si batefi jata

jatakar unhen nasihat kii," ''he exhorted them with

many other warning words."

(3) Cause. E.gr.
"
Tab, apne bhai ke sneh se man

bhar jane ke karan, aur yah sochkar ki main kahan

roun, Yusuph phurti se apni kothri men
Cause jake wahan ro diya,"

"
Then, because his

heart was filled with affection for his bro-

ther, and because he considered where he should weep,

Joseph quickly entered his own room, and there gave
vent to tears."

(4) The Reason for an assertion or question. E.gr.
"
kya main Masihi hoke jhuth bolun ? ",

" should I, being
a Christian, tell a lie ?

"
i.e,

"
seeing I am

Reason a Christian, I ask the question ;

" "
ye log

pahari hoke chorl se darte hain," these

people, being hillmen" (i.e. "because they are hill-

men "), "are afraid to steal
;

" "
Israil ka ustad hokar kya

tii in baton ko nahlii janta ? ",
"
being a teacher of Israel,

knowest nob thou these things ? ", i.e. the reason for my
surprise at thy ignorance is thy position as teacher.

(5) The Condition of the other action being per-
formed. E.gr.

"
Kya kol apne shatru ko pake kushal
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se-jane deta hai ? ", "does any one, if he

Condition gets his enemy into his power, let

him go in peace ?
"

;

" we sab milkar
bis hue,"

"
if put together, they amounted to twenty,"

i.e.
"
altogether, they amounted to twenty."

5. We have said above that, as a rule> the subject
of both verbs the one in the form of a conjunctive

participle, and the one to

Subject same as which it is attached is the

Principal Verb same. E.gr. for
" the sun

having set, the dew began to

fall," we cannot say "suraj dubkar os girne lagi,"
because the subject of " dubkar

"
is

"
suraj," and that of

"
lagi

"
is

"
os." We must say "jab suraj dub gaya, tab

os girne lagi," or
"
suraj ke dubne par os girne lagi."

Yet there are exceptions to this rule. For "twenty
minutes past seven" the idiomatic Hindustani is

"
sat

bajke jab bis minit ho gaye," or
" ho jaeftge." Here,

"
sat bajke

"
is what would be in Latin or Greek called

an " absolute
"

clause, i.e. the subject of "
bajke

"
is

"
sat," while that of

" ho gaye
"

is
"
bis minit," Again,

instead of
" sab milke bis hue," as above, it would be

equally good to say
" sab milake bis hue

;

"
where the

thought must be "
if one were to put them all together,

they would prove to be twenty ;

"
in other words, the

subject of " milake
"

is
" kol

"
understood. But such

expressions are very few
; and therefore the foreigner

should never use the conjunctive participle in an "
ab-

solute
"
clause, except in cases where he has good native

authority for doing so.

6. Again, there are exceptions to the rule, that

the conjunctive participle should belong to the subject at

all. Sometimes it is attached to the object of a clause,

whether the direct or indirect
t object. But all such

cases are conditioned by perspicuity ;
in other words
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they are permissible only when there is no possibility
of mistaking the meaning. E.yr. "jab tak Jbn-i-

Adam ko badshah hokar ate hue
Sometimes na dekh lefige,"

"
till they see the

attached Son of Man coming as king," lit.

to Object "
coming, having become king."

Here the collocation of the words

precludes ambiguity; for if the sentence had run "jab
tak badshah hokar Ibn-i-Adam ko ate hue na dekh

lenge," it would have meant "
till they, having become

kings, see the Son of Man coming." Again, "challs

din aur challs rat faqa karke, akhir ko use bhukh lagl,"
"
having fasted forty days and forty nights, afterwards

he felt hungry." In this English rendering, the sen-

tence is regular ;
but in Hindustani the " karke

"

belongs to
"
use," which is the indirect object of

"
lagl."

Similarly, "jaisi ni'mat ham ko Khudawand Yesfm
Masih par Iman lakar mill thi," "a gift of the same
kind as we obtained on believing in the Lord Jesus

Christ." Here again, the English is regular; but in

Hindustani the conjuctive participle depends, not on
the subject

"
ni'mat," but on the object

" ham ko."

7. When a conjunctive participle is attached to a*

negative verb, it partakes of the negative quality of

the latter. E.gr. "jo koi

Partakes of nega- apnl sallb uthakar mere
live Quality plchhe nahlfi chalta,"

" who-
ever does not take up his

cross and follow after me." In this English sentence,

the negative which does duty for both verbs is attached

immediately to the former; but in the Hindustani

sentence, it is attached to the latter. But the meaning
is the same. But because we attach the negative to

the former verb, it requires a little courage to believe

that, though we do not the same in Hindustani, still it

really has a negative meaning. E.gr.
" un logoft se
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darkar mat bhago,"
" do not flee for fear of them." or

" do not fear them and flee from them." Here a

novice is tempted to think the meaning must be
"
though you fear them, do 'not flee," because there is

no negative attached to
" darkar

;

"
but this would be

a mistake. Another example is
"
yadi turn Yahowa ki

agya mankar un ko satyanash na karo,"
"

if you do not

exterminate them in obedience to Jehovah's command."

/

8. But if the negative belongs in sense only to the

conjunctive participle, then it must be attached to it ;

e.gr.
" wuh apna khana na

WJien Conjunctive chakhkar bhag gaya,"
" he

Participle Negative fled away without tasting
his food." Only it is more

idiomatic in such cases to express the meaning by
" be

"

or "
bin

"
(" without ") ; e.gr.

" wuh apna khana be
"

(or
" bin ") chakhe bhag gaya." But in no case it is

permissible to attach the negative to both the verb and
the conjunctive participle.

9. Similarly, when the conjunctive participle is

attached to a passive verb, it partakes of the passive

quality of the latter. Con-
Partakes Pass- sequently, it must never be

ive Quality put in the passive form ;
but

either in the simple, neuter

form or, more idiomatically, in the active, causal form.

E.gr.
"
let all the doors be shut, and the house left

"
is

in Hindustani "sab darwaze band karke ghar chhor

diya jae." Here the subject of "karke" is the "chhor
denewala

"
implied in the passive

" chhor diya jae."

So,
"
that a great millstone be tied to his neck, and he

be drowned in the deep sea
"

is
"
ki bari chakki ka pat

us ke gale men bandhkur wuh gahre samundar men
dubo diyfi jae." Here, the subject of " bandhkar

"
is

not "
wuh," though this word comes next to it

; but the
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" dubonewala
"

implied in the passive
" dubo dlya jae."

It would not be misleading to use the neuter "bandh-
kar

"
here, and to a foreigner this might seem better ;

but "bandhkar" is more idiomatic. At any rate, it

could not be
" bandha jakar ;

"
in other words, the con-

junctive participle and the verb to which it is attached

cannot both be in the passive. Another example :

" Yih tel bahub mol men bechkar kangalon ko banta ja
sakta tha,"

"
this oil might have been sold for a great

price, and distributed to the poor." Here, again, we
use the passive of both verbs

;
but Hindustanis prefer to

put the conjunctive participle in the active voice.

10. This principle, that a passive verb should

have the conjunctive participle, which is attached to it,

in the active voice is extended
Even in even to those cases, where a

Neuter Verbs neuter verb takes the place of a

passive one of the same meaning.
E.gr.

"
bahuton and thoron ke bich jo jo bhag bant

jaefi so chitthl dal dalke milen,"
"
the portions which

will be distributed between the many and the few
should be apportioned by lot." Here,

"
mileri

"
stands

for
"
diye jaefi," or

" bante jaen ;

"
and therefore the

"
dal dalke," which would be regular only in the case

of such passives following, is felt by a Hindustani to be

quite right.

11. It is sometimes difficult for a foreigner to dis-

tinguish between the meaning of the conjunctive

participle arid that of a modified

Difference past participle ; e.yr. between
" wuh

from Past kitab leke aya
"

(or
"
le aya ") and

Participle wuh kitab liye hue aya." Both
mean " he brought a book

;

"
but

the former lays stress on his first taking the book, and
then coming; whereas the latter emphasizes the fact
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that he had the book with him as he came. Similarly," wuh takiya dekar so gaya tha
"
and " wuh takiya diye

hue soya tha
"
both mean " he was asleep on a pillow ;

"

but the former expresses the fact that he had first put
a pillow under his head, and then gone to sleep ;

the

latter, that he was sleeping with a pillow under his

head. In fact, the modified past participle in such
cases is generally best rendered in English by the use
of the preposition

"
with."

12. The conjunctive participles of "barhna" and

"ghatna" are employed just as if they were adjec-

tives, meaning respectively "more/'
Barhkar and "

greater," etc., and "
less,"

"
small-

Ghatkar er," etc. E.gr.
" Masih Musa se

bhi barhkar hai,"
"
Christ is great-

er even than Moses
;

" "
Is larai se pahile, Angrezon kl

sena aur sab senaon se ghatke thi,"
"
before this war

the English army was smaller than all other armies."

But, as in these examples, these words can be used in

these senses only in the predicate of a sentence.
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CHAPTER XVI.

CERTAIN VERBS.

Section 1. The Substantive Verb and "Hona,"

1. By the "substantive verb" we mean that

which in English is the verb
"
to be," and in Hindu-

stani consists of only two
The Substantive tenses, a present ("hufl,"

"
hai,"

Verb "
bain," and " ho ") and an im-

perfect ("tha," "thi," "the,"
"
thin "). As in English, so in Hindustani it has two

different meanings, viz. existence, and the "copula"
uniting the "

subject
"
and the

"
predicate

"
of a sen-

tence. An instance which combines the two meanings
is Heb. 11 : 6,

" God is, and He is a rewarder of them
that seek after Him." The first

"
is

"
denotes exist-

ence
;

it is equivalent to "God exists;" but the

second "
is

"
is a copula combining the subject

" Ho "

and the predicate
" a rewarder of them that seek

after Him."

2. This substantive verb in Hindustani is treated

as if it were only half a verb, not strong enough to

bear the full weight which

Only half a Verb other verbs bear. Hence the

conjunctive participle cannot

be attached to it alone, E.gr. we cannot say
" wuh zahr
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khakar bimar hai
"

for
"
he, having eaten poison, is

ill;" but "wuh zahr khakar bimar hua hai," "has
become ill," or " rahta hai,"

"
keeps ill."

3. It is often said that the remaining tenses of

the substantive verb are supplied from " hona
;

"
and, as

one of these is the.infinitive, it

Different from is often said that " hona
"
means

Hona "
to be." But this is a mistake.

Very often, indeed, the best, or

even the only, way of translating
" hona

"
in English

is by the
corresponding tense of

"
to be

;

"
bub this is

only a difference of idiom between the two languages,
and does not prove that

" hona
"

itself means "
to be."

E.gr. the future "hoga" generally means the same as
"
will be

"
or

"
shall be

;

"
but it does not follow from

this that "
hoga

"
is the future of the verb, of which the

present is
"
hai."

4. The fact is, that the present and imperfect of

which we now speak are, notwithstanding their present
uulikeness to each other, both

Derivation of derived from the Sanskrit root

the two "
as," whose original meaning was

probably
"
to sit," and hence "

to

remain," "to. subsist," "to exist." But the verb
" hona

"
is derived from quite another root

"
bhu,"

which means "
to become," or

"
to come to be." (In

ordinary Hindustani " bhu
"
has become " ho

;

"
but in

the vernacular of Eastern Hindustan the past participle
and simple past tense retain the "

bh," though that

form of it which appears in literary Hindi, viz.
"
bhaya,"

has made up for this by losing the u of the Sanskrit.)
In Latin and in English the substantive verb is in

some forms derived from "as," and in others from "bhu :"

thus "am," "art," "is," "are," "was" and "were"
come from the former, and "

be,"
"
tfeen,"

"
being

"
from
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the latter. Yet "be," in many connexions, retains a

trace of its original meaning ; e.gr,
"
I have been to

Paris," meaning
"
I have gone to Paris," where " been

"

means " come to be." Per contra,
" hona

"
very often

(except in the present and imperfect) has the weaker

meaning which we express by "to be;" but it never
loses all trace of its real meaning, which is either to

come into existence, or to assume a new form of exis-

tence (i.e.
"
to become ").

5. In this matter there is a difference of usage
between the East and the West. In the West,

" hona
"

is used much more nearly in

Local Difference the sense of
"
to be

"
than in

the East
;

in the latter the

verb " rahna
"

is generally used in such cases. See
more on this subject in Section 14, 8 of this chapter.

6. Foreigners, in learning Hindustani, find it very
difficult to decide when to say

"
hai

"
or

"
hain," and

when " hota hai
"

or
" hote

Radical meaning hain ;

"
for in English

"
is

"

Of each and " are
"

are said indis-

criminately, both where a

native says
"
hai

"
or

"
hain," and where he says

" hota

hai
"

or " hote hain." But one has only to consider

whether, in saying "is" or "are," one means simple
existence or the copula, or else becoming or coming to

be. (This illustrates the great advantage of learning a

new language, viz. that it compels one to think what
one means in using one's own language.) The difficulty
is just the same, in distinguishing between "

th,
"
and

" hota tha,"
" the

"
and " hote the

;

"
and the way of

resolving the difficulty is just the same.

7. This consideration will be helped by observing
two rules. One is, that when we refer to a similar act
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or event which takes or took place several times,
we must use the present or imperfect of

"
hona," and

not those of the substantive

First Rule verb. E.qr.
"
Thy will is fulfilled

in heaven
"

cannot be " Terl

marz! asman mefi purl hai," but "
hot! hai

;

"
because

the fulfilling of God's will takes place in a number of

successive or contemporaneous, but in any case separ-
ate, acts.

8. The other rule is, that where classes, rather

than individuals, are spoken of, there the present or

imperfect of
" hona

"
must be used.

Second Rule E.gr.
" crows are black,"

" man-

goes are sweet," are in Hindustani
not " kawwe kale haift,"

" am mithe bain," which could

only mean that certain crows, of which one is speaking,
or certain mangoes, to which one is referring, are

respectively black and sweet
;
but " kawwe kale hote

hain,"
" am mithe hote hain. Really, this second rule

springs from the first
;
for the literal meaning of "am

mithe hote hain
"

is that each mango, as it comes into

existence or grows, becomes sweet. We do not think

of it in that way ; but Hindustanis do, though they

may not be able to express this thought. Another

example :

"
Panjab men anaj bahut hota hai

"
means

that the Panjab is a good corn-bearing land
;
whereas

"
Panjab men bahut anaj hai

"
would only mean that

it happens that at the moment there is much corn in

the Panjab ;
which may or may not be true

;
whereas

the former statement is always true. So again,
" the

disciple is not greater than his teacher," if by this we
are referring to a certain individual and his teacher, is
"
shagird apne ustad se bara nahin hai ;

"
but if we

mean disciples as a class, whenever and wherever found,
then we must say

"
shagird apne ustad ae bara nahin

hota,"
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9.
" Hona "

is used, both in the present participle
and in the conjunctive participle, in the sense of

"through;" only, however, in the literal,

Meaning* physical sense of this preposition. The
"
through

"

present participle is used when what is

passed through is a country or region,
and what is reached through it is either in that region
or adjoining it

; e.gr.
" wuh us tamam tapu men hote

hue Pafus tak pahunche,"
"
passing through that whole

island, they arrived at Paphos," which was in the island,

but at the further end of it
;

"
Pisidiya men se hote

hue Pamfuliya men pahunche," ."passing through
Pisidia, they came into Pamphylia," which was another

country, adjoining it. The conjunctive participle of
" hona

"
is used when what is passed through is either

a place or else a region which does not extend as far

as the place or country finally arrived at
; e.gr.

"
ap

Lakhnau se hoke Kalkatte jaenge, ya Ilahabad se

hoke ?
" "

Will you go to Calcutta by way of Lucknow,
or of Allahabad ?

"
;

" Main Amerika se hoke Yurop ko

jaunga,"
"
I will go to Europe by way of America."

10, " Hona "
is used, with the infinitive of another

verb, to denote the necessity of performing an action,

a necessity neither that of physical

Meaning compulsion on the one hand, nor

"necessity" simply that of moral obligation.

E.gr. when Christ said to St. Paul,

"jaise tu ne Yariishalem men meri gawahi dii hai,

waisa hi Roma men bhi denl hogi," "as thou hast

testified of me at Jerusalem, so must thou at Rome
also," He neither meant that he would have to do so

willy-nilly, nor did He only mean that he ought to do

so. It was something between the two. He would

indeed be compulsorily transported to Rome, and there

it would be laid upon his heart to preach voluntarily.

Again,
"
Afsos hai ki mujhe ap ko yih dard-angez
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khabar deni hui,"
" Alas that I have had to give you

this painful news !

"
Here, the giving of the news is

regarded, certainly not as physically compulsory, yet
not simply as a duty ;

but as a kind of logical necessity
caused by circumstances, yet within one's own power to

do, or not to do.

11. As, in English, we say
" I have been to Paris

"

in the sense of
"
I have gone to Paris," so

" hona
"

in

many connexions, is practically

Equivalent to equivalent to "jana." E.gr.
"Jana" . "Main shahr men ho aya," "I

have been in town," lit.
"
having

been in, i.e. having gone to, town, I have come."

12. The difference between " hai" and " hota hai
"

is perhaps nowhere more clear than when these words
are preceded by "malum,"

"Ma'lum" with which is an Arabic participle
" hai

" and " hota meaning
" known." "Ma'luin

hai
"

hai
"

means "
it is known,"

"
I know it ;" but "ma'lum hota

hai
"
means "

it seems,"
"
I think so." Apparently the

process of becoming known is in this phrase taken to

imply imperfection in the knowing.

Section 8 The Verb " Kama."

1. This verb is often used, where we use "
to put,"

"
to turn," or some verb other than "

to do
"

and
"
to make." E.gr.

"
turn your face

Various this way
"

is not "
apna munh is taraf

Meanings phero," but "
is taraf karo ;

" " Rahel
and Yusuph ko sab ke pichhe karke

wuh ap un ke age barha,"
"
having put Rachel and
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Joseph behind all, he himself went on in front of them
;

"

"
us ne Shimon ko nikalkar un ke sang kar diya,"

" he

brought Simeon out, and set him with them
;

" "
logon

ko apni taraf karke Paulus ko sangsar kiya,"
"
they got

the people on their side, and stoned Paul ;

" " unhon ne
merl agyaen apne pichhe kar dim," not "

phenk dim,"

though we say in English, "they cast my command-
ments behind their back."

2. It is used instead of
" kahna

"
when the word,

or other sound uttered, is mentioned as its object ; e.gr.
"
haii kl jagah han karo,"

"
say yes on the occasion

(lit. place) for saying yes ;

" " unhon ne jay jay kiya,"
"
they cried Hurrah." Also, the most idiomatic expres-

sion for
"
to speak

"
is

" baten karna," not " baten kahna."

3.
" Karna

"
means not only

"
to do," but also

"
to make

;

"
i.e. it is used very often where we say

"
to make," and therefore are inclined to use " banana "

rather than "
karna." E.gr.

" He made him a disciple
"

is "Us ne use shagird kar diya;"
"
kya ap mujhe

Musalman kar lenge?",
"
will you make me a Musalman ?"

It will be seen from these examples, that
" karna

"

is not often used alone in this sense, but in composition
with either

" dena
"
or "

lena." E.gr.
" he made him as

bad as himself" is
" us ne us ko apne barabar kharab

kar diya." But "
to take a wife

"
is

"
strl karna

;

" " he
took her to wife

"
is

"
us ne us ko strl kiya."

4. "Kama" means something different when
construed with "

se
"
from what it does when connected

with "
ko." The former denotes

With Se or Ko "
dealing with a person or

thing; the latter, "making"
him or it

"
into

"
something. We ask " what have you

done with it ?
" when we are quite prepared to hear

that it has been destroyed ;
but this in Hindustani is
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"
turn ne," not " Ui se," but "

us ko,"
"
kya kiya ?" On the

other hand,
"
to treat a person badly

"
is

" us se

kuvyavahar," or
"
badsuluki, karaa."

5.
" Karke "

is often used for the English
"
as,"

when this refers to the object of the sentence or clause.

E.gr.
" Phiraun kl j)iitri ne

" Karke " = " As "
us ko apna beta karke pala,"
"Pharaoh's daughter brought

him up as her own son." See, further, in Chap.
XIX, 2(1).

6. In some parts of Hindustan, "karke" is used
in the sense of "

named," as
" nam "

is used, just after

the name referred to
; e.gr.

" Ramdas
=Nam karke ek Pandit mere pas ae the,"

" a

Pandit called Ramdas came to me."

Section 3 The Verb " Jdnci"

1. This is the only Hindustani verb, different

forms of which are derived from different roots; the

past participle and simple past

Irregular being derived from the Sanskrit
Forms root

"
gam," whereas the rest of the

verb comes from the root "ya."
This combination of two verbs in one is very familiar

to students of Latin and Greek
;
in English it is

rare but exists; e.gr. "be" and "is" come from

different roots (see the last section but one), and so do
"
go

"
and "

went." And in Hindustani it is confined to

one single verb.

2. We have already explained the use of "jana"
in the passive voice of other verbs, (see Chap. XV,
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section 12), and in composition with other verbs (see

Chap. XIV); so now it only remains to speak of its

use with the present participle
With Present of another verb. It means "to

Participle go on" doing what the other

verb imports. But so does
" rahna" with the present participle of another verb

;

but the difference is that, while " rahna
"
denotes simply

continuance, "jana" implies that the action increases

in intensity, or otherwise. E.gr.
"
why do you go on

teasing me ?" is not "
turn mujhe kyun satate jate ho,"

but "
satate rahte ho," because it is not meant that the

teasing increases in intensity, but simply that it con-

tinues. But "
shagird bahut hote jate the

"
means that

they went on increasing in what we call
"
geometrical

progression." So "
Kalisiya kl taraqqi hot! gal,"

" the

Church advanced more and more
;

" " akal ghor hota

gaya,"
" the famine became ever worse and worse."

Section 4 The Verb " Chalna"

1. The radical meaning of this verb is movement,
whether rapid or slow, and whether the chalnewdla is

alive, and moves of his own will, or

Denotes inanimate, and has to be carried or

Movement drawn. Only, it must move as a

whole
;
if only a part of a person or

thing moves, then that part
"
chal "s, and perhaps the

whole "
chala "s it

;
but the whole does not itself

"
chal."

Hence " hawa chal rahl hai,"
" the wind is blowing

"

(lit.
"
the air is moving ") ;

"
gari chalne lagi,"

" the

carriage has begun to move," are as proper as
"
fauj

chal rahi hai,"
"
the army is on the march

;

" "
ghora

chalne laga,"
"
the horse has begun to walk." It is

rightly said, in Acts 14: 8, of the man born lame that
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he " kabhl na chala tha," for though he had moved his

arms and other parts of his body, he had never been
able to stir. But a coin " bazar men chalega

"
or

" na

chalega,"
"
it will pass

"
or

"
it will not pass ;

"
lit.

"
it

will move freely," i.e
"
circulate."

2. Foreigners must beware of thinking that
"
chalna

"
is equivalent to

"
to walk," in the sense of a

particular mode of move-
Not " to walk "

ment, and distinguished from

running, riding, flying, sail-

ing, etc. E.gr. In Is. 40: 81, where "walking" is

distinguished from flying and running, the translations

in the current versions, both Urdu and Hindi, "we
chalengeaur sust na honge," "we chalte chalte thak na

jaenge," are wrong. The only way of distinguishing

walking from running, or other mode of procedure
when one moves oneself, is saying "qadam qadam
chalna;" and the only way of distinguishing walking
from those modes of procedure, in which one is carried

on something else, is "paofi paon chalna" or "paidal
chalna,"

"
paidal

"
being an adjective, answering to

our " on foot."

3. From the original meaning of movement comes
that of starting, netting out, whether or no this is

followed by arrival at one's desbi-
"
Starting" nation. E.gr.

" Yeshu* wahafi se

chalkar Galil ki jhil ke nazdik

aya/' "Jesus set out from there, and came to the

neighbourhood of the Lake of Galilee." In Gen. 12 :

4 and 5 it is said three times of Abram and his

belongings, that they
"
chale

;

"
but only at the end of

ver. 5 is it said that they
" Kanan desh men a gaye,"

"came into the land of Canaan." They might have
started from Haran, without ever reaching Canaan.
So again, Abraham " kuch karke*us sthan ko chala,"
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where he was to offer up Isaac, as soon as he received

the command to do so; but it was on the third day
that he saw the place, and even then it was a long way
off. So Joseph "apnebhaiyon ke pas chala," but he
had not reached them when they conspired against him.

In Gen. 43: 17 it is important to notice the use of
" chalna

;

"
for if, instead of saying that the steward

" un purushofi ko Yusuph ke ghar men. le 6hala," the

writer had said
"
le gaya," this would have contradicted

ver. 19, where he says that they went near to the door

of that house, and also ver. 24, where he says that the

steward took them into the house. Similarly, in Gen.

48 : 1 it is said that Joseph
" chala

"
to see his father

;

if
"
gaya

"
had been used, it would have contradicted

the following statement, that some one told Jacob that

Joseph was coming to see him.

4. From the idea of starting comes the use of
"
chalna

"
and "

chalana," when said of opinions,

customs, etc. when a vogue comes to

Vogue them among men. The literary Urdu
of this is "jari hona

"
and "jarl karna,"

(lit.
"
to be, and to make, flowing ") ;

but all Hindu-

stanis understand " chalna
"

and " chalana
"

in this

sense. E.gr.
" Us ne apne g&fiw men apna mat

chalaya,"
" He spread his doctrine in his own

village."

5. From the same meaning of
" chalna

"
comes an

important difference between it and "
jana." If we say

of a person that he " burha gaya,"

Beginning* we mean that he has already be-

come old
;
but if we say

" burha

chala," we mean only that he has begun to age, lit. he

has started getting old. So we say of rotten fruit, that

it
"
sar gaya ;

"
but if it has only begun to decay, and

most of it is still eatable, we say
"
sar chala." Sirni-
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larly, we may say of a woman of 30, that
" us kl jawani

dhal gai hai,"
" her youth has passed away ;

"
but if she

is only 20, that " us kl jawani dhal chall hai."

6.
" Chalna

"
also, in certain connexions, implies

that the " chalnewala
"

is going, or to go, along with

the speaker, or the person
Accompaniment spoken to or of. Moses said

to Hobab,
" tu bhi hamare

sang chal," "come thou also with us;" where "ja"
would be inadmissible, and "

a," though not wrong, less

idiomatic than "
chal." So " chalo

"
or "

chaliye," said

to a person, implies that one is oneself going to the

same place, or at least in the same direction, even

though this be not expressed in words.

Section 5 The Verb "Parna"

1. The original meaning of this verb is
"
to fall

;

"

e.gr. the common phrase
"
pan! parega,"

"
it will rain,"

lit. "water will fall." It is also

Radical used in composition with "
girna

"

Meaning (which is comparatively seldom
used in any but the literal sense of

"to fall"), viz. "gir parna" "to fall down" But
"
parna

"
is used also in a great variety of figurative

meanings, some of which are not easy to trace to the

original meaning of the verb.

2. When connected with another verb in the in-

finitive,
"
parna

"
signifies the same kind of necessity to

perform the action denoted by the

Necessity infinitive verb, as we have explained
above about the use of

" hona
"

with

an infinitive; only "parna" is stronger than "hona"
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in this connexion; and in some parts of Hindustan
"
parna

"
alone, and never "

hona," occurs in this sense.

E.gr. "jidhar hawachalti hai, udhar hi badalon ko jaria

parta hai,"
"
in whatever direction the wind blows, the

clouds have to go in the same direction." But if said

of persons, who have a will of their own, the necessity
denoted by

"
parna

"
must act through that will

; e.gr.
"
turn ko wahafi jana parega,"

"
you will have to go

there
;

"
which does not mean that

"
I will by main force

carry you there," but "
I will threaten you with such

punishment or offer you such inducements, that of your
own will you will choose to go there." So also,

"
mujhe

us se Farsi men bateii karnl parm,"
"
I had to speak

to him in Persian," because he understood no other

language. Yet if the speaker, knowing this, chose to

waste his own breath by speaking in another language,
he was free to do so.

3. When connected with another verb in the bare

root form, i.e. when it forms the second member
of a compound verb,

"
parna

"
has

Object of an several meanings. Perhaps the

action nearest to the sense of
"
falling

"
is

in
" nikal parna," e.gr. "us ki sab

antriyan nikal parm,"
"
all his bowels fell out," lit.

"came out and fell." Next to such instances we may
place its use with verbs which signify some act of

consciousness, e.gr.
" dekh parna,"

"
to be an object of

sight ;

" " sun parna,"
"
to be an object of hearing ;

" "
jan

parna,"
"
to be an object of consciousness,"

"
to seem

;

"

"samajh parna," "to be understood." In the use of

these compound verbs Hindustani is, as usual, more
accurate than English. E.gr. we say

"
to see

"
both of

the intentional direction of the eye upon some object

really, an act of the mind and will ,
and also in the

sense that an object is within the range of our vision,

that it is an object of our sight, But Hindustanis,
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while expressing the former by "dekhna," signify the

latter by
" dekh parna," the thing seen being the subject

of this verb. E.gr.
"
kya ap ko asman par wuh sitara

dekh parta hai ? ",
" do you see that star in the sky ? ",

"han, dekh parta hai," "yes, I see it." The same rule

applies to "sun parna," "jan parna," etc. In one word,
where the stress is rather on the object than on the

subject, the compound with "
parna

"
is used

;
when it is

rather on the subject, the simple verb without "parna
"

is employed. There are other verbs also, to which in

the bare root form "
parna

"
is added

;
not however of

necessity, but to increase the force
; e.gr.

"
nothing

avails,"
"
I cannot succeed," is often expressed by

" kuchh nahm banta
"

(see section 7 of this Chapter) ;

but more commonly by
" kuchh ban nahm parta."

4. Often "
parna

"
occurs in the sense of

"
hona,"

apparently because it is rather more forceful, or pic-
torial. E.gr.

"
akal para,"

" there

Instead arose a famine" (in this case the
of " Houa "

figures employed in Hindustani and

English are opposites) ;

"
phut par

gal," "a schism took place ;

" " sab ki zanjiren dhili par

gain,"
"
the chains of all became loose." With words

denoting calamity,
"
parna

"
is the verb to use

;
as we

say
" a calamity fell upon me." A peculiar use of

"
parna

"
is found in

" wuh klre parkar mar gaya,"
" he

was eaten of worms and died," lit. "he fell worms
and died."

5. Names are attached to places and other things

(sometimes even person) in two different ways. Some-
times they are deliberately and

In naming purposely attached, and sometimes

Objects they get their names, somehow,
without any one purposely giving

them to them. Io the former cose, the Hindustani
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verb to be used is
" rakhna

"
(see section 15 of this

chapter) ;
but in the latter, it is

"
parna." E.gr. Zoar

(Gen. 19 : 22), Beersheba (Gen, 21 : 31), and Akeldama

(Acts 1 : 19) received their names in this latter way,
and therefore

"
parna

"
is used to describe their

receiving them.

6. In the past tenses other than the imperfect,
"
parna

"
often means "

to lie," though there may have
been no "fall" preceding the recum-

"
Lying

1 " bent posture. Hence to say of a

person
" wuh para hai

"
means that

" he is ill." So of a country ; e.gr.
"
kya sara desh tere

samhne para nahm hai ?
"
means "

does not the whole
land lie before thee ?

" And in one kind of case the

present is used, viz. of a place lying on a certain road,

e.gr.
" Mansuri ke marg men Dehra parta hai,"

" Dehra
lies on the way to Mussoorie

;

"
probably because it is

regarded as falling, i.e. coming, in the way of every
traveller along that road. Hindustanis, like ourselves,

speak of land
"
lying waste

;

" " zamin wlran paii hai,"

.or simply
"
paii hai." Yet, strangely,

"
parti zarmn

"
is

the word for
" fallow land

;

"
where one would rather

have expected
"
pan zamin,"

'* land lying
"
(as we say)

useless.

Section 6. The Verb "
Lagna"

1. The radical meaning of this verb is
"
to come

into contact
"

with a person or thing ; and, of course,
"
lagana

"
is

"
to bring into

Radical meaning contact." But from this radi-

cal meaning has arisen a great

variety of idiomatic uses of the verb
;
some more, some

less, plainly arising from the idea of contact, which may
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be either violent or gentle. We can indicate only a
few of these various uses of

"
lagna ;

"
others must be

acquired by the learner, gradually, from his own

experience.

2. Idioms which imply simple contact, without

any violence, are " naw ko tlr par lagana,"
"
to bring

the boat to land," lit.
"
to bring

Gentle contact it into contact with the shore;"
"
yih mere hath laga hai,"

"
I

have received this," as we say
"
It has come to hand to

me
;

" "
gale lagna,"

"
to embrace," lit.

"
to come into

contact with
"
some one's

"
neck."

3. In other idioms, the con tact,implied is a violent

one. E.gr.
"
patthar mujhe nahm laga,"

"
the stone did

not strike me
;

" " bahut se

Violent contact bed lagwakar,"
"
having causes

many stripes to be laid on
them with a cane." So " hath lagana

"
means "

to lay
violent hands

"
on some one. Even "

chot,"
" a knock,"

requires
"
lagna," e.gr.

"
mujhe bharl chot lagi,"

"
I am

badly bruised."

4.
"
Lagna

"
is also used of proximity, even when

the contact is not complete. E.gr.
" Dan ke siwane

se laga hua Asher ka ek bhag ho,"

Proximity
"
let there be a portion for Asher

next to the border of Dan
;

"
"us ka

ghar mere ghar se laga hai,"
"
his house is next to

mine" (where there would probably be a space
between them).

5. It is also used of sensation, whether bodily or

mental, with an adjective describing the quality of the

sensation, e.gr.
" achchha lagta hai,"

"
it pleases," i.e.

"
I

like it
;

" " bura lagta hai," "4 dislike it
;

" " mltha
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lagta hai," "it tastes sw<_vf,
"

(We may compare the

curious use of "to stnk
'

in English; e.<jr. "this

strikes me as very good," et^.). So,

Sensation "man" (or "dil") "nahin lagta,"
"
I don't take to (this)/' lit.

"
(my)

mind does not come into contact (with it)."

6. "Lagna" is also used where we say that a

person is
"
engaged" for some work. E.gr. if one calls

a coolie to work for one, and he is

Engagement already engaged to some one else

to work for him, he will say
" main

laga hun." So,
"
to engage

"
a person is

"
lagana ;

"

e.gr.
" wuh apni dakhbarl men mazduron ko lagane

'gaya,"
" he went to engage hirelings in his vineyard."

7. When joined with another verb in the modified

infinitive which ends in "ne," "lagna" means "to

begin
"
to do the action, which

Commencement the other verb denotes. For
to begin an act, or course of

similar acts, is (as it were) to come into contact with it.

But there is this difference between the use of "lagna"
in Hindustani, and "

to begin
"

in English, that the

latter generally implies only beginning and not

finishing an action
; whereas the former has no such

implication. When the former meaning is intend-

ed, it is expressed otherwise in Hindustani ; e.gr.

''

is

shalvhs ne 'imarat bananl shuru* to kii, magar taiyar
na kar saka,"

"
this person began indeed to build, but

could riot finish." It is true that the action denoted

by the verb in the infinitive may last a very short
time

;
but the use of

"
lagna

"

ignores the question of
the length or shortness of the action, and merely states

that it is begun. E.gr.
" Wuh katore ko Phiraun ke

hath men dene laga,"
" he resumed the practice of

giving the cup into Pharaoh's hand
;

" "
Yusuph bhan-
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daron ko khol kholke Misriyon ke hath ann bechne

laga,"
"
Joseph opened all the store-houses, and com-

menced selling corn to the Egyptians
"
(and continued

doing so as long as the famine lasted). When his

brethren sat at the table with him,
" we us ke sang

pine aur anand karne lage," and certainly kept up their

merriment as long as the meal lasted.

8. Sometimes "
lagna

"
is used with a modified

infinitive, where not even actual commencement of an

action is meant, but only prepared-

Preparedness ness for it. E.gr.
" Yuhanna yih

kahkar use mana* karne laga,"
" John was going to forbid Him, saying," when he was

prevented from even beginning to do so by Christ's

reply. So,
"
Patras us ka dahina hath pakarkar us ko

uthane laga,"
"
Peter, taking hold of his right hand,

prepared to raise Him up ;

"
but there was no need for

him even to begin to do so, for the man's "
feet and

ankle-bones received strength," and without Peter's help
he leaped up and stood.

9.
"
Lagna

"
is often connected with "

kahna,"
and other verbs which mean the same thing, in the

modified infinitive, where it is

With " kahna "
difficult to see why

"
lagna

"
is

added at all. Sometimes, indeed,
as in

" Phiraun Yusuph se kahne laga,"
"
apni zaban

kholkar unhenyih ta'lim dene laga,"
"
opened his mouth

and taught them, saying," it may be due to the length
of the following discourse ;

but this explanation does

not apply in all those instances, where yet there is no
doubt that it is thoroughly idiomatic.

10. "Lagna" and "
lagana

"
are often used in the

sense of
"
attributing

"
and "

being attributed."
"
Kisi

par dosh "or "
quaur lagana

"
is '<,to accuse some one
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of a fault
;

" " tuhmat
"

or
"
apawad lagana

"
is

"
to accuse falsely,"

"
to slander," But "

yih pap turn-

hen laga rahega
"

means more
Attribution than attribution from outside;

it means "
this sin will adhere to

you," i.e.
"
you will remain guilty of it."

Section 7 The Verb " Banna"

1.
"
Bann|l

"
radically means "

to be made,"
"
to

come into a made state
"

(see Chap. XIII, 1), and

"banana," "to make." This is why
Radical Hindustani, more accurate than Eng-
Meaningf Hsh (or rather, perhaps, leaving less

to the imagination), inserts
" bana

"

to signify that a thing is not real, but artificial ; e.gr.
it is said in Hindi of Solomon's throne,

"
donofi tekon

ke pas ek ek sinh khara hua band tha," where the

English is
" there was a lion standing by each of the

stays," because we know they were not real lions, and
therefore need not add the word " made."

2. But these words also mean "
to repair," and

"
to be repaired," of a thing once made, but afterwards

more or less marred. E.gr. where

Repair we say
"
Repairs going on

"
on a

road, Hindustanis say
" Sarak ban

rahl hai."

3. Also they denote success in any operation or

plan or hope ;
as in the example given in section 5, 3 of

this Chapter, "kuchh ban nahm
Success parta,"

"
nothing avails." In this

sense
" banna

"
is the opposite to

"
bigarna

"
(to be spoilt), and " banana

"
the opposite to
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"bigarna" (to spoil). To a Hindu,
"
raera paralok

banega," lit. "my future world will be alright," is

equivalent to
"
I shall he saved

;

"
and " mera paralok

bigrega
"

equivalent, to
"
1 shall be lost." So, to help

another to succeed is
" banana

"
him

; to prevent' his

success is
"
bigarna

"
him. For " what harm have I

done you, that you speak so to me," a Hindustani says
" Main ne tumhara kya bigara hai, ki turn mujh se

aisi baten kahte ho ?
"

4.
" Banna "

and " banana
"

are also, somewhat
like our " make out

"
and " make up," .used to express

pretence, putting a character on,

Pretence posing as something; and making
another person out to be what he is

not. E.gr.
" wuh raja ban baitha,"

" he gave himself

out to be king," or "he acted as if he were king;"
"
Yusuph ne tin ke samhne anjan bankar kathorata ke

sath un se puchha,"
"
Joseph, pretending before them

that he did not know them, asked them roughly ;

" "
ap

kya mujhe chor banate hain ?
" " do you make me out

to be a thief;
" "

ap apna daraz khula hua na chhoriye,
nahin ,to ham log chor banenge,"

" do not leave your
drawer open, else we shall be taken for thieves

;

"
not

" we shall become thieves," which would imply a

conscientiousness not to be expected from Indian

servants.

5. In the past participle,
" banna

"
also gves the

meaning of continuance, specially when joined with
" rahna." Egr.

" wuh chupchap
Continuance bana raha,"

" he remained silent."

Here "
chupchap raha

"
would mean

the same thing ;
but; the insertion of " bana

"
em-

phasizes the Continuance in the state of silence, without

change ;
doubtless because when a thing is made, it is

not soon altered, as a rule.
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Section 8 The Verbs " Kahna " and " Bolna."

1. "Kahna" differs from " bolna
"

in that the
former is limited to human speech, while the latter is

used of any kind of sound, emitted

Difference by animals as well as men, and by
inanimate things as well as ani-

mate
; e.gr.

" badal bola,"
" the cloud uttered a sound,"

i.e.
"

it thundered ;

" "
pahiya bolta hai,"

" the wheel

squeaks." From this it will be seen that " bolna
"
has

no one equivalent in English, but must be translated

differently according to the context. Indeed, for
"
speaking

"
or

"
talking," while " bolna

"
may be used,

and often is used, yet it is more idiomatic to say
"
batefi.

karna," lit.
"
to make words,"

2. As a rule,
" kahna

"
is transitive, like the Eng-

lish
"
to say ;

"
and " bolna

"
intransitive, like our

"
to speak." But the rule is

Transitive and not without exceptions. On
Intransitive the one hand,

" kahna
"
some-

times occurs without an object,

t.gr. "jab Musa aur Harun ne Phiraun se kaha,"
" when Moses and Aaron spake to Pharaoh." On the

other hand, quotations are frequently introduced by
" bolna

"
instead of " kahna

;

"
e.gr.

"
kya turn ne zamln

itne hi ko bechi thi ? wuh boll, han, itne hi ko,"
" did

you sell the land for just so much ? she said, yes,
for so much."

3. "Kahna" has two different meanings, viz. (1)
"
to say

"
or

"
to speak," and (2)

"
to call," i.e.

"
to give

a name to
"
somebody or something.

Different In the former sense it must take

Meanings "
se

"
with the person spoken to.

This rule was not observed by the

early missionaries, and as a consequence we still have
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some translations in which "ko" is used with the

person addressed ;
but this is wrong. It is, indeed, a

natural error for foreigners to fall into
;

for we speak
"
to

"
a person, and say a word "

to
"

him. But "
se

"

here means not "from," but "with" [see Chap. IV,
11 (2) ] ;

and saying or speaking always implies connex-
ion with the person addressed

;
as we say

"
to talk

with a person." An apparent, but only apparent,

exception to this rule is in sending a salutation from
one person to another at a distance

; e.gr.
"
Gayus

tumhefi salam kahta hai,"
" Gaius salutes you ;

"
for

Gaius could not say
" salam

"
to the Romans, but only

say it to St. Paul for them.

4. When, however, "kahna" means "to call," it

must take " ko
"
with the person or thing named. E.gr.
" Parameshwar ne ujiyale ko din aur

To call andhiyare ko rat kaha,"
" God called

the light day, and darkness night ;

"

"
us ne mujh ko badma'ash kaha," "he called me a dis-

reputable person." As we have already observed

(chap. XIII, 6), the causal of
"
kahna," viz.

" kahana
"

or "
kahlana," is used for the passive of "kahna" in

this sense, rather than the regular passive
" kaha jana,"

viz.
" wuh Pandit kahlata hai,"

" he is called a Pan-
dit

;

" "
ki ham Khuda ke farzand kahlaeii,"

"
that we

should be called God's children."

5. " Kahna "
is not, generally speaking, used of

mental saying, as it often is in English. To "
say in

one's heart
"

is better rendered

Not mental by "sochna" than by "dil

mefi kahna."
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Section 9. The Verbs " Chhutna
" and " Bachna."

1. Both these verbs mean "
to be saved," and both

their causals,
" chhurana

"
aur "bachana," mean "to

save ;

"
and therefore foreigners

Difference of are apt to use the one for the

meaning other. But "
to save," in Eng-

lish, means two different things ;

and the Hindustani for the one is
"
chhurana," and for

other is
" bachana."

" To save
"
may either mean to

deliver a person or thing out of some evil, in which he

or it is already involved ;
or it may mean to preserve a

person or thing from some evil, which as yet only
threatens to come upon him or it. In the former sense,
"
to save

"
is

"
chhurana," and "

to be saved
"

"
chhutna," in the latter,

"
to save

"
is

"
bachana," and

"
to be saved

" " bachna." Now, Christ is our Saviour

in both senses
;
He preserves us from hell, and also

from many sins, and other evils x in the present life
;

but He also delivers us from thraldom to sin and Satan,
and will deliver us from all the suffering in which we
are now involved. In other words, He is both
" Bachanewala

"
aur " Chhuranewala

;

"
and we, by

Him, both " bach
"
and " chhut." But the exclusive, or

at least predominant, use of the title
" Bachanewala

"

for our Saviour has wofully fallen in with the Indian

tendency to look upon salvation rather as preservation
from the punishment of sin than as deliverance frqm
the grasp and tyranny of sin. This mistake has been
aided by the translation of Matt. 1 : 21 iu the older

versions,
" Wuh apne logon ko un ke gunahon se

bachaega,'
;

For, seeing that all Jews then looked for the

Messiah as one who should deliver them from that

subjugation to the Romans under which they groaned,
it is practically certain that the angel meant this kind

of salvation
; only substituting

"
sins

"
for

"
Romans,"

as worse enemies and oppressors.
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2.
" Bachana

"
is the right word to use for, e.gr.

"
saving

"
money, because this means preserving it from

being spent ;
or

"
keeping

"
food from

Varia one meal to another, because this is

preserving it from being eaten at once.

And if a soldier escapes with his life in battle, he " bach

gaya," because he is preserved from the death which
threatened him. And if a person is very ill, but
recovers

;
whereas we should suppose

" chhutna
"
to be

right, because he is delivered out of his sickness, Hin-
dustanis on the contrary say

" wnh bach gaya," because

they are thinking of his^being preserved from the jaws
of death which threatened him. On the other hand
to

" redeem
"

either a slave out of bondage, or an
article of property out of pawn, is

" chhurana."

Section 10. The Verbs "
Puchhnd," Mangnd,"

ay,d
" Chdhna."

1.
" Puchhna "

means "
to ask (a question) ;

"
but

it is construed differently, according to whether it

means "
to ask (a question)

Different meanings of" some one, or "to in-

of "Puchhna" quire for", a person or

thing. In the former sense,

it must take "
se

"
with the person asked, because ask-

ing him is endeavouring to elicit information from him.

E.gr.
" Tu mujh se kyon puchhta hai ? sunnewalofi se

puchh, ki main ne un se kya kaha,"
"
Why askest thou

me ? ask my hearers, what I said to them." But in the

latter tense, it must take
"
ko," or the noun without a

postposition, with the person or thing inquired for
; egr.

" Shama'un ka ghar puchh te puchhte us ke darvvaze par
khare ho gaye,"

"
they went on asking for Simon's house,

and at last stood at his door
;

" " wuh ap ko puchhne ke

liye ayil tha,"
" he came to enquiry about you."
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1.
" Puchhna

"
is more regularly used in introduc-

ing a question than "
to ask

"
is in English. In fact,

we never use this verb before a

Regular use direct question. We say
'

he asked
me where I WHS going;" but we d"

not- say
" he asked me, where are you going ?

"
but

rather
" he said to me, where are you going ?

"
In

Hindustani, however, in which quotations are almost

always direct (see chap, XXXVIII, section 1), while
" kahna

"
is not incorrect,

"
puehhna

"
is more idiomatic.

Thus the above sentence will be " unhon ne mujh se

puchha ki Ap kahan.ja rahe hain ?
"

3.
" The English verb "

to ask
"

is used in two

senses, viz. to ask a question, and to ask for a thing. In

Hindustani, however,
"
puchhna

"

Asking for only has the former meaning ;

the latter is expressed either by
"
mangna

"
or by

" chahna." The Arabic word " sawal
"

is, indeed, used in Urdu in both senses; but ordinary

people use it only in the sense of a "
question," and

" sawal karna
"
in that of

"
asking a question."

4. The ordinary meaning of
" chahna

"
is

"
to

wish,"
"
to desire ;

"
but, like

"
to desire

"
in English, it

also means to ask for something, i.e.

Chahna and to express one's wish for it. In this

Mangna sense "chahna" is often a better

word to use than "
mangna ;

"
e.gr.

"
to ask a blessing

"
from God is

"
barakat chahm,"

rather than "barakat mangnl." [Here it may be

observed, that
" barakat

"
is used only of a divine

blessing ; hence, when one man "
blesses

"
another, it is

wrong to say
" barakat dena

;

"
but " barakat chahna

"

is the right expression.] Also it should be observed,
that

"
mangna

"
is exclusively used in the sense of

"
to

beg;" i.e. only an inferior can use it of speaking to &
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superior, not a superior with an inferior, or an equal
with an equal. (Yet the double causal "

mangwana,"
"
to send for

"
a thing, is used without any thought of

inferiority or equality.) Another difference between

"mangna" and "chahna" is that the former can have for

its object only a noun, not an infinitive verb ; whereas
the latter takes both. Hence " ham wahaii jane nahln

mangte," which one hears often from Indians whose

speech has been corrupted by contact with English, is

wrong ;
it should be " main wahaii jane nahm chahtd."

5. The word "
chahe," which is either the second

or the third person singular of the subjunctive of

"chahna" i.e. either it originally
" Chahe "

meant "
if thou wish," or

"
if one

wish
"

is used either singly or

doubly, i.e. either in introducing the protasis of a

conditional sentence in the sense of "though," or in

introducing two alternative conditions in the sense of

"whether" and "or." Not that "though" is always
translateable by

"
chahe." When the former word in-

troduces a statement of fact, the Hindustani for it is in

Hindi "
yadyapi," and in Urdu "

agarchi ;

"
e.gr.

"
though

I am ill, I will do this work for you,"
"
agarchi main

bimar hun, main ap ke liye yih kam karunga." (In
Urdu, as in English, it is not necessary to express the

apodosis
"
yet ;

"
but in Hindi it must be expressed, by

"taubhi" or
"
phir bhi.") But when "though" in-

troduces a possibility or probability belonging to the

future, it must be rendered in Hindustani by
" chahe."

E.gr.
" chahe ap mujhe hazar dafa* dhokha den, taubhi

main ap ko na chhorunga,"
"
though you should deceive

me a thousand times, yet will I not forsake you." But
when "chahe" is doubled, it may introduce any kind

of statements, past, present, or future, as long as there

is doubt, not necessarily about the statements them-

selves, but about the parbicuktf, application of ttrem.
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E.gr.
"
yadi wuh mahavyadhi kisi vastra ke chahe tane

men chahe bane mefi hari si ho," "if that plague be

greenish in any cloth, whether in its warp, or in its

woof;"
" bakri ko chahe chhawam men chahe chhawanl

se bahar bali karke,"
"
having sacrificed a goat, whether

in the camp or outside it
;

" " kal chahe pan! pare chahe
na bhl pare, taubhl main bahar jaunga," "to-morrow
I will go out, whether it rains or not."

We have spoken of the word "
chahiye

"
in Chap.

XIV, section 6. It only remains here to say that (1)
in the West of Hindustan, but not

"
Chahiye

"
in the East, it admits a plural,

"chahiyen;" and (2) it does not

really admit a past tense. Some say "chahiye tha,"
and some " chahta tha," in the sense of "

it was proper,"
etc.

;
but both are obviously incorrect, the former in

itself, and the latter in this sense
;
and the only correct

way of expressing the above meaning is in Hindi
"
uchit tha," and in Urdu " munasib tha," or

" tha
"

with any other equivalent adjectives.

Section 11. The Verbs " Milna" " Pdna " and
" Sakna"

1. "Milna" means "to maet ;

"
hence the noun

"
mela,"

" a meeting." But the special application
of this general meaning depends on the postposition
used with it.

2. With "
se,"

" milna
"

denotes a meeting be-

tween persons ;
this

"
se

"
being connected with " sath

"

[see Chapter IV: 11 (2)].
" Milna " with " se

" As a rule, the meeting ex-

pressed by
" milna

"
and
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"
ee," is intentional

;
but in any case, there must be a

certain amount of conversation, or personal dealing of

some sort, following the meeting. E.gr.
" wah jakar us

se mila au- us ko chuma,"
" he went and met him,

and kissed him." The causal "
milana," however, is

used also of impersonal things, which can have no con-

versation
; e.gr.

" wuh apne mazhab ke raas'ale Masihi
din ke mas'alon se

"
(or

" ke sath ") milata hai,"
" he

mixes up the tenets of his own religion with those of

Christianity."

3. With "
mefi,"

" milna
"
means so to be mixed,

(and "milana" means so to mix) that the result is the

absorption of the one into the other, whether they
be persons or things. Most

" Milna " with milkmen " dudh men pan!
"Mefi" milate hain," "mix water

with their milk" (so that

they cannot separate them without an instrument for

the purpose ; practically the water is absorbed in the

milk) ;

" Brahma men mil jana
"
means "

to be absorbed

into Brahma "
(the Pantheistic tenet of the Vedanta),

otherwise expressed by
" Brahma men lin ho jana;" to

say of a Christian that he " Hinduon men mil gaya
"

would mean that he had entered their community, i.e.

become a Hindu, whereas to say
" Hinduon se milta

hai
"
would only mean that he mixes with them, i.e.

cultivates their acquaintance.

4. With "ko," "milnft," when the meeting is

between persona, implies a meeting unintended and

unexpected by one or both
" Milna " with " ko "

of the persons. Elijah's

meeting with Obadiah,and

again with Ahab in NTaboth's vinevard, are instances of

meeting unexpected by one of the parties. If a man

happens to meet his servant in '.the bazar, he says
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" wuh mujh ko bazar men mila
;

"
in this case the

meeting was unexpected by both parties.

5. When, however, one or both of those who meet
is a thing, or are things, then except in the case of

absorption, just mentioned
" Milna "_and

" ko
"
with " milna

"
is the invari-

" Pana "
able rule. Where we say we
" have found

"
a thing," Hindu-

stanis generally say
" wuh chiz mujh ko mill hai," lit.

" that thing has met me." True, it is sometimes
difficult to know where to render "

to find
"
in this way,

and where by "pana," the regular transitive verb

meaning
"
to find."

" Pana
"
comes from a Sanskrit

verb which means originally
"
to reach

;

"
accordingly

"
pana

"
is appropriate where the finding is the result

of diligent search, study, or effort of any kind. And

yet, if one has lost a thing, and after a search finds it,

one does not say
" main ne paya," but " mil gaya."

" Pana is
"
to acquire," which one could not say in this

case. On the other hand, when one comes unexpect-

edly upon a thing, as the merchant in the parable did on
the "

pearl of great price," or as Hilkiah did on the

Law in the Temple,
" milna

"
is the verb to use

; e.gr.
"
mujhe ek pustak mill,"

" use ek beshqimat moti mila."

These remarks will help the learner to decide where to

use "
milna," and where "

pana ;

"
but there will remain

many cases where only long familiarity with the

language will make one quite certain which to use.

6.
"
Pana," when construed with another verb,

means "
to be able

"
in the sense of the removal of

obstacles which do, or are supposed to,
" Pana "

prevent the desired action. This other

verb is put either into the modified

infinitive form, or remains as a bare root. In the

former case
"
pana

"
is an intransitive verb, e.yr.

"
turn
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mere samhne phir ane na paoge,"
"
you shall not again

be allowed to come before me," i.e.
"
I will not allow

you to come again ;"
"

is larke kl santi main tera das
hoke rahne paufi, aur larka apne bhaiyon ke sang ghar
jane pae,"

"
let me remain as thy slave instead of this

lad, and let the lad be allowed to go home with his

brothers." In the latter case (which is much less

common) "pana" is a transitive verb, e.gr. "phir main
ne us ka munh na dekh paya,"

"
since then, I have not

seen his face," i.e. not had the opportunity of

seeing it.

7. The above examples illustrate the fact, that

Hindustanis often use "
pana

"
in this sense where we

do not feel it necessary to employ any-
"Pana" thing but the simple verb. Another

example is St. Paul's admonition to

Timothy, "Let no man despise thy youth," "koi teri

jawani haqlr na janne pae." Here, if we translated
" na jane," it could only mean a prayer, or a wish, that

other people might look on him kindly, and not con-

temptuously because of his youth. But, obviously, St.

Paul meant this sentence as an exhortation to

Timothy, that he should not act in such a manner
as to tempt others to despise his youth,

" Do not

give any one the opportunity of despising thy youth
"

is the evident meaning ;
and this is, in Hindustani,

"
koi teri jawam haqir na janne pae."

8. In this sense,
"
pana

"
is, practically, the

passive of "
dena," when the latter is used with a modi-

fied infinitive, in the sense of "
allow."

" Pana "
E.gr. one of the above sentences might
well have been expressed thus,

"
mujhe

is larke ki santi apna das hoke rahne, aur larke ko

bhaiyon ke sang ghar jane de" " allow me to remain

ae thy slave instead of this lad, and1 .this lad to go home
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with his brothers." And here; a beginner should be

careful to avoid a pitfall. We speak of "
permission

"

in two different senses; in the sense of permission given
with hearty approval, and in that of merely placing no

obstacles in the way, or of removing obstacles if any
existed before. But these two kinds of permission must
be carefully distinguished in Hindustani. The former

is expressed in Hindi by
" anumati dena," and in Urdu

by
"
ijazat dem

;

"
the latter (only) by that use of

" dena
"

alone, which we are now discussing. E.gr. to

say that God "
Shaitan ko burai karne ki ijazat deta

hai
"

would be blasphemy ;
but to say that He

" Shaitan ko burai karne deta hai
"

is an obvious fact,

and simply amounts to saying that He " Shaitan ko
burai karne se nahin rokta,"

" He does not hinder

Satan from doing evil." In this sense, one might turn

the sentence, and say
" Shaitan burai karne pata hai,'

" Satan is allowed to do evil," i.e. he is not hindered

from doing it,

9. It is often difficult for a foreigner to decide

when to use "pana" with the infinitive, and when
" sakna

"
with the root, of another

" Pana "

^nd verb. In general, it may be said

"Sakna" that "sakna" refers to the power,
bodily or mental, of the agent him-

self, and
"
pana

"
to his/getting an opportunity, by the

removal of obstacles, to do what he wishes. Yet this

rule does not always apply ; e.gr. if children, or servants,
or subjects are not allowed to go into a certain place, or

beyond a certain boundary, they say
" ham wahaii

nahin ja sakte," not " wahan jane nahin pate." Again,
we can say of the soldiers guarding our Lord's tomb
that, knowing that sleeping on their watch meant death
to them, they

" na so sakte the." There was, of course,

BO physical hindrance to their sleeping; yet every
.motive induced them, and that strottgiy, to keep
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awake. So that here, again, no hard and fast rule can
be laid down ; the foreigner must be content to learn

gradually, through contact with native Indians.

Section 12 The Verb " Mama"

1. In its secondary, but most usual, meaning, viz.

that of striking or beating, this verb is construed in two

ways. One of them corresponds
Different with the English, i.e. the object

Constructions struck is the object of the verb, e.gr.
"
us ne mujh ko mara,"

" he hit me."
In the other construction the object of the verb is the

instrument or mode of striking or beating ; e.gr.
" us

ne Patras ki pasli par hath markar use jagaya,"
" he

woke Peter by striking his side with his hand," lit.
"
by striking his hand on his side

;

" "
kisi Romi admi

ke kore marna,"
"
to whip a Roman man," lit.

"
to strike

whips on a Roman;" "us ke munh par tamancha
maro,"

"
give him a box on the ear," lit.

"
strike a box

on his face ;

" "
us ne chaddar pakarkar jal par marl,"

"he took hold of the sheet and smote the water
with it."

2. The above examples show (1) that the member
of the body, or other object, struck has the postposition

"par" attached to it. (2) that when the instrument
or means is expressed, the person struck has the ad-

jectival affix "ka" ("ke," "ki") attached. Doubtless
"admi ke kore marna" is put for "admi ke badan
par kore marna

;

"
in other words,

" ke
"
does not really

belong to "kore," though it looks aa if it did.

See Chapter IV, section 6.

3.
" M&roa

"
is also used* jdhnuatioalty of other
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actions, where it is difficult to see any connection

with striking; e.gr.
" shekhi

Idiomatic use marna," "to boast," "to brag;"
" thattha mama,"

"
to mock."

Section 13 The Verbs
" Jdnnd " and "

Samajhnd."

1.
" Janna

"
is derived from a Sanskrit root which

means "
to know," and indeed is cognate with the

English
" know

;

"
but in Hindustani

Stronger it has also acquired the weaker
and Weaker meaning of

"
to think,"

"
to suppose,"

Meaning's "to opine." In other words, what

"janna" expresses is consciousness
of a thing, whether the latter be true or false. E.gr.
"
kya turn daku jankar talwaren aur lathiyan lekar

mere pakarne ko nikle ho ?
" " do you consider me a

robber that you have come out
"

(lit.
" are you come

out having considered me a robber ")
" with swords

and staves to arrest me ?
"

Often, indeed, there is no
fear of ambiguity; and then "janna" can be used for

"to know" without scruple. E.gr. if a person tells us

a thing which we know very well, we say
"
han, main

bhi yih janta hun,"
"
yes, I too know that." But where

there is the least fear of ambiguity, it is best to adopt
one of two expedients to show that we mean "

to know,"
and not "to think;" viz. (1) to compound "janna"
with either "lena" or "jana." E.gr. "main ne jan
liya

"
and " main jan gaya

"
both means "

I have come
to know "

(not merely
"
to think ") ;

but the latter is

rather used when the coming to know is the result of

long effort
; (2) to substitute for "janna "one or other

of the two words of Arabic origin,
" ma*lum

"
(lit.

"known") and "khabar" (lit. tidings). "Ma'lum
nahin

"
and " khabar nahin

"
both mean "

I don't
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know," without any ambiguity. But in the case of
"
ma*lum," this is the case only when it is joined to

the substantive verb, either expressed (e.gr
" ma'lum

hai," "it is known"), or implied in "nahm," as in

the above example. When, however,
" ma'lum

"
is

joined to the verb "
hona," it receives the weak

meaning of merely supposing. (See section 1, 12 of

this chapter )

2.
"
Samajhna

"
has the same double meaning, a

stronger and weaker; but while its weaker meaning
is the same as that of "janna"

Ditto of_ (e.gr.
"
han, pahle to main ne use

" Samajhna
"

bhala manush samjha tha,"
"
yes, at first indeed I did think

him an honest fellow"), its stronger is stronger than that

of "janna," viz. to "understand." Often it is only the

context which can decide between these two meanings
of "

samajhna ;

"
but the addition of

" lena
"

and

"jana" will always, in this case also, ensure the

stronger meaning.

3. Two other things are worth noticing about the

use of
"
samajhna." When a person is speaking to us

in too low a voice, or for any
Literal use other cause we cannot catch his

meaning, we say
"
I do not hear,"

or "
I cannot hear

;

"
when we do hear a sound coming

from his mouth, but cannot understand what it signi-
fies. In all such cases, Hindustanis, more accurately
than we, use not " sunna

"
but "

samajhna." But

again, whereas we put the verb
"
to hear

"
in the

present tense, they put it in the perfect. Where we
ask "Do you hear?", they say not "kya turn sunte
ho ? ", or even "kya turn samajhte ho?", but "kya
turn ne samjha hai?", or better still, "kya turn

samjhe ho ?
"

,
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4. In the weaker meaning of both "janna" and
"
samajhna," foreigners should take note of the fact

that, while (e.gr.)
"
I think so-and-so

"
may be trans-

lated literally (" Main samajhta hun ki "), yet it is much
more idiomatic to say "Men samajh men," or some

equivalent phrase ; e.gr.
" meri samajh men Angrez

Jarmanon se ziyada rahm-dil hain,"
"
I think the

English are more merciful than the Germans." Hence
Indians, who speak English without being quite familiar

with it, generally say
"
in my opinion

"
in such cases.

Section 11^. The Verb " Rahna"

1. This means, of course,
"
to remain

;

"
but when

stress is intended to be placed on a person or a thing

remaining unaltered,
" bana rahna

"
is preferred. (See

section 7, 5 of this chapter).

2. Very often we use the substantive verb (" to

be "), where the real meaning is
"
to remain

;

"
and in

all such cases Hindustanis use
= " To be " " rahna." E.gr.

"
Certainly I will

be with thee," if it means (as it

does) that God was with Moses when He said this and
would still be with him when he went to Egypt, is not
"
Nishchay main tere sath hunga," but "

rahunga."
So,

" come to me to-day, I will not be here to-morrow
"

is
" mere pas aj hi ana

;
kal main yahan na rahunga"

Again, the mocking question
" where is now thy

God ?
"

is not correctly rendered by
"
tera Khuda ab

kahan hai ?
"
but by

"
tera Khuda ab kahan raha ?

"

because the meaning is that His existence was

supposed to be evident before, but now is no more
evident. Again, the first line of a well-known and
beautiful Urdu hyrnn,

" Marne tak ho imandar,"
" Be

faithful till death," is wrong ;
it should be " marne tak
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rah Imandar," because (1) it is impossible to use
"
hona," which properly means "

to become," with a
duration of time

;
and (2) even if this were possible,

still the person addressed is supposed to be faithful at
the time when he or she is addressed. Again, in

John 2 : 3 our Lord's mother says to Him,
"
they have

no wine." But, seeing that they had had it before, and
what she meant was that there was none left, the Urdu
is

" un ke pas mai nahin rahl"

3. Often it is difficult to decide between the use
of " hona

"
and " rahna

;

"
and often while the West

prefers "hona," the East, more

"Rahna^
5 and accurately, prefers

" rahna."
" Hona "

E.gr.
" where there is life, there

is strength
"
might be rendered

"
jahan zindagi hot! hai, wahan zor bhl hota hai

;

"
but

it is better, specially in the East, to say "jahan zindagi
rahti hai, wahan zor bhi rahta hai." Again,

"
this is

just the work which ministers have to do
"
might be

translated,
" Padrion ka to yihi kam hota hai

;

"
but

the East, at least, prefers
" Padrion ka to yihi kam

rahta hai." Again, the expression, which occurs

frequently in the ritual part of the Law, in the injunc-
tion, that the fat shall be taken off the animal and
burnt on the altar,

"
jis charbl se antariyafi dhapi rahti

hain, and jo charbi un men lipti rahti hai,"
" the fat

wherewith the intestines are covered, and the fat which
cleaves to them," is correct ;

for
"
dhapi hot!" and "

lipti
hot!

"
are not idiomatic, and "

dhapti hain
"
and "

lipti

hai," which are good Hindustani, would mean that the

fat was in the process of covering, and cleaving to,

the intestines
;
whereas the meaning is that when the

animal is killed, the fat is found in those conditions

and places. Again,
" do ankhen hote hue," in Matt.

18 : 9, is right in the West for
"
having two eyes ;

"
but

in the Blast it is, more correctly,
" do ankhen rahte hue."
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4. When a past time, terminating with the

present, is spoken of, the West inserts
"
rahna," but the

East omits it. E.gr. "Ever
East and West since I came here, I have been

unwell
"

is, in the West, "jab
se main yahaft aya, main bimar raha hufi," but in the

East simply "jab se main yahan aya, tab se main
bimar huii." Hence natives of the Eastern part of

Hindustan, who do not know English well, would say
in English

" ever since I came here, I am unwell."

(See more in Chapter XV, section 7, 3.)

Section 15. The Verb "Rakhna"

1. The original meaning of this verb is
" to keep

"

(hence
"
rakhwal,"

" a keeper "). And this original

meaning is never wholly
Radical Meaning

1

absent from it, though often it

has to be translated by other

English verbs.

2. It is often difficult for a foreigner to know by
what Hindustani verb to translate

"
to put

"
or "

to

place ;

" and most Europeans use
" To Put " " rakhna

"
in this sense even where

Hindustanis use another verb
;

indeed, they think that "
to put

"
is the proper mean-

ing of
"
rakhna." But this is not so

;

" rakhna
"

is

right for
"
to put," when by the latter we mean to put

a thing in a place with the object of its staying there ;

but not otherwise. E.gr.
" God put Adam in the

garden of Eden "
is

" Khuda ne Adam ko bagh i 'Adan
men rakkha," because he was meant to stay there

;

"
put

up thy sword into its sheath
"

is
"
apni talwar miyan

men rakh," because it was meant to stay there. On
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the other hand, where the contact of the thing with the'

place where it is put is but temporary, or at least

meant to be so,
" rakhna

"
is wrong and "

lagana
"

is

right. E.gr. when "dinner things" are put on the
table fora meal, "lagana," not "rakhna," should be said;
and so far is this the case, that as we have the

expression
"
lay the table," meaning

"
lay the things on

the table," so Hindustanis say
" mez lagao

"
for

" mez
par bartan lagao." But in the case of

"
patting

"

liquids, or anything (e.gr. grain) which can be poured
into a vessel, both " rakhna

"
and "

lagana
"
are wrong,

and only
"
dalna

"
can be idiomatically used.

3.
" Rakhna "

and " karna
"

are both used in

connexion with many nouns; but the difference is, that
" karna

"
is said of a momen-

"
Rakhna^ and tary act, while "rakhna"

" Karna "

implies a continued state. E.gr.
"
yad karna

"
is

"
to recollect."

i.e. to bring a person or thing into one's mind, but "
yad

rakhna
"

is
"
to remember," i.e. to keep in memory ;

"
prem

"
or " mahabbat karna

"
is to set one's affection

on a person, but "
prem

"
or " mahabbat rakhna

"
is

"
to

love" in the sense of retaining and maintaining an
affection for him. This distinction is even more

important in expressions for faith, though here, while

in Hindi " karna
"

is used for the first exercise of faith,

in Urdu " lana
"
or

"
le ana

"
is used in the same sense ;

but in the sense of continuing to believe,
" rakhna

"
is

used in both. E.gr. in the opening words of the Creed,
"
I believe in God," while " main Parameshwar," or

" Khuda. par iman lata huti
"

or
" vishwas karta huii

"

would be all right for an atheist on coming to believe

in God, yet such a sentence is quite, wrong if uttered by
a believer. In this case it can only be " Main Param-

eshwar," or
"
Khuda, par Iman," or

"
vishwas, rakfita

!_-*?
hun. ,
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4. Though
" rahna

"
and " rakhna

"
have quite

different origins (indeed, the Sanskrit root
" rah

"

signifies only deprivation), yet
" Rakhna " and practically one might almost say
"Rahna" that "rakhna" is the causal of.

" rahna
;

"
for wherever it is

rightly used, it more or less clearly indicates continu-

ance,
"
letting remain!' There are four verbs closely

related to each other, though of quite different origins,
viz.

"
hona,"

"
karna,"

"
rahna," and

" rakhna ;

"
and one

may say that as
' hona

"
is to

"
karna," so is

" rahna
"

to
" rakhna

;

"
or, what comes to the same thing, as

" hona
"

is to
"
rahna," so is

" karna
"
to

" rakhna."

5. We have said above (section 5 of this chapter)
that when a person or thing gets a name, without any

deliberate naming of him or it,

In naming "parna
"

is used. But where there

is such deliberate naming,
"
rakh-

na
"

is the right verb
;
not "

dena," which English

people are so apt to say, because in English we "
give

"

a name. E.gr.
" thou shalt call His name Jesus

"
is

"
tu us ka nam Yeshu* rakhna."

Section 16 The Verb " Thahrna."

" Thahrna
"

is one of many Hindustani words which
are derived from the Sanskrit root

"
stha,"

"
to stand,"

by changing the dental t into the

Radical palatal t. And this meaning under-

Meaning lies all the ramifications of meaning
which this Hindustani verb bears.

1. It means "
to stop,"

"
to come to a standstill,"

of a person or thing that is moving, e.gr.
"
fchahro,"
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"stop" (addressed to an inferior who is moving),"
thahriye

"
(addressed to an equal or superior whom

one wishes to pause in his speech) ;

" To Stop
" " He Surya, tu Gibon par, aur he

Chandrama, tu Ayyalon kl taral ke

upar thahra rah,"
" O Sun, stop thou over Gibeon, and

Moon, over the valley of Ayyalon." Here there is no
stress on a standing posture ;

for the person addressed

may stop and sit down, or he may be sitting all the

while. But " thahrna
"
will not always do as a transla-

tion of
"
to stop ;

"
e.gr.

" when the rain stops
"

is not

"jab barish thahregl," but "
thamegi," or "band hogi."

2. It means "to stand forth," or appear, in a
certain light ;

to be accounted or decided to have a

certain character
;
to be treated as

" To Appear
"

being so-and-so
;
and "

thahrana,"
of course, is the causal of all these

meanings. E.gr.
" kewal rajgaddi ke vishay men main

tujh se bara thahrunga," "only in the matter of the

throne will I be accounted greater than thou." The
distinction between " thahrna

"
and " thahrana

"
on the

one hand, and "
hona," or

" ho jana," and " kar dena
"
on

the other, is of great theological importance. When
God says in Lev. 10 : 3 "I will be sanctified in them
that come nigh Me," or in Ezek. 36 : 23 "

I will sanctify

My great name," the use of " hona
"
or

" ho jana
"
in the

first text, and of
" kar dena

"
in the second, would imply

that God, and His name, were not already, and of

necessity, holy ;
but the use of

" thahrna" and " thahra-

na," respectively in the two places implies that though
He Himself is holy, yet He is not always treated as

such by His creatures. Again,
" dharml

"
(in Hindi),

and " rastbaz
"

(in Urdu),
" thahrna

"
is what we call

"justification," i.e. the fact that a believer is counted,
and treated as, righteous by God, and that in this

there are no degrees and no progress, for it is perfect from
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the first
;
but the use of

" hona
"
or

" ho jana
"
with the

above adjectives expresses what we call
"
sanctifica-

tion," i.e. the gradual elimination of sin, and the person

becoming actually righteous. Thus Hindustani has an

advantage over Hebrew, Greek, and Latin
;

for in all

these languages the word for "to justify" literally
means "

to make righteous," and it is only the context

which shows, in many cases, that the meaning cannot be

actually to make, but must be to reckon, and treat as,

righteous. But in Hindustani, if the right words are

used, no ambiguity is possible.

3. It means "
to be settled,"

"
to be decided," of a

matter which has been, or may have been, under
discussion or consideration be-

" To be settled "
fore. E.gr. if one wants to

know the result of a trial in

court, or of a committee's discussion of a subject, he

asks
"
kya thahra ?

"
So the early Christians said that

the enemies of Christ were gathered together
" taki jo

kuchh pahle se terl qudrat and terl maslahat se thahr

gaya tha wuhi Carnal men laen,"
"
in order that they

might bring to pass just that which by Thy predestina-
tion and Thy counsel had previously been determined."

4.
" Thahrna

"
means "

to be proved
"

by argu-

ment, and*
"
to prove" (in the intransitive sense) by

computation, or experience,
" To be proved

"

E.gr.
" ab main ne yih thahra

diya hai. ki," "now I have

proved, that
;

" " we ginne se panch sau tis thahre,"
"
they were numbered and proved to be 530.

"
(In this

sense
" nikalna

"
is also used ;

" we 530 nikle
"

would

be just as good as the above.) "Main ne is bat ka

tajruba kiya hai, and yih aisl ya waisi thahri," "I

have proved this matter by experience, and it has

provad to be so-or-so."
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5. It means "
to last

;

"
e.gr.

"
aj kal dudh nahin

thahrta,"
"
no\v-a-days milk does not keep ;

" "
yadi tu

yih upay kare to tu thahr sakega,"
" To Last " "

if thou adopt this expedient, thou

wilt be able to last out."

Section 17 The Verb " Dekkna"

1. Sight being considered the principal of the five

senses, it is in Hindustani, as in English, applied to

mental perceptions, though these

Metaphorical may come through another sense,
Use not through sight. E.gr.

" Jab
Bilam ne dekha ki Yahowa Israel

ko ashlsh hi dilana chahta hai,"
" when Balaam saw

that Jehovah wished only to bless Israel".

2. The habit is almost universal among Europeans
in India, and those Indians who imitate their speech,

to call a person's attention, when
" Dekho "

about to address him, by exclaim-

ing "dekho!" and then saying
what they want to say to him. But this is unidio-

^matic. The way to call a person's attention, when he

seems inattentive, or ene is afraid that he will be

inattentive, is to exclaim
" suno

;

"
which, surely, is what

one means. Otherwise, if the person is not near, or is

engaged in other work, and one wants him to stop that

work, or to look towards oneself, so as to listen to what
one is about to say, the way is to call him by some

designation in the vocative case, which he will apply to

himself; e.gr.
" he janewale," "he lal topiwale," "he

maharaj
"

(to a Brahman), "ai Sahib' '(to any respect-
able person). But Indians do introduce some of their

sentences with " dekho
"

or
"
dekhiye," only with a

different meaning to that with whiph Anglo-Indians do
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so. They say these words, not to call attention to

the fact that they are going to speak, but to bespeak
special attention to what they are going to say. Hence
their use of these words corresponds to our beginning
a sentence with "Mark my words," "just think," etc.

E.gr. Judah says to Joseph,
"
Dekh, main apne pita ke

yahaft is larke ka jamin hua hun," "consider
"
(the fact

that),
"
I have become surety with my father for

this lad."

3. In accordance with a Hebrew idiom,
" behold

"

occurs very frequently indeed io the English Bible,
and in most cases where we, in or-

" Behold "
dinary English, would use no word
at all. In all such cases it should

be omitted in Hindustani
;

for its use is even less

idiomatic than in English. But there are other cases,

in which sight is really referred to
;
and then "

kya
dekha," or

"
kya dekhte hain," etc., followed by

"
ki,"

is good Hindustani. E.gr.
" Aisa karke we roti khane

ko baith gaye, aur jo ankhen uthain to kya dekha ki,"
"
Having done this they sat down to eat bread

;
and

when they lifted up their eyes, behold," etc. (See also

Chap. XL, 1).

4.
" Dekhna

"
is often used where we say

"
to

read." The difference between " dekhna
"
in this sense,

and "
parhna," is that

" dekhna
"

is

"To Read" used of quiet reading by oneself,

and "
parhna

"
always implies read-

ing aloud. In fact, so essential is this condition to the

use of "
parhna," that it is said when there is no book,

etc., before the eyes at all, and the "
parhnewala

"

merely recites from memory. But most of the reading
which is done in these days, not indeed at school but
after leaving school, is

"
dekhna," not "

parhna." E.gr.
one might say to a Musalman in English,

" Have
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you ever read the Gospel?", and the Hindustani
of this is "Xp ne kya kabhi Iniil sharlf ko dekha
hai?"

5. We have already (section 5, 3 of this chapter)
spoken of the difference between " dekhna

"
and " dekh

parna ;

"
and similarly between " sunna

"
and " sun

parna."

6. In English we speak of eyes seeing, and ears

hearing ; but this is not idiomatic in Hindustani. Either
omit the eyes and ears, and simply say "see" or

"hear ;" or, if stress is meant to fall on the person see-

ing or hearing, say
"
apni ankhon se rlekhna

"
or

"
apne

kanofi se sunna."

Section 18 The Verbs " Sakna " and " Ghukna."

1. These verbs are alike, in that while sometimes
used alone, yet in the great majority of cases they

follow a verb in the bare root form.

Similarity Thus, like "jana," they form what

might be called
"
compound verbs,"

but for the fact that they never lose their proper

meaning, as "jana" loses its own meaning. There is

a very bad idiom, affected by those Europeans who

speak Hindustani badly, according to which the in-

finitive in the modified form is used with " sakna
;

"

e.gr.
" ham yih kahne nahm sakte,"

"
I cannot say this."

This may once have been good Hindustani
;
but now, at

any rate, it betokens a low origin, or environment, in

the speaker.

2. We have already (section 11, 9 of this chapter)

spoken of "sakna" in relation ,to "pana." All that
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remains to be said about it is that it must be repeated
in a sentence, when it belongs to different verbs;

because the verb in the

Must be Repeated bare root form cannot stand

alone. E.gr.
" he can neither

eat bread nor drink water in my house,"
" wuh mere

ghar men na to roti kha sakta, na pan! pi sakta hai."

Here, it would not do to say
" na to roti kha, na pain

pi sakta hai ;

"
though the "

hai
"

should not be

repeated (see Chap. XV; 3, 9), yet the "sakta" must
be. True, if the former verb be in the infinitive, as it

is with " chahna
"
and other verbs, it is not idiomatic to

repeat it. E.gr. if the above sentence had been "he
wishes neither to eat bread nor to drink water in my
house," the Hindustani for it would have been " wuh
mere ghar na to roti khane, na pan! pine, chahta hai."

But it is the awkwardness of a verb in the bare root form

standing alone, which makes this rule about " sakna
;

"

and the same applies to "chukna," and indeed any
verb which requires the preceding verb to be put in

the bare root form.

1.
"
Chukna," by itself, means

"
to come to an end."

E.gr.
"
us ke phirte phirte thaill ka jal chuk gaya," "as

she wandered about, the water in

"Chukna" the flask was used up." So the

causal
" chukana

"
is used of sett-

ling a law-suit. But lf chukna" is commonly used along
with another verb ;

and then, though sometimes the

idea of finishing is plain enough, e.gr.
" main kha

chuka,"
" I have done eating," i.e.

"
I have had enough,"

yet generally it can be best put into English by the

use of the adverb "already." E.gr. "yadi ham log
vilamb na karte to ab Ion dusrl bar bhl lautke a

chukte,"
"
if we had not delayed, we should by this time

have already returned even the second time
;

" " main

turn ko yih hukm kai bar de chuka bun,"
"
I have
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already given you this order several times." Perhaps the

clearest rule, as to when to use " chukna
"

and when
not, is this. If what is spoken of be the completion of

a work or state itself, then " chukna
"

is wrong ;
but if

the point of view is a time after that completion, and
one looks back on it as it were, then it is right. E.gr.
" he finished his work (in a narrative)

"
is not " wuh

apna kam kar chuka," but " us ne apna kam nipata

diya," or "tamam kiya
"
(in Urdu) ;

but " he has finish-

ed his work
"

is
" wuh apna kam kar chuka hai," and

" he had finished his work
"

is
" wuh apna kam kar

chuka tha." There could not be a better rendering of

the cry "It is finished" from the Cross, than "Ho chuka."

The interval may be only a moment
; e.gr. one dictating

a lesson might say "jab jab main bol chukun, to turn log

likhna," "whenever I have done speaking then you write."

Section 19. The Verbs " Uthna " and " Baithna"

1.
" Uthna" is attached to another verb (forming

with it a compound verb) to express sudden or unex-

pected action
; e.gr.

" wuh bol uthe,"
"Uthna" "they spoke up," or "exclaimed."

Also, when compounded with "
jana

"

(forming the first member of a compound verb with it),

it has the special meaning of going right away. E.gr.
if one goes to a house, expecting to find there some one

who formerly lived in it, and, finding the house either

locked up, or occupied by others, inquires of the neigh-
bours what has become of one's friend, they will say
" wuh uth gaya." They would not say this if he had

only gone out for a time, intending to return
;
but only

if he had left the place
"
for good." Again

" uthana
"

means not only
"
to raise

"
or

"
to lift up," but also

"
to

take away." E.gr.
" take away the tea-things

"
is

" cha

ke bartan uthao," not
"

le jao
"

as a foreigner, un-
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acquainted with the idiom, would say. And it is the

regular word used for
"
picking and stealing." E.gr.

"
khabardar, kol in chlzon men se kisi ko uthane na pae,'

" take care, don't let anyone run off with any of these

things." Further,
" uthna

"
is idiomatically used where

a foreigner naturally uses "
charhna," because he is

accustomed to use
"
to mount up

"
in his own language.

E.gr.
" the smoke mounted up to the sky

"
is "dhuwan

asman tak utha," not " charha." So of Christ's ascen-

sion we may say
" Khuda ne use asman par uthaya,"

not "
charhaya." (See the next section).

2.
"
Baithna," when the second member of a

compound verb, imparts to the action a sort of
"
cool-

ness
;

"
e.gr.

" wuh muj h ko mar
" Baithna "

baitha,"
" he coolly beat me," or

" beat me and thought nothing of it ;"
" wuh raja ban baitha,"

" he coolly posed as a king," as

if it was a matter of indifference;
" wuh apne pahile

gunahon ke dhoe jane ko bhule baitha hai," "he has for-

gotten
"

(and is indifferent to)
"
having been washed

from his former sins." Also " baithna
"

is used in

other ways, where we should never think of speaking
of

"
sitting ;

"
e.gr. when a person has partially lost his

voice, Hindustanis say
"
us ka gala baith gaya ;

"
and

when the dust "
is laid

"
by rain, they say

"
garda baith

gaya ;

"
and they express the setting of the sun not

only by
"
dubna," but also by baithna." And "baithna"

is regularly used in the sense of "
unemployment ;

"
e.gr.

" wuh baitha hai
"
means " he is out of work."

Section 20. The Verbs " Charkna
"
and " Utarna."

1.
* Charhna

"
means "

to ascend," i.e. to go from
where one is to a higher place ;

and "
utarna

"
means to
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come down from a higher place to a lower one, But
there must be something continuous between the two

places. Hence these verbs are regu-
" Charhna "

larly used of ascending and descending
hills, stairs, mounting horses, etc. ;

and of "
getting into

" and "
getting out of

"
carriages,

boats, etc., even though, as often happens in the case

of a boat, its bottom is lower than the shore from which
one steps into it. But where there is a wide interval

between the places, these verbs are not used. E.gr. it

is not idiomatic (though so found in the Creed) to say
" wuh asman par charh gaya

"
of Christ's ascension,

because that suggests stairs,_or something of the sort,

by which He ascended.
" Asman par gaya

"
conveys

the meaning clearly enough. "Charhna" is used not
of the sun, etc. rising above the horizon, but
of its rising higher in the sky ; hence the expres-
sion

" ek pahar din charhe,"
" when the day was

three hours old," lit.
" the day having ascended

by one watch." "Charhana" is the regular verb

for
"
offering

"
a sacrifice, and " charhna

"
for its

being offered
;

because the altar, on which it is

put, is supposed to be higher then the feet of

the offerers.

2. In the Bible, i.e. in Hebrew and Greek idiom,
"
going up

"
and "

going down "
are constantly used of

various degrees of altitude

Not Geographical above or below sea-level.

Thus, travellers from Pales-

tine
"
go down "

to Egypt ;
and God brought Israel

"
up

"
from Egypt ;

and our Lord " went down
"
from

Cana of Galilee to Capernaum ;
and so on. But in

Hindustani,
" charhna

"
and " utarna

"
are used in

these senses only when the goal is in sight (as from

Rajpur to Mussoorie) ; otherwise the simple
"
jana

"
and

" ana
"
must be employed.
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3.
" Charhna

"
and " utarna

"
are the regular

words for fever
"
coming on

"
and "

leaving
"

a person.

E.gr.
"
Mujhe sakht tap charhi

Various uses hai,"
" I have got bad fever on

me
;

" "
us ka bukhar kal utar

gaya,"
"
his fever left him yesterday." Also for spirits

"
possessing," and "

leaving
"

or
"
being expelled from,"

a person. It is true that, in deference to New
Testament thought,

" nikalna
"

is most often used in

the Gospels for
"
casting out

" demons ; but the -idioma-

tic Hindustani is
"
utarna."

" Utarna
"

is also the

regular word for
"
taking off

"
one's clothes, opposite to

"
pahinna," to

"
put on

"
clothes.

"
Apnl urdi utaro

"

means " take off your uniform."
" Utarna

"
is also

used for
"
copying." E.gr.

" Yah vakya Yashayah ki

pustak se utara gaya,"
"
this sentence is an extract,"

or "
is quoted, from the book of Isaiah."

" Utarna
"

is

also said of
"
putting up

"
at a house, because com-

monly the traveller gets down from his carriage to do
so

;
and so

"
to put up

"
a friend or a guest in one's

house is called
"
utarna." E.gr.

" Us ne mujhe bare

prem se utar liya,"
" he received me into his house with

great affection."

4. It should perhaps be observed here that

there are two distinct verbs
"
utarna." Both are

derived from Sanskrit verbs ;
in

Two Verbs both the root is the same,
"
tar ;

"

"Utarna"
. but in Sanskrit the one prefixes

the preposition "ava," the other
"
ut," to the root. Hence " avatar" means "

to go
or come down "

(hence
"
avatar,"

" descent "), and
"
uttar

"
means "

to go or come across." In this section

we deal only with the former; but learners should

avoid confusing this with the other
"
utarna," e.gr>

" naw par charhke utar jana,"
"
to cross over by

boat."
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Section %1The Verb " Barhna " and " Ghatna"

1.
" Barhna "

means "
to increase

"
(instransitive),

and "
ghatna

"
means "

to decrease ;

"
and that not only

in material size (like the
" To Increase " "

growth
"
of a child or a plant,

or the diminution -of one's

money in the bank), but also in circumstances, as e.gr.
in importance in the world, etc., etc. But each of these

verbs has also another meaning.

2.
" Barhna

"
means, besides "

to increase,"
"
to

advance,"
"
to go on," E.gr.

" us se age barho,"
"
get

on beyond," or
"
in advance of,

"To Advance" him." And this is applied not

only to literal advance, but also

to all kinds of progress. Thus, in writing a book, or

giving an address, one may say
" Ham age barhkar is

bat ka mufassil bayan karenge," "further on we will

treat fully of this matter." So one may say
" Musa ne

hatya ko barja tha, par Maslh is se barhke krodh ko

bhi barajta hai,"
" Moses forbade murder, but Christ

goes beyond this, and forbids anger." The causal
"
barhana," too, is similarly used

; e.gr.
" Yeshu* ne apne

ap ko kewal Maslh hi nahm, par is se barhake Param-
eshwar ka Putra bhi kaha,"

" Jesus did not only call

Himself the Christ, but went beyond this and called

Himself the Son of God." Here the transitive
" barh-

ana
"

implies some object, like
"
his own word,"

understood. "
Barhana," in the sense of

"
adding," takes

the postposition
" men "

with the thing added to ; e.gr.
" us ke vachanon men na barha,"

" add not to His
words,"

3.
" Ghatna "

is more used in Hindi than in Urdu.
And in Hindi it has another meaning also, viz.

"
to

apply
"

(intransitive). Really, these are two distinct
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verbs, though they happen to have the same form.

This second "ghatna," and its causal "ghatana," corres-

pond with the Urdu "
sadiq ana

"

" Ghatna " and "
sadiq lana." E.gr. yah upadesh

mujh par thik ghatta hai,"
"
this ex-

hortation applies exactly to me;" "Paul ne Masih ka wah
vachan apne samay ke logon par ghataya,"

" Paul

applied that word of Christ to his contemporaries."

4. For the adjectival meaning of the conjunctive

participle of these verbs, (see Chap. XV, section 14, 1 2).

Section %%. The Verbs " Tutnd" " Phutna"
and " Phatna"

These verbs, with their irregular causals (vie.
"
torna,"

"
phorna," and "

pharna "), mean severally
"
to' break,"

" to burst," and "
to' tear." But their use

does not exactly correspond with that of these English
verbs. E.gr. we speak of

"
breaking a jar," but Hindu-

stanis say
"
ghara phut gaya;

" we speak of "
plucking,"

or
"
picking," or "

gathering, a flower or fruit," but they

always use "
torna

"
in the sense

;
we speak of blinding

a person with a sharp instrument, which they express

by "ankhen phorna;" we say a man has been
" mauled

"
by a wild beast, whereas they say

" wuh
kisl banpashu se phara gaya ;

" we speak of a hope
being

"
lost," but they say

" ummed tut gai
"

(the

regular expression for
"
disappointment ").

Section S3 Some other Hindustani Verbs.

1.
" Dhalna

"
is used in the East of Hindustan in

the sense of "
to pour," whatever be the nature of the
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thing poured. But in the West it is used only of

melting metals
;
and because metals, when melted, are

poured into a vessel, and when cool
" Dhalna "

assume the shape of the vessel,
" dhalna

"
also means "

to mould,"
or

"
shape," a thing.

" Rhali hui murat
"

is
" a molten

image." Yet, that the meaning of this verb which
obtains in the East is probably the original one seems

proved by the fact that the intransitive
" dhalna

"

means "
to fade away," used of the day at evening, as if

the day was being gradually poured out.
" Din dhal

chala," "it is toward evening," might well be said

at 4 P.M.

2. "Nikalna," besides its proper meaning of
"
coming

"
or

"
going out" is also used of going beyond.

"
Dekho, wuh ban dur nikal gal,"

" Nikalna " "
Look, she has gone on very far,"

may be said of some one whom one

is trying to catch up. And "
nikalna," the causal of

"nikalna," besides its proper meaning of
"
taking

"
or

"
putting out," is also used for

"
discovering ;

"
specially

of any new scientific invention. E.gr. "jab se barud
nikala gaya,"

" ever since gunpowder was invented."

See also section 16, 4 of this chapter.

3.
" Katna

"
and "

katna,"
"
to be cut

"
and "

to

cut," are used in senses which we should never express

by the figure of "
cutting."

" Jara
" Katna >; katna

"
is

"
to spend the winter

;

"

though this word is more used

when the spending of time is accompanied with suffer-

ing, and the time is with difficulty passed through.
" Maift ne rat ko bare mushkil se kata,"

"
I have with

great difficulty got through the night," might be said

by a great sufferer. Also these verbs are used in the

sense of
"
to erase

"
from any jvriting, specially an
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account
;
and hence "

pap katna
"

is used by Hindus of

what we call
"
being forgiven."

"
Punya karne se pap

kat jata hai,"
"
By doing works of merit sin is forgiven,"

i.e. "guilt is removed," is what Hindus say, and
believe.

4. On the other hand, when the
"
cutting

"
is right

through, not " katna
"

but "
chlrna

"
is used. Hence

Indians speak of a surgical operation as
"
chirna," be-

cause it involves cutting through the skin.

5. We have already (section 15, 3) shewn the

difference between " iman lana
"

(or
" vishwas karna ")

and " Iman
"
or

" vishwas rakh-
" To Believe "

na," though both are rendered
and "To Love" in English by "to believe;"

also between "
prem

"
(or

" ma-
habbat ")

" karna
"
and "

rakhna," though
"
to love

"
is

the English for both. It only remains to say here (1)
that when "

to believe
"

means only to accept a

person's statement as true, apart from any trust in

him personally, it is rendered by "us ka yaqln karna"
in Urdu, and " us ki pratiti karna

"
in Hindi. (2) That

seeing that "
Love," in its full sense, can only be felt

between persons, because only they can reciprocate it
;

or, at least, it can be felt only towards a person, be-

cause only he is capable of reciprocating it, though at

first he may not do so
; therefore, whatever words are

in Hindustani used for
"
to love

"
require the post-

position
"
se," which is for

" ke sath."
" Ko "

is often

used in this connexion, but wrongly, i.e. through want of

consideration of what real love implies ;
and the

particular phrase "kisi ko pyar karna" is properly
used only in the sense of "

fondling,"
"
caressing,"

i,e. employing outward demonstrations of affection,

which may be shewn to an animal as well as to

a person.
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6.
" Kam dena," preceded by

"
ka," means "

to act

as." E.gr. "jab kagaz nahin milta, tab per ka chhilka

us ka kam de sakta hai,"
" Kam Dena " " when one cannot get paper," Sath Dena "

the bark of trees is a good subs-

titute," lit. "can act as it;"
"
Ruhu'lquds ag ke donon kam deta hai,"

" The Holy
Spirit acts as fire in both ways." And " sath dena

"

and "
sang dena

"
mean to help, or assist, by oneself

taking part of a task with another person.

7. We use the verb "
to hear

"
similarly, whether

the object of hearing be a person or what he says ;
but

Hindustanis more correctly use

"Sunna" "ki" with the person, and " ko
"

or no postposition, with the words.

"Hear me" is "Men suno," not "
mujhe suno;" but

"hear my words" is "mera kalam suno." Probably
"bat" is understood after

"
ki;" hence the feminine gen-

der. But this rule does not apply where the word for

the person heard has a participle attached to it, signify-

ing his speaking ; e.gr.
" ham ne is ko Musa aur Khuda

ke barkhilaf kufr ki bateft karte suna,"
" we heard him

speak blasphemous words against Moses and God."

8. "Bharna" means "to fill;" and it is often

construed as
"
to fill

"
is in English ; e.gr.

"
is bartan ko

pani se bhar do,"
"

fill this vessel
" Bharna "

with water." But it is rather

more idiomatic to treat the sub-

stance, with which a thing is filled, as the direct object

of "
bharna," and to attach

" men "
to the thing filled ;

e.gr.
"

is bartan men pani bbaro ;

"
as we say

"
jmt

water into this vessel."

9.
" Urna

" means " to fly," and " urana
" "

to

send flying."
But these Hindustani

verbs are used in
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many senses, where we never think of
"
flying." In

fact, whatever passes through the air is said to
" ur

;

"

wings are not necessary for this;

Urua e-gr. smoke, clouds, scent, etc. And
so, metaphorically,

" urana
"
means

"
to dissipate

"
money, health, and so on ; hence

"
uraii

"

is a "
prodigal."

10. With "
bhejna,"

"
to send," some causal verbs

are connected in the bare form without terminations,

making together a kind of com-

Bhejna pound verb
; e.gr.

" bula bhejna,"
"
to send and call

;

"
"kahla bhejna,"

"
to send arid say," i.e. to send by some one.

11. In the passive voice of "to teach," and verbs

of similar meaning, we make the person taught the

subject, and the thing taught
Sikhana, etc. him the object. But the Hin-

dustani idiom is the opposite.

E.gr.
"
I was taught theology at home "

is
"
Mujhe

'ilm-i-ilahl ghar men sikhaya gaya," not " main 'ilm-i-

ilahl ghar men sikhaya gaya." So with "
samjhana,"

dikhana,"
"
chitana," etc.

" Yih bat mujhe pahile
kabhi na sikhal gal thl,"

"
I never had this explained to

me before;" "aj mujhe naya nazzara dikhaya gaya,"
"
to-day I have been shewn a new sight."

12.
" Garna

"
means to put a thing into some-

thing else
;

either into the ground, or as a nail is

driven into wood, etc., etc. And
" To Bury

"
there is no need of the thing put
being altogether hidden in the sub-

stance into which it is put ; e.gr. it is used of a stick stuck
into the ground, though the greater part is above

ground. But, because we use
"
to bury

"
of a thing

pub altogether inside the ground, foreigners have
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largely come to use
"
garna

"
as equivalent to the

"
burial

"
of a person ! This is most disrespectful ;

and

besides, in the case, e.gr. of Christ, no part of whose

corpse was put inside anything, but laid on a shelf at

the side of a rock-hewn tomb, it is utterly false. The
Urdu for burial of a dead person is

" dafn karna
;

"

but "
mittl dena

"
is a word which, in Hindi and Urdu

alike, covers all forms of disposal of the dead, includ-

ing cremation. Only, if one has occasion to speak
of a grave, or tomb of any kind,

"
qabr

"
is the

word to use
;

for Hindus do not, as a rule, bury
their dead.

13. "
Hilna," of course, means "to shake" (oneself);

but it is also used of
"
getting used,"

"
getting

reconciled," to a new condition of things in which one
finds oneself. Probably the connecting meaning is
"
shaking down," as we say.

Section $4> The Verbs
"
to Have " and "

to Use."

1. Neither of these English verbs has an equiva-
lent in ordinary Hindustani. There is, indeed, the

verb
"
baratna," which means "

to
" Baratna " use

;

"
but this is confined to the

West of Hindustan, and even there is

not common
; though the noun " bartaw

"
is common

in the sense of "
usage of a person," i.e. treating him,

whether well or ill. And boys in elementary schools in

India are taught to translate
"
to have

"

by
" rakhna

;

"

but this is only very seldom correct.

2.
" To have

"
is expressed in Hindustani by

" ke

pas," or
"
ko," or simply

" ke
"
(or the genitive of per-

sonal pronouns) ; in the last case
"
p^s," or

"
ghar men,"
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or '

*ilaqe men," or some similar word or phrase, being
undersoood after

"
ke." As to which of these words or

phrases to use in any given case, it

u To have "
is impossible to give a hard and
fast rule

;
for the most part, it can

be learnt only by intercourse with Indians, and noticing
how they speak (and write). Yet, in general, it may
be said that " ke pas

"
implies that the thing

" had
"

is close to him who has it, or at least in his possession ;

so that a man may say
" mere pas do larke ham,"

"
I have

two sons," even though they may be in another

country.
" Ko "

is used in certain connexions, as e.gr.
"
us ko bharl bimarl hui

"
(or

"
lag! ")

"
hai,"

" he
has got a sore disease." The use of " ke

"
alone is not

known in the extreme East of Hindustan. There, if

a man wanted to say
"
I have five daughters," he would

say
" mere pas panch larkiyaii haiil," or

" merl panch
larkiyan haifi

;

"
but in other parts any one who heard

this last sentence would suppose that some predicate,
e.qr.

"
bimar," had been omitted, and that the speaker

meant " Five of my daughters are (ill)." This

ambiguity is obviated by the use of
" ke

;

"
for

" mere

panch larkiyan haifi
"

can only mean " I have five

daughters." As to the verb to be used in such senten-

ces, it may be the substantive verb, or
"
hona," or

"rahna," according to the exact thought in the speak-
er's mind. Examples of

" rahna" are :

" Wuh kitab

mere pas nahm rahtl,"
"
I have not that book

;

" "
mujhe

itnl taqat nahm rahl/i ki aisa bharl bojh uthaufi,"
"
I

have not the strength sufficient to lift such a heavy
weight."

3.
" To use

"
is expressed throughout Hindustan

by
" kam meii lana," or "

le ana," lit.
"
to bring into

work," or (in' Urdu) "isu'mal men
" To use " lana

;

"
and "

to be used
"
by

"
kam," or

"
istfmal, men ana." But commonly
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it is expressed, not by any single verb applicable to all

cases, but by some verb suitable to the connexion,

E.gr.
"
to use a pen

"
is

" kalam se likhna
;'

' "
to use a

bedstead
"

is
"
charpai par sona

;

" "
to use a sword

"

is
" talwar chalana

;

" "
to use a word

"
is

"
lafz

"
(or

" shabd ")
' bolna

;

"
and so on. In short, one must

first think ivhat kind of use one wishes to express,
and then use the appropriate Hindustani verb.

CHAPTER XVII.

ADVERBS.

1. In this chapter we deal only with those adverbs

or adverbial phrases, which are represented in English

by words either similar in

What Adverbs are form to adjectives (e.gr.

meant "well," "ill," "fast"), or

formed from them by adding
the affix

"
ly." Hindustani, also, in some cases uses

adjectives in the sense of adverbs, without any addition

or other change ; e.gr.
" bahut

"
means "

very
"
as well as

" much
;

" " us ne us ko achchha mara,"
" he gave him

a good beating," lit.
" he beat him well :

"
in the same

sense,
" us ne us ko khub mara

;

"
and "

jald
"

means
"
quickly

"
as well as

"
quick." And there is a use of

"
bara," unpardonable in literary or public language,

but very common in conversation ; e.gr.
" wuh bara

jalta hai,"
"
it burns very muoh.",

%
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2. But, with these few exceptions, Hindustani
does not treat 'adjectives as adverbs, but forms the

latter in two other ways. One
Two modes of way is to add to the adjective
formation some noun signifying "manner,"

followed by
"
se

"
(or in some

cases by
"
par ") ; e.gr.

" achchhi mi se/
"
well

"
(lit. in a

good manner ") ;

"
purl rifci se,"

"
wholly

"
(lit.

"
in a

whole manner");
"
laiq taur par" "worthily" (lit. "in

a worthy manner ") ;

"
wajib tarah se,"*

"
rightly

"
(lit.

in a right manner "). The other method is to use an
abstract noun signifying the quality expressed by the

adjective, followed by
"
se," and in some cases by

"
karke." E.gr.

"
jaldi se,"

"
quickly

"
(lit.

" with quick-
ness ") ;

" kasrat se,"
"
abundantly

"
(lit.

" with abund-
ance "); "zor se," "forcibly" (lit.

" with force ");
"
dhithal se,"

"
impudently," (lit.

" with impudence ") ;

"susti se,"
"
lazily

"
(lit.

" with laziness ") ;

" mihnat

karke,"
"
diligently

"
(lit.

"
doing labour ").

* " Se "
is very often omitted after "tarah," but "par" is

not omitted after "taur."
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CHAPTER XVIII.

CERTAIN CONJUNCTIONS.

Section 1.
" Aur"

1.
" Aur "

is not only a conjunction ;
it is also an

adjective, meaning
" more

"
or "

other
;

"
and when used

in this sense, it should be,

Original of " Aur "
in the Persian and the Ro-
man characters, distinguished

from the conjunction by some recognized sign. It is

not used where that, than which a thing is more or

other, is expressed ;
in other words, where these words

are manifest comparatives ;
but only where the compa-

rative sense lies under the surface. E.gr.
"
mujhe aur

roti do,"
"
give me more bread

"
(viz. than I have

already had) ;

" main aur na khauiiga,"
"
I will not eat

more
"
(than I have eaten) ;

" wahafi aur bahut se admi

milenge,"
" there you will find many other men

;

" " ek
aur badshah hai,"

" there is another king." In this

sense, it is often difficult for a foreigner to decide

whether to use " &ur
"
or

" dusra
;

"
and in some cases

a native will use both indiscriminately ;
but generally

he will distinguish their use
;
and the foreigner must

try to -learn from him which to use.

2. The above was the original meaning of "
aur,"

which is contracted from "avar," which is corrupted
from the Sanskrit "

apar,"
"
othen;" but in Hindustani
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it commonly occurs as a conjunction ;
and of it in

this sense we make the following remarks.

(1) When two words are joined together, either as

contrasted couples, or as meaning the same thing

though of various kinds in this latter

Omission of case the second word simply rhymes
"Aur" with the first, then "aur" is

omitted. Examples of the contrasted

couples are :

" Ma bap,"
"
parents

"
[lit.

" mother-father."

N.B. Here the mother is mentioned firs
1

/,
not from

any greater respect paid to- her, but solely because
"ma bap" sounds better than "bap ma"];

" dukh sukh,"
"
pleasure and pain

"
(here the order is opposite to

that in English) ;

"
pap pun

" " merit and demerit
"

(here also the order is opposite) ;

" bhala bura,"
"
good

'

and evil
"

(but
" bhala bnra kahna

"
has acquired the

special meaning of "
speaking evil

"
to or of a person,

the sense of " bhala
"
being merged in that of

" bura ") ;

"thora bahut," where the sense of "bahut" is almost,
if not entirely, merged in that of "thora." Examples
of couples in which the second member is added to

rhyme with the first, and imparts to it, the meaning of

variety in multiplicity, are :

"
larke bale,"

"
children"

(this is a convenient form to use when a neighbour's
children are of both sexes, or one does not know of

which sex they are
;

"
larke

"
alone would mean only

"boys"); "jhagra ragra," "'quarrels and disputes;"
" ulta pulta,"

"
upside-down,"

"
all in confusion." In

"
baibachche," which also means "

children
"
in general,

there is not rhyme, but assonance
;
both words begin

with b.

(2) When more than two words or clauses are in

sense connected by
"
and," modern Hindustani has

adopted the English custom of

Suppression of dropping the conjunction except
" Aur "

before the last word or clause.

Yet this is no invariable rule in
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Hindustani, any more than it is in English ;
for some-

times emphasis, and sometimes perspicuity, require the
insertion of " aur

"
in every place.

(3) Often Hindustanis say "aur," where we say"
but." In other words, we perceive a contrast, where

Hindustanis do not, but only a

Often = " But "
co-ordination of ideas. E.gr.
"
yih tadbir ya kam agar admion

ki taraf se hai to ap barbad ho jaega, aur agar
Khuda ki taraf se hai,"

"
if this scheme or work is of

men, it will of itself come to naught ;
but if it is of

God," etc.

(4)
" Aur "

is used to introduce the consequence of

a previous imperative being attended to. E.gr.
"
mango, aur tumheri milega ;

In Apodosis dhundho, aur turn paoge ;
khat-

khatao, aur tumhare liye khol diya

jaega." Here it would be just as good Hindustani to

use no connecting word at all (e.gr.
"
mango, tumhen

milega ") ;
and in Hindi,

" tab
"
would be quite good

here
; but "

aur," like the English
"
and," is the com-

mon idiom.

Section 2." Lekin,"
"
Par,"

"
Magar"

" Balki."

1.
"
But," in English, is not always an adversative

conjunction (i.e. a conjunction implying something
contrary to what has pre-

Different meaning's ceded). Sometimes it means
of " But " "

except ;

"
in which case, in

Urdu "siwa" or "'alawa,"

and in Hindi " chhor
"

or
"
chhorke," represent it.

E.gr.
" Ap ke bhai ke siwa 4ur sab wahan the,"

"
all

but your brother were there;" "ek din chhor main

lagatar tfahaii jata tha,"
"
I went^here regularly, every
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day but one." Sometimes it is inserted idiomatically
in English, where it is not really necessary ; e.gr.

"
I

doubt not but that it is so." Here it is unrepresented
in Hindustani; "Mujhe kuchh shakk nahin, ki hal

aisa hi hai." Sometimes it stands for the negative ;

e.gr.
" No fear but he will come," i.e.

" No fear that

he will not come," Here, again, it is the plain meaning,
not the English idiom, that is expressed in Hindu-
stani

;

" Beshakk wuh aenge." But we are dealing in

this section with the adversative conjunction
" but

;

"

which is- in Hindi "parantu," or, very much more

commonly, its abbreviated form "
par ;

"
and in Urdu

"
lekin

"
(for the Arabic "

lakin ") and "
magar."

2.
"
Magar

"
and "

lekin
"
are generally synonyms,

and are often interchanged, so as to prevent the same
word coming too often in a sen-

" Magar" tence. But besides this use of
"
magar," it is also used in the

sense of
"
only," when this English word is an adversa-

tive ct)DJ unction. E.gr.
"
I wished very much* to do

that work, only I had no time for it" would be in

Hindustani " Main wuh kam karna bahut hi chahta

tha, rnagar us ke liye fursat na mill." Here " but
"

would be quite good in English ;
but the fact that

"
only

"
is just as good English shows that in Hindu-

stani this is a case for
"
magar," not for

"
lekin." An-

other example is :

" Us ne us ko kuchh mlras na dii,

magar waMa kiya ki," etc.,
" He gave him no inheri-

tance, only he promised him," etc.

3. (1)
"
Balki," and in literary Hindi "

baran," are

very often translateable by
" but ;

"
yet their radical

meaning is not adversative, but
" Balki "

progressive ;
and even when " but

"

Progressive would be the best English word for

them, there is the thought of
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advance in their meaning, besides that of contrariety
with the preceding. And often there is no thought of

contrariety at all, only of advance. E.gr. "yih wuhl
admi hai. jo har jagah sab admion ko is maqam ke

khilaf sikhata hai, balki Yunanion ko bhi haikal men
lakar is pak maqam ko napak kiya hai,"

"
this is the

man, who everywhere teaches men against this place,
and even

"
(or

" and in addition ")
" has defiled this

holy place by bringing Greeks into the temple ;

"

" Misra ka raja turn ko jane na dega, baran bare bal se

dabaye jane par bhi jane na dega,"
" the king of Egypt

will not let you go ;
not even though pressed with

great force will he let you go." These two examples
further show that when " balki" or

" baran
"

is used in

this sense, they must be followed by
"
bhi." When the

advance is to be emphasized, the word "
kya

"
is insert-

ed before "balki "or "baran." E.gr.
" Phiraun rat hi

ko uth baitha, wahl kya baran sab MisrI log bhi uth

baithe,"
" Pharaoh sat up in the night, and not only he

"

(lit. "and only he ?") "but all the Egyptians also sat

up;" Vis se td kya baran ye log bhi nishchay har

jaenge," "in this way not only thou
"

(lit. "thou?"),
" but also these people, will certainly be exhausted."

See Chap. XXV, 8.

(2) It is often said that
"
balki

"
is the word to

use for "but," when, this word follows a negative clause

(like the German " sondern ") ;

Not always but thisis a mistake. When the

After Negative second clause simply di-n!--*

the negative clause (e.gr.
" I

am not ill, but well "), neither
"
balki

"
nor " baran

"
is

right. In such cases either
"
lekin,"

"
par," etc., should

be used, or no word at all
; e.gr. the above English

sentence might in Hindustani be either
" Main bimar

nahiii, lekin tandurust hun," or " Main bimar nahifi,

tandurust hun." So :<

I shall not die, but live
"

is best

rendered " Main marunga nahif^ jita rahunga." On
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the other hand,
"
I came not to cancel but to fulfil

"

is rightly rendered " Main mansukh karne nahlfi balki

pura karne aya hun
;

"
because fulfilling is not merely

not cancelling, but goes beyond it.

Section 3" Phir."

The common meaning of this word is, of course,
"
again

"
(from the root of the verb "

phirna,"
"
to turn

"

or "
to return ") ; but besides this, it has some

idiomatic meanings.

1 . It often stands for
"
then," not in the sense of

" at that time," but "
in those conditions." E.gr.

"
pahile apni ankh men se to shah-

Conditioual tir nikal, phir apne bhai kl ankh
men se tinke ko achchhi tarah

dekhkar nikal sakega," "iirst take the beam out of

thine own eye, then
"

(i.e. not simply
"
after doing so,"

but "on the condition of having done so")
" thou wilt

be able to see clearly to take the mote out of thy
brother's eye."

"
Israeli log to Arnon ke kinare ke sab

nagaron men tin sau baras se base haifi, phir itne

dinon men turn logon ne un ko kyon nahin chhura

liya ? ",
" The Israelites have been settled in all the

cities along the Arnon for 300 years ; well, then, why
have you not rescued them in all this time ?

" " Tu
mere dewataon ko chura le gaya hai, phir mujh se

kyon puchhta hai ki kya hua?",
" Thou hast stolen

my gods, so why sayest thou to me What is the

matter ?
"

2. It follows from this that, when " bhi
"

is added
t*o

"
phir," the two together mean <:

nevertheless,"
"
not-
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withstanding," "however;" whether or no a word for
"
although

"
has preceded. E.gr.

"
phir bhl ham kamilon

men hikmat kl batefi kahte bain," "nevertheless, we
do speak words of wisdom among" Phir bhl "
the perfect ;

" "
agarchi is waqt us

ko nahin dekhte, phir bhi khushi
manate ho,"

"
though you now see Him not, yet you

are joyful."

3. " Phir
"
also stands for

"
then," not in the sense

of
"
at that time," but of "

after that time," i.e.
" next

sifter that time." E.gr.
" main

= " Next after" apne hath se tujhc dhampe
rahunga pliir apna hath utha

liinga,"
"
(first) I will cover thee with my hand, then

I will lift up my hand." Hence

(1) It is useful in enumerations, specially where
there is a little break in the sense, E.gr.

" Khuda ne

Kallsiya men alag alag shakhs
In Enumeration muqarrar kiye, pahle rasul,

dutjfe nabi, tisre ustad, phir
mu jize dikhanewale, phir shifa denewale,"

" God has

appointed different persons in the Church, firstly

apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly teachers, then

workers of miracles, next healers."

(2) It is a specially good particle wherewith to

begin a new paragraph,
For New Paragraph in which the same general

subject is continued, but
a new phase of it is introduced.

(3) In a dialogue, when one speaker is not replied
to at once (if he is, the reply is generally introduced by

no conjunction), but himself

For Continuation adds something not imme-
of Speech diately connected with what

he has just said, then he intro:

duces this fresh speech with "
phir."
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4. Lastly,
"
phir

"
stands for

" moreover
;

"
and in

this case also it is followed by
"
bhi." E.gr.

" Ten
anugrah ki drishti mujh par ban!

= " Moreover "
rahe, phir is ki bhi sudhi kar ki

yah jati terl hi praja hai,"
" con-

tinue to look favourably upon me, and besides this, take
note of the fact that this nation is thy people."

Section 4." Bhala."

This is commonly an adjective meaning
"
good ;

"

but like our "
well," it is often used not only as an

adverb, but as a conjunction, in the following ways.

1. It is used by way of concession, e.gr.
"
bhala,

tu apne pita ke ghar ka bara abhilashi hoke chala aya
to chala aya, par mere dewtaon ko

Concession tu kyon chura le aya hai ? ",

"Granting that thou, having a

great longing for thy father's house, earnest away
"

(i.e. so far, I am willing to admit that thou didst not

do wrong), but why hast thou stolen away my
gods ?

"

2. It is used with a question, to express surprise,
that the question should be necessary, e.gr.

"
jo rupaiya

hamare boron ke mohre par nikla tha,

Surprise jab ham ne us ko Kanan desh se le

ake tujhe pher diya, tab bhala tere

swami ke ghar men se ham koi chandi wa sone ki

vastu kyonkar le a sakte haifi ? ",
" when we brought

from the land of Canaan, and return to thee, the money
which was found at the mouth of our sacks, then, say ^f
thou canst, how could we bring away from thy master's

house any silvern or golden article ?
"
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3. It is used, like our "
indeed," to introduce a

generalization from a particular instance
; e.gr. when

Saul has expressed wonder at

Generalization David's not killing him when he

had the chance, he adds :

"
Bhala,

kya kol manushya apne shatru ko pakar kushal se jane
deta hai ? ",

"
Indeed, does any man, if he gets his

enemy into his hand, let him go in peace ?
"

Section 5,~" Ab.'\

1. This word, besides its ordinary meaning of
"
now," in the sense of

"
at this present time," often has

a meaning which points to

Future meaning* the future. E.gr.
" ab main

aisa na karunga
"
means not

" at this time," which would be impossible with a

future verb, but "from this time forward." In such a

sentence as this, "phir" may be inserted, thus
" ab main

phir aisa na karunga ;

"
but it does not add anything

to the meaning, which is quite clear from " ab
"

alone.

Indeed, so true is it that
" ab

"
looks to the future, that

when one is particular to avoid that tendency, and
confine the meaning to the present moment,

"
hi

"
is

added, and the compound
" abhl

"
formed.

2. There is another
" now "

in English, which does

not refer to time, but may be called the logical
" now."

It introduces the " minor
Not logical sense premiss

"
of a syllogism, or

what practically stands for

a syllogism. E.gr.
" where there is smoke, there is fire

;

now here is smoke
; therefore here must be fire."

" A
woman came to the well where Jesus was sitting ;

now his disciples were gone away to buy food ; there-
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fore He asked the woman for water." In such cases,
" now "

should not be rendered by
" ab

;

"
but often by

"janna chahiye ki," lit. "it ought to be known that,"

and often by
"
aur," etc.

/

3. In a narrative of past events, when we wish to

say that a certain event took place, or state of things
existed, at the time to which

Not of past time we have come in our narrative,

we often use the word "
now,"

or " at this time." E.gr. in telling of the capture of

the ark by the Philistines, we might say
"
Eli was at

this time a very old man." In all such cases, also,

"ab" cannot be used in Hindustani; but "tab" or
" us waqt," etc.

Section 6." Ki"

1. There are really two words "
ki

"
in Hindustani,

though both come from the same Sanskrit origin, viz.

the interrogative
"
kirn,"

" what ?
"

One " ki "
This word came to be, in the course

of the development of that langu-

age, prefixed to several short words, without changing
their meaning ; perhaps only to give them more sub-

stance. One of these compound words is
"
kintu,"

"
but," which means the same as

" tu
"
alone (which is

the common Sanskrit word for "but"). Another is
"
kimva,"

"
or," which means the same as

" va
"

alone

(which is the ordinary Sanskrit for
"
or"). But

" kimva "
was, in the evolution of Hindustani, abbreviat-

ed to
"
ki," and in this form introduces the second of

two alternatives in a statement or question. E.gr.
"
Mujhe malum nahlfi ki wuh bhala manush hai ki
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bura,"
"

I know not whether he is a good or a bad

man;" " Main kal ap ke pas aun ki nahiri ?" "Shall I

come to you to-morrow, or not ?
"

See more in

Chap. XXV, 13.

2. (1) The other word "ki* is a relative conjunc-
tion. (Relative words are of late formation in all

languages ;
and some languages

The^Relative have not yet any distinct relative

Conjunction formations; and in many, e.gr.

Latin and English, they have
been formed from interrogative words. In Sanskrit

and its derivatives, most relative words have a forma-
tion of their own, independent of interrogatives ;

but
this word "

ki
"

is an instance of the opposite.) It in-

troduces clauses (though sometimes what is in sense a
clause is expressed in a single word); sometimes to

express a purpose, e.gr. "main aya huft ki zindagi
dun,"

" I am come to give life," i.e.
"
that I may give

life." But commonly
"
ki

"
is felt to be too weak to ex-

press a purpose alone
;
and either

"
is liye "or

"
is was-

te," or some words of the same purport, are inserted

before
"
ki," or in Urdu "taki," and in Hindi "jis se,"

is substituted for
"
ki." In nearly every case, where

"
ki

"
stands aloiie, it introduces a clause which either

states a fact, or elucidates a preceding word or state-

ment. In all these cases, it is generally equivalent to

the English conjunction
"
that." E.gr.

" Mera matlab

yih hai, ki is mulk men ban ban afateii parnewall
haifi," "my meaning is this, that great calamities ;uv

coming on this country ;

" " main dil se chahta hufi

ki ap salamat rahen,"
"
I heartily wish that you may

remain in prosperity ;" "jab unhon ne dekha ki wah
nahifi ata,"

" when .they perceived that he was not

coming." The first of these examples illustrates the

fact, that idiom often requires the insertion of "yih"
in the clause preceding

"
ki." l$.gr. in English we
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might very well say
"
my meaning is that," etc., with-

out "
this

;

"
but in Hindustani it would not be

idiomatic to say
" Mera matlab hai ki," etc.

(2) This relative conjunction is not repeated in

Hindustani, though in sense it applies to several co-

ordinate clauses. In such cases

Not Repeated we do repeat
"
that

"
in English.

E.gr.
" He told me that the

enemy had invaded the country, and that they had
committed great excesses therein, and that the people
were in great distress, and that there appeared no hope
of succour for them." This, in Hindustani, would be
"
us ne mujh se kaha ki dushmanon ne us mulk par

charhai kii, aur unhoii ne us men ban ban buraiyan
kiln, aur ra'iyat bare dukh men hai, aur un ki kumak
ki kuchh umtned nahifi dlkhtl." Here there is only
one "

ki
"

to four English
" that "s. This same rule

applies toother relative conjunctions also, such as "jab,"

"agar" or "yadi." E.gr. "yadi main mar jaun, wa
mera sara dhan chhin jae."

"
if I should die, or if all

my property be carried off." Here we say
" or if

;

"

but Hindustanis do not say
" wa yadi."

(3) As a rule, quotations (see Chap. XXXVIII, 1)
are introduced by

"
ki." Not, indeed, always ;

it is

quite permissible to say
" us ne

In Quotation mujh se puchha, Ap kahan rahto

hairi ?
"

;
but it is much more

common to introduce a "
ki." Hence Indians, who

know English only imperfectly, would translate that

sentence by
" he asked me that where do you live ?

"
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CHAPTER XIX.

How TO RENDER THE WORDS " As " AND " OR."

1, When "as" has its original meaning, whether
it be adjective or adverb, there is no difficulty in trans-

lating it. Even when used as a

Original meaning conjunction, meaning
" while"

or "in proportion as," it is

easily rendered by
"
jaise

"
or

"
jaise jaise," or "jyon

"

or "jyon jyon." E.gr. "jyofi jyon we un ko dukh dete

gaye tyoii tyon we barhte hue phailte gaye,"
"
as they

made them suffer more and more, so they increased and

spread more and more;" "jaise jaise we barhte gaye
waise hi waise we mere viruddh pap karte gaye,"

"
as

they multiplied, so they sinned against me."

2. But we often use the word "
as

"
without any

thought of comparison at all. No doubt this thought
is at the bottom of this use of the word,

Aspect but we are not conscious of it when

saying
"
as." It rather expresses the

aspect under which a thing or person is viewed
;
and so

comes practically to give the reason for a statement,
etc. In this sense,

"
as

"
is rendered in Hindustani by

conjunctive participles of three kinds of verbs.

(1) W
T

hen "as" is connected with a verb denoting
some kind of action,

" karke
"

is used. E.gr.
" wahafi

us ko ek pahar ke upar homabali
" Karke " karJce charha,"

"
offer him up there on

a mountain as a burnt offering ;

"

" dusron ko Parameshwar karkq na manna,"
" do not
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regard others as God." In all such instances,
" karke

"

is not necessary to the sense
;
but it makes the sen-

tence run clearer and smoother.

(2) When "as" denotes the aspect under which a

thing or person is viewed, "jankar," "samajhkar,"
"
mankar," or the conjunctive

"Jankar," etc. participle of a similar verb, is

preferred to
" karke." E.gr.

"
Apne ap ko murdon men se jl uthe hue jankar

Khuda ke hawale karo," "yield yourselves to God as

those risen from dead," i.e.
"
considering that you are

so ;" which is almost the same as
" because you are so."

Again, "'Aurat ko nazuk zat samajhkar us ki 'izzat

karo,"
" Honour the woman as the tenderer person ;

"

"
Kya turn daku mankar mere pakarne ke liye nikle

ho ? ",
" Are you come out to arrest me as a robber ?

"

(3) When "
as

"
is joined with a verb denoting a

state, it is rendered by
"
hokar." E.gr.

" wuh shatru

hokar aega,"
" He will come as an

" Hokar "
enemy";

" " main apne prabhu ka das

hokc rahne paun,"
"
let me stay as my

lord's slave
;

" " Main dunya meii nur hokar aya hufi,"

I am come as a light into the world."

3. There is no difficulty about rendering the dis-

junctive conjunction "or" by "ya" or
"
wa." But when

it stands for
"
else," foreigners are apt to

"Or" mistranslate it. "Do this at once, or I

will punish you
"

is not
"
yih kam abhi

karo, you main turn ko saza dunga," as most Europeans

say ;
but " nahin to main turn ko saza dunga ;

" "
I had

to go away, or I would have suffered much loss,"
"
Mujhe chala jana para, nahin to bara nuqsan

uthata." See more in Chapter XXIII, 1, 3.
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CHAPTER XX.

THE PARTICLE "HlN,"

We now enter .on the consideration of four Hindu-
stani particles, viz.

"
Han,"

"
hi,"

"
bhi," and "

to." We
call them only

"
particles

"
(i.e. indeclinable words),

because it is difficult to say whether they are adverbs
or conjunctions ; sometimes they appear as the one,
sometimes as the other.

1. The English words "
yes

"
and "

yea
"

are used
in three different ways, viz. (1) as the affirmative

answer to a question by
Different meanings another person, e.gr.

"
is it

of " Yes "
six o'clock yet ? Yes." (2) to

introduce a corroboration or

amplification of a preceding statement by oneself, as in

the Bible frequently, e.gr.
"
I will strengthen thee, yea

I will help thee
;

" "I will do this, yes I will." (3)
to introduce a limitation of what one has just said,

or a concession to an opponent of it ; e.gr.
" The

Musalmans of India are Sunnis. Yes, but most of those

in Lucknow are Shi'ahs." In this third sense
"
yes

"
is

but seldom used
; commonly

"
true,"

"
I admit,"

" indeed
"

(not, however, as the first word in the

sentence
; e.gr.

" Those in Lucknow, indeed, are

Shi^ahs"), or some similar word or phrase occurs

instead.

2. Now, of these three uses of
"
yes

"
or

"
yea,"

" han
"

has the first and thir^, bub not the second.
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This is one of the mistakes made by the early trans-

lators of the Bible, and imitated by Indian Christians

in general ;
who would render

"Han " has only the two sentences under (2)
two in the last paragraph by

" main yih kam karunga, han

karuiihlga;" "Main tujhe quwwat dunga, han teri

madad karunga." But this is quite wrong. The for-

mer of these sentences should be " main yih kam
karunga, zarur hi ise karunga ;

"
and the latter,

" main tujhe quwwat dunga, balM teri madad bhl

karunga."

3. As regards
" han

"
as the affirmative answer

to another's question, it is most usual in English to say
"
yes

"
without any additional

Affirmative words
;
but this, though allowable,

is not usual in Hindustani. Com-

monly Hindustanis repeat a word, or words, of the

question in an affirmative tone
; e.gr.

"
Kya tu is

manushya ke sang jaegi ? Us ne kaha, Han, jaungi,"
" Wilt thou go with this man ? She said, Yes, I will

go ;

" "
kya tu sachmuch mera putra Esaw hi hai ?

us ne kaha, Han, main hun,"
" Art thou really my son

Esau ? He said, yes, I am
;

" "
kya tumhara ustad

misqal nahin deta ? Us ne kaha, Han, deta hai,"
" Does

not your master give the half-shekel ? He said, yes,
he gives it." In all such cases, while " han

"
alone

would have been allowable though less idiomatic, the

rest of the answer without " han
"
would not be allow-

able at all. la English "I will go," "I am," "He
gives it

"
would be quite possible, as the answers to the

questions, without "
yes ;

"
but in Hindustani " han

"

must be expressed. Hence in the marriage service,

where in English the bride and bridegroom simply
answer " I will," the Hindustani is

"
Han, mujhe

manzur hai."
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4. In the concessive or limiting sense,
"
hail

"
is

generally, but not necessarily, followed by
"
to

;

"
and it

is always followed, at least in the

Limitative speaker's mind, by some word
which means " but

"
(" adversat-

ive "). Instances where it is expressed are :

"
han, hai

aisa to hai; taubhl main ap ki nahin man sikta," "yes,

things are, indeed, as you say ;
still I cannot agree with

you." So, a sentence given above in English may be
rendered :

" Hindustan ke Musalman SunnI haiii.

Han, Lakhnau ke to Musalman aksar Shi'ah hain ;

magar baqi sab SunnI hain."

5. But it is by no means necessary that this word

signifiying
" but

"
after

" han
"

be expressed. An
adversative clause must, indeed,

" But " not always be implied; but it need

always not be expressed. In the last sen-

expressed tence above, it would be quite

passible to stop at the words
" Shi'ah hain

;

"
but the remaining clause, or another of

the same meaning, would be implied. So, when St.

Paul, after saying that he had baptized no Corinthian
but Crispus and Gaius, recollected that he had also

baptized the household of Stephanas, he introduces (in

Hindustani) the statement of this fact by
" han

;

"

"
Han, Stifanas ke khandan ko bhi main ne baptisma

diya;" and this is followed, not by an adversative

clause, but by one which practically comes to the same

thing. Again, Abraham, after telling the king of

Sodom that he would take nothing from him, makes an

apparent exception (though really it was not one),

saying
" Par han, jo kuchh jawan logon ne kha liya

hai, aur jo purush mere sang chale un ka bhag to main

pher na dunga,"
"

but, I will not return to thee what

the young men have eaten, or the portions of the men
who went with me." Here the

%
clause is implied,

"
but,
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with these exceptions, I adhere to my former declara-

tion." So,
" main apni buzurgi nahifi chahta

; haft, ek
hai jo use chahta hai."

6. Quite unconnected with the
"
haft

"
of which we

have been speaking in this chapter is another word
"
haft," which resembles it only in form and sound.

It is derived from the Sanskrit "
sthane,"

" at the place,"
and in use exactly corresponds with the French "

chez,"
which originally meant "

at the house." E.gr.
" wah

Kashinath nam Pandit ke han utare haifi,"
" he is

putting up with a Pandit named Kashinath;
"
"hamare

haft bahut pual hai,"
" we have much straw," lit.

" much
straw is at our place." But this word is in vogue only
in the West of Hindustan. In the East, its origin

being forgotten, it has been altered to
"
yahafi,"

"
here;" which of course is really meaningless in this

connexion. See Chap. XXIV, 3 (1).

CHAPTER XXI.

THE PARTICLE "
HI."

1. The radical use of this very useful particle is to

express emphasis. Of this we first give some examples.
"
Shagird pahile Antakiya hi

The Emphatic men Maslhl kahlae,"
" Antioch

Particle was the first place where the

disciples were called Chris-

tians." Here, if
" hi

"
were omitted, the sentence

might mean that first, i.e. before some other event, the
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disciples were called Christians in Antioch, without

any stress on the place where they were so called.
"
Jis

tarah wuh Khudawand Yeshu* Masih ke fazl hi se najat

paenge, us! tarah ham bhl paenge,"
"
as they will be

saved by the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ" (and by
nothing else), "even so we also shall be saved" Here,
without "

hi," the former part of the sentence would
mean that, by the grace of the Lord (as we often inter-

ject
" thank God !

"
in a sentence), they would be saved

;

and no stress would be laid on the means of their

salvation. "Us ne ham se girgirake binti kii aur ham
ne us ki na sum, isi karan ab ham is sankat men pare
bain,"

" he besought us and we did not listen to him,
for this cause we are now come into this distress."

Here, if it had been "is karan," and not "
i si karan,"

the stress would have be^n on the fact of their having
come into distress, and not on the cause of it. Hence,
the shifting of "

hi
"

in a sentence changes the drift of

the sentence
; e.gr.

" main hi wuh kam karta tha,"
"

it

was I that was doing that work
;

" " main wuhi kam
karta tha," "that was the work I was doing;"

" main
wuh kam karta hi tha,"

"
I was just in the act of

doing that work."

I

2. This last is an example of the rule, that when
"
hi

"
is added to a participle, it indicates the exact

time at which the action is, was, or

With will be, performed. E.gr.
" Lut

Participles ke Soar ke nikat pahunchte hi suraj

uday hua," "just as Lot was arriv-

ing near Zoar, the sun rose
;

" " bihan ko, bhor hote hi

we manushya bida hue,"
" next day, ab break of dawn,

those men were dismissed
;

" " we nagar se nikle hi the,

aur dur jane na pae, ki,"
"
they had just gone out of the

city, and had not gone far
"

(lit.
" had not been able to

go far"),
"
when, etc." So, in what we have called the

"
actual

"
present and imperfeot (see Chap. XV, 3, 2),
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when the actuality is intended to be emphasized,
"
hi

"

is inserted between the root-form of the verb and the

simple past of
"
rahna." E.gr.

" wuh bol hi raha tha,

ki ek nuranl badal no un par saya kiya," "he was just
in the act of speaking, when a bright cloud oversha-

dowed them." When the verb is
"
kahna," the

"
hi

"
is

sometimes blended with its root form. E.gr.
" we aisi

baten kahl rahe the," "they were just in the act of

saying such things."

3. As the pronoun
"
yih

"
(or

"
yah ") may refer,

in a narrative or discourse, either to what is gone before

or to what is just about to be said,

With "
yih

"
the rule is that in the former case
"
hi

"
is added (but blended with

the pronoun, forming
"
yihi

"
or

"
yahl," and "

isi "), but
in the latter it is nob, (The same rule applies to

"
aisa,"

"
itna," and similar words

; only in their case there is no

blending with "hi.")' The latter part of this rule is

absolute
;
the former is not, but should be observed at

least whenever any ambiguity would arise from its non-

observance. A good example, where the two parts of

the rule apply to the same sentence, is "Bara aur

pahila hukm yihl hai
;
aur dusri, us ki manind, yih hai

ki,"
"
this

"
(i.e.

" the one I have just quoted ")
"
is the

greatest and first commandment ;
and the second, like

to it, is this," i.e.
" the one I am just about to quote.'

Examples of the former part of the rule are :

"
Han,

main aisi hi kiriya khaunga," said by Abraham to

Abimelech, when the latter had asked him to swear

eternal friendship to him and his posterity.
"
Kya yih

baten isi tarah par hain ? ",
" Are these things so ? ",

i.e. as thy accusers have said they arc.
" Us ne us se

khatna kn "ahd bandha, aur isi halat men Ibrahim se

Ishaq paida hua,"
" He made with him the covenant of

circumcision, and in this state
"

(i.e.
"
of being circum-

cised ")
" Isaac was born of Abraham.

'
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4.
" Hi "

often occurs with the second of two words
which are contrasted with each other as incompatible,

to indicate ivhich alternative

In Alternatives is preferred. E.gr.
"
Pilane-

haroii ke pradhan ne Yusuph
ko sniaran na rakkha, baran us ko bhul hi gaya," "The
chief butler did not remember Joseph, but, so far from

that, he forgot him
;

" " hamare liye van men marne se

Misriyon ki sevva karni hi achchhl thi,"
"
serving the

Egyptians would have been better for us than dying in

the wilderness
;

" "
manushya par sahara karne se

Yahowa hi par bharosa rakhna bhala hai,"
"
It is better

to trust in Jehovah than to lean upon man
;

" "
unheii

srap ki santl ashlsh hi dilai,"
" instead of a curse, made

him bestow a blessing,"

5.
" Hi

"
is added to

" aur
"

to show that the latter

word is used not inclusively, but exclusively. E,gr.

"yih sab ke sab Qaisar ke huk-
Bxclusiveness mon ki mukhalafat karke kahte

haifi ki badshah to aur hi hai,"
"
all these oppose Caesar's decrees, and say that the king

is some one else." Here, if
"
hi

"
had been omitted

after
"
aur," the meaning would have been only that

" there is another king besides him
;

"
which accusation

would have been bad enough, but less than the accusers

meant. Again,
"
Han, ap ka mat to aisa hi hoga, par

mera mat aur hi hai,"
" No doubt this

"
(i.e.

" which

you have just mentioned")
"

is your opinion, but mine
is different."

6. Often, where it appears to us foreigners that
"
bhi

"
should be used rather than "

hi," the natives use

the latter. E.gr.
"
taki jab

Instead Of "bhi" Patras ae to us ka saya hi un
men se kisl par par jae," "so

that, when Peter should com,e, at least his shadow
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might fall on some one of them." Here, we think of the

shadow as the least possible part of Peter
;
but Hindu-

stanis regard it rather as a thing to be emphasized.

7. From the idea of emphasis naturally comes
that of singularity ; accordingly,

"
hi

"
is often beat

translated by
"
only." Indeed, with

= "Only" cardinal numerals this is the most
idiomatic way of expressing

"
only ;

"

e.gr.
" ek hi,"

"
only one

;

" "
tin hi,"

"
only three," and so

on. [Here it should be observed, that when " the

same
"
means "

only one," it is translated into Hindu-
stani by "ek hi;" otherwise by "wuhi." In other

words, when "
the same

"
refers to two persons or things

which have something in common with, each other,
" ek

hi
"

is right ; but when it refers to some person or thing
apart from what has last been mentioned,

" wuhi
"

(or
" waisa hi

"
or " utna hi," etc.) should be said. E.gr.

" Sawab kl babat Hinduon aur Musalmanon ki ek hi

rae hai,"
" on the subject of merit, Hindus and Mu-

salmans have the same opinion ;

"
but if we wanted to

say
" Hindus trust in meritorious deeds, and Musalmans

do the same," we should, have to say
" Hindu sawab

par bharosa rakhte bain, aur Musalman bhi waisa
hi karte hain," or

" Musalmanon ka bhi wuhi hai

hai."] Yet one should beware of supposing, as many
foreigners do, that this is the only meaning of

"
hi,"

or that it overrides its ordinary meaning of emphasis.
E.gr. Pharaoh's decree about the Israelites, that "mton
ki ginti utni hi denl paregi," and "din din utna hi kam
pura karna parega," is an example of No. 3, and means
that they were to give the same number of bricks, and do
the same amount of work, as before. Pharaoh certainly
did not mean that they were to work only as hard
as before !

8, "Hi" is often idiomatically used when a sen-
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tence is put in an unnatural order for emphasis' sake,

apparently without expressing
In Unnatural any further emphasis ; e.gr.

Order < tumharl zindagi chiz hi kya
hai ? ",

" what contemptible little

thing is your life ?
"

9. As to the place in the sentence in which "
hi

"

should be put, the rule is that it comes immediately
after the word which is meant to

Place of " Hi "
be emphasized. A good example
of this is given under No. 1 of this

chapter, where the meaning of the sentence varies

according to the word, immediately after which "
hi

"

comes. This rule is in most parts of Hindustan so

adhered to, that
"
hi

"
comes even between a noun (or

pronoun) and a postposition ; e,gr.
"
us! ne yih kam

kiya,"
" he it is, that did this

;

" " main ghar hi ko jata
hun," "home is where. I am going ;"

" Maslh asman hi

par se aya,"
" Heaven is where Christ came from." But

in the special idiom of Delhi,
"
hi

"
comes after the

postposition ; e.gr.
" main ne hi us ko bheja,"

"
it was I

that sent him."

10. When a word is reduplicated (see Chap.
XXXIX, 6), and at the same time emphasized,

"
hi

"

comes, not after the two words, but between them ; e.gr.

"sab log apne hi apne larkebalon se prem rakhte

hain,"
"
all people love each one his own children

;

"

" main turn ko do hi do paise dunga,"
"
I will give you

only two pice each
;

" "
dhire hi dhire chalo,"

"
proceed

slowly
"

(emphatically). We have already mentioned

(Chap. XV, section 8, 1) that when "
hi

"
is added to a

future t-ense, it is not put at the end, but inserted before

the terminations which are derived from the Sanskrit

verb for
"
to go ;

"
e.gr. "jo kuchh us ne kaha, so wah

karehiga,"
" what he said, he wiU certainly do." To this
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we now add, that " hi
"

is put in the middle of other

compound words also, or (perhaps a more correct

description) before other affixes
; e.gr.

" dusre sthan par
chal, jahafi se tu un men se bahar hi walon ko dekh

sake,"
" come along to another place, whence thou

mayest be able to see only those among them, who
are outside."

11. " Hi "
is idiomatically added in the apodosis of

a sentence, the protasis of which is relative, though it

may not be evident to a foreigner

In Apodosis that any emphasis is needed. E.gr.
of Relative "

jis tarah Maslh dunya men chala,

Sentence usl tarah Masihion ko bhi chalna

chahiye;" "jahafi lashen par! rahen-

gi, wahin giddh jama* ho jaenge."

CHAPTER XXII.

THE PARTICLE "Em."

1. This particle corresponds to the English
"
also

"

or
"
too," and " even

;

"
the context decides which of

these words to translate it by.
More used than But it occurs in Hindustani

in English much more frequently than the

above words do in English.
The cause of this is, that Hindustanis use it with

reference rather to the sense than the strict grammar.
E.gr.

"
apne tel men. se kuchh haoaen bhi do

"
would not
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be rightly rendered in English by
"
give us, too, of

,

your oil," because that would imply
"
as well as to

others," which is not meant
;
but only by

"
give us of

your oil." Why, then, do Hindustanis insert a "bhi"
there ? Because the result, of that petition being
granted would be that the foolish virgins had some
oil as well as the wise ones. Again,

" Main ne sair

karte aur tumhare ma^budon par ghaur karte waqt ek
aisi qurbangah bhi dekhi jis par yih likha tha,"

"
as I

strolled along and contemplated your objects of worship,
I saw an altar on which this was written." Here, if
"
also

"
were inserted in English, it would imply that

the altar was not one of their objects of worship ;
but

in Hindustani the insertion of
"
bhi

"
shows that it

also, besides others, was an object of worship.

2. In the above instances, and many others like

them,
"
bhi

"
is used where no corresponding English

word occurs
;
but besides these, there are many cases in

which "
also

"
or "even

"
in English would not be mis-

leading, only it is not idiomatic. E.gr.
"
yah tujh se

dur ho, ki dusht ke sang dharinl ko bhi mar dale,"
"
this be far from thee, to slay the righteous with the

wicked" (because that would be slaying him besides

the wicked) ;

" wah use us ke nikat le aya, aur us ne

khaya, and wuh us ke pas dakhmadhu bhi laya and us

ne piya,"
" he brought it near to him, and he ate it,

and he brought him wine
"

(as well as food),
" and he

drank it
;

" " un manushyon ne wah bhent and wah
duna rupaiyS, apne sath liya ;

and Binyamin ko bhi

sang leke chal diye,"
"
those men took with them that

present and that double money ;
and taking Benjamin

"

(besides the above-mentioned things)
" with them, they

departed ;

" " main marne se bhi prasanna hun, kyofiki

tujh jite jagte ka muiih bhi dekha,"
"
I am content to

die" (and not only suffer anything less), "because I

have seen the face
"
(and not ojily heard the voice)

"
of
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thee alive and well
;

" "
'aqlmandoii ne apnl mash*alon

ke sath apnl kuppiyon men tel bhl le liya," "the

wise ones took oil in their jars with their torches
"

(and therefore besides their torches); "jo tu parhta
hai use samajhta bhi hai?", "dost thou understand

what thou art reading?" (i.e. reading is not enough,

understanding also is necessary).

3. There are two special cases, in which "
bhi

"
is

used where we use no corresponding word. One is in

the apodosis of correlative

In Apodosis sentences, where the protasis
and apodosis contain the

same thought; e.gr.
"
jis tarah turn ilzam lagate ho, usl

tarah turn par bhi ilzam lagaya jaega,"
"
as you find

fault, so shall fault be found with you
"
(viz.

" with you
as well as those, with whom you find fault"); "jitna
dukh ham auron ko dete hain, utna ham ko bhi sahna

hoga,"
" we shall have to suffer as much pain as we

inflict on others
;

"

"jab wuh kitab mujhe parhal jaegl,
tab main use auron. ko bhi parhaunga,"

" when some
one teaches me that book, I will teach it to others." The
other case is in a speech really boastful, but in language
only putting oneself on a level with others

; e.gr.
"
Thiyudas ne uthkar daVa kiya tha ki main bhi

kuchh huii,"
" Theudas arose and claimed to be some-

body
"

(i.e. as well as others); "Shama'un yih kahta

tha ki main bhi kol bara shakhs hurl,"
'' Simon used

to say he was some great person."

4. The ordinary place of
"
tyhi,"

like that of "
hi,"

is immediately after the word with which it is con-

nected in sense
;

so that here,

Place Of "bhi" also, a sentence may vary its

meaning according to the place
which "

bhi
"

occupies in it. E.gr.
" main bhi yih

kahta hufi," "I (as well as others) say thisj" "main
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yih bhi kahta him," "I say this" (as well as other

things) ;

" main yih kahta bhi him,"
"
I say this

"
(as

well as think it),

5. But "bhi" admits of more exceptions to this rule

than "
hi

"
admits to the corresponding rule. Where-

as "hi," in most parts of the country,

Exceptions comes between a noun and a post-

position,
" bhi

"
never does. It is

always, e.gr.
" unhon ne bhi yih kaha,"

"
they, too,

said this ;

"
never " unhon bhi ne." Again, Hindustani

seeks to avoid ending a sentence, or a clause, with
"
bhi

;

"
and therefore, wherever possible, it puts it

before what now becomes the last word. E.gr.
" Ise le

bhi lo,"
" take this

"
(viz. and not only talk about

it); "yih kam bhi karo," "do this" (viz. as well as

consider it) ; never "
le lo bhi," or

" kam karo bhi,"

though the " bhi
"
refers in sense to

"
le lo

"
and " kam

karo." So "
turn yih karte bhi rahoge

"
(not

"
turn yih

karte rahoge bhi "), though the
"
bhi" belongs in sense

to
"
rahoge,"

"
you will continue also doing this," viz.

not satisfied with having done it, or even doing
it now.

Again,
" wuh tumhen akhir tak qaim bhi rakkhega,"

" he will also keep you firm to the end
;

"
where the

" bhi
"

refers to the whole composite verb,
"
qaim

rakkhega." Indeed, often
" bhi

"
is followed by two or

more words
;
which words belong to it in sense quite as

much as the preceding words
; e.gr.

" us ne Bal ki vedi

ko gira diya aur us ke pas ki ashera ko bhi kat dala,"
" he overthrew the altar of Baal, and also cut down the

Asherah which was by it." Here, the
" bhi

"
refers to

the whole clause,
" us ke pas ki ashera ko kat dala,"

and yet it is put between the verb and its object. For
if it had been put between.

" kat
"

and "
dala," the

sense would have been that he cut down the Asherah
besides having done something else to it. In this
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example, the subject of the two clauses is the same,
viz. Gideon

;
but where each clause has its own subject,

"
bhi

"
must be put after the subject of the second

clause, though in sense it refers to the whole of that

clause. E.gr.
" meii suno, to Parameshwar bhi tum-

harl sunega,"
"
listen to me, then God will attend to

you." Here, if the " bhi
"
had been put after

" tum-

hari," it would have implied that God would hear others

besides
"
you ;

"
and if it had been put after

"
sunega

"

(or, to avoid its coming at the end, if
" sun bhi lega

"

had been said), it would have implied that God would
hear "

you," as well as do something else to
"
you."

But though one might say that putting it after
" Param-

eshwar
"

implies that God, as well as some one else,

would hear "
you," as a matter of fact it does not

convey this meaning to a Hindustani, unless the

context should demand it.

6. But though
" bhi

"
may thus precede many

words to which in sense it belongs, it can never pre-
cede the whole of the words to

Never First which in sense it belongs. The
Urdu "

niz
"

is, indeed, employed
in this way (e.gr.

" aur niz yih,"
" and this also ") ; but

"
bhi," never.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

THE PARTICLE " To."

Really, there are two words "
to

"
in Hindustani,

with different origins in Sanskrit; and remembering
this will greatly lessen the difficulty

Two words which foreigners have in acquiring
the right use of these particles. A

good way of distinguishing them is to notice the place
which each of them occupies in a sentence

;
for the one

"
to

"
must come first in its clause, and the other must

never occupy that place, but the place which "
hi

"
and

"
bhi

"

generally have, i.e. inmediately after the word
to which in sense it belongs.

I. 1. One "to"* introduces the apodosis of a

conditional sentence, and in Urdu of a temporal sen-

tence also. E.gr. "agar tu 'chahc,
In Apodosis to mujhe pak saf kar sakta hai,"

"if thou wilt, thou canst cleanse

me
;

" "
yadi ap krodh na karte, to main ap ko mitha

uttar cleta,"
"

if you had not got angry, I would have

given you a soft answer." In the case of temporal
sentences, the Hindi, while sometimes using "to" in

the apodosis, yet greatly prefers
"
tab," which is the

proper word for
" then

"
in the sense of

"
at that time

;

"

but Urdu, for some reason or other, dislikes
"
tab," and

uses "to" in temporal, as well as condional, sentences:

e.gr. "jab kamil aega, to nfujis jata rahega,"
" when the

perfect is come, the imperfect will vanish."

* This "to" is always on-emphatic, and should be pruiiouucwl
with the vowel very short. See Chap. H, 3 (4) (a).
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2. In conditional sentences, the usage in Hindi and
Urdu differs in another respect also. In Urdu, while

the word for "if" in the protasis
Difference in must be expressed, the word for

Hindi and Urdu then
"
in the apodosis may be,

and often is, omitted ; e.gr.
"
agar

tu hai mujhe hukm de ki panl par chalke tere pas
aim,"

"
if it is thou, bid me come to thee on the water

;

"

in both these respects the usage being the same as in

English. But in Hindi, while the word for
"
if" is

often omitted, the "
to

"
rmusi be expressed. E.gr.

" mere pas paisa nahin
; hota, to deta,"

"
I have no cop-

pers by me
;

if I had, I would give [you some] ;

" "
yah

laral aur bahut din tak ban! rahe, to sab ke sab nash ho

jaenge," "if this war lasts much longer, all will be

destroyed." This, too, has a parallel in a common Eng-
lish construction

; e.gr. the above sentences might just as

well be " had I coppers, etc." and " should this war

last, etc." This omission of the word for "if" in the

protasis, and retention of
"
to

"
in the apodosis, is speci-

ally found when "to" is followed by the same verb,
and in the same form, as precedes it. One example,
"
tu chala aya to chala aya," we have already (Chap.

XVIII, section 4, 1) given in another connexion. But
this construction is mostly found when the preceding
and following verbs are in the imperative. E.gr.

"
yih

kam karo to karo,"
" do this if you like,"

" we nagar ki

charon or ghumen to ghumen,"
"
let them go round about

the city if they will
;

" " tumhara sang Yahowa de to de,"
"
let Jehovah help you if He will," i.e.

"
I am sure no one

else will." In such sentences, as is plain, there is an omis-

sion of the particle introducing the apodosis. E.gr. the

full form of the first would be "
agar turn yih kam karna

chaho, to karo." See further in Chap. XXXIX, 11.

3. A specially common instance of this reverse

tendency of Hindi and Urdu is found in their words for
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"
else," i.e.

"
if not." The Urdu is

" Nahm to " "
warna," which is a contraction of

'

wa," "and;" "ar," for "agar,"

j

1

if;" and "na,' "not;" the word for "if" being

expressed, but the word for
" then

"
being omitted, as

in English. E.gr. "warna jo log murdon ke liye

baptisma lete hain, wuh kya karenge ? ".
"
else, what

shall those people do who are baptized for the dead ?
"

i.e, "-i/what I have just said is not true, then," etc.

In the Hindi " nahin to," on the contrary, we find the

opposite tendency exemplified. E.gr.
" mere Bap ke

ghar men bahut se makan hain
;
nahin to main turn se

kah deta,"
"
in my Father's house are many abodes,

else I would have told you ;

" "
phir aisa kam na karna,

nahin to turn ko saza milegi,"
"
don't do such a thing

again, else you will be punished." Here the
" nahin to

"

stands for
"
agar aisa na hota, to," and "agar turn mera

yih hukm na mano, to,'

4. But often
" nahin to

"
occurs in Hindustani,

where the suppressed protasis is not nearly as evident

as in the above examples, and

Idiomatically where therefore
"
else

"
is not used

Used in English. E.gr. "us ne jan

bujhke aisa kiya, nahin to jetha
Manashshe hi tha," "he did this purposely, but the

elder was Manasseh." Here " nahin to
"
seems to imply

a process of thought like this :

"
if he had not done it

'intentionally, then he would not have done it at all, for

he knew that Mana,sseh was the elder." Again,
"
agar

ap yih hukm mujhe takidan dete hain to main uthkar

use baja launga, nahin to bimar main hurl hi,"
"
if you

positively order me to do this, I will get up and do it
;

but really I am ill
;

"
implying

" but if you are not so

positive, you will consider that," etc. So, in speaking
of our Lord riding into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday, one

can add " nahin to wah sada sab kahifi paidal hi jata
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tha,"
" but on all other occasions and in all other places

He went on foot." Again,
" Khuda ham se nazrefi

qubul to karta hai, lekin yih sirf us ki mihrbanl hi hai
;

nahin to wuh kisi chiz ka muhtaj nahin ho sakta."

5. Another common idiom is
"
sach puchho

"
(or

'puchhiye") "to," lit. "should you ask the truth,

then." It commonly corresponds
Sach Puchho to with our "

in fact," i.e.
" the fact

is." E.gr. "ham ne to use

dusht samjha tha, par sach puchho to wah bara hi

sajjan tha," "we thought him wicked, but really
"

(or "in

fact," or
"
the fact is, that ")

" he was a very good man."

II. 1. The other "to" has a concessive force,

the same as
" ban

"
(Chap. XX, 4); but it is very much
more commonly used than "ban,"

Concessive which may, in fact, be omitted, and
in fact generally is omitted, where

this
"
to

"
is to follow. Like "

hi
"

arid
"
bhi," its place

in a sentence determines the meaning of the sentence.

E.gr. "wah mujh se to prem rakhta, par mere bhai se

nahin rakhta,"
" he loves me, indeed, but does not love

my brother;" "wah to mujh se prem rakhta hai, par
us ka bhai nahin rakhta,"

"
he, indeed, loves me, but

his brother does not
;

" " wah mujh se prem to rakhta

hai, par kabhi kabhi mujh se udas bhi hota hai,"
" he

loves me, indeed, but sometimes is displeased with me."

2. With one exception (see No. 8 below), this
"
to

"

does not come at the end of a clause ;
and where it

would naturally come in that place,
Place of "to" the word "sahi" (a corruption of

the Arabic "sahih," "correct") is

added
; e.gr.

" wah mujh se prem rakhta to sahi, par kya
janiye kab tak rakhta rahe,"

" he does, indeed, love me,
but there is no knowing how long he will do so

;

"
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"maiiine tujhe dukh diya to sahi, par ab na dunga,""
true, I have given you pain, but I will do so no more."

3. The above examples illustrate the fact, that

generally this
"
to

"
is followed, in the next clause, by a

word signifying
"
but." But it is

How Followed also, very often, followed by
"
aur,"

"
phir," or some other

conjunction. E.gr.
"
tis to untaniyafi aur chalis gayen,""

thirty she-camels and forty cows
;

" " hamara rupaiya
to chuk hi gaya aur ab hamare sab prakar ke pishu
bhi tere pas a chuke haiii,"

" our money is all gone, and
now our animals of all kinds have come into thy
possession;" "Yahowa din ko to badal ke khambhe
oien aur rat ko ag ke khambhe men hokar," "Jehovah,

being by day in a pillar of cloud, and by night in a

pillar of fire
;

" "
unhoii ne achchhi achchhi to bartanoii

men jama* kar lim, aur burl burl phenk dim,"
"
they

gathered the good [fishes] into vessels, and threw the
bad away ;

" "
pahile apni ankh men se to shahtir nikal,

phir apne bhai ki ankh men se tinke ko achchhi tarah
dekhkar nikal sakega,"

"
first take the beam out of

thine own eye, then wilt thou be able to see clearly to

take the mote out of thy brother's eye."

4. Often the contrast, or difference, implied in
"
to," is not with

,
the following at all, but with the

preceding. E.gr. "jo tera vansh
Contrast with kahlaega so Ishak hi se chalega.
Preceding Hail, is dasi ke putra se bhi to

main ek jati upajafmga,"
" the

posterity which will be called thine will spring from
Isaac. True, I will cause a nation to spring from this

maidservant's son also
;

" "
us ne ek aur kuan khudwaya,

aur us ke liye to unhoii ne jhagra na kiya,"
" he dug

another well (by his servants' hands), and for it they did

not quarrel," viz, as they had dbne for the other wells.
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5. Often, again, there is no contrast or difference

expressed at all, either before or after
; but it is impli-

ed ; though commonly the speaker
Contrast only is not conscious of any such im-

Implied plication. E.gr. if one asks one's

servant "
gari al hai ? ",

" Is the

carriage come ? ", he will probably answer,
" Abhl to

nahin al," "it is not yet come
;

"
but he has at the back

of his mind " but I dare say it will come soon," or some
similar thought, and therefore he inserts "to." So," wuh mere bete ka to lihaz karenge,"

"
they will

respect my son" viz. though they have not respected
my servants. Again,

" tumhara asmftnl Bap to apne
mangnewalofi ko achchhi chizen zarur hi dega,"

"
your

heavenly Father at all events
"
[whatever earthly fathers

may do]
"
will surely give good things to them that

ask of Him
;

" "
yih adml aisa to kuchh nahlfi karta jo

qatl ya qaid ke laiq ho,"
"
this man does nothing worthy

of death or prison," viz. though, for all I know, he may
do many things worthy of other treatment

;

" Masih to
ek hi hai

; pas is ka kya sabab hai, ki zaitun ke darakht
do nazar ae ? ",

"
Christ is one," this we assume

;

" then

why did two olive trees appear ?
"

(which seems so

contrary to that assumption).

6. Sometimes the insertion of "to" makes all

tho difference to the right understanding of a sentence,

by removing a possible ambiguity.
Removes E.gr. with regard to the woman
Ambiguity mentioned in Luke 13: 11, interpre-

ters differ as to whether she was

wholly unable to straighten herself, or whether she was
able to do so partially, but not completely. The for-

mer meaning might be expressed by
" wuh bi'lkull

sidhi na ho sakti thi," the latter must be expressed, if

ambiguity is to be avoided, by
" wuh bi'lkull to sidhi

na ho sakti thi." Again, Musalmans for many years
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made a great deal of the old version of Matt. 7 : 21,

"Na har ek jo mujhe Khudawand, Khudawand kahte
hain asman ki badshahat men dakhil hoga." Uow
they extracted, even from this translation, the meaning
that every one who calls Jesus Lord will be excluded

from the kingdom of heaven, it is difficult to say ;
but

they did so. Anyhow, that false interpretation is

excluded by the insertion of" to."
" Jitne mujh se Ai

Khudawand, ai Khudawand, kahte hain, wuh sab to

asman ki badshahat men dakhil na hofige ;

"
meaning,

many of them may enter there, but not all.

7.
" To "

is also inserted to shew that a statement
is such as is, or ought to be, generally, if not univer-

sally, conceded. Very often in

= " of course" such cases, we say
"
of course."

E.gr.
"
mujhe wahan bhag jane

de, kyonki wah chhota to hai hi,"
"
let me flee there,

for it is (as you see) a little place ;

"
Yusuph ko leke

ek garhe men dal diya, garha to sukha tha,"
"
they

took Joseph and cast him into a pit ;
the pit (be it

understood) was dry ;

" " bhal to apna har hi mans
hai,"

" a brother (of course) is one's very bone and
flesh

;

" " waris to yihi hai,"
"
this (as we all know) is

the heir ;

" " khara ho, main bhi to insan him,"
" stand

up, I also (as you see) am a man
;

" "
teri stri Sara

kahan hai ? us ne kaha, wah to tambu men hai,"
" where is Sarah thy wife ? he said, she is (of course) in

in the tent
;

" "
ban, mere putra hi ka to angarkhahai,"

"
yes, it is my son's coat (and no doubt about it)."

8. When added to a verb in the imperative,
"
to

"

imparts a peremptoriness to the command or request.

E.gr.
"
mujhe bata to, kya turn ne

Peremptory zamin itne hi ko bechi ?",
"

tell me
now, did you sell the land- for only so

much ?
"
This is the case alluded to above, when "

to
'
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may come at the end of a clause. But even here, if it

can come in the middle of a compound verb, it seems to

prefer it
; e.gr.

"
tu us ko mere hath men saufip to de,"

"just you deliver him up to me
;

" " utar to ja," "you
go down "

(and do not stay here making excuses).

Indeed, in writing one should avoid ending a clause

with "
to," for fear the reader, thinking it to be the

first kind of
"

to," should carry it on to the next clause.

9. When Hindustanis have some little doubt

about a thing, and wish to express it as softly as

possible, they put
"
to nahm '

at

Gentle doubt or near the end of the sentence,

raising the voice slightly as for a

question ; e.gr.
"
ap chale jaenge to nahm,"

"
you won't

go away, will you ?
"

;

"
is mahlne men aur tihwar to

na parenge,"
"
there will fall no more holidays this

month, will there?"; "wuh bi'lkull diwana to nahm
hua,"

" he has not become quite mad, has he ?
"

;

" aur
kol chiz to nahm chahiye,"

"
you don't want anything

more, do you ?
"

Also, without a negative, to express
all but complete certainty ; e.gr.

"
sab kushal kshem to

hai ? ",
"
all is well with you, is it not ? ", i.e,

"
I hope

all is well with you ?
"

10. It will be seen that, in many of the above

examples, the second "
to

"
conveys an emphasis to the

sentence or clause
; and

Not really emphatic therefore many call it an

emphatic particle. But

really, the emphatic sense which it often bears is acci-

dental to it. It is only because one often emphasizes
a fact, or a thought, which one concedes in view of a
different fact or thought which one is going to mention.
And where there is no concession either expressed or

implied,
"
to

"
cannot be employed merely for emphasis,

but this must be expressed by "hi," or in some other way.
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1. From this table it will be seen that, on the

whole, (1) all the words in each horizontal line begin
with the same letter ;

and (2) all

Explanation the words in the same perpendi-
of the Table cular line end with the same

syllable. But (1) the initial letter

of words denoting the simple third person, which was

originally t, has become s in the pronoun. This modi-
fication had already taken place in Sanskrit, which
Hindustani simply follows in this.; also in Greek ; viz.

the substitution of s for t, as being softer, and easier to

pronounce. (2) In Sanskrit, both a and i are the

initial letters of words denoting the proximate ;
some

words begin with the one, and some with the other.

This also has been just followed by Hindustani
; only

(a) it turns i into y before vowels, and (6) in one in-

stance it combines the a and the i into ai. (3) The

original initial letter of words signifying the remote
was u

;
but Hindustani substitutes w for this before a

vowel. (4) The initial letter of the Interrogatives is

consistently k
;
and that of the Relatives is j through-

out
;
and Indefinites are, for the most part, formed from

the corresponding Interrogatives by adding
"
hi."

Only, in one instance the "hi" has become "I;" in

another,
" an hi

"
has been crushed into

" hm
;

"
and

" kol
"

and " kuchh
"
are not formed with "

hi
"

at all,

but direct from Sanskrit. (5) As was remarked in

Chap. X, 6, all the words denoting the simple third

person are, with the single exception of
" to" obsolete

in Urdu, and (with the exception of
"
tab ") obsolescent

in Hindi. In the latter they (except "tab") are

employed chiefly in correlative clauses, i.e. those which
answer to relative clauses

; thus, "so" answers to "jo,"
"tahaiV'to "jahafi,""tidhar" to "jidhar," "titna"to

"jitna,"
"
taisa

"
to "jaisa,"

"
tyoii

"
to "jyon." But

even in these, Urdu always, and Hindi increasingly,

employ the
" remote

"
words instead. (In English, the
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opposite process has taken place ;
the words denoting

the simple third person, e.gr.
"
that,"

"
then,"

"
there,"

"
thither,"

"
thus,"

"
therefore," and "

so
"
have, besides

their proper meaning, with one exception taken the

place of the " remote
"

words. That exception is the

Pronoun, "he," "she/' and "it;" whose existence

in the language has caused " that
"

to be gene-

rally confined to the "remote" sense.) (6) "Tyon,"
"won," and "jyon" are used in Hindi; Urdu does

not use "tyon" at all, and turns "won" into

"wuii," and "jyon" into
"
jyun ;

"
also "kyon"

into
"
kyuii."

2. It will also be noticed that many places in the

above table are empty, (1) There is no word for
" remote

"
Time ;

"
tab," which

Empty Spaces properly belongs to the Simple
Third Person, is used for it in

Hindi
;
and "

to,"
" us waqt," etc. for it in Urdu. (2)

Strictly speaking, there is no one word denoting Cause,
in any of the six divisions. But in the Interrogative

division,
"
kyofi

"
(in Urdu "

kyufi ") has been taken

from the column for
"
Manner," and put in that for

" Cause." In other words,
"
kyoii," which originally

meant " How ? ", has come to mean "
why ?

"
;
and

therefore, to form a word for
" how ? ",

" kar
"
has been

added to it. (3) In ihe column for "condition," Hindu-

stani has separate words only in the Simple Third

Person and the Relative. For the latter, Urdu borrows

the Persian
"
agar

"
; literary Hindi uses the Sanskrit

"yadi"; in ordinary Hindustani the pronoun "jo "is

often used for
"
if"

;
but perhaps oftenest, in the langua-

ge of the people, no word is used, but the tense of the

verb shows that the clause is conditional. (4) In place
of the words marked as non-existent in the table,

Hindustani uses combinations of existent and common
words

; e.gr.
" us sabab

"
in Urdu, and " us karan

"
in
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Hindi, for
"
for that reason,"

"
therefore

;

" "
kis shart

par
"

for
" on what condition ? ", etc.

3. (1) It has not been thought necessary to give
in the Table the modified forms of the Pronouns, which

they assume before postpositions ; i.e.
" so

"

Varia becomes "
tis

"
in the singular, and "

tin
"

in the plural (much less used even than

"so"), "yah "or "yih" becomes "is "in the singular,
and "

in
"
in the plural ;

and similarly
" wah

"
or " wuh "

becomes " us
* and " un "

;

" kaun
"
becomes "

kis
"
and

" kin
"

;

"
kya

"
becomes, properly speaking,

" kahe
"

e.gr. "kaheko ? ",
"
why ? ", lit.

"
for what ? "but this

.form is not recognized in Urdu, and is obsolescent in

Hindi, "kis" having taken its place; "jo" becomes

"jis" and "jin;" and "kol" becomes "kisl" in the

singular. (2)
" Yahan "

is mistakenly used in the East

of Hindustan for
" han "

in the sense of
"
at the place."

(See Chap. XX, 6.) E.gr. "us ke yahaii," "at his

place." The proper meaning of
"
yahan," viz.

"
here,"

"
at this place," cannot suit such a connexion

;
and the

word seems to have become common in this sense, only
because of the other (i.e. the affirmative) meaning of

"han," and the wish to avoid ambiguity. (3) Owing
to the similarity in sound between the words in the

column for
"
Direction

"
and the English words

"
whither,"

"
hither," and "

thither," many English

people mistake the meaning of the former. These

English words mean "
to which place,"

"
to this place,"

and "
to that place," and are thus distinguished from

(though in modern English they have been largely

superseded by)
"
where,"

"
here," and "

there," which

properly mean only "at which place," "at this place,"
"at that place." But the Hindustani words in ques-
tion mean neither to nor at a place, but only in a
direction. Thus "

idhar
"

means "
in this direction,"

" towards me
;

" " udhar
"
means "

in that direction,"
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that way,"
"
beyond ;

" " kidhar
"
means "

in what di-

rection ? ", e.gr.
" we kidhar gaye ? ",

"
in what direction

are they gone ?"; and "jidhar" means "in the direc-

tion in which." The distinction between (e.gr.)
" where

"

and " whither
"

in English is not observed in Hindu-
stani

; e.gr.
" whither wentest thou, Gehazi ?

"
is

"
ai

Gehazi, tu kahan gaya tha ?
"

In other words,
" kahan

"
means "

to what place
"

as well as
" at what

place
"

;
and so with the other words in the column for

"
place." (4) In the fifth column, the words given

denote quantity if in the singular, and number if in

the plural ; e.gr.
"
itni nadam,"

"
so much folly (as

this)"; "itneroz," "so many days (as these)." (5) In

the sixth column, (a) the singular and plural equally
denote quality, or kind

;
e gr.

" wah kaisa murkh hai,"

"what" (lit. "what sort of") "a fool he is!"; "jaise
darakht hain, waise hi un ke phal bhi honge,"

" as the

trees are, such will be their fruits," (6) the singular
masculine, specially in its modified form, is used as an

adverb; e.gr. "jaisa" (or "jaise") "us ne kaha tha,

waisa
"

(or
"
waise ")

"
hi us ne kiya bhi hai,"

"
as he

said, so has he done." (c) The modified form of the

singular masculine of the relative, as also the other

form "jyon," are used to denote degree ; e.gr. .

"
jaise

jaise" (or "jyonjyofi")
" un ko dukh diyajata tha,

waise hi waise
"
(or

"
tyon hi tyon," or

" won hi won ")
" we barhte gaye,"

"
in proportion as they were afflicted,

they went on multiplying."

4. Enough has now been said about the words in

the three upper horizontal lines
;
but more will have to

be said concerning Interrogatives ; Relatives, and
Indefinites.

5.
" Kidhar hi

"
and "

kaisa hi
"
occur in an inde-

finite sense only in the phrases "kidhar hi .kyofi na,"
"
kaisa hi kyofi. na,"

"
in whatever direction (it may
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be)",
"
of whatever kind (it may be) ". See Chapter

XXVII, 4.

CHAPTER XXV.

INTERROGATIVE WORDS AND SENTENCES.

1. With two exceptions, interrogative words can-
not in Hindustani, as they do in English, come at the

beginning of a sentence or clause.

Place in a E.gr. we say
" who are you ? ", but

sentence Hindustanis say
" Turn kaun ho ?

"
;

we say
" where is he gone ?

"
but

they say
" wuh kahan gaya?" So, "aj tumhare

mufih kyoii sukhe bain?" "why are your faces dejec-
ted

"
(lit dry ") to-day ?"

2. One of the two exceptions is this, that when
"
kya

"
is a mere interrogative particle (i.e. taking the

place of our "
question-mark "),

Interrogative it may sometimes occupy the
Particle

'

first place in a sentence; "kya
wuh dobara apni ma ke pet

men dalchil hokar paida ho sakta hai?'
,

" can he, having
re-entered his mother's womb, be born ?

"
Here, if

"kya
"

had been postponed to its normal place, viz.

just before the principal verb of the sentence (viz.
" wuh dobara apni ma ke pet men. dakhil hokar kya
paida ho sakta hai ? ") the meaning would have been
"
though he re-enter his mother's womb, can he be

born ?
"

(see Chapter XV, section 14, 5). In short, the

rule about the position of this interrogative particle is
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somewhat lax. Generally speaking, when it occupies
the first place in a sentence, there is some special
reason for it

;
but it would not be easy always to assign

such special reason.

3. The other exception is the use of a double
" kahan "

to express the utter unlikeness of two things

(as we say
" wide as the poles

Special use of asunder "). In this case, each
"Kahan '

part of the question begins
with " kahan." E.gr.

" kahan
Parameshwar ka anadi ananta jiwan ? and kahan

manushya ka thore hi din thahrnehara janam ? ",
" what comparison is there between the beginningless
and endless life of God, and the life of a man which
lasts only a few days ?

"
;

" kahan ap ke aparimeya gun ?

aur kahan men chyunti ki si shakti ? ",
" what is there

in common between your boundless virtues, and my
ant-like power ?

"
In questions of this kind, if

" kahan
"

were put in the place usual with interroga-

tives, it would be taken in its literal sense of
"
where,"

and the poetry would vanish.

4. With the interrogative words "
kaun,"

"
kya,"

and "
kaisa,"

" wuh "
and "

yih
"

are often added,
and then the interrogative

"Yih "or "wuh" sentence' includes in sense

Inserted a relative clause which we

express, but Hindustanis do

noi;e.gr, "Parameshwar ne yah ham se kya kiya ? ",
" what is this which God has done to us ?

"
;

" turn

logon ne yah kaisa kam kiya hai ? ",
"
<vhat sort of thing

is this that you have done ?
"

;

"
dekh, wuh kaun a

raha hai ? ",
"
look, who is coming ?

"
(lit.

" who is that

person who is coming ? ").

5.
"
Kya ", when repeated, i.e. when one "

kya
"
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stands at the head of each of two or more words or

clauses, loses its inter-
" Kya "

Repeated rogative sense, and is

translated by "both"
and "

and," or
" whether

"
and "

or
"

; e.gr.
"
kya ghar

rneii kya maidan meil us ka jo kuchh tha, sab par
Yahowa ki ashlsh hui,"

" whatever he had, both in the

house and in the field, Jehovah's blessing rested upon
it

;

" "
kya mard kya *aurat kya baibachche sab ke

sab hazir the,"
"
men, women, and children, all were

present." Care must be taken by foreigners not to

confuse this use of
"
kya

"
repeated with that of

"chahe" repeated (see Chapter XVI, section 10, 5);
for both are translateable by

" whether
"
and "

or."

But one difference between them is this, that in repeat-

ing
"
kya

"
there is, at least at the time of speaking or

writing, no doubt about the application, but a simple
statement of fact; whereas in repeating

;( chahe" there

is always an element of doubt. Another difference is

this, that " chahe
"

requires to be followed by a verb,
whereas "

kya
"

cannot govern one. Both these dif-

ferences appear in the following example :

" chahe Israeli

hon chahe paradeshi we kya strl kya purush sab ke sab

aisa karen,"
" whether they be Israelites or foreigners,

they should all, men and women alike, do so." And
this sentence,

"
turn such out of the camp, whether

they be men or women," might be rendered either
"
aisoft ko chahe purush hoii chahe strl chhavvani se

nikal do," or "kya purush kya stri aise sabhofi. ko
chhawanl se nikal do

;

"
but in the former case

" hon
"

must be inserted, in the latter not.

6. In English, the force of an interrogative word
is generally carried on into the next clause, e.gr.

"
why

Interrogative
do y?

u now kee? q" iet> and say
nothing about bringing back the
. . t? 9
king ? But m rimdustani, 11
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such cases, the interrogative word must be repeated
with the next clause

; e.gr.
" ab turn kyoii chup rahte,

and raja ko lauta le ane kl charcha kyon nahm
karte ?'"

7. Hindustanis are fond of putting sentences into

an interrogative form, when they do not mean to ask a

question, but to express a negation
Negative strongly; e.gr. "ab rone ki kya bat
Meant hai?", "now what is there to cry

about ? ", i.e.
"
there is no reason for

crying." Hence a common phrase is
" aur kya ? ", lit.

" what else ? ", where we should say
" of course," i.e.

"
there can be no disputing what you say." This usage

applies to all interrogative words, but most specially to
" kahan

;

"
e.gr.

"
jab wah ag ka indhan hokar bhasma

ho gal hai tab kisl kam kl kahan rahl ? ", "when it

has become the fuel of fire, and been burnt to ashes, of

what use can it be ? ", lib.
" where is it of any use ?

"

Allied to this use of
"
kya ?

"
is the phrase

"
kya jane ?

"

(lit.
" what should one know ? ") or

"
kya janiye ?

"
(lit.

" what can be known ? "), i.e.
"
perhaps."

8.
"
Kya

"
is idiomatically used, followed by

" balki
"

in Urdu, and "baran" in Hindi, as a strong

way of saying
"
not only, but,"

Followed by when of the two things mentioned
" Balki "

the former seems to be left far

behind by the latter
; e.gr.

" suar jo
adhchira kya baran bilkul chire khurwala bhi hai, par

pagur nahm karta, is liye wah bhi tumhare liye

ashuddh hai,"
" the pig, because, though it is not half

but (far beyond that) wholly cloven-footed, yet it does

not chew the cud, therefore is unclean to you;"
" Hindu log kya, balki kol koi Maslhi bhi, aisl nadani

men phafise hain,"
" not only Hindus, bub some Chris-

tians too are involved in such, folly."
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9. Hindustani has the very convenient power of

asking two question in one, where we have to put one

interrogative into another form.

Two questions E.gr. if there are several persons,
in one and we want to know how each

of them is engaged, we have to

say either
"
in what work is each of them engaged ? ",

or " which of them is engaged in each kind of work ?
"

but Hindustanis express this much more neatly, by say-

ing
" un men se kaun kaun kya kya karte hain ? ", or

"
kis kis kam men lage hain ?

"
So,

"
kis kis gharl men

kitne kitne baje hain.?", "what is it o'clock in each
of the watches ?

"

10. "Kaun" and "kya" are, each of them, both
nouns and adjectives ;

i.e. they can either stand alone,
or be joined to a noun. When

Both Nouns they stand alone,
" kaun

"
refers

and Adjectives always to persons, and means
" who ? ", and

"
kya" refers always

to things, and means " what ? ".
"
Kya

"
is not often

used as an adjective ; yet the phrase
"
kya chlz ?

"
is

very common. But generally speaking,
" kaun

"
answers

to
" which ?

"
and " what ? ", when these are used ad-

jectivally. E.gr.
" wahan kaun admi khara hai ? ",

" what man is standing there ? ", i.e.
" who is that man

standing there ?
"

;

" kaun chiriya bol rahi hai ? ",
" what

bird is making that sound ?
" As stated in Chap. IX,

section 5, the adjectival affix "sa" is often added to

"kaun" in this sense, without altering the meaning;
perhaps, rather, to show clearly that " kaun

"
'is used

adjectivally ; e.yr.
"
Ap kaun si kitab dekh rahe hain ? ",

" what book are you reading ?
"

11. Interrogatives, when followed by
"
hi," express

astonishment, not question. We produce the same
result by pronouncing the interrogative in a different
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tone. E.gr. "Aha, ten bhalal kya hi barl hail",
"
Oh, how great is thy good-

Followed by " Hi "
ness !

"
;

"
Hay, is larai men

kitne hi admi mare gaye
haifi ! ",

"
Alas, how many men have been killed in this

war !

"

12. The use of the interrogative particle is not

always necessary in asking a question ; for in speaking,
the tone of the voice

Interrogative Particle generally indicates that

not one is asking. But in

always necessary writing, the cases are

very rare when it is safe

to omit it.

13. A disjunctive question is formed, as in Eng-
lish, by using a word for

"
or

"
between the parts. But

besides the regular words for
"
or,"

Disjunctive viz. "ya" and "wa," "ki" (see

Question Chap. XVIII, section 6, 1) is very
often used

; indeed, in Hindi it is

more idiomatic than " wa
;

"
specially if the second part

of the question is a negation of the first. And the

first part is, in Urdu, preferably but not necessarily,
introduced by

"
aya."
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CHAPTER XXVI.

RELATIVE WORDS AND CLAUSES.

1. Normally, in Hindustani sentences the relative

comes first, and the correlative follows it. There is no
more striking difference between

Place of the structure of sentences in Indian
Relatives languages and in those in all langua-

ges West of India, than this (to

Westerners) seeming inversion of the natural order of

sentences. We have, however, isolated and partial
instances of it in European languages; e.gr. "Qui
s'excuse, s'accuse

;

' " what I know, I say." We call

these "
partial

"
instances, because, though the correla-

tive is understood before
"
s'aocuse

"
and " I say," it is

not expressed. But in Hindustani it is expressed ;
and

a foreign learner cannot have it too deeply impressed
on his mind that this is the normal order. E.gr.

" he
who sins shall be punished

"
is not " wah jo pap kare

dand paega," but "jo pap kare so dand paega ;

" " there

are as many opinions as sages" (a common Hindu

saying) is not " utne mat hain jitne muni haiii," but

"jitne muni haiii utne mat bhi hain" (or, more tersely,

"jai muni tai mat"); "he that is not with me is

against me, and he that gathereth not with me scat-

tereth
"

is not " wuh jo mere sath nahm," etc., and
"wuh jo mere sath jama* nahm karta," etc., but "jo
mere sath nahm wuh mera mukhalif hai, and jo mere
sath jama* nahm karta wuh bakherta hai." It is the

more important for the foreign learner to observe this,

because unhappily the first translators of the Bible into
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Hindustani seem to have been ignorant of this rule
;

and as the Urdu Old Testament has not been revised,

it abounds specially in "Proverbs" and "Psalms"
with sentences beginning with a "

wuh," followed by
"jo." A. single example of this must suffice.

"
Wuh,

jis ka bharosa Khudawand par hai, rahmat se ghera jata
hai," for

"
He, whose trust is on the Lord, is surrounded

with mercy;" whereas it ought to be "jis ka bharosa

Khudawand par hai, wuh rahmat se ghera jata. hai."

2. At the same time, this order is only normaL
Often there are good reasons for departing from it.

E.gr. Ps. 33 : 17 is rightly translat-

Exceptions ed "Khudawand ki ankh un par

lag! hai jo us se darte haiii, and
un par jo us ki rahmat/ ke ummedwar haiii." Here, if

it had been "jo Khudawand se darte haiii, and jo us ki

rahmat ke ummedwar haiii, un par us ki ankh lagi hai,"

it would indeed have been good Hindustani, but it

would have somewhat shitted the balance of thoughts
in the Psalmist's mind. And it would never have done
to say "Khudawand ki ankh jo us se darte haiii," etc.,

because the "jo" would, at first hearing or reading, be
taken to refer to

" Khudawand." Another example is

"wuh bhalai karta, and un sab ko shifa deta phira, jo
Iblis ke hath se zulm uthate the." Here, it would be

tolerable to transpose the clauses " un sab ko shifa deta

phira" and "jo Iblis ke hath se zulm uthate the;" but
the above translation is better, because it brings nearer

together the two participles, which depend equally
on "

phira."

3. It may have been noticed, that in one of the

above examples, the places of
" Khudawand "

and " us
"

are transposed in one of the suggested alternatives,

from what they are in English. This is because, in

Hindustani, the noun must precede the pronoun which
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refers to it; and therefore, in turning English into

Hindustani, and putting the relative before the corre-

lative, care must be taken to

Places of Noun see that the noun goes with
and Pronoun the relative, and the pronoun

with the correlative. This
rule has not been observed in the current Urdu trans-

lation of the third Commandment, "jo us ka nam
belaida leta hai, Khudawand use begunah na thah-

raega." Here, the translator was right, for once, in

putting the relative clause first
;
but he forgot, in doing

so, also to transpose the noun and the pronoun.

4. Another reason for altering the normal order is

to avoid a false inference which might be drawn from
that order. E.gr. "usne nazar

Avoidance of false kl rotiyan khain, jin ka khana
inference us ko rawa na tha," "he eat the

shewbread, which it was not

lawful for him to eat." Here, if it had been "jin nazar

kl rotiyon. ka khana us ko rawa na tha, un ko khaya,
it would have implied that some of the shewbread was
lawful for him to eat, and his offence was that he ate,

not it, but that part of it which was not lawful for him.

5. Hindustanis are fond of repeating relative words
in a relative clause, where we use only one relative, and

express the other in some other

Relatives way, commonly by the use of

Reduplicated an indefinite pronoun. E.gr.

"jo jaisa kam kare so taisa

phal bhoge
"

(a common Hindu saying),
" whatever

kind of work any one does, he will get a reward of

that kind;" "jis jis pram ka jo jo nam Adam ne

rakkha, soi us ka nam para,"
" whatever name

Adam gave any creature, that came to be its name ;

"

"jochlz jis jagah ke munasib ho, use usl jagah mefi
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rakkho,"
"
put each thing in the place which is appro-

priate to it;" "jis admi ne jitna kamaya ho, utna hi

us ko milega," "every man will receive just whatever he
has earned

;

" "
jo shakhs jis se maghlub hai, wuh us

ka ghulam hai," "a man is a slave of whoever has

overcome him."

6. When a relative clause, not quite short, inter-

venes between a noun and some statement about the

thing which the noun
Effect of intervening expresses, it is more
Relative Clause idiomatic in Hindustani

to put the noun in the

unmodified form ivithout a postposition, and to take it

up after the relative clause by a non-relative pronoun
with the postposition, if one is needed. E.gr.

" Yahowa
Parameshwar, jo sanjh ke samay bar! men phirta tha,

us ka shabda un ko sun para,"
" the voice of J ehovah

God, who was walking in the garden at eventide, was
heard by them." This is better than " Yahowa Para-

meshwar ka shabda, jo phirta tha, un ko sun

para." Again
" Yeshu* Masih Nasari, jis ko turn ne

salib dil aur Khuda ne murdoii men se jilaya, usi ke
nam se," etc.,

"
only by the name of Jesus Christ the

Nazarene, whom you crucified and God raised from the

dead," etc., rather than "Yeshu* Masih Nasari hi ke

nam se, jis ko," etc. So :

" Kurnelius subedar, jo
khudatars aur rastbaz admi hai, us ne pak
firishte se hidayat pal,"

" Cornelius the centurion, who
is a pious and righteous man, has received an instruction

from a holy angel," instead of " Kurnelius subedar ne,

jo hai, pak firishte se," etc. Once more: "
apni

praja ke log jo Misr meii haiii un ke dukh ko main ne

nishchay dekha hai,"
"
surely I have seen the suffering

of my people who are in Egypt ;

"
and not "

apni

praja ke logon ke dukh'ko, jo Misr men ham, main

ne," etc. ,
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7. The above are instances of relative clauses

which do not precede correlative ones
;
and they are

instances in which the rela-

Substitutes for Re- tive could not have been
lative Clauses dispensed with. But now

it must be said, that Hindu-
stani is not fond of such relative clauses at all, Where
such clauses precede the correlatives, there it likes

them
;
but where they follow them, though very often

indeed Hindustani cannot avoid them, yet, wherever it

can, it substitutes for them some other construction.

And this is specially necessary when one relative clause

is included in another
;
which makes an involved sen-

tence such as Hindustani specially abhors. Hence, it

often turns the verb of such a relative clause into a

participle of that verb, and makes it precede, and agree
with, the correlative ;

and it joins the subject of the

relative clause with that participle by adding to it the

adjectival affix
" ka

"
("kl,"

" ke "). E.gr. "log
blmaroii aur napak ruhoii ke satae huon ko lae,"
"
people brought the sick, and those who were vexed

by unclean spirits," which is better than "
bimaron,

aur jinhen napak ruheii satatl thin, unhen bhi lae."

So,
"
pita aur us ke ghar men rahtl hul kunwarl beti

ke bich,"
" between a father and a virgin daughter

living in his house," rather than "
pita aur us kl kun-

wari beti ke bich, jo us ke ghar men rahtl ho." Again,
" un kl thapl hul muratoii ko tor-dale, aur un kl banal

hul vediyon ko dha do,"
" break in pieces the images

which they have set up, and demolish, the altars

that they have made." The insertion of the past

participle of
"
hona," in all such cases, at least as

the general rule, has been explained in Chapter XV,
section 2; 2.

8. Often the meaning of the relative clause is

given by the simple use of the adjectival affix aforesaid
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without even a participle; e.gr. "jitne Khuda kc
kalam men ke hukm ke khilaf jore jate hain,"

"
as many

as are joined together contra-

Suppression of rily to the command in God's
Relative word." Here, the English is

even more concise than the

Hindustani
;

for it has no word answering to
"
ke,"

But this word the Hindustani must retain
; though it

may omit the "
men," which the English keeps.

Anyhow, in both languages there is a suppressed
relative clause

;

" the command which is written in

God's word
"
would be the full English, and "

us hukm
ke khilaf jo Khuda ke kalam men likha hai

"
would be

the full, but clumsy and bad, Hindustani. A similar

example is :

"
us ne mujhe apne man ke sare bhed

batae,"
" he told me ail the secrets of his mind," i.e.

"
all the secrets, which were in his mind."

9. When following relative clauses, referring to

the same object, occur in English, in all after the first

Hindustani drops the relative,

Relative not and adopts the demonstrative

Repeated pronoun. E.gr. in English we say
" the labourers who have reaped

your fields, and whose hire you have kept back
;

"
bub

this is, in Hindustani, not "jin mazdurofi ne tumhare.
khet kate, aur jin ki mazduri turn ne rakh chhori,"

which would suggest, if it would not necessarily mean,
that those who had reaped their fields, and those

whose hire they had kept back, were different persons.
Instead of this, it should be "jin mazdurofi ne tum-
hare khet kate, aur un ki mazduri turn ne rakh

chhori." So, for
" besides that foundation which has

been laid, and which is Jesus Christ, no o'ne can lay
another

"
is

" siwa us neo ke jo pan hui hai, aur wuh
Yeshu* Masih hai, koi shakhsdusra nahin rakh sakta."

So again, "jiu manushyon, to Musa ne desh ke bhcd
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lene ke liye bheja tha, aur unhon ne lautkar us desh
ki ninda kil thi,"

"
the men whom Moses had sent to

spy out the land, and who had returned and defamed
that land."

1O. When a relative clause has to follow the
noun on which it depends, Hindustani idiom prefers, if

it does not absolutely require,

Support for the a " wuh "
or an " aisa

"
before

Relative the noun, to form a sort of

support to the relative. E.gr.
"
taki aisl ruhanl qurbanian charhao, jo Khuda ke

nazdlk maqbul hotl hain,"
"
so that you may offer

spiritual sacrifices which are acceptable to God ;"
"
turn

aisl ummat ho jo Khuda ki khass milkiyat hai,"
"
you

are the people which is God's special property ;

" " wuh

tujh se aisl baten kahega jin se tu najat paega"
" he

will tell thee things whereby thou shalt be saved."

In all such instances the English requires no word
before the noun, no support for the relative; but the

Hindustani runs much more smoothly with one than

without one.

Yet this rule applies only to those cases, in which
the meaning, or at least the implication, is that there

are other things, to which the

Not absolute noun by itself would apply, but

to which the relative clause does

not apply. E.gr. the above three examples imply
that there are spiritual sacrifices which are not accept-
able to God

;
that there are other peoples, which are

not God's special property ;
and that he might possibly

say things which would not lead to salvation. Otherwise,
where there is no such implication,

"
aisa

"
or

" wuh "

must not be inserted. E.gr. "yih be'aql janwaroii ki

manind haiii, jo pakre jane aur halak hone ke liye

paida hue hain,"
"
these are like brute beasts, which
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are born to be caught and destroyed." Here, the

insertion of
" un

"
or

"
aisa

"
before

"
be'aql janwarofi

"

would imply that there are some brute beasts which

are born with a different end in view.

11. "All who" and "all that" must not be

rendered into Hindustani by
" sab jo," but by

"
jitne''

and "jo kuchh." E.yr. "all who

With "All'"' seek shall find" is not "sab jo
dhundte hain, paenge," but "

jitne
dhiifidte hain, paenge."

" Remember all that I say to

you" is not " wuh sab yad rakkho, jo main turn se

kahuri," but "jo kuchh main turn se kahuii, use yad
rakkho." There is no need, in such cases, for

"
jitna

"
to

be followed by
"
utna."

12. (1) There is a peculiar use of "jo" which is

a stumbling block to European beginners, and all the

more so because there is

" Jo" as Conjunction no English word which

exactly corresponds to it ;

though
"
whereas,"

" inasmuch as,"
" m that," etc., are

often helpful for this purpose. It differs from other

uses of "jo," in that whereas in them it qualifies
a

word (expressed or understood), here it qualifies, and
introduces, a whole clause ; and the following correla-

tive refers to the whole clause. &.yr.
"
tu ne jo apnl

stri ki sum, aur jis vriksh ke phal ke vishay main
ne tujhe agya dil ki tu use na khana, us ko tu ne

khaya hai, is liye," etc.,
<; inasmuch as thou hearkenedst

to thy wife, and atest the fruit of the tree which I

commanded thce not to eat, therefore," etc.
" Turn jo

ab Ion Intefi bunftne ke liyc logon ko pual diya karte

the, so age ko na dena,"
" whereas you have been

hitherto giving the people straw to make bricks, in

future do not give it."
" Turn log jo guriyar ho,

ib karan main tumhare biph hok na chalunga,"
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" because you are stiffnecked, therefore I will not

travel in the midst of you." "Turn ne jo mujhe yahaii
bech dala, is se udas mat ho,"

" do not be grieved at

having sold me hither."
" Tu ne jo mere pati ko le

liya, so kya chhoti bat hai ? ",
"

is it a small thing that

thou hast taken away my husband?"

(2) But while this use of
"
jo

"
is perfectly idio-

matic, it must be added that, in general, it is far more
common in Hindi than in

Generally omitted Urdu in Urdu, the relative

clause is generally introduced

with " chunki
"

and that even in Hindi, it is obsoles-

cent. And what makes this possible is the fact, that it

is not really necessary to complete the sense. In other

words, the connexion between the relative and the

correlative clauses is understood without the relative

particle ("jo") being expressed. E.gr. as in English
one may equally well say

"
you have been a good friend

to me, so I will not now leave you in your trouble," and
" Because you have been a good friend to me, therefore

I," etc*
;
so in Hindustani one might say to a hireling,

at the close of the day, either "turn ne jo aj ban
mihnat kii hai, is liye main tumharl mazduri men
kuchh barhake dunga," or the same sentence with the

omission of "jo."

(3) But this sentence well illustrates the point,
which beginners cannot have too deeply impressed on

their minds, that in all such sen-

Cause before tences, whereas we prefer to state

effect tfhe conclusion first, and give the

reason for it afterwards, the Indian

mind works in the opposite direction. An English

employer, if he was disposed to reward extra diligence
on the part of an employe, would naturally say

" Now
I am going to give you something additional, because

you worked so hard." But the Indian mind puts the

cause or reason first, und the conclusion from it second
;
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the thing referred to first, and the reference to it after-

wards. Hence those Indians who speak English, but
with an imperfect knowledge of its idiom, will say
"yesterday ib was raining, therefore I could not
come to you

;

"
whereas an Englishman would natur-

1 1
*

ally say "I could not come yesterday, for it was

raining."

13. In Hindustani, relative words are considered
to belong of the third person ; sparingly to the first,

and never to the second. This
Relative only of rule is specially noticeable in

third person the vocative
; e.gr. where we

freely say, "O God, who heares<

prayer," "come unto me, all ye that labour," and
so on; Hindustanis cannot say "Ai Khuda, jo du*a
sunta hai,"

" he jitne parishram karte ho, mere pas
ao

;

"
but either

" Ai Khuda, tu jo du'a sunta hai,"
"
turn sab jo parishram karte ho, mere pas ao," or

(better)
"
ai du'a ke sunnewale Khuda,"

" he sab

parishram karnewalo, mere pas ao." It is difficult

to say why the insertion of the personal pronoun should
make all this difference

; why, e.gr.
<!
ai hamare Bap jo

asman par hai
"

is bad Hindustani, and "
ai haraare

Bap, Tti jo asman par hai," is good ;
but there is no

doubt of the fact ;
and it is possible that, if we could

read the subconscious mind of the native, we should
discover that, in saying

"
ai hamare Bap Tu jo asman

par hai," he is really saying
" O our Father, whereas

thou art in heaven." In other words, possibly this is

really an instance of the use of "jo" which is explained
in the last section. For this "jo

" can never stand
first in its clause

;
it must have at least one word before

it in the clause.

14. " Jo
"

is often used in the sense of
"

if," and
" when

;

"
in each case followed by

"
to

"
as its correla-
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tive. But this use is rather to be
"Jo" as "If" avoided, seeing that it tends to

ambiguity, and there are other

words for
"
if

"
and " when." Still, it is well to know

that "jo
"
is thus used.

15. There is a use of the relative, very idiomatic

in Latin, and thence specially appearing in the English
translation of the "

Acts," which refers so much to

Roman administration. It stands at the beginning of

what is either a new sentence, or at least is logically a

new sentence, because, though perhaps not separated
from the preceding by a full-stop, yet it makes a new

statement; and it refers to some person or thing
mentioned in that preceding sentence. E.gr.

" These
that have turned the world upside down are come
hither also

;
whom Jason hath received

;

" " we found

this man a ring-leader of the sect of the

Nazarenes
;
who moreover assayed to profane the

temple ;
on whom also we laid hold

;
from whom thou

wilt be able," etc. In this last sentence there are three
" who "s, each introducing an entirely new statement

about St. Paul. In all such cases Hindustani does

not retain the relative, but turns it into the simple

personal pronoun,
"
wuh,"

" us par,"
" us se."

16. There are certain uses of the relative, which

strictly speaking are misuses, yet are in Urdu con-

sidered good. (1) One is the substitution of
"
jab

"
for

"
tab," which, as we have said, is abhorred in the Delhi

idiom. E.gr.
" us ne yih bat jdbhl kahl, jab main us

ke pas tha,"
" he said this thing then, when I was with

him." (2) Another is putting "jaisa
"

for the simple
affix

"
sa," e.gr.

"
mujh jaisa admi," "a man like me,"

instead of
"
mujh sa admi."

17. The relative and the simple third person of
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"
Quality or Manner "

are put together with a special

meaning.
"
Jyofi tyofi karke," or

"
jon ton karke," or

"
jaise taise

"
(or

"
wnise ")

" karke
"
means " somehow

or other,"
" with difficulty."

INDEFINITE WORDS.

1. The English language has two words with
indefinite meaning, viz.

" some
"

and "
any ;

"
but

Hindustani does not make this

Differences distinction
;
the same word trans-

from English lates both. Another difference

between the two languages is

this, that when the indefinite is negative, the English
combines the negative with the indefinite word, e.gr.
"
nobody,"

"
nothing,"

"
never,"

"
nowhere,"

" no-how
;

"

but Hindustani keeps them separate, e.gr.
"
koi nahlii,"

" kuchh nahin," "kabhi nahlii," "kahin nahin," "kisl

tarah nahin."

2. When it is desired to make an indefinite

plural, this is done by reduplicating it
; e.gr.

" koi koi,"
" some people ;

" " kuchh kuchh,"
Plural "some few" or "some little"

how Formed (with plural noun) ;

" kabhi kabhi,"
" sometimes

;

" "
kahifi kahin,"

"
in

some place,"
" here and there." These indefinite

reduplicated words may be separated by any number of
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intervening words
; e.gr.

"
kiei ne kuchh kaha aur kisi

De kuchh," "some said one thing and some another,'

See Chap. XXXIX, 3.

3. When the English adds "or other" to an
indefinite word, to express the fact that we are ignorant

of the individuality of what we are

"Or Other" speaking of, "na" is inserted be-

tween the two occurrences of the

indefinite word
; e.gr.

"
koi na kol,"

"
somebody or

other;" "kuchh na kuchh," "something or other;"
" kabhi na kabhi,"

"
at some time or other

;

" "
kahifi na

kahiii,"
" somewhere or other." But when we know the

individual, but do not wish to name him or it, i.e. when
we say in English "such," or "such and such," the

Urdu word for this is
"
falaii," of both numbers. In

Hindi a corruption of this word, viz. "phalana," is

generally used; but in high language the Sanskrit

"amuk" is employed.

4. When by
"
any

" we mean "
any you like," or

"
any whatever it may be," Hindustanis add to the

indefinite word, in the same
" Any you like

"
clause but not necessarily

immediately, "kyun na ho,"

which literally means
" how should it not be ?

"
E.gr.

"koi kyiiii na ho," "anybody (no matter who he is);"

"kahin kyun na ho," "anywhere (no matter where

it is)." When " kuchh
"

is employed in this way,
"
hi

"

is added to it
; e.gr.

"
pap kuchh hi kyun na ho, us ka

phal bura hot a hai," "the fruit of any kind of sin is

evil." And the same "
hi

"
is added, in this connexion,

to interrogative words which do not otherwise admit of

indefinites being formed from them
; e.gr.

" kaisa hi

admi kyun na ho,"
"
any sort of man (no matter what

sort");
" kitne hi log kyun na ekatthe lion," "however

many people may come together ;

" " wuh kidhar hi
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kyun na jata ho,"
"
in whatever direction he may be

going." (See Chap. XXIV, 1 (4).) At the same time,

English indefinites of this sort are more often expressed
in Hindustani by

"
sab

"
than they are in English by

"
all

"
or

"
everything." E.gr.

" he can eat anything
"

would be more idiomatically rendered by "wuh sab

kuchh kha sakta hai
"
than by

' :

chiz kuchh hi kyun na

ho, wuh use kha sakta hai."

5. When a relative is indefinite, like
"
whoever,"

"whatever," "whenever," "wherever," this is expressed
in Hindustani either by doubling

Indefinite the relative, e.gr. "jo jo," "jab jab,"
Relative "jahan jahan ;

"
or by adding the

indefinite to the relative, e.gr. "jo
koi," "jo kuchh," "jab kabhl," "jahan kahin."

6. To intensify the indefiniteness of a word in a

negative statement,
" bhi

"
may be added

; e.gr.
" koi

bbi nahiii,"
" no one whatever

;

"

Addition " kuchh bhi nahin,"
"
nothing what-

Of " Bhi "
soever ;

" " kahin bhi nahiii,"
" no-

where at all."

7.
" Koi

"
is used also adverbially, along with

numbers, in the sense of
" about

;

"
e.gr.

"
koi char

baje,"
" about four o'clock ;

" " koi

= " About "
derh sau admi," "about 150 people."
In this sense, it is not declined,

either in number or in case.

8. When "
koi

"
and " kuchh

"
are used alone, i.e.

as substantives,
" koi

"
refers only to a person, and

" kuchh
"

only to a thing ;
but

" Koi " and when used adjectivally, this distinc-
" Kuchh "

tion does not hold. E.gr.
"
koi

chiz
"

is quite as good as
"
koi
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admi
;

"
and " kuchh log

"
quite as good as

" kuchh
roti." But the difference between " kol

"
and "

kuchh,"
when used as adjectives, is this : that " kol

"
can be

used only of individual things, whether singular or plu-
ral, not of a collective object ;

and for this laat only
" kuchh

"
can be used. E.gr.

"
roti

"
has two meanings,

"bread" (collectively) and "a loaf;" hence while
" some bread

"
is in Hindustani " kuchh roti,"

"
any

loaf" is "kol roti."

9. Often it is better to use "kol" than "ek,"

though
" one

"
is quite right in English. E.gr. a lady,

who was being taught in her zanana by an English

missionary, when she came to Gen. 3: 22, "Behold,
the man is become as one of us," would not be satisfied

without her teacher telling her which Person of the

Trinity Adam had become like. But when " ham men
se kisl

"
was substituted for

" ham men se ek," her

doubts vanished ;
for she felt that the indefinite left

the identity uncertain, whereas "ek" must refer to

some particular one.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

NEGATIVE WORDS AND CLAUSES.

1. The proper negative particle in Hindustani is

na." No other is rightly used, except for some

special reason. Foreign
" Na " the Regular beginners should specially

Negative take a note of this, as the

common idea among English
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people is that
" nahin

"
is the normal negative par-

ticle; whereas "nahm" is really a compound word,
made up of

" na
"

and some form of the present of the

substantive verb (" hai," "haifi," "ho," "him").
Hence " nahm "

is correctly used :

(1) With the present and perfect tenses
;
because

these tenses, without the negatit, are formed with the

help of the substantive verb
Where

|'
Nahin" in the present tense. Hence,

is right when they are negative, they

dispense with that verb at the

end as a separate word, and join it with " na
"

in the

word " nahm "
before the other verb. E.gr.

"
I am

going
"

is
" Main jata huii

;

"
but "

I am not going" is

neither " main na jata hun "
nor " main nahln jata,

him," but " main nahln jata." It is, indeed, very
common to hear even natives say

" main nahln jata
hufi

;

"
but the "

huii
"

is superfluous, having already
occurred in

" nahln
;

"
and is therefore wrong. Similar-

ly,
"
I have heard

"
is

" main ne suna hai
;

"
but "

I have
not heard

"
is neither " main ne na suna hai

"
nor

" main ne nahln suna hai," but "
main, ne nahm suna."

In both these cases the use of " nahin
"

is necessary to

distinguish these tenses from others
; e.gr.

" main na

jata
"
would mean "

I would not have gone
"
(" unrealis-

able conditional ") ;
and " main ne na suna

"
would

mean "
I did not hear

"
(simple past). But this is not

the mistake to which foreigners are more prone (indeed,

foreigners do not make sufficient use of " na ") ; but
rather the addition of the substantive verb where
" nahm "

has already occurred.

Yet there is an exception to the above rule
;

viz.

where the substantive verb itself, in the present, is

negatived. Hindustanis do not say
Exceptions " na hai

"
for

"
is not," but "

nahifi

hai." However, the cause of this

is simply euphony ; they feel that
" hai

"
is such a short
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word, that a somewhat longer word than " na
"

should

accompany it. But this may be called an "
exception

which proves the rule." And very often indeed the
" hai

"
is omitted, and " nahm "

alone stands for
"
is

not," as it should do. E.gr.
"
mujh par badruh nahifi,"

"
I have not a devil," lit.

" a devil is not on me."

(2) As the negative answer to a question, whether
it stands alone (as

" no
"

usually does), or introduces a

denial, e.gr.
"
nahm, main aisa adml nahm him,"

"
No,

I am not sach a person." This is because " no
"
really

means more than "
not," i.e. it means "

it is not so," or

something to that effect; and that is just what
" nahm "

means.

(3) At the end of a clause, e.gr. "yih nahm,"
" not this

;

" "
marunga nahm,"

"
I shall not (emphatic-

ally) die." In this last example, the ordinary form
would be " main na marunga," for as a rule the negative

particle comes before the verb, and then the future

takes " na
"
and not " nahm

;

"
but when, for emphasis'

sake, the order is reversed, then the negative must be

not "
na," but "

nahin." Probably the thought in the

Indian's subconscious mind is what might be expressed
in English thus :

" I shall die ? no, not so." Similarly,
"
turn sone rupe se nahm, balki khun se kharide gaye,"

"
you were bought, not with gold and silver, but with

blood." So, if a servant or pupil is blamed for not

mentioning something the day before, he may well

answer,
"
Ap the nahin;"

"
you were not (here)," which

is much more forcible than "
ap na the." And "

hai

nahm "
is much more forcible than " nahin hai," or

simply
"
nahin," in the sense of "

it does not exist,"
" there is no such thing."

2. Another negative particle is
" mat

;

"
but its use

is extremely limited. It has been entirely banished

from good Urdu
;

it is confined to the Imperative, and

in that to the second person: it may never be
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used to an equal or superior person, but only to an

inferior, in other words it can be
" Mat "

used only in a command, never in

Obsolescent a petition ; and, lastly, there is no

necessity for using it at all, for "na
"

conveys all its meaning.

3. "Na," then, is the proper negative particle for

the Imperfect, the simple Past, the Pluperfect, the Fu-

ture, the Subjunctive, the Condi-
" Na " With tional, the Infinitive, and all the
what Tenses three kinds of Participle ;

also

for the Imperative in the first

and third persons, the second person when it means a

petition, and in good Urdu even when it means a

command. It is true that
"
nahifi

"
is often used with

the Imperfect, the Pluperfect, and the future; and
therefore its use with them does not sound so bad as

with the other tenses in the above list
;
but it is in-

correct nevertheless, for the " hm "
part of the word

is idle. The rule, that the negative proper to the

infinitive is "na," extends also to words formed by
adding "wala" to the infinitive; e.gr.

" Masih ke
na mannewale," "those who do not acknowledge
Christ."

4. To express
"
neither nor," the best usage

is
" na to

"
for the first negative particle,

" aur na
"

for

the second, and simply "na"
"Neither...Nor" for the remaining (if any).

E.gr. "jo kuchh tera hai, us

mefi se na to ek sut, and na juti ki bandhani na kol

&ur vastu lunga,"
" I will take of what is thine neither

a single thread, nor a shoe-lace, nor anything else
;

"

" na to us se pahile aisl tiddiyaii ai thin, aur na un ke

pichhe aisi phir aengi,"
"
neither had such locusts come

before then, nor will such pme again after them ;

"
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"
tin din loii na to kisi ne kisl ko dekha, aur na kol

apne sthan se utha,"
"
for three days neither did any

one see any one else, nor did anybody rise from his

place." But usage in this matter is anything but

strict; and very often we find simply "na na" as

the equivalent of" neither nor."

In this connexion it should be mentioned that

when there is but one verb for the two clauses which

respectively begin with "neither"
Place Of Verb and "

nor," it is quite idiomatic,
and indeed better, to put it only

in the former clause, so that the sentence (contrary to

the ordinary rule) ends without a verb. E.gr.
" turn

na to un se bacha bandho, aur na un ke dewataofi se,"
" neither make a covenant with them, nor with
their gods ;

" " na to Yahudioii ki thokar ke ba'is

bano, aur na Yunanion, na Khuda ki Kalisiya ki,"
" Be occasions of stumbling neither to the Jews, nor to

the Greeks, nor yet to the Church of God."

5. Verbs signifying fear, doubt, and similar feel-

ings require, in Hindustani, that the other verb, which

depends on the former, have a
" Na " in Pear " na

"
attached to it ; e.gr,

and Doubt "lanewale darte the, ki log
ham ko sangsar na kar den,"

"
they who brought them were afraid of being stoned

by the people ;

" "
mujhe bara sandeh hai ki yah vaatu

kahm nikammi na niklegi,"
" I greatly doubt that this

thing will turn out useless." This last is a good

example for the idiomatic insertion of
" kahm "

in such

sentences, without any conscious meaning of
"
any-

where." And often with "
kahm,"

"
aisa na ho ki

"
is

added; e.gr. "main darta him, kahin aisa na ho ki

tumhare khayalat khulus aur pakdamani se badal jaefi,"
" I fear, lest your thoughts be altered from simplicity
and chastity." Often, again,.

"
kahin

"
is dropped, and
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"
aisa na ho Id," or even simply

" na ho ki," occurs
in the same sense,

6. The last example given above illustrates the
fact that "

lest
"
(which is equivalent to

"
so that not")

is rendered by one or other of the
" Lest "

phrases just given. And this applies
not only to statements about fear, doubt,

etc., but also where there is no such thought expressed.

E.gr.
" main pahar par bhag nahiil sakta, kahlfi aisa

na ho ki mar jaun,"
" I cannot flee to the mountain,

lest I die
;

" "
in dusht manushyon ke derofi ke pas se

hat jao, na ho ki turn bhi in ke sab papofi mefi phafiske
mit jao,"

"
get away from near the tents of these

wicked men, lest you also, being entangled in all their

sins, perish ;

" "
aisa na ho ki ham bhul jaen,"

"
lest

we forget."

7. On the other hand, there are cases where we

say
"
lest," but do not really mean "

in order that not,"
because we do not mean that there

A Caution 1

is any doubt of the event following
the action just mentioned, but

rather that it will infallibly follow it. In such cases,
"
lest

"
is not rightly rendered by any of the above

phrases,, but by
" nahiil to," or (in Urdu)

" warna."

E.gr. when God said to Adam,
" do not eat it, lest thou

die," He meant what would be less equivocally expressed

by
" do not eat it, else thou wilt die

;

"
and so the Hin-

dustani is
" use na khana, nahin to tu mar jdegd."

8. Hindustanis are fond of putting a positive
assertion into the form of a negative interrogation.

Where we say
"
of course

"
as the

Negative decided answer to a question, they
Interrogation generally say

" aur kya ? ",
" what

else ?
"

; tyit often
"
kyun nahin ? ",
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"
why not ?

" And this use of the negative occurs also

in sentences which contain the " a fortiori
"
argument,

i.e. proving the more credible from the less credible
; e.gr.

"dekho, mere jite aur sang rahte bhi turn Yahowa se

balwa karte ae ho, to mere marne ke pichhe kyon na

karoge ? ",
"
see, even during my lifetime, and presence

with you, you have been rebelling against Jehovah,
then how much more will you do so" (lit. why should

you not do so)
"
after my death ?

"

9.
" Na "

is used by itself, with an elevation of the

voice as in a question, at the end of a statement, some-

thing like our "eh?"
At end of Statement (We do not often add "

is

it not so ?
"
to a statement,

but the French say
"
n'est ce pas ? ", and the Germans

"
nicht wahr?" in similar cases.) E.gr. "is khet men

sirf gehun hi boya hua hai, na ?
"
"I suppose there is

only wheat sown in this field, eh ?
"

;

"
yahan tumhare

sang Yahowa ka koi upasak to nahift hai, kewal Bal hi

ke upasak ham, na ? ",
" here with you are no worship-

pers of Jehovah, are there ? only worshippers of Baal,

eh ?
"

Yet, forasmuch as it is impossible to represent
intonations in writing or print, this use of

" na
"
should

be almost limited to speech with the voice ;
but in the

latter it is a very useful usage.

10. We have already mentioned the use of " na
"

between two occurrences of the same indefinite word,

e.gr.
"
koi na koi,"

" some one or
" Na " between other

"
;

which form seems to

repeated words have originally been
"
koi na ho,

to aur koi hoga,"
" should it not

be some one, then it will be some one else." This

seems, to account for a similar insertion of
" na

"
be-

tween two occurrences of the same participle ; e.gr.
" we

chhat par kl ghas ke saman hoii, jo barhtc na barhte
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sukh jati hai,"
"
let them be like the grass on the

housetops, which withers before it be grown up," lit.

which while growing, yet not growing, withers
;

"
i.e. it

tries to grow, but cannot accomplish it.

CHAPTER XXIX.

THE WORD " WHETHER."

1. The adverb " whether
"

has already been
treated

;
see Chapter XVI, section 10, 5.

2. In direct interrogations,
"
whether," as the

particle introducing the former of two alternatives, is in

Urdu "
aya," and in Hindi

Direct Interrogation (and often in Urdu also)

"kya." E.gr. "aya Yu-
hanna ka baptisma asman kl taraf se tha, ya insan ki

taraf se ? ",
" was John's baptism from heaven, or from

man ?
"

;

"
kya turn wahan se aj ae ho, ya kal ae the ? ",

"
are you come from there to-day, or did you come yes-

terday ?
"

;

" asan kya hai, yih kahna ki tere gunah
mu'af hue, ya yih, ki uth aur chal ? ",

" which is easier,

to say thy sins are forgiven, or Rise and walk ?
"

3. In indirect interrogations
" whether

"
is ren-

dered by
"
ki," and the

"
or not," which in English may

be omitted, in Hindu-

Indirect Interrogation stani must be express-

, ed, and that by
"
ki
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nahin
"

or (in Urdu) by
"
ya nahm." E-gr.

"
Mujhe

likhiyc, ki ap mujho aglc Sanlchar ko utar sakenge ki

nahm,"
"
write me whether you will be able to put me

up next Saturday ;"
" wah punish sochta tha ki Yaho-

wa ne meri yatra ko suphal kiya hai ki nahm,"
"
that

man was considering whether Jehovah had made his

journey prosperous." And English learners should

carefully remember that, while we often substitute "if"

for
" whether

"
in such a case, yet this must never be

rendered by any Hindustani word for
"

if
"

(e.gr.

I
"
agar,"

"
yadi "), which in fact is meaningless in such a

connexion. E.gr.
"
tell me If you can do this work

"

is
"
mujh se kaho ki turn yih kam kar saktc ho ya

nahin :

" " he asked me if I was 50 years old
"

is
"
us ne

mujh se puchha ki turn pachas baras ke ho gaye ho,

ki nahm."

CHAPTER XXX.

THE WOKDS " ENOUGH " AND " Too " AND " Too MUCH."

1. These words are really comparative in mean-

ing, "enough" signifying "as 'much as is good" (in

whatever sense "
good

"
is

No equivalents meant), and "
too "or "

too

much "
meaning

" more than is

desired, or desirable." Consequently, there is in ordi-

nary Hindustani no special word to express either of

these thoughts ;
for we saw, under "

Comparison of
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Adjectives" (Chapter VI, 2), how the Indian Vernacu-
lars have lost the idea of comparison as a distinct

idea. We have said "
ordinary Hindustani," for some-

what high Urdu freely uses the Arabic word "
kafi

"
for

"
enough

"
as an adjective, and very high Hindi uses

the Sanskrit word "yatheshta," which literally means
"
as desired," in the same sense. E.gr.

"
shagird ke liye

yih kafi hai, ki apne ustad kl manind ho,"
"
it is enough

for a disciple that he be like his master."

2. But in ordinary Hindustani "enough" is

generally expressed 'Ijy^lmh'ut." ""Ttna hi bahut," or

some similar phrase. E.gr.
" Enough

"
as "

tu kyofi aisa karc ? itna hi

Adjective bahut hai ki mere prabhu ki

anugrah ki drishti mujh par
bani rahe,"

"
why shouldest thou do so ? it is enough

that my lord's gracious regard remain fixed upon me
;

"

"
dekh, yahan do talwaren hain. Us ne kalla, Bahut

hain,"
"
see, here are two swords. He said, They are

enough ;

" "
kya yih mez itne hi men bariegi ? ",

"
is

this (money) enough to make this table ?
"

3.
" Bas

"
in Persian is an adjective meaning

"enough;" but in Hindustani it is exclusively used as

an interjection,
"
enough !

"
It is a

" Bas "
mistake to say

"
yih mere liye bas hai,"

for
"
this is enough for me

;

''

it should

be, as above,
"
yih mere liye bahut hai." Yet " bas

"

is also used, as a kind of noun, in the phrase
" bas

karo,"
"
stop that !

"

4. When "
enough

"
is an adverb, it must be

rendered by more or less of a circumlocution. E.gr.
"
I am not rich enough to build a

As Adverb bridge over this river,"
" Mere pas

itna rup^iya riahlii, ki is nadi par
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pul banwauil
;

" " he is strong enough to overcome even
that giant,"

" wuh itna zorawar hai, ki us pahlawan ko
bhi jite ;

" "
this water is hot enough to boil an egg,"

"yih pan! anda pakane ke laiq garm hai."

5.
" Too

"
and "

too much "

may also be expressed
by a circumlocution. E.gr.

"
the burden is too heavy

for me to bear,"
"
yih bojh mere sahne

"Too" se bahar hai," or "yih bojh itna bharl

hai, ki mujh se saha nahm jata ;

" " he
eats too much,"

"
jitna chahiye, us se wuh ziyada

"
(or

" adhik ")
"
khaya karta hai

;

" " he drives his cattle too

hard,"
" wuh apne gay bailon ko ziyada

"
(or

" hadd se

ziyada ")
"
zor se hankta hai." But very often these

words are sufficiently represented in Hindustani by
"
bahut," pronounced with a peculiar intonation. With

one kind of intonation, one conveying satisfaction,
" bahut

"
means "

enough ;

"
with another, conveying a

slight degree of dissatisfaction, the same word implies
"
too

"
or

"
boo much." And with this latter kind of

intonation,
"
ziyada

"
and " adhik

"
have, perhaps with

more reason than "
bahut," the same meaning,
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CEAPTER XXXI.

INTERJECTIONS.

Only a little need be said of these.

1.
" He "

(Hindi) -and
"
ai

"
(Urdu) are those most

commonly used in addressing a person ; indeed, it is

very seldom, much more seldom
"He" and "Ai" than in English, that a person

is addressed simply in the

vocative, without such an interjection. Hence, whereas
we begin our prayers indifferently with " Lord

"
and

"
Lord," they should in Hindustani always begin with

" He Prabhu
"

or
"
ai Khudawand." On the other

hand, no interjection is required, or even tolerated,

before a personal pronoun ; e.gr.
" thou Hearer of

prayer
" must not be rendered " Ai tu du'a ke sunne-

wale," but either simply "ai du"a ke sunnewale," or
" Tu jo du'a suna karte hai

;

" " Come unto me, all ye
that labour

"
must not be rendered " he turn sab

parishram karnewalo," but either
" he sab parishram

karnewalo," or
"
turn jo parishram karte ho, sab mere

pas ao." (See Chap. XXVI, 13).

2.
" He "

and "
ai

"
are repeated before two or

more designations of the some person or thing
addressed

;
where the foreign learner

The same is apt at first to think that two or

Repeated more persons or things are address-

ed. E.gr.
"
My Lord, and my God!"

is
"
ai mere Khudawand ! ai uiere Khuda'!

"
;

" He Yaru-
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shalem ! he nabion ke ghat -karnewale ! he apne pas

bheje huoii ke pattharaw karnewale ! ",
" O Jerusalem,

thou slayer of the prophets, and stoner of them who are

sent to thee !

"
(See Chap. XXXV, 6).

' 3,
" Re "

is used in addressing a person, but with

contempt. "Get thee behind me, Satan
"

is "re Shai-

tan, mere samhne se jao ;

" " O thou
" Be "

slothful and good-for-nothing servant
"

is

"
re alas! aur nikamme naukar."

4. "Are" expresses indignant astonishment at

something that has just been said, and is followed by a

very slight pause such as would be in-
" Are "

dicated in English by a comma before

the speaker proceeds. E.gr.
"
Are, turn

mujh se aisi bat kyunkar kah sakte ho ? ",
" How can

you say such a thing to me ?
"

(there is no word in

"English which exactly represents "are;
" we express its

meaning by our tone) ;

"
Are, main kya hufi, ki aisfi

bara kam karuii ? ",
" who am /, that I should do such

a great thing ?
"

5. A single
" wah !

"
signifies astonishment with-

out indignation, but rather accompanied with pleasure.

E.gr.
" Wah ! teri bhalai kya hi bar!

"Wah" hai ! ",
" Oh ! how great is thy good-

ness !

"
;

" Wah ! Khuda ki daulat

aur hikmat aur 'ilm kya hi *amiq hai ! ",
" the

depth of the wealth and wisdom and knowledge of

God !

"

6. A doubled " wah "
signifies approval, without

any addition of surprise.

7.
"
Hay," whether single or doubled (the latter

more common), means "alas!", "what a pity!' But
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when a single
"
hay

"
is connected with

" Hay
"

a noun by the postposition
"
par," it

signifies
" woe !

"
E.gr.

" He Parishiyo
aur Shastriyo, turn par hay ! ",

" Woe unto you,
Pharisees and Scribes !", "Thokarofi ke karan jagat par
hay !",

" Woe to the world because of stumbling-
blocks !

"

8.
" Shabash

"
which is contracted from two

Persian words, "shad," "glad," and "bash," "be
thon

"
means "

well done,"
"
bravo."

" Shabash "

E.gr.
"
ai achchhe aur diyanatdar

naukar, shabash ! ",
"
well done, good

and faithful servant!"

CHAPTER XXXII,

THE CONJUNCTION "Fon."

The usual Hindustani representative of this word
is

"
kyoiiki

"
or "

kyunki," which was originally two

words, viz.
"
kyofi," "why?", and "ki," "that," i.e.

"
this is the reason, viz."

But the special thing to notice about the use of this

word is, that in Hindustani it refers only to what has

been last said or written ; whereas
How to use in English,

"
for

"
may also refer to

" Kyonki
"

the fact that it has been said or

written, or even (sometimes) to

some preceding statement. Instances of the former

are very frequent indeed in th^ New Testament, speci-
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ally in the Epistles, for the Greek idiom is in this

respect like the English ; e.gr. in John 6 : 33,
"
for tlje

bread of God is that which cometh down from heaven,
etc.,

"
follows immediately

"
My Father giveth you the

true bread from heaven ;" but the former sentence docs
not give the reason for the latter fact, but the reason
for the bread mentioned being spoken of as

"
the true

bread." So in Rom. 1 : 18, the
"
for" at the beginning

does not give the reason why
"
the just shall live by his

faith," but the reason why the fact had been mentioned
that "

the righteousness of God is revealed." Again, in

Heb. 6 : 4, the "
for

"
does not account for the fact that

"
this will we do, if God permit," but for the fact of that

statement having been made.

Now, in ail such cases, "kyunki" should be
omitted in Hindustani

; else it will be taken by most
readers to give a reason for what has just been said :

which in most cases would convey no meaning at all.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

THE WORDS " AGE " AND "
PICHHE," AND THEIR

1)ERIVAT1VES.

1. Even in English, there is (or would be, but for

the context in each case) some ambiguity in the use of

the word "before," and that both

Ambiguous in in respect to time and to place.

English When we say
" before these

days,"
we refer to precedent time ; but

when we say
"
in the years that are before us," we
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speak of future time. Again, when we say
" the tree

before the house." we mean what is in front of it. but

when we read in a book that a tact has been mentioned
"
before the present chapter," we understand what has

been left behind. But, in English, such ambiguity
does not extend to

" behind
"
or

"
after."

2. In Hindustani, however, 'not only "age," but

"pichhe
"

also, suffer from the same ambiguity. (Nei-
ther "

samhne," which

More SO in Hindustani often acts as a synonym
to

"
age," nor the Urdu

"
ba'd," which means "

after
"
in time, are at all ambi-

guous ;
but only

"
age

"
and "

pichhc.") Except in

connexion with speeches or books, indeed,
"
age," when

it refers to space, can only refer to what is in

front of one ; e.gr.
''

kisi ke age ghutne tekna,"
"
to

kneel before some one ;

"
but in speeches and books

it is ambiguous ; though even here it more com-

monly refers to what is ahead, e.gr.
" ham is bat

ka bayan age ziyada mufassil karengc,"
" we will

expound this matter more in detail further on
;

"
and,

in speaking of what has preceded, it is better to use
"
pahile," and not "

age." But in respect of time, the

ambiguity of
"
age

"
is more pronounced. E.gr.

"
age

to aisa hal na tha,"
"
formerly the conditions were not

so
;

"
but "

age ko aisa na karunga,"
"
in future I will

not do so." Indeed,
"
age ko

"
is never used of past

time, but only of the future." (The Urdu for
"
age

ko
"

is the Persian " ainda
"
or

"
ayanda," lit.

"
coming.")

3. So of
"
pichhe."

" Ghar ke pichhe
"

means
"behind the house" (and

"
ghar ka plchha

"
means

" the back of the house," as "ghar ka sarnhna" im.-;in-<
"
the front of the house ") ;

and "
pichhe

"
is used,

idiomatically, with the name of an agent, or a personal

pronoun, in the sense of
"
in t(he absence of

"
so and so.
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(We. say
" behind his back

"
in this sense, but generally

with the connotation of intentional secrecy ;
but this

idea does not come at all into the Hindustani idiom.)

E.gr.
"
turn nc more plchhe kaun kaun sabaq parhe ?

"

" what lessons did you learn while I was away ?
"

;

"
ap

kc plchhe main viyog ke dukh men duba tha,"
"
in

your absence I was overwhelmed with sorrow at

being separated from you ;

" "
Bill! ke plchhe chuhe

kheltc hain,"
" when the cat is away the mice play."

So far is this recognized as the meaning of "
pichhe

"

when said of persons, that this word is avoided, for fear

of ambiguity, when it has a temporal sense, and
"
ba'd

"
employed instead ; unless, indeed, the context

leaves no room for ambiguity.

4. In reference to place, indeed,
"
pichhe

"
never

refers to what is in front ;
but in reference to time it is

very ambiguous.
" Plchhe ke sab qusurofi ko mu*af

karna
"
means "

to forgive all past offences
;

"
but

"
pahile yih karo, plchhe us kam men lago

"
means

"
first do this, afterwards engage in that work."

5. The same ambiguity is found in the derivatives

of these words,
"
agla

"
and "

pichhla."
"
Agle diuofi

men "
means "

in for-
"
Agla

" and "Pichhla " mcr times;
"
but "

agle
Itwar ko

"
means " next

Sunday." So,
"
pichhle mahlnc moil

"
means "

last

month
;

"
but "

pichhli ghalatl pahill sc bari hogi
"

means "
the last error will be worse than the first."
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

ACCURACY AND PERSPICUITY.

1. European languages assume that the hearer or

reader has intelligence enough to understand, wven

though the words said

Want of Imagination or written do not liter-

ally convey the requiied

meaning. But, speaking generally, such an assumption
should not be made in speaking or writing Hindu-
stani. There are, indeed, certain figures of speech
which have come down from the time when Indians

had more imagination than they seem to have now ;

but when one goes beyond them, one is likely to give a

wrong impression in deviating at all from litcrality.

E.gr. when Hezekiah sent to say to Isaiah (Is. 37 : 3),
" The children are come to the birth, and there is not

strength to bring forth," certainly neither the messen-

gers, nor Isaiah, nor any Jew who heard or read that

sentence, would take it in any but the political sense

that was intended ;
nor would many, if any, European

readers take it in a literal sense ; but a Hindustani,
unless the passage were explained to him, would under-

stand by it only some calamity which had taken place
in Hezckiah's zenana.

2. No doubt this extreme literality, or accuracy as

they would regard it, is gradually disappearing, owing
to increasing contact with Europ-

Disappearing can habits of thought ; but the

European, who is new to the country
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will do well to be always on the safe side, and, for the

sake of clearly conveying his meaning to the minds of

Indians, be far more accurate, or literal if he prefers
that term, than he would be in similar circumstances in

his own tongue.

3. Many instances of this literality, and of the

necessity of insertion of words in order to avoid .ambi-

guity, have occurred throughout this

Examples work ; e.gr. the insertion of
"
parn,"

page 149 ; that of "pana," page 166
;

the use of the simple verb instead of the passive, page
98

;
that of the causal and passive verb instead of the

simple one, pages 94 and 99 ; the insertion of the verb
" rahna

"
with another verb, pages 171 and 172, the use

of the future for the present, when what is spoken of does

not yet really exist, page 121
;
the addition of

"
hoga"

where absolute certainty is impossible, page 120.

4. Besides these, a few more may be mentioned

hero. (I) Abstract words cannot be used of concrete

things : e.gr. God is spoken
Not Abstract for of in the original languages

Concrete of Scripture, and in Euro-

pean languages, as the
"
Hope

"
of his people ;

but in Urdu He cannot be called

then "
ummed," but their

"
ummedgah," lit.

"
their

place, i.e. object, of hope." Nor can He be called in

Hindi their
"
sharan," though He is in our BiWwi

constantly called their
"
Refuge ;

"
but only their

"
sharan-sthan,"

"
place of refuge."

(2) In general, a town, country, or other place can-

not be named in the sense of the inhabitants of the

place. Urdu, indeed (whose
Not plaee for its idiom in many respects more

people resembles that of Western

languages than that of Hindi
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does), can say
"
sara shahr darwaze par jama'' ho gaya,"

"
all the city was gathered together at the door

;

"
but

even it cannot say
" Yarushalem aur sara Yahiidiya

aur Yardan ki sari girdnawah nikalkar us ke pas gain
"

for
" Jerusalem and all Judea and all the environs of

Jordan went out to him," but must insert
" ke log

"

between "girdnawah" and " nikalkar
;

"
changing, of

course,
" sara

"
into sare," and "

gain into
"
gaye."

(3) Figures of speech, which are not in common
use, are made much less objectionable to Hindustanis

by the insertion of " mano
"

Insertion of Words or
"
goya," i.e.

" as it were,"
or the addition of the adjec-

tival affix "sa." E.gr. "main turn ko mano ukab

pakshi ke pankhofi par charhakar apne pas le aya hfifi,"

"I as it were made you to ride on eagles' wings, and

brought you to myself ;

"
where "

I made you to ride

on eagles' wings," if translated literally would certainly
be taken the literally, unless the hearer or reader were
instructed beforehand. So, where we can call a person
'' the shepherd of his people," a Hindustani would say
he "

apne logon ka charwaha sa hai." The same effect

is often produced by the use of " thahrna
"

instead of

the substantive verb alone. Hence, where we might
say to a person

"
thou art my sword." or

"
my right

hand," a Hindustani would say
" tn men talwar," or

M mera dahina hath,"
" thahra,"

(4) One cause of ambiguity in Hindustani, and
therefore of devices to remove it, is that third person

pronouns have no distinction

Want of Gender of gender. Whereas we can
in Pronouns say "he" or "she" or it,"

according to the gender of the

thing or person referred to,
"
yih

"
and " wuh "

are the

same in all genders ;
and therefore often, to obviate

ambiguity, the noun must be repeated, E.gr. in
" she

kept Joseph's garment by hier till his master came
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home," their is no ambiguity, because "
his

"
can refer

only to Joseph ;
but if rendered by

"
us," this would

naturally be taken to refer to the garment. Therefore
the translation is :

" wah Yusuph ka vastra Ya*upk
ke swami ke ane Ion apne pas rakkhe rahi,"

CHAPTER XXXV.

INSERTION AND OMISSION.

One of the many ways in which Hindustani idiom

differs from English is that it often omits words which
are necessary in the latter, and often inserts words
which the English does not require.

I. "1. One case of omission is this. When two or

more verbs have the same object, whether the verbs

are connected together by a con-

Object junction, or the former of them is a

only once conjunctive participle, the object is

in Hindustani given only once, and
not (as in English) repeated in the form of a pronoun.

E.gr. in English it is
" Jehovah God, having made

leathern tunics, put them on them ;" but in Hindi it is

"Yahowa Parameshwar ne chamre ke angarkhe banake
un ko pahina diye," the object "angarkhe" being that

of
"
pahina diye," as much as of

" banake." Similarly,

"jise kisl 'aurat ne lekar tin paimane ate men mila

diya,"
" which some woman took and incorporated them
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with three measures of flour;" "jise" being the object

equally of "
lekar

"
and " mila diya." Sometimes, in-

deed, the object is suppressed, being supplied in

thought from another word in the sentence, which

suggests it. E.gr.
"
kya turn daku jankar talwarefi aur

Iathiy3.fi lekar mere pakarne ko nikle ho?", "are you
come out, with swords and staves, to arrest me as if I

was a robber?"; where the sense requires
"
mujhe

"

between "
turn

"
and "

daku," but it is supplied in

thought from "
mere," because " mere pakarne

" means
the same as

"
mujhe pakarne

"
would mean.

2. The personal pronoun as subject is often

omitted, when the form of the verb shows clearly what

person and number are

Omission of meant, and there is no
Personal Pronoun special reason for em-

phasizing them; e.gr. "kya
karun?" for

" main kya karfm ?",
" kahan jate ho

"
for

"
turn kahan jate ho ?

" And besides this, when two

connected and consecutive clauses have the same subject,
and in English the second clause has a pronoun referring
to the noun in the first clause, it is usual in Hindustani

to omit the pronoun ; e.gr. "jab Kananiyon ne yah vilfip

dekha, tab kaha,"
" when the Canaanites saw this

lamentation, they said." So far is this omission idiomatic

that, when the verb in the one clause is transitive and in

the other intransitive, and therefore the pronoun in the

second would normally not be in the same form as that

in the first, it is nevertheless omitted. E.gr.
" we us ke

sfunhne gir pare aur kaha,"
"
they fell down before him

and said ;

"
where, if there was a pronoun in the second

clause, it would not be "we" as in the first, but
' unhon ne."

3. Unnecessary words, though English idiom

requires them, are omitted in Jiindustani, unless there
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be some special reason for

And of Unnecessary inserting them. E.gr.
" he

Words struck him with his hand"
is not " us ne use upnc

hath se rnara," but "
us nc use hath sc mara," because

he could not strike him with any hand but his own.

So,
" man "

(or
"
dil ") "men sochna" is not used, but

simply
'

sochna," because thinking can be done only in

the mind. When, however, there is a reason 1'or insert-

ing such words, they are inserted; e.yr. "us ne use

apne hath tse mara" is quite right if stress is meant to

be laid on the fact that he struck him with his own

hand, and did not get it done by some one else. So, in

general,
" ankhoii se dekhna

"
is not good Hindustani,

because seeing can be done only by the eyes ;
but "

apnl
anklion sc dekhua" is right, when the point is of a first-

hand eye-witness of a transaction. Similarly, while to

say in general of Christ, that he " zaban se kaha
"

any
word which may be in question is not good, yet it is

quite good to say
" us ne yih bat apnl mubarak zaban

se kahl,"
" he said this with his own blessed mouth," in

distinction from His saying anything by His apostles,
or others.

II. 1. On the other hand, words are inserted in

Hindustani when their omission would in that language
lead cither to ambiguity,

To avoid Ambiguity or even to conveying a

or Error wrong meaning. #.</r.

"main tere vafish ko

prithiwi kl dhul ke kinakon ke sarnan bahut karunga ;

"

where in English it suffices to say
"
I will make thy

posterity like the dust of the earth," because we under-

stand wherein the comparison lies. But in Hindustani

it is necessary to add (1) "bahut," because otherwise

the comparison might well be thought to consist in the

meanness of dust, rather than its numberlessness ;
and
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(2) also
" kc kinakon," because "

dust,"
"
dhul," is a

collective noun, and therefore cannot be numbered ;

whereas its grains, its
"
kinak," can be.

2. Often in English one sentence follows another
with an abruptness which is not idiomatic in Hindustani.

Often Hindustanis begin a sentence
To avoid with "so" (in Hindi) or "pas"

Abruptness (in Urdu), or some similar word,
to indicate that that sentence has a

certain connexion with the preceding. Often, again, ;i

general remark is made, by way of preparation for ;i

following statement, and to show its connexion with the

preceding ; and in English, such a remark is often in-

troduced by
" now

"
or

"
and." E.gr. in Gen. 13 : 7 thr

general remark,
" and the Canaanite arid the Perizzitc

dwelt then in the land" is introduced in order to

connect the following sentence, that Abram deprecated
strife, with the preceding, that strife arose between his

and Lot's servants, in order to give the reason why he

could not allow such a state of things to continue.

!So, in John 4: 6, the remark "now Jacob's well was
there

"
is inserted to show the connexion between the

following that Jesus sat on it, with the preceding, that

He arrived at the piece of land which Jacob had given
to Joseph. In all such cases, it is idiomatic in Hindu-

stani, and makes the same clearer, to insert "jam in

chahiyc ki
"

at the beginning of the interposed general
remark. .

3. Often we begin a sentence with "
the fact is,

that
;

"
but sometimes we omit these words, and our

meaning is understood without them. But in Hindu-

stani,
" bat yih hai ki," or

"
hai yih hai, ki," should

always be inserted in such eases,

4. When wo speak of Mi^evcnt (not state) 0011-
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tinning for a certain length of time, we are really

combining fcwo statements, viz.

Distinction of of the occurrence of the event,
Event and State and cither of its repetition or

of the continuance of its result.

But it is clear that an event cannot really continue ;

and Hindustani expresses this truth by stating what its

really meant, i.e. the event, and its repetition or the

continuance of its result, separately. E.gr. in Gen.
24: 19 the English (like the Hebrew) runs: "

I will

draw for thy camels also, till they have done drinking;
"

but the right Hindi is
" main terc unton kc liyc pan!

bhartl him, aur jab Ion we pi na chuken. tab Ion bhartl

rahungi." (" Main tere unton ke liye tab Ion bhartl

rahungi, jab Ion we pi na chuken" is, though in itself

good Hindustani, a clumsy and ineffectual attempt to

escape the double sentence; for it passes over the

ovent her drawing for the camels and only says that

the event will be repeated !) Similarly,
"
Sit thou on

my right hand, till I make thy enemies thy footstool
"

should be " Tu mere dahine baith ja, aur jab Ion main
tore shatruon ko tere charanon ki chaukl na kar dun,
tab Ion wahin baitha rah

;

"
and " Tu mere dahine

baithkar tab Ion rah, jab Ion main tore shatruon ko

tere charanon ki chaukl na kar dun" is both clumsy,
and omits the important fact that He is to retain the

sitting posture till another event takes place.

5. When one verb has two or more different sub-

jects, Hindustani idiom requires the insertion of
" donon

"
or

" sab
"

be-

Insertion of " Donon "
fore the verb. E.gr.

or "Salb" "ek hi din men Ibra-

him aur us ke putra
Ishmael donon ka khatna hua,"

"
in one day were

Abraham and his son Ishmael circumcised
;

" "
sipah-

salar aur sipahl sab bare khatrc men pare,"
" the
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general and the soldiers came into great danger." And
when the subjects are of different (grammatical)

persons,
" ham "

or
"
turn

"
is also inserted ; e.gr.

" main
aur yih larka, ham donon wahaii lofi jakar dandawat

karcngc,"
"
I and this lad will go yonder and worship ;

"

"
ai chand aur ai sitaro, turn sab Allah kl hamd karo,"

"
praise God, ye moon and stars."

6. The interjection of address (" he,"
"
ai," etc.)

must be repeated before each vocative, even though the

vocatives refer to the

Interjection repeated same person ;
and if

they refer to different

persons,
" aur

"
must also be inserted ; e.gr.

"
ai Yahii-

diyo, aur ai Yarushalcm ke sab rahncwalo,"
" O Jews

and all inhabitants of Jerusalem !

"
;

" He Ishwar,
he sab praniyon kc atmaofi kc Parameshwar,"

" O God,
God of the spirits of all living things !

"
;

" he Yahowa,
he mere dada Ibrahim ke Paramcshwar,"

" O Jehovah,
God of my grandfather Abraham

;

" " he mere prabhu,
he raja,"

" O my lord the king !

<'

7. "Ana" and "
jana

"
are often idiomatically

inserted, where we do not feel the need of them, or

else insert their equivalents
" Ana " and "jana

' :

elsewhere. E.gr. when Pha-
Inserted raoh at last told Moses and

Aaron to take everything
and leave the country, he added: "and bless me also."

This is in Hindi "aur mujhc ashlrvad bhl dc jao" lit.

"and bless me also and go." Where we would say to

a pupil,
"
go and give this book to that boy," a Hin-

dustani would say
"
yih kitab us larko ko de do,"

"
give

this book to that boy and come" And the imperative
of

"
ana," viz.

"
ao," is idiomatically inserted before

another imperative in the first person plural ; e.gr.
"
Ao, ham sab milkur wahan jaen," "Let us all go there
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together ;

" "
Ao, bam apne gunahon ka iqrar karen,"

" Let us confess our sins."

CHAPTER XXXVI.

EMPHASIS.

1. Hindustani has the great advantage of a par-

ticle (viz.
"
hi "), whose sole meaning

" Hi "
is emphasis ;

see this subject treated

at large in Chapter XXI.

2. Besides this, words are shewn to be emphatic

by being put as near as possible to the end of a clause

or sentence. (This is just

At End of Sentence the opposite bo the rule

in all European, and

Western Asiatic, languages,) This is why the verb, as

a rule, comes at the end of a Hindustani sentence ;
for

Indians regard it as the most important word in a sen-

tence. And while the verb occupies the last place, the

other words are ranged behind the verb in order of the

emphasis upon them in the speaker's or writer's mind.

E.gr.
"
rot! sahib ko do,"

"
give bread t the gentle-

man," is right if the speaker wishes to emphasize
who it is, to whom bread should be given, as if (e.gr.)

he should say
"
roti mujhe nahifi, sahib ko do,"

"
don't

give me bread, give it to the gentleman." But if the

meaning is
"
give the gentleman bread, don'b just now

him anything else," then the Hindustani should
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be " sahib ko roti do." There are many sentences in

the Bible, which the merely English reader misunder-

stands because, in that book alone of English books,

italics are appropriated to another purpose than that of

emphasis, and consequently no way is left of indicating
the emphatic word. E.gr. in Genesis 45 : 26, "he is

ruler over all the land of Egypt," not one in 1 00 English
readers knows that the emphasis is not on "all," but

on "
he." But the Hindi gives the sense of the

original by
" sare Misra desh par prabhuta wahi karta

hai." Here, because of the
"
hi

"
in

"
wahi,"

" sarc

Misra desh par wahi prabhuta karta hai," and even

"wahi sare Misra desh par prabhuta karta hai," would
have conveyed the same meaning ;

but less clearly
than by putting "wahi" next behind the verb. And
where there is no "

hi," the order is essential. E.gr.
"
Is hukm ka denewala main hun,"

"
It is I that give

this order." Here, if
" main

"
had come at the begin-

ning of the sentence, there would have been no emphasis
on it, and the sentence would have merely been a state-

ment that
"
I give this order."

3. There is a third way of expressing emphasis in

Hindustani, viz. to put the emphatic word in an un-

usual place in the sentence,

Unusual place in and thus to draw attention

Sentence to it. E.gr. "hai to har

tarah ki narasti gunah,"
"
true, every kind of unrighteousness is sin

;

" " ham to

hain hi kya, ki turn ham par kurkurate ho ? ",
"
what,

pray, are we, that ye murmur against us ?
"

;

" Ram
Lai apna kam karta hai iman se,"

" Ram Lai does his

work faithfully." But such constructions are compa-

ratively rare
;
and the foreign beginner is advised not

to follow them until he has obtained some grasp of the

language.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

APPOSITION.

I. When two nouns referring to the same person or

thing come together, the general rule is that

1. Proper names come after other designations of

the person or thing ; e.gr.
" hamara Khudawand Yeshu*

Masih,"
" our Lord Jesus Christ

"

Designations (in English,
" Jesus Christ our

Lord" is equally good, and
means the same

; but this transposition is impossible
in Hindustani); "Raja Chandragupta," "king Chan-

dragupta" (or "Chandragupta the king"). And

specially is this order necessary, when the other desig-
nation has an adjective attached to it

; e.gr.
" us ka

bap Mohan Lai,"
" Mohan Lai his father ;

" " mera
Parameshwar Yahowa,"

" Jehovah my God
;

" "
us pra-

siddha tlrbha Banaras men,"
"
in Benares, that famous

place of pilgrimage." If, however, "nam" is intro-

duced, this order is reversed ; e.gr.
"
Isma'il nam

Ibrahim ka beta,"
" Abraham's son named Ishmael^

"

" Yarushalem nam Yahudiyon kl rajdham,"
" the capital

city of the Jews, called Jerusalem."

2 This last-named rule is probably the reason

why such constructions as
" Barnaba aur Paulus
rasuloii ne yih dekha,"

Apparent Exceptions
" the apostles, Barnabas
and Paul, saw this"

are right ;
i.e.

" nam "
is understood after

"
Paulus,"
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But when, according to the general rule above men-
tioned, the designation comes first, and is in the plural,
in most parts of the country it drops its termination ;

e.gr.
"
apne das

"
(not

" dason ")
"
Ibrahim, Ishak, aur

Yakub ko smaran kar,"
" remember thy servants Abra-

ham, Isaac and Jacob." But the Delhi idiom retains it

even in these circumstances ; e.gr.
" wuh Lukauniya ke

shahraft, Lustra aur Dirbe aur un ke girdnawah men
bhag gaye,"

"
they fled to Lystra, Derbo, cities of Lyca-

onia, and their neighbourhood."

II. When two adjectives qualify the same noun,
and one is a possessive pronoun, this always takes

precedence of the other
;

Possessive Pronoun which is in many cases

opposite to the rule in

English. E.gr. we say in English
"
this my son," but

in Hindustani " mera yih beta
;

"
we say

" that your
brother," but they say

" tumhara wuh bhal
;

" we say" he told of that country of his, in which milk and

honey flow," but they say
" us ne apne us desh ka

v;irnan kiya, jis men dfidh aur madhu kl dharaeii bahti
hain."
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

QUOTATION.

One of the most striking differences between
Hindustani idiom and that of European languages is

in respect of quotations ;
and that in two different ways.

I. With us, quotations are of two kinds, viz.

"direct," in which the actual words (real or supposed)
of a person are given; and "in-

Only Direct direct," in which the substance of

Quotation his words is given, but from the

point of view of the person who

quotes. E.gr.
"

h< said '/ am sick"' is a direct quota-
tion

;

" he said he wits sick" is an indirect quotation,
As a rule, in English the indirect form is preferred in

short quotations, the direct form in long ones (except
in newspaper reports of speeches, which are in the

indirect form, however long they may be). But Hindu-
stani quotations are almost always direct ; and yet it

generally introduces it by
"
ki," as we commonly in-

troduce an indirect quotation with "
that." And the

translation of an English indirect quotation into ;i

Hindustani direct one necessitates several changes
viz.

1. The tetise of a saying must be altered. Kgr.
"he told me it ivas thundering" is "us ne mujh se

kaha ki badal garaj raJid hai ;

"

Tense Altered " Master told me I had to commit
to memory 100 lines "is "Guru
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mahfish.-iy ne iimjh so kaha ki tujhr sau pankti kanth
karni hongi"

2. The person of the pronouns arid verbs must
likewise bo changed. E.gr.

" Yakub ne Rahel ko bata

diya ki main terd phuphera
Person Altered bhai hun,"

" Jacob told Rachel

that he was her sister's son ;

"

"
I told her ,s7ie would never see me again," "main no

us se kaha ki turn phir mujhc dekhne na paogi ;

"

"she replied that *//e never wicked to sec me again,"
"us ne jawab diya ki main phir tumheii dekhna
chahti bhi uahin hun"

3. Often "yih" has to take the place of " wuh."

E.gr. "tu ne mujhc kyofi nahin bataya ki yak meri
stri hai?", "why didst not-

"Yih" for "Wuh" thou tell me that she was

thy wife ?
"

Here, Pharaoh
would himself spciik of Sarai as

" wah
;

"
but when he

made a quotation, although only supposed and desired,

from Abram's mouth, he used "yah ;

"
for if Abrain IK"/

said this to Pharaoh, he would certainly have s,ii<l

"
yah

"
about his wife.

4. Sometimes a noun has to be substituted for a

pronoun. E.gr.
"
turn apnl ankhon se dekhte ho ki jo
ham se bol rahfi hai so Yusuph hi

Noun for hai/' "ye sec with your own eyes
Pronoun that it is / that am speaking with

you." Here, the brethren couHl

not say
" main hi hun," though the Hebrew and the

English use the first-person pronoun ;
and because

Joseph is quoting their supposed words, and they would

have said
"
Joseph," not "

I."

II 1. This last cxainpje exemplifies another way
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in which Hindustani idiom, in respect of quotation,
differs from that of European

Quotation of languages; that Hindustanis
Mental Actions quote not only spoken or

written words, but thoughts,

knowledge, feelings, desires, hopes, fears, experiences
(whether of the five outward senses as in the above

example ,
or a mental experience), all such acts,

whether outward or inward. And consequently, all

such quotations also (though we would not call them

quotations) require the various modifications of words
in a sentence, which we have mentioned above. E.gr.
" Yahowa ne dekhd ki manushyon ki burai barh gal hai,
aur un ka har ek bichar bura hi hota hai,"

" Jehovah
saw that the wickedness of men was increased, and
their every imagination was only evil

;

" "
agar ghar ke

malik ko ma*lum hota ki chor kis gharl men dega,"
"
if the master of the house had known what hour the

thief would come;" "mujh se Paramcshwar ki is vishay
men kiriya kha, ki main na tujh se na tere vansh se

kabhi chhal karunga, par jaisl prlti se tu ne mere sath

bartaw kiya hai, taisl hi prlti main tujh se karunga,"
"
swear to me by God that thou wilt not deal falsely

with me, nor with my posterity, but according to the

kindness that / have shewn to thee, thou shalt do to

me" (This example is in a sense one of quotation of

words ; but as it does not mean that the swearer must
swear in exactly these suggested words, it is really
rather an example of quotation of thoughts.}

" We na

jdnte the ki Yusuph hamari, samajhta hai" "they kneiv

not that Joseph understood them." "Herodes no

dekhd ki majusiyoil ne mere sath hafisi kil hai,"
"
Herod saw that the Magicians had mocked him."

*$sma*lum tha, ki unhori ne ise hasad se pakarwaya
/m/'^Hp knew that they had delivered him up through

envy," because He was in Pilate's hands when the

latter realised the above fact.
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2. Yet it must be observed, that the above rules

are by no means absolute. Often their strict observance

would land one in difficulty and

Exceptions ambiguity, somewhat similar to

that of the use of
"
apnfi

"
(see

Chap. XI, 4). Urdu, which in other respects tends

more than Hindi, towards assimilation with more'

western languages, is less strict than the latter in alter-

ing the tense, person, etc., of a quotation. And the

more acquainted writers of Hindustani become with

English, the more this tendency increases. On the

whole, foreigners should be careful in this, as in all other

things, to imitate only the best native writers

and speakers.

('I I ALTER XXXIX

REDUPLICATION.

1. In many languages, the same word is imme-

diately repeated once, without any thought of the

meaning of the first

Not for Intensification word being thereby jus I

but for Repetition doubled, but rather <>f

its being multiplied 'in-

definitely. But in wtuit xenw multiplied ? Here is

the difference between this usage in Hindustani, and

the same in European, and other, languages. In the

latter, reduplication signifies intensification of the
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meaning of the word
;
in Hindustani, it never denotes

this (though many Europeans think, and some even

maintain, that it does) ;
but always repetition ; whether

in different individuals, -or in time. The former

kind of repetition we commonly speak of as
" distribu-

tion ;

"
the latter, as continuance.

Some examples of distributive reduplication
be given.

"
Ahiste ahiste chalo," not "

go very

2. Some
will now

slowly," but simply "go slowly,"

Distribution because Indians think of the slow-

ness of each step.
" Ghar ghar

men,"
"
in every house,"

" from house to house."
" We

apne apne ghar gaye," "they went each to his own
house." "Us per ke hare hare patte hain," not "that

tree has very green leaves," but simply
" that tree has

green leaves," the greenness of each leaf being con-

sidered.
" Saf saf likho," not

"
write very plainly," but

simply
"
write plainly," regard being had to the plain-

ness of each word. " Wuh apna khana garni garni

khata hai," not " he cats his food very hot," but simply
" he eats his food hot," because each of his month fuls

is hot.
" Manda manda pawan bah rahl thi," not " a

very gentle wind was blowing," but
"
a gentle wind was

blowing," because each gust of it was gentle.
" Para-

meshwar ka Atma jal ke iipar upar mandalata tha,"
<( the -Spirit of God hovered over the water," i.e. moving
from place to place over it.

" Us ne in sabhon ko leke

blch bich se do do tukre kar diya,"
" he took all these;,

and divided each of them in two parts in the middle
;

"

"do" being repeated because each was divided, and
" blch

"
being doubled because the middle of each is

referred to. So " blch blch men,"
" at intervals," or

" between every two
"

of things or acts or events which

may be referred to.
" Unhofi ne tore ghar men kya.

kya dekha hai ? ",
" what have they seen in thy

house ?
"
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3. This last example illustrates the fact, that

doubling a word is often a very convenient way, in

Hindustani, of expressing its plu-
Plurality rality.

"
Kya dekha ?

"
would imply

that the interrogator only expected
that they had seen one thing; but forasmuch as he

suspected they had seen many things, he asks*
"
kya

kya dekha ? So,
"
jati jati ke log,"

"
people of differ-

ent races
;

" "
Injil ki basharat qaum qaum men ki!

jaegi," "the gospel will be proclaimed among all

nations
;

"
us ka raj desh desh meii phail gaya,"

"
his

kingdom spread over many countries."

4. Examples of continuative reduplication will

now be given.
" Parameshwar us larke ke sath sath

raha,"
" God continued with that

Continuation lad," i.e. at each moment of his life
;

" main tere age age chalfmga,"
"
I

will go on before thee," keeping about the same dis-

tance ahead all the time
;

"
plchhe plchhe chale ao,'

"
follow on behind," i.e. keeping the same distance

behind all the time.

5. This continuative reduplication is specially
seen in participles ; viz. the past, the present; and the

conjunctive participles; It is

In Participles not very often that the past

participle is doubled
;
but a good

example of it is
" us ne phurtl se ghara utarkar hath

mefi liye liye us ko pila diya,"
" she quickly took the

pitcher down, and while holding it in her hand, gave
him to drink

;

"
each moment of the time, while she

had it in her hand, being considered. The doubling of

the conjunctive participle indicates that the same acts

are repeated several times ; e.gr.
" unhon ne anjlr ke

patte jor jorkar langot bana liye,"
"
they made aprons

lor themselves by joining together fig-leaves," every two
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fig-leaves requiring a separate sewing. So,
" us ne

klleii thofik thofikke sanduq taiyar kiya,"
" he made

a box by hammering nails in," each nail requiring
a separate hammering.

6. The present participle is reduplicated for two
reasons. Sometimes the object is to indicate that

another action takes place while

One Reason the process expressed by the pre-
sent participle takes place. In this

case "
hi

"
is generally inserted between the two occur-

rences of the present participle ; e.gr.
" Yakiib ki jangh

kl nas us se malayuddha karte hi karte charh gal,"
" the sinew of Jacob's thigh got strained just as he was

wrestling with him."

7. The other, and more common, use of reduplica-
tion in the case of the present participle is to express

that the same kind of action

The Other Reason goes on until some other

event takes place. This

other event may be another act of the same agent, or

it may be quite independent of him. Examples of the

former are :

" wuh ghumte ghumte mere ghar par
nikal aya,"

" he wandered on until he turned up at my
house

;

" " Abram jate jate Shekem ke sthan men

pahunch gaya,"
" Abram went on till he arrived at

the site of Shechem
;

" "
raja bhagte bhagte unhlfi

men gir pare," "the kings fled on, and (in course

of their fleeing) fell into those (pits);"
" hote hote

sab khamlr ho gaya," "gradually it all became

leavened," lit. it went on becoming, and at last became,
leavened

;

" " wah parhte parhte barii Pandit ho gaya,"
" he went on studying, until he became a great scholar."

Indians are specially fond of using the same verb both

in the repeated present participle and also in the

following verb
; e.gr.

"
suraj dubte dubte dub gaya,"
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" the sun sank lower and lower till it set
;

" " shatru
dabte dabte dab jaenge,"

"
the enemies will be more

and more subdued, and at last will be quite subdued
;

"

''

jal barhte barhte prithiwl par bahut hi barh gaya,""
the water went on increasing, till it had increased

very much indeed upon the earth." An instance, which
to us Europeans sounds odd, but is quite idiomatic, is
" Wuh marte marte bach gaya,"

" he drew nearer and
nearer to death, but yet recovered."

8. Examples of the present participle referring to

one subject, and the following verb to another.
" Us

ke phirte phirte thaili ka

Change of Subject jal chuk gaya," "as she-

was wandering about, the

water in the bag was finished;
" " Ishak ke dasofi ko

usi nfile men khodte khodte jal ka ek sota mila,"
"
Isaac's servants went on digging in the same valley,

and at last struck a spring of water ;" "Yakub ko

Panuel se chalte chalte siiraj uday ho gaya," "as Jacob
was travelling from Penuel, the son rose upon him."

Specially is the repeated present participle of " hona
used in this way, so that

" hote hote
"
becomes practi-

cally an adverb, meaning
"
gradually." E.gr. one of the

above examples,
" wuh parhte parhte bara Pandit ho

gaya," might just as well be " wah hote hote bnra Pandit

ho gaya." So,
"
hote hote ham is kam men nipun ho

jaenge," "we shall gradually become adept in this work."

9. When " ka
"

(" ke,"
"
kl "),

"
hi," or

"
to

"
are

iidded to a word reduplicated, they are put between its

two occurrences. Ex-
" Hi "

in Reduplication amplcs of this use of
"
hi

"
are :

" man hi

man,"
"
mentally," i.e. "only in mind ;"

" un shahron mm
sirf das hi das adml rah gave," "in each of those cities

only ten men were left";

"
,'

sari prithiwi ke upar
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jal hi jal raha," "over fchc whole earth there was no-

thing but water ;

" "
latfir mitti ke garhe hi garlic the,"

"
there was nothing but pits of slimy earth ;" "sure

Misra dcsh men lohu hi lohfi ho gaya,"
"
in the whole

land of Egypt there came to be nothing but blood :

"

'.' us nc tori is praja se bural hi burai kil hai,"
" he has

done only evil to these thy subjects."

10. The similar insertion of "ka" does not, like

that of "
hi," convey the meaning that the thing

spoken of fills up
" Ka "

in Reduplication some space, occupies
the whole of it

;
but

only that of the uninterrupted multitude of it, with-

out reference to the space occupied by it; as if one

thing succeeded another of the same kind, and still

another and another came
; e.gr.

" hamare barah ke

barah firqe dil o jan se nit din 'ibadat kiyjl kartc haiii,"
" our twelve tribes

"
(not one, or some, but all the

twelve)
"
day arid night worship with heart and soul

;

"

" main tore gharon men jhund ke jhund dans bhejunga,"
"I will send into thy houses continuous swarms" (one
swarm closely following another, swarm upon swarm)
"
of horse-flies." Similar are the common phrases

" sab ka sab,"
" the whole without exception,"

"
sab ke

sab,"
"

all without exception."

11. "To" is inserted between two occurrences of

the same verb in the same form. See an example of

this in the simple past/
" To "

in reduplication in Chapter XVIII, sec-

tion 4, 1. But this

idiom is most frequently found in the imperative or sub-

junctive (whichever one may prefer to call it). In all

these eases, the meaning is that what is expressed bv
the repeated word may be conceded, but this concession

does not alter something else, now to be stated. E.gr.
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"Yahowa hi tmnhara s;mg de to de," "Jehovah may
assist you if He likes," i.e.

"
I am sure no one else will,

and His assistance alone will avail you nought."
"Tuinko jaisfi achchha lage waisa hi vyavahfir un so

karo to karo, par in purushon se kuchh na karo,"
"
deal

with them, if you like, just as you please ;
but do

nothing to these men." "
Haurfi karo to karo, par

tumhfira satyfmash hojacga;" "make as much noise-

as you like, but you will be utterly destroyed;"
"
apnl

apnl kamar kaso to kaso, par tumhara satyanash ho

jficga,"
"
gird yourselves as tight as you will, but,"

etc.
;

" kaho to kaho, par tnmhara kahft thahregA
nahln,"

"
say what you like, but your saying will not

come to pass."

12. Lastly, though words are never doubled in

Hindustani for the sake of intensification, yet they are

sometimes reduplicated for the sake

Emphasis of emphasis. E.gr. when one wishes

to deny something very emphatically,
one may say

"
Nahln, nahm."

CHAPTER XL.

SOME WRONG IDIOMS, COMMONLY USED BY EURO-

PEANS, AND THEIR INDIAN IMITATORS.

For the sake of foreign missionaries just beginning
to learn Hindustani, it may be as well at once to warn
them against learning the idiom from (1) servants, (2)

tradespeople, (3) Indian Christians
;
because all these

imitate the corrupt idiom which has, alas ! become
common in the ordinary European and Anglo-Indian
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community in India. One is sorry to have to include

Indian Christians here
;
and of course it is not meant

that none of them speak their own language idiomati-

cally ;
but the great majority of them follow the

corrupt idiom
;
and even those converted in middle

life find it very hard to resist the influence of the

community which they have joined.

1. There are two Hebrew idioms, which have
found their way into the Greek of the New Testament),

and into the English of every English
"Behold" Bible; but are not -Hindustani, and

should not be reproduced in a Hindu-

stani version. One is "behold," inserted simply to

draw the reader's attention to what follows, or (in a

recorded conversation) to draw the hearer's attention

to what is about to be said. In all cases where this is

the only object of its insertion, it should be omitted
in Hindustani. But where real seeing is in question,
either with the bodily eyes or mentally (as in a

dream), it should be expressed in some other way
(not by

" dekho "). E,gr.
" In my dream, behold, a

vine was before me "
is, in Hindi,

"
mujhe swapna

men kya dekh para, ki mere samhne ek dakhlata
hai."

2. The other idiom alluded to is the insertion of
"
it was that," or

"
it came to pass that," in a narrative

of the past, and
"

it shall be
" It came to pass

"
that," or "

it shall come to

pass that," in a prediction of

the future. These insertions are clearly superfluous,
and should be omitted in a Hindustani translation.

Only when the reference is to what has preceded are

they in place. E.gr.
"
as he had predicted, so it came

to pass
"

is rightly
"
jaisi us ne peshmgoi kil thl, waisa

hi hua."
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3. We are accustomed to use the word "
thing

"

in several connexions, when we know quite well what
sort of thing we mean, only it is idiom-

"
Thing

"
atic in English to callit a "

thing." But
in such cases, Hindustanis do not use*

the word "
chlz," but the name of the thing intended.

E.gr.
" take away the iearthings

"
is not " Cha ki

chizcfi uthao," but " cha ke bartan tithao." So, we

say to a child,
"
put on your things," meaning clothes

;

therefore we must say in Hindustani,
"
apne Jcapre

pahino."

4.
"
Diqq

"
is an adjective, meaning

"
bothered,"

e.gr.
" main bahut diqq hull,"

"
I am very worried

;

"

" Lut bedmon ke napak dial chalan se
" Diqq

"
diqq tha,"

" Lot was vexed by the un-

clean behaviour of the godless." But
most Europeans treat it as a noun, with the verb
" dena." They say

" ham ko diqq mat do," which is

ivrony.

5.
" BattI

"
means " a wick." Hence it may well

be used also of a candle, which is essentially a wiuk
;

but Europeans call a lamp also a
" Batti

" "
batti," though the greater part of it

consists of other substances. The com-
mon Hindustani word for

"
lamp," of any sort, is

"
diya."

6.
" Khadd

"
means a narrow valley between hills,

with steep sides, and very little, if any, space at the

bottom for cultivation
;
in ordinary Eng-

" Khadd" lish, a ravine. But Europeans mean by
it a "

precipice ;

"
and hence they talk

of falling
" down the khadd ;

"
whereas Indians

say
" wuh kha^d men gira,"

" he fell into the

ravine.
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7.
" Salam

"
means in Arabic "

peace," but in

Hindustani "salutation," whether in act or in word.

In the former case it is used with
" Salam " "

karna," e.gr.
" us rie apne ustad ko

salam nahm kiya," "he did no
obeisance to his teacher." In the latter, it is used, not
with "

dena," as nearly all Europeans use it, e.gr.
" Sahib ko mera salam do,"

"
give my respects to the

gentleman;" but with "
kahna," e.gr.

" Sahib se mera
salam kaho," lit.

"
say my salutation to the gentleman."

But if the "kahnewala" of "salam" cannot say it

directly to the person intended, but only through the

medium of a third person, then "
ko," not "

se," is used.

E.gr. "Gayus turn ko salam kahta hai," "Gaius salutes

you," lit.
" Gaius says a salutation for you ;" because he-

could do so only through the writer.

8. "Tamasha" means "a sight," "a spectacle,"
" a scene," i.e. something attractive to the sight ;

generally with a connotation of
" Tamasha "

unworthiness
; something which

attracts the
"
vulgar gaze." Hence

a " theatre
"

is
"
tamashagah," which is the exact ren-

dering, in Persian, of the Greek word from which
" theatre

"
is derived. But Europeans use " tamasha

"

in the sense of a meeting, even a quite sober, even a

religious, meeting. What is called "brawling in

church
"

might, injdeed, be called a "
tamasha," for it

would attract a crowd, if the crowd knew of it; but

not if all goes on "
decently and in order."

9.
"
Baje

"
is the modified form (both singular and

plural, masculine) of the past participle of "bajna,"
which means "to emit a sound,"

" Baje
" when used of an inanimate thing,

e.gr. a musical instrument, a bell, a

gong, and so on. Hence e.gr.
" char baje hain,"

"
it is
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four o'clock," lit.
"
four have struck

;

" "
kal," or

"
kitne,

baje ?
" " what o'clock is it ? ", lit.

" how many have
struck ? ",

" main das baje aunga,"
"
I will come at 10,"

lit.
"
ten having struck, I will come." But because

"baje" is thus idiomatically rendered by "time '"or

"o'clock," many Europeans imagine that it is the

Hindustani for these words. Hence they ask an Indian,
"
kya baja ?

"
;
the only proper answer to which ques-

tion is
"
ghari bajl,"

"
the clock has struck."

10. "Door" originally mean in English an

opening in a wall or other barrier. But it has come to

mean the piece or pieces of wood,
" Door "

or other material, by which that

opening may be closed to ingress or

egress ; and hence the mere opening is called a "
door-

way." But the Hindi "dwar," and the Urdu "darwaza,"
have not adopted this latter meaning : they still signify

only the opening. But Europeans, misled by the idiom
of their own language, constantly say

" darwaza
" when

they mean the wood which fills up the opening.
Whereas this is

"
kiwar," which applies whether the

opening is stopped by a single piece, or by two leaves ;

i.e, either the single piece, or each leaf, is called a
" kiwar

;

"
and the latter is also called a "

palla." But
" darwaza kholo

"
is as good as

" kiwar kholo
"

for
"
open the door ;

"
for when the wood is turned back,

the opening becomes a real opening.

11. When Europeans use Hindustani verbal roots

in English sentences, i.e. attach the English termina-

tions to Hindustani verbal

Addition of "O" roots, they generally insert

an "o" between the root

and the termination ; e.gr.
"
I pakaro'd him "

for
"
I

caught him ;

" " she gao's very sweetly
"
for

" she sings

very sweetly." But this habi,t is wholly needless And
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not only so, but it is redolent of that imperiousness,
which every missionary, not to say every English person,
should at all costs avoid in dealing with Indians. For
it must have arisen at the time, when the European's
speech with the natives of the country consisted

almost wholly of orders.

"

12. "To boil," when used of water, is "khaulna'
;

when said of the water, and " khaulana
" when said of

the person who boils the water.
" To Boil " But when said of something which

is boiled in the water, it is
"
sljhna

"

of the thing boiled, and "
sijhana

"
of the person who

boils it. But Europeans constantly talk of "phuta
pani," which can only mean "

burst water," in other

words it is meaningless.
"
Boiling water

"
is

" khaul-

ta," or
" khaulta hua, pani;" and "boiled water" is

"khaula hua pani." As to boiling something in water,

Europeans commonly use the English word, which

of course Indians corrupt into
"
bail," an ox !

*

13. We speak of
"
handing

"
a thing to a person,

specially at meals, when we either hand food to each

other, or get a servant to hand it.

" Dikhana " And for this, most Europeans have

adopted the verb "
dikhana,"

"
to

show
;

"
which of course might be equally done by

exhibiting the food at the other end of the room. The

right word is
"
dena," which means "

to offer
"

quite as

much as
"
to give ;

"
i.e.

" dena
"

does not necessarily

imply "lena."

14. We speak of "giving" a name to a person;
but " nam dena

"
is not Hindustani, though generally

said by foreigners, and their
"
Giving

1 a Name "
native imitators.

" To give
a name

"
is

" nam rakfind;"
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and "
to

"
is rendered, not by

"
ko," or

"
par," but "

kd."

E.gr.
" He gave Simon the name Peter

"
is

" Us ne
Shama'un ka nam Patras rakkha

;

" " what name shall

we give this child ?" is "is bachche ka ham kya nam
rakkhen ?"

15. Islam being a monotheistic religion, and
indeed its view of God being excessively transcendental,

Urdu makes a clear

Words appropriated distinction, in some of
to God its idioms, between what

is said of God and what
is meant of a creature. E.gr.

"
Quddus,"

"
holy," can be

applied only to God, because He alone is essentially holy;
and when a creature is called holy, it can only be
"
muqaddas," lit.

" made holy." So again,."barakat denl"
is used, in the sense of "

to bless," only of God, because

only He can confer a blessing; and when a man blesses

God, he can only call Him blessed,
" use mubarak kah-

na
;

"
anfl when one man blesses another, he can either

" us ke liye barakat chahna,"
" wish him a blessing," or

"
use du'a-i-khair dena," or simply

" du'a dena," lit.

"give him a good prayer." or simply "a prayer," in the

same sense. (See Chap. XVI, section 10, 4.)

16. There are many sentences in the Bible, and in

ordinary English also, beginning
" How much more !

"

E.gr.
" how much more shall

How much more your heavenly Father give

good things to them that ask

him !" But in these sentences it is evident that the

comparison is only between the certainty already
mentioned and that now mentioned; e.gr. it is much
more certain that God will give than that earthly
fathers will. But if we translate

" kitna hi ziyada," or
'

kitna hi adhik," it will only mean that God will give
more than earthly fathers

will^;
which is true enough,
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but not the meaning of that sentence. Therefore it is

rendered in Urdu "
kyun na dega ?

" And a similar

"how much more!" in 2 Sam. i: II is rendered in

Hindi simply by
"
awashya hi."

17. "Christmas day
"

is almost universally called
" bara din

"
in India. Yet it is a thoroughly

unidiomatic phrase ;
for

" bara
"

is not used in the

sense of
"
important," as

"
great

"
is used in English.

In good Hindustani,
" bara din

"
can only mean " a

long day ;

"
and this is notoriously inapplicable to

Christmas day in the Northern Hemisphere.

18. "
Bandagi

"
is the abstract noun formed from

"
banda,"

" a slave," and therefore means " a state of

servitude
;

"
a very proper word to express a Christian's

relation to Christ as bought by Him. But, because
"
service

"
is also used in English for an act or form of

worship,
"
bandagi

"
has come to be similarly used in

Christian Urdu
;
whereas it should be " 'ibadat

"
in the

sense of the act, and " namaz "
in that of the form,

of worship.

19. We say ''to-night" both when we speak in

the night to which we refer, and also in the preceding

day ;
but "

aj rat ko
"

is right in Hindustani only in

the latter case. When the night is come, there is no
need to tell people that it is night ! Therefore, in such

a case,
"
aj

"
alone is good Hindustani.

20. Of many other wrong Hindustani idioms we
have already spoken in the above pages, and therefore

it will suffice if we now only refer

Varia to some of them. (1) For the

misuse of
" wala

"

perhaps the

commonest, and certainly most offensive, of these wrong
idioms see Chap. VII

;
where it is clearly shown that
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this is an adjectival affix, and obviously this cannofe be

appended to an adjective See also Chap. VIII, 2.

(2) For the wrong use of "raangna" (and even an

imaginary verb "
mangna

"
in the phrase

"
nahlil

mangta," instead of
" nahin chahiye "), see Chap. XVI,

section 10, 4. (3) For the misuse of "garna," see

Chap. XVI, section 23, 12.

CHAPTER XLI.

Ax EXAMPLE TO BE AVOIDED.

Guidance is given, not only by showing the way
to be taken, but also the pitfalls to be avoided :

and in learning a

The Ten Commandments language, it is well

in Urdu not only to have be-

fore one the rules to

be followed, but also some examples of what should

not be done. This we have from time to time done in

this book, specially in the last chapter ;
but now it

seems well to give one concentrated example of

mistakes to be avoided. This, unfortunately, is the

character of the unrevised, and therefore still current,

Urdu version of the Ten Commandments. We call it

unfortunate, because there are few, perhaps no, other

passages of the Bible more taught to, and learned by,
Indian Christians and catechumens than this; and this

fact of course tends to perpetuate, and inculcate, bad

Hindustani among all who quote tho commandments.
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The Hindi version, because it has lately been revised,

is almost, if not wholly, free from these errors. We
will now point out the mistakes in the Urdu version,

which is used by nine-tenths of all the Indian Christ-

ians who use Hindustani.

1. And first, the error which runs through all the

commandments, of using the ordinary Imperative in-

stead of the one which

Wrong Imperative ends in
"
na." These

commandments were

given for all time, and to be obeyed in all circumstan-

ces
; therefore, as we have explained in Chapter XV,

section 12, 3, the form in
" na

"
should be used.

Otherwise, c.c/r. when the eighth commandment is'

read out in the form " Tu chorl mat kar," it implies
that the people, to whom it is read, are either in the

act of stealing or just about to steal. And the use

-of
" mat

"
instead of

" na
"

only emphasizes this

error.

2. The "
tu," which occurs in all the command-

ments (in the Urdu version) except the first, is

needless, and indeed bad
;

for
(i <pQ Unneeded there: is no emphasis on the

subject of the verbs in the

original, and the Hindustani Imperative in "na" is

always understood to apply to the person, or persons,
so addressed.

3. In " Khudawand tera Khuda," which occurs in

the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th commandments, the words are

in the wrong order (sec Chapter
Wrong Order XXXVII, 1). For "Kimda-

wand "
is here a 'proper name,

representing the
" Yahowa "

of the original, and just as

a Hindustani would say
"
ap ka naukar Ramdas,"
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arid not " Ramdas ap ka naukar,'' for "your servant

llamdas," so here he would say
"
tcra.Khuda Khtida-

wand
"

for
" the LORD thy God."

4. The above errors run through the passage ;

now we come to those which occur in separate places.

For the First Commandment
" Mere siwa ' "mere huziir tore liyc diisrfi

KJruda na ho
"

is thoroughly
unidiomatic. (1) "Before me" can mean nothing (in

this place) but "
beside me," and therefore

" mere siwa
"

is the only feasible Urdu for it. (2)
"
Diisra Khuda

"

is a contradition in terms, at least in the pre-
sent age, when "

Khuda,"

Only one " Khuda" whatever it originally
meant in Persian, stands

exclusively for the one God. (3)
" Tere liye na howc

"

is not Hindustani idiom ; it should
" Na Manna '

be " na manna." The whole will

thus read :

" Mere siwa aur kisl ko
Khuda na manna."

5. In the Second Commandment,
' ;

apne liye

banana
"

is not Hindustani, unless stress is laid oti
"
apne

"
(for thyself, not for any

" Bana Lena '

one else), which is certainly not

the case here. Otherwise,
"

to

make for oneself" is "bana lend" (see Chapter XII,
section 3, 4.)

6.
"
In the water under the earth

'

(i.e. in the

water which is under the earth ") is
' Niche ke '

not
"
piinl mcii zamin ke niche,"

but
" zamin ke niche ke panl men."

See page 247.

7.
"
Apiie tain ua jhukaua

"
is not Hindustani
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idiom, but "jhukna." Generally speaking, this langua-

ge avoids reflexive verbs (i.e.
verbs

" Jhukna "
of which the subject is also the

direct object ; for where it is the

indirect object,
"
lena

"
is added, as has just been

said) ;
and only allows it when the use of the simple verb

would convey a wrong meaning. E.gr.
" Saul fell upon

his sword," evidently with the object of killing himself;

but "gira" would leave it open whether it was not an

accident
;
so in that case one must say that he "

apne ap
ko apnl talwar par gira diya." But, where there is no

constraining reason for using the reflexive form and

certainly there is none in the Second Commandment
its use is to be avoided. See Chapter XIII, 8.

8. In the same commandment,
"
tlsrl aur chauthl

pusht tak
"

follows the English indeed, but departs
from the Hebrew, and

Bete Pote Parapote that in a matter in which

Hindustani idiom exactly
follows the Hebrew. For "

betofi poton parapotoii ko,"
"
to sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons

"
is exactly

what an Indian would say in a case like this.

9. In the same,
" un men se hazaroii par

"
is

shocking, not because it is in itself bad idiom, but

because it means that

God's Jealousy not God will shew mercy only
Unjust on thousands of them'

who love Him, and will

leave the rest to their fate ! The "
in

"
of the English

A. V., and the " of" of the II. V., mean "
in the case

of
;

"
and the Hindi well expresses this by

" un hajarofi

par."

10. In the same,
"
mujhe pyar karte

"
is particu-

larly bad when God is the object of the verb ;
for
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"
pyar karna

"
with

Not " Pyar
" with " ko " " ko

"
moans to demon-

strate love by caresses

and similar outward acts, rather than the love itself,

which is a mental affection. See Chapter XVI, sec-

tion 23, 5.

1 1. In the same,
"
hifz karna

"
is bad because,

in Urdu, it only means "
to

Not " Hifz karna "
learn by heart,"

"
to memo-

rize
;

"
which is certainly

not the meaning here.

12. In* the Third Commandment,
"

letfi hai
'

should be "
le

"
or

"
lega,"

"Le" Or "Lega" because of the following
future

"
thahraega."

13. In the Fourth Commandment,
"
yad kar

"

should be "
yad rakhna." " Yad karna

"
is

"
to recol-

lect,"
"
to bring to mind," i.e.,

' Yad Rakhna "
one's own mind, which is the

work of a moment
;
and "

to

keep in memory," which is surely the meaning here, is
"
yad rakhna," See Chapter XVI, section 15, 3.

In the same,
" kam kaj

"
is a singular com-

pound noun, meaning"Kam kaj" singular "business;" hence the
"
apne

"
here should be

"apna."

15. "CJiha din tak
"

should be "chha din to;"
i.e. (1) the "tak

"
is unnecessary, and if inserted, the

following verb must nrrrs-

Chha din to" sarily be, not "
karna," but

"
kartc rahna." And (2)
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"to" should be inserted, to show the contrast between
the work of the six days and the rest of the seventh.

16. "
Thy stranger,"

" tera musafir," has no mean-

ing in English or in Hindustani. Therefore "tera"

should be omitted, or
"
koi

"

" Koi Musafir "
substituted for it, as is done
in the Hindi.

17. " Sab kuchh jo un men hai
"

is bad idiom

(seepage 250). It should

"Jo kuchh" be "jo kuchh nn men
hai."

18. "Izzat dend
"
means to bestow honour upon

a person, i.e. exalt him to an honorable position ;
and

very few children even

'"Izzat karna have an opportunity of

doing this to their parents.
Whereas "

to honour
"
a person is

" us kl *izzat karna."

19. " Ma bap
"

is quite idiomatic for
"
parents ;

"

but as the original says
"
thy father and thy mother,"

it is probably better,

Parents Separate here, to separate them,
and say

"
apne bap aur

apni ma."

20. " Teri
?umr daraz ho

"
can be said, at least

without much explanation, only to an individual, not

to a nation
;

and even if

" Thy days one supposes that individual

may be long" Israelites are here addressed,

yet there seems no sufficient

reason for believing that the promise here is one of

longevity. At any rate, it is better to translate
"
thy

days may be long" literally, and say (as the Hindi
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does)
"
us men tii bahut din Inn rahne pae," leaving

the commentator to fix the exact meaning.

21. " Zamin "
hardly ever means " a land

'

in the

sense of
"
a country," but rather

"
land

"
as opposed to

water, and " earth
"

as Opposed $o
" Mulk "

sky. Whereas " mulk
"

is the regu-
lar Urdu word for

"
country," and

the Hindi word.

22. In the Tenth Commandment, ''joru" is a

word which should be avoided, as it connotes predomi-

nantly (to say the least) the
" Biwi "

physical side of the marriage rela-

tinnship ;
and therefore respectable

Indians dislike it.
"
Biwi," or "

bibi
"
as it is commonly

pronounced in India, should be used here (in Urdu).

23. The form given to the second (and larger)

part of this commandment is entirely wrong. The

repetition of
"
aur," instead of

"
na,"

" Na" to be implies that the prohibition is only

Repeated of coveting all these things of tnn-'s

neighbours, but not of coveting

any one of them ! It should run :

" na to apne parosi
ki biwi, na us ke ghulam, na us ki launili, na us kc

bail, na us ke gadhe, aur na kisi elm kfi, jo terc parosi
ki ho, Ifilaoh karna."
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A and a, 26.

A, masculine ending, 38, 39.

"Ab," 204, 205.

Absolute participles, 104, 111.

Accuracy, 274-279.
Act and State, 84, 85.

Ac-live verbs, 85.

Actual Present and Imperfect,
105, 106.

Adjectives, 57-59.

Adverbs, 94, 95.

"Age," 271-273.

Agglutinative languages, f>.

"Ai," 268, 269.

Analytical languages, 6.

"Ap," 107, 108.
'

Apna," 81-84.

Apposition, 285, 286.

Arya, Aryan, 7.

"As," 208, 203.
"
Ask," two meanings of, (161.

Aspirates, 22, 23.
"
Aur," 196-198.

"
Bachnft," 159, 160.

"
Baithna," 183.

"Bajo," 299, 300.
"
Balki," 199, 200.

"Bandagi," 303.
"

Banna," 155, 156.
"
Marakat," 161, 302.

"Barhna," 186.
"
Bai-hkar," 136.

"
Battel," 298.

"
15oliold," 178, 179, 297.

"Believe," 18y.
"
Bhala," 203, 204.

"
Bharna," 190.

"Bhejnft," 191.

"Bhi," 219-223. More used
than " also

"
or " even "

in

English, 219-221. Its place
in the sentence, 221-223.

"Boil," 301.
"
Bolna," 157.

"
But," 198-201.

"
Bulana,"-94.

"Bury," 191, 192.

Cases and Postpositions, diffe-

rence between, 40.

Cases, real, 40, 41.

Causal Verbs, 93-97. Their
formation, 96, 97.

Certain Verbs, 137-194.

Ch, 28, 29.

"Chalna," 145-148. Its radi-
cal meaning, 145. It means
starting, 146, 147. Vogue,
147. Beginning, 147, 148.

Accompaniment, 148.
"
Chahe," 162, 163.

"Chahiye," 100, 163.

"Chahna," 161, 162.
"
Charhna," 183-185.

"Chhutna," "
chhurana," 159.

"Chukna," 181, 182.'

Compound Nouns, 54-57.

Compound Sounds, 27.

Compound Verbs, 86-89.
Conditional Tense, 109, 110.

Conditional Sentences, two
kind* of, 109.

Conjunctive Participle, 128-
136. Its three forms, 128,
129. How to avoid r.epeti-
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tion of it, 129. More used by
nalivos than by foreigners,
130. Its meanings, 130-132.

Attached to what word, 132,

133. Partakes of negative
quality of negative verb,
1 33, 1 34. Partakes of passive

quality of passive verb, 134,

133. Difference between it

and the modified past parti-

ciple, I3o.

Connexions of verbs. 110, 91.

Consonants, 23.

Correspondent Words, 233-

236.

"
Dalna," as second member of

compound Verb, 89.

"Dekhna," 178-180. Mean-

ing
" to read," 179.

"
Dekho," right and wrong use

of, 178, 179.
" Dena "

as second member of

Compound Verb, 88, 89. In
the sense of permission, 160,

167.

Dentals, 21.

Development of Language, 4-6.

Dialect, its difference from

Language, 3, 4.

"Dikhfma," 301.

Diphthongs, 29.

Direct ((notation, 287.
"

hlialna," 187, 188.
"
Donon," insertion of, 69, 70.

"
Door," 300.

Dravidian languages, 9.

K, 26.

Education retards tendencies of

Language, 4.
"
Ek," 65-67.

Emphasis, 213, 214, 283, 2S4,
21)0.

"
Enough," 265, 200.

Essence of Language, 5.

Essential rules in pronuncia-
tion of Hindustani, 32, 33.

F, pronounced instead of ph,
35.

Families of Language, fi, 7.
" Fur" (conjunction). 270,^71-
Foreign Words in Hindustani,

17.

Future Tense, 117-121.

Genders of Nouns, 36-39.

Why neglected by foreigners,
36, 37. Causes of them, 37.

"
Giving a name," 301, 302.

"Ghatna," 186. 187.

"Ghatkar," 130.

"Ghosh" and "
Aghosh," 20,

34.

Greek, exercised no influence
on Hindustani, 13.

Gutturals, 24.

H, seldom misused, 34.

Habitual Present and Imper-
fect, 106.

"Han," 210-213. Its two
meanings, 210, 211. As
affirmative, 211. As limita-

tive, 212. In sense of "at
the place," 213.

"
Have," 192, 193.

"
Hay," 269, 270.

"
He," 268, 269.

"Hi," 213-219. The empha-
tic particle, 213, 214. With
participles, 214. With "yih,"
215. In alternatives, 216.

For exelusiveness, 21'i. Pre-

ferred to '

bin," 216, 217.
In sense of "

only," 217. Its

place in sentence, 218, 219.

In Re.Uiplication, 294, 295.

"Hilna," 192.

Hindi, what it is, 18, 19.

Hindustan, 12, 13.

Hindii.stani, its dialects and

principal divisions, 13-15.
"
Hoga," 120.

"
Hokar," in the sense of
"
through," 141.

"Hona," J37-142. Its deriva-
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tion and radical meaning,
Io3. Used for what kind of

necessity, 141. 142.

Honorific terms, 75-77.

Hope, requires future tense,
110.

" How much more ! ", 302. 303.

I.-2H.

I, masculine ending, 39.

i, feminine ending, 38.

Idiom, 1, 2.

Imitation, 72, 73.

Imperative, Form I, 122, 123.

Form II, 123, 124. Form III,

124, 125.

Imperfect Tense, 104-109.

Two meanings of, 105.

Indefinite words, 254-257.

Infinitive, Form 1, 12(5. Form
II, 127, 12S.

Insertion, 279-282.

Intention, 119.

Interjections, 268-270.

Interrogative words and senten-

ces, 237-242. Interrogative

particle, 237,238. Interroga-
tive repeated, 239, 240.

Interrogative, with negative
meaning, 240. Followed by
"hi, "241, 242.

" It came to pass," 297.

J, 28, 29.

J for Y, 35.

"Jana," 144, 145. As second
member of a compound verb,
87. With a present parti-

ciple, 145.

"Janna," two meanings of,

169, 170.

"Jo" as conjunction, 250-252.

Juxtapositional languages, 5.

Juxtaposition of consonants
avoided, 33.

K becomes ch, 35.
"

Kii," an adjectival affix, 59-
64. Its derivation and mean-

ing, 60, 61. When omitted,
45. Not always equivalent
to "

of," 63, 64. In Redupli-
cation, 295. Between two
words, 64. Its place in a

sentence, 64,

Kalian," special use of, 238,
240.

Kahlaria," 94, 95.

Kahna," its difference from
"
bolna," 1">7. With "se,"

157, 158. With "ko,
1? ir>8.

Kam dena," 190.

Karke," 144, 20^. 209.

Kama," 142-144. Equiva-
lent to various English verbs,

142, 143. With " ko " and
with "

se," 143, 144.

Katna,"
"
katna," 188, 189.

Kaun " and "kya," 241.
Ke "

standing alone, 45. ,

Ke mare," 111.

Khana," 99.

Ko," 46-49. When to use
it and when not, 46, 47." Kya

"
repeated, 239.

Labials, 21.

"Lagna," 151-155. Its radi-
cal meaning, 151. Denotes
contact and proximity, 152.
Denotes sensation, engage*
ment, and commencement,
152-154. Denotes prepared-
ness, 154. With "kahna,"
154. Denotes attribution,
154, 155.

Language, four constituents
of, 1.

"
Lekin," 199.

"
Lest," 261, 262.

Linguals, 22. They inter-

change, 33, 34.

Literature retards tendencies of

Language, 4.

Local differences in Hindustani,
19,20.

" Lon "
and "le," two meanings

of, 52, 53. With "
jab," 53?
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"
Magar," 199.

"Main "and "ham," 74.

"Mangna," meaning of, 161,

162.
" Marna," different construc-

tions of, 168.
" Mat," 259, 260.

"Ma'lum hai" and " malum
hota hai," 142.

"
Milna," 163-165. With
"
se," 163, 164. With " men,"

164. With "
ko," 164, 165.

How it differs from "
pirna,"

165.

"Na"and "nahin," 257-260.
" Na " at end of a statement,

263.

"Nahin to," 226, 227.

Nasals, 23.

Nasal, the pure, 34.

"Ne," 54, 112, 113.

Neuter verbs, 91-96. Treated

as original, 92. Preferred to

passives, 93. Their roots

coined, 92, 93.

Negative words and clauses,

257-264.
" Neither

" and "nor," 260, 261.

Ng, 34.

"Nikalna," 188.

Norman-French, 14.

Numerals, 65-70. From 11 to

99 ; 67, 68.

O, 25, 26.

O wrongly affixed, 300, 301.

Obsolete addition of "on" and
"hofi," 79, 80.

"On," a numeral affix, 68, 69.
" One "

in English, not translat-

able in Hindustani, 65, 66.
"
Or," 209.

Origins of Hindustani Sounds,
29, 30.

"
OrhnS," page xiii.

Pali, 10.

Palatals, 22.

"Pana," 165-168. How it

differs from "milnfi," 165.
With another verb, 185-167.
How it differs from "

sakna,"
167, 168.

"Par," a postposition, 51, 52.
A conjunction, 199.

"Pania," 148-151. Its radical

meaning, 148. It signifies ne-

cessity, 148, 149. Denotes
object of action, 149, 150.
Stands in place of "

hona,"
150. Denotes giving of a
name, 150, 151. Denotes"

lying," 151.
Parts of Speech, 2, 3.

Passive verbs, 98-101. Generally
avoided, 98. Sometimes pre-
ferred, 99.

Past participle, 110, 111.

Perfect and Pluperfect, 113-
116. Their uses differ from
those of English Perfect and
Pluperfect, and between East
and West, 114, 115.

Permission, two kinds of, 166,
167.

Persian, its influence in Hindu-
stani, 7, 8. Arabized before

coming into India, 13. Its

idioms in Hindustani, 18.

Personal Pronouns, 74-80.

They have no genders, 77.

Perspicuity, 274-277."
PhatnS," 187."
Phir," 201-203.

Pluperfect, its special use, 115.

Politeness, cause of plural in

personal pronouns and verbs,

75, 107, 108.

Possessive Pronouns, 80-84.

Of first and second persons,
80.

Postpositions, 40-54. Of two
kinds, 41, 42. Their origin,

42, 43. Their omission, 43,
44. Not repeated, 44. Com-
bined, 44, 45.

Prakrit, 9, 10,
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Present Participle, 103, 104.

Present Tense, 104-109. Actual

and Habitual, 105, 106. Not
" historic," but as present in

a book, 107. Used for prox-
imate action, 107. Without
substantive verb, 108, 109.

Not used for future, 121.

"'Puchhnu,'' 160, 161.

Questions, two in one, 241.

Quotation, 287-290. Of mental

processes, 289.

Quddus," 302.

"Rahna," 171-173. Often pre-
ferred to "

hona," 172. Often

equivalent to substantive

verb, 171.
41 Rakhna," 173-175. When

equivalent to "put," 173,
174. How distinguished from
"
karna," 174. Practically

the causal of "
rahna," 175.

Used ior naming, 175.

Reduplication, 290-296. Distri-

butive, 291, 292. .Continua-

tive, 292. Of participles,
292-294.

Reflexive verbs, 95, 96.

Relative words and clauses, 243-
254. Their place in a sen-

tence, 243-245. Reduplicated,
245, 246. The effect on them
of an intervening clause, 246.

Substitutes for relative clau-

ses, 247, 248. Not repeated,
248, 249. Need support, 249,
250. Never used alone with
second person, 252. Not used
in Latin fashion, 253.

Resolution of verbs, 90.

S never pronounced as Z, 33.

"Sa," 71-73. Its primary mean-
ing and use, 71, 72. Its secon-

dary use, 73.

"Sakna," 167, 180, 181. It
must be repeated, 181.

'

Salam," 299.

Sanskrit, 8, 9.
" Sath dena," 190.

"Se," two meanings of, 49-51.
Must be used with Compara-
tive, 58, 59. With neuter and
causal verbs, 95. With pas-
sives, 100.

Secondary Causals, 93, 94.

Semi-consonants, 24.

Semi-labials, 21.

Semi-vowels, 25.
"
Shabash," 270.

Sibilants, 21, 22, 33.
"
Sikhana," 191.

Simple Past Tense, 112,' 113.
"When construed with "

lie,"

112, 113.

Sounds in Hindustani, 21-35.

Classified according to organs
of speech, 21. Classified by
transmission of breath, 23-29.
Sounds rejected in Hindu-
stani, 30, 31.

Stages of Language, 5, (j.

Subjunctive, 117-121. How
formed, 117. Its old meaning,
117, 118. Its uses, 118, 119.

Substantive Verb, 108. 137-142.
What it means, 137. It is

only half a verb, 137, 138.

How to know whether to use
it or "hona," 139, 140. Its

derivation, 138, 139.
"
Sunna," 190.

Supergutturals, 21, 22.

Synthetical Languages, (',.

Table of Correspondent words,
232.

"
Tak,"

"
talak," 52. 53. Their

two meanings, 52. With
"jab," 53.

Tatsama and Tadbhava, 10, 11.
"
Tanmsha," 299.

Tendencies of Language, 3, 4.

Tenses of Verbs, 101-136. Gene-
ral remarks on, 101, 102.

Thahrna, 175-178. Means " to
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stop
" and " to appear," 176,

177. Means " to l>e settled
'"

and "to be proved." 177.

Means " to last," 178.

"Thing/' 298.

Third Person Pronoun, obsolete
or obsolescent, 77, 78.

"Till," when it means "at
last,'" 53, 54.

"Tin." Indian objection to, 67.

"To/' So. I, 224-227. Intro-

duces apodosis, 224. Its

usage differs in Hinr.i and
Urdu, 22.').

"To/ 1 No. II, 227-231. Its

place in a sentence, 227, 228.

Its meaning concessive or

limitative, 227, 230. It im-

plies a contrast, 228, 229. It

removes ambiguity, 229, 230.

It is not really emphatic, 231.
In reduplication, 295.

"
To-night/' 303.

"
Too/'

" too much," 267-
" Tu/' 74, 75.
"

Tiltna," 187.

Urdu, 15-17. What is it? 15.

Contrasted with English, 15,

Hi. The kinds of words it

borrows from Arabic and Per-

sian, Ifi. 17.

"Uthna/' 1S2. 183.

"Utarna," 183-1 S5.

"Urna, v
190.

"Use," to, !'.:-{.

Verbs. 84-194. General remarks
on, 84-91.

Vernaculars, how formed, 1 1

How classified, 11. 12.

Vowels, 25-27.

"Wah," 269.
"
Wala/' adjectival affix, 59-64.

Its meaning very general, 60,

lil. It cannot be affixed to

an adjective, 60. It often

omits the noun which it qua-
lifies, 61, 62. To what p.-irts

of speech it is attached, 62.

With what meanings it is

affixed to infinitive. (>;;

"Whether/' 2(14. 265.

Wish. 119. Not resolution. 121.

"Wuh/ :

78, 79.

"
Yih," 7S


